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SUMMARY
1.1BACKGROUND
The United States is entering an era of expanded space activity that will involve space-based
operations to carry out and support new space transportation missions. A key aspect of these
missions is their dependence on high energy, cryogenic propellants. Long-lived space systems that
depend on the use of subcritical cryogens present low-gravity fluid management challenges as well
as special storage and utilization problems due to the low fluid temperatures. Cryogenic fluid
management is clearly a critical development area for these future space missions, In-space testing
will be required to verify much of the technology needed for future space missions. Much of the
testing will address systems-level behavior and control during representative operations under low-
gravity conditions.
In recognition of these technology needs, the NASA Lewis Research Center has funded feasibility
studies of COLD-SAT (Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid Depot Storage, Acquisition, and Transfer
Satellite), a free-flying orbital experiment to be launched by an expendable launch vehicle (ELV) in
1997. The objectives of the feasibility studies included the following: creation of a set of detailed
requirements for Class I (mission enabling) and Class II (mission enhancing) cryogenic fluid
management experiments; conceptual design of an ELV-launched orbital spacecraft for carrying out
the experiments; preparation of preliminary plans for the COLD-SAT project; and, project cost
estimates.
1.2 EXPERIMENT SUMMARY
The general experiments which are being performed on COLD-SAT are listed in Table 1-1. The
Class I experiments are those considered to be "enabling" and were given priority in our study. Our
system was designed to achieve at least a 92 percent probability of success in completing these
experiments. For the design in this report the estimated probability of success is 95 percent. The
Class II experiments are considered to be "enhancing" and were given lower priority, in order to
minimize the resources for their implementation. The major space transportation systems which
would benefit from the technology being addressed by COLD-SAT include Space Transfer Vehicles
(STVs), Orbital Fuels Depots, Propellant Resupply Tanker, and Space Station Freedom. The
applicability of the COLD-SAT experiments to these is indicated in the table.
The following paragraphs contain brief descriptions of all of the experiments, including a brief
statement of the problem, the objective of the experiment, and the major parameters of interest. In all
cases, in addition to the objectives stated, a common objective is that data be obtained to correlate
with ground test data and models being used to predict the various phenomena.
1.2.1 Pressure Control
Cryogenic fluids are not "storable", either on the ground or in space. A net heat inflow to the storage
tank causes the fluid to warm and the pressure to rise, making venting necessary. Settled venting is
the pressure control technique used on the Centaur upper stage, and it is a possible technique for
some applications. However, cryogenic tanks will most likely be required on platforms which will
not allow the artificially imposed acceleration necessary for settling. Thus, an alternative approach is
required.
Table 1-1. List of COLD-SATExperimentsandApplication
Experiments
Class I Experiments
rTank Pressure Control
Tank Chill-Down
Tank No-vent Fill
LAD Fill/RefiU
Class II Experiments
Tanker Thermal Performance
Pressurization
Low-G Settling and Outflow
LAD Performance
Transfer Line Chill-down
Outflow Subcooling
Low-G Vented Fill
Fluid Dumping
Advanced Instrumentation
STV
X
X
X
X
Application
Space-based
Depot
X
X
X
X
Resupply
Tanker
X
Space
Station
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
The most promising approach for pressure control in low-g is the thermodynamic vent system
(TVS). Besides maintaining tank pressure, it can also be designed to subcool the liquid in the tank.
However, there are a number of alternative TVS designs and essentially no data on their
performance, nor the severity of the tank thermal stratification and pressure control problem. The
objectives of this experiment are to 1) investigate stratification and pressure rise in tanks subjected to
various heating rates, and 2) evaluate tank pressure control techniques using active and passive TVS
concepts. The major elements of these concepts include mixers, internal wall-mounted heat
exchangers, external wall-mounted heat exchangers, compact heat exchangers, and Joule-Thomson
throttling devices.
1.2.2 Tank Chill-down
Transfer of cryogenic fluids from one tank to another in space will be an essential feature of future
space transportation systems. Since the cost of transporting material from the ground to LEO is
high, it is essential that losses due to chill-down of receiver tanks be minimized. This experiment
will evaluate the "charge/hold/vent" tank chill-down procedure in low gravity, including an
evaluation of the effects of tank shape, tank mass, nozzle orientation and flowrate, mass injection
profile, and staged venting on the injected mass required and on the time to accomplish the chili-
down.
1.2.3 Tank No-vent Fill
Following the chilling of the receiver tank, the tank must be filled with liquid. It is paramount that
this process be performed to minimize the loss of stored liquid cryogen. A procedure termed "no-
vent fill" has been proposed to minimize the liquid losses that could occur in a low-g environment. It
is similar to the tank chill-down procedure in that nozzles are used to inject the liquid into the tank
and promote mixing and collapse of the existing vapor. This procedure has yet to be demonstrated in
space. The objective of the experiment is to determine the effects of nozzle orientation, nozzle
flowrates, g level, and tank fill level on the no-vent fill process. The fill level goal is at least 95
percent.
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1.2.4Liquid AcquistionDeviceFill/Refill
A passive,channel-type,total communicationliquid acquisitiondevice(LAD) is anideal systemfor
usewith a space-basedcryogenicdepot. Suchsystemshavebeenusedextensivelyin space,but
only with storablefluids. Thesedevicesarenotoriouslydifficult to fill in one-g,andit is anticipated
that theproblemscould bemagnifiedin low gravity, wherethe liquid could more readily wet the
screensurfacebeforetrappedvaporis ejected.Two differentLAD configurationswill beevaluated.
Theobjectivesincludedeterminationof theeffectsof filling rate,LAD configuration,LAD venting
throughtheTVS, LAD initial temperature,andtankpressurantspecieson theability to fill theLAD
andcollapsethebubbleswithin.
1.2.5 TankerTankThermalPerformance
The supply tank insulation systemwill havefeaturescharacteristicof bothEarth-to-orbitresupply
tankersandon-orbit depots. It will havea helium-purgedmulti-layer (MLI) insulation systemto
prevent cryopumpingof condensiblegaseson the groundand a vapor-cooledshield (VCS) for
absorbingmoreof thetankheatleakwhenonorbit. A majorquestionconcerningtheMLI, which is
quite thick (76mm), is whethertheescapeof gasduringascentmayadverselyaffectthesubsequent
insulation performance. The structuraland thermalperformanceof the systemwill be evaluated
during theascentphaseandafter spaceequilibrium conditionsareachieved.The time requiredto
achievespaceequilibriumconditions,andthemeasurementof thespacethermalperformanceoveran
extendedperiodof timewill be investigated.
1.2.6 TankPressurization
Pressurantcollapse due to cooling and condensationin cryogenic tankson the ground or when
undergoing acceleration has been quantified. However, these conditions are substantially different
from those for long cryogenic tank transfers in low-gravity. The objective of the experiment is to
determine the amount of pressurants required for the LH 2 transfer process under varying conditions
of pressurant flow, g-level, tank fill-level, pressurant temperature, and tank pressure. Data will be
taken to compare the performance of an autogenous hydrogen pressurization system, a stored
gaseous hydrogen pressurization system, and a stored gaseous helium pressurization system.
1.2.7 Low-g Settling and Outflow
An alternative to the use of a total communication liquid acquisition device is the process of applying
a low acceleration level to settle and outflow liquid from one tank to another. This experiment will
determine settling times under controlled Iow-gravity conditions and determine residuals at vapor
pull-through for various g-levels and outflow rates. Settling under the influence of pulsed thrusting
will also be tested.
1.2.8 Liquid Acquisition Device Performance
Screened channel-type liquid acquisition devices are commonly used with storable liquids in zero-
gravity. New problems surface when the fluid is cryogenic and the screens are subject to premature
dryout and breakdown. The performance of a LAD will be investigated under normal and adverse
operating conditions. As with many of the Class II experiments, these will be integrated with the
Class I transfer tests. Objectives are to evaluate the effects of a tank hot spot, g-level, and flowrate
on the ability of channel-type LADs to transfer vapor-free liquid from tanks.
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1.2.9 TransferLine Chill-down
Anotheraspectof minimizing liquid lossin spaceis theoptimizationof transfersystemchill-down.
The phenomenaassociatedwith fluid flow andheattransferinsidea pipe areknown to begravity
dependent,andthisexperimentwill quantifythoseeffects.Two different transferlineswill betested
in conjunctionwith otherCOLD-SAT transfers.Theobjectiveis to determinetheflowrate,thetime,
andtheliquid quantityrequiredfor transferline chill-down. Bothcontinousandintermittentflow of
the chill-down liquid will be tested. The venting of the line chill-down fluid througha tank to
accomplishsomedegreeof tankchilling will alsobetested.
1.2.10 Outflow Subcooling
The subcoolingof liquids in spacewill be required in conjunction with liquid transfers. One
approachis to subcooltheoutflow from thesupply tankas it passesthroughthe transferplumbing
andto thereceiver tank. For this purpose,a subcoolingheatexchanger,cooledby throttled fluid
from the supply tank,canbeused.Thefluid passingthroughthecold sideof theheatexchangeris
vaporizedbeforeit exits theunit, subcoolingthemaintransferflow of liquid. Theobjectiveof this
experimentis to evaluatetheeffectivenessof acompactheatexchangerin subcoolingtankoutflow,
andtheuseof intermittantflow of thecold sidefluid in controllingthecapacityof thesubcooler.
1.2.11Low-Gravity VentedFill
This experiment will investigate the type of filling processused in one-g, but at a very low
accelerationlevel. The objective is to determinethe effectof g-level, inflow rateand initial tank
temperatureon the ability to fill the tank without ingesting liquid into the vent. Testswill be
conductedononetankwith aLAD, andonewithoutaLAD.
1.2.12 Fluid Dumping
Operationalscenariosareexpectedin which it could benecessaryto dump cryogenicfluid from a
tankin space,whetherunderemergencyor plannedconditions.Undersuchconditionsfreeze-upof
thetankor linescould inhibit theoperation.This experimentwill focuson theevaluationof liquid
dumpingeffectivenessandtank freeze-upin the two receivertanks. Line freeze-up,which canbe
testedon the ground andis lessgravity dependent,will also be testedin conjunction with other
transfers. The rate of dumping, tank pressurizationparameters, and heater power will be
determined.
1.2.13AdvancedInstrumentation
Thisexperimenthasnot beendefinedsincetheinstrumentationis still in theprocessof development.
Candidatesfor test include a compressionmassgage,a two-phaseflowmeter, and other more
advancedinstruments.Thesemayincludeleak detectors,velocimeters,liquid orientationdetectors,
andfiberoptic/videovisualizationsystems.
1.3 SPACECRAFTDESIGN SUMMARY
The philosophy employed for the designof the COLD-SAT spacecrafthas beento physically
separatethe experimentand bus systemsto the extent possibleto facilitate design,production,
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checkoutandassembly.Greatemphasishasbeenplacedonkeepingtheinterfacesbetweenthebus
andexperimentsimple,adheringto experimentperformancegoalsin thebusdesign,usingflight-
proven bus componentsto minimize developmentrisk, and designing for high reliability. The
selectionof the launchvehicle is amajorfactor in thedesignof thespacecraftandthecapabilityof
the experiment. After studying the capabilitiesand cost of U.S. launchersand the expenment
featurestheycould accommodate,theAtlasI waschosen,alongwith the4.2 m diameter,64.4m3
payloadfairingoption. This combinationprovidesamplelift andvolumetriccapacity,andtheAtlasI
allows theuseof existingliquid hydrogenhandlingfacilitiesandprocedures,trainedpersonnelatthe
launchpad, and the useof an experimentliquid hydrogen supply tank without a heavy, costly
vacuumjacket. Groundandascentventingof thesupplytankis accomplishedthroughconnectionto
theCentaurexistingflight ventsystem.
With theAtlas I, launchpadfluid supplymodificationsarelimited to extendingGN2,GHeandLH2
supplylines higherup thetower andusinga retractableboomandumbilical to servicethe COLD-
SAT spacecraftthroughanexperiment-mountedisconnectpanelaccessedthrougha spring-loaded
doorin thepayloadfairing. A COLD-SATpurgecontrolmodulewouldbemountedon theboomand
theCentaurtankingcontrol panelin theblockhousewould besupplementedwith a panelto control
COLD-SATtanking.
The COLD-SAT spacecraft,illustrated in Figure 1-1, is composedof two main modules, the
experimentmoduleandthespacecraftbusmodule. Theexperimentmoduleconsistsof structure,the
threeinsulatedexperimenttanks,instrumentationsensors,pumps,valvesandassociatedplumbing.
The experimenttanksconsistof a 5.38m3 ellipsoidal supply tank, a 1.27m3 cylindrical receiver
tank, anda 0.62m3 sphericalreceivertank. The experimentstructureis of aluminumhoneycomb,
andenclosestheexperimentmoduleto providemicrometeoroid/debrisprotectionaswell assupport
the tanks and other components. Someexperimentequipment,including the storedhelium and
hydrogengaspressurantanksandall of theexperimentsupportelectronicsis mountedwithin the
busmodule. Thebusmoduleconsistsof thebusstructureandattitudecontrol, propulsion,electrical
power, telemetryanddatahandling,spacecraftcontrol electronics,andthermalcontrol hardware.
Thecut-awayview of thevehicleshowsit in its operationalconfigurationwith thesolararrays,high
gainS-bandantennaandomni-directionalS-bandantennadeployed.Thesolararraysarecantedat a
26 degreeangle to theY-axis to keepthesolar vectorascloseto the normalof the solar arrayas
possible,thuspermittingtheuseof asingle-axissolararraydrive. Theearthsensorsmountedon the
+X and -X ends of the vehicle have conical shields to protect their optics from thrusterplume
contamination.
Thebusstructureis a designadaptedfrom Ford Aerospace'stypical busconstructionfor a three-axis
stabilizedspacecraft.To efficiently packagetheexperimentmodule,reduceweight andlower the
centerof gravityof thevehicle, it wasnecessaryto selectanew structurebasedonpreviouslyflown
designs.Themain loadstructureof thebusis thecentralcylinderwhich wasenlargedto containone
of the experimenttanksandits insulationsystem.The busenclosureis analuminum honeycomb
panelbox supportedby shearwebsoff thecentralcylinder. Theexperimentmoduleis boltedto the
+X end of the cylinder and a launch vehicle separationclamp is attachedto the -X end. The
propellant tanks, helium and hydrogen pressuranttanks, and the internal experiment tank are
supportedoff thecylinder by struts.
A masssummary for the spacecraftis given in Table 1-2 and a propellant budget is given in
Table 1-3. A 20 percentmasscontingencywasmaintainedto allow for designuncertaintiesand
future modifications. The total liftoff massfor thespacecraft,includingcontingencies,is 3455kg,
andaddedto thepayloadadapterandseparationsystemis well within thecapability of the Atlas I
launchvehicle(4750kg capacityto 1300km).
Under the control of the SpacecraftControl Electronics(SCE), the spacecraftbuscan function
autonomously for up to 28 days without ground commands. Since real-time control of the
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Table 1-2. COLD-SAT Mass Summary
Experiment Module
Primary Structure
Fairings & Supports
Tank 1
Tank 2
Tank 3
Fluid Systems
Thermal Control
Instr. & Control
Electrical
1199.4 kg _2R_._NIL__
290.0 Structure
111.0 Mech. Integration
109.9 Elect. Power
33.3 Solar Arrays
16.1 Elect. Integration
376.4 Propulsion
106.9 T C & D H
56.8 Attitude Control
99.0 Thermal Control
784.4
218.2
22.7
141.9
118.9
31.8
68.5
86.0
76.1
20.3
kg
Spacecraft Dry Mass 1983.8
Liquid Hydrogen 364.5
Hydrazine Propellant 530.5
20% Mass Contingency 575.8
Payload Adapter & Clamp 72.0
Total Payload Mass 3526.6 kg
Table 1-3. Propellant Budget
EVENT
Initial Attitude Acquisition
Drag Makeup
Reaction-Wheel Unloading
Experimental Maneuvers
- Class I
- Class II
Unallocated Contingency
Subtotal
Residual/Holdup
Total Propellant (Hydrazine)
Pressurant (Helium)
Launch Tankage Capacity (90%)
(4 hydrazine propellant tanks)
Excess Capacity Available
* Thrusting for experiments totally negates
need for drag makeup
PROPELLANT (kg)
ISP = 2157.7 N-sec
Kg
6.80
NONE*
27.22
292.35
66.89
22.68
415.94
6.80
422.74
1.81
530.5
105.95
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experimentfrom thegroundis notpossibledueto communicationslimitations, theSCEwill control
the experimentwith limited autonomyfor periodsup to afew orbits. The SCEprovidestelemetry
processing,command,andcontrol for all of thesubsystems.Theprocessoranalyzesthedatafrom
the attitudecontrol systemsensorsandgeneratesthe necessarysignalsto maintainattitudefor all
mission phases,including pointing the spacecraft+X axis along the velocity vector for the
experiments,positioning the solar arraysand high gain antenna,and maintainingattitudeduring
thrusting maneuvers.Additionally, the SCEautonomouslycontrols batterychargeanddischarge
management,maintains thermal control by operating heaters,performs data acquisition and
managementfor both the bus and the experiment, and tracks center of masschangesdue to
propellantconsumption.
COLD-SAT communicationsprovidestelemetrycommandandrangingfunctionsto facilitate data
downlink, tracking,andgroundcontrol. Theprimarycommunicationslink to thegroundis through
theTDRSS S-BandMultiple AccessServiceusing the COLD-SAT high gain steerableantenna.
Experimentandbustelemetrydatawill besequentiallysampledby theSCE,formatted,andstoredin
solid statememoryfor laterdownlink. Telemetrydata is transmittedthroughTDRSSat 38 kbps
during a 10minutesperorbit TDRS contacttime (availablecapacityon the S-BandMA link is 50
kbps). Commanddataisuplinkedat 1kbpssimultaneouslyduringdownlink operationsfor efficient
useof the TDRS contact time. The uplink data capability includes functional commandsand
replacementsoftwarecodefor either the attitudecontrol systemor the experiment. Contingency
communicationsis providedby ahalf-omniantennadiametricallypositionedrelativeto thehighgain
antennafor a low ratedatalink eitherthroughtheTDRSSor directly to aSTDNgroundstation.
Thethree-axisstabilizationattitudecontrolsystemusesconicalEarthsensors,analoganddigital sun
sensors,and gyros as sensors. Thrusters,reaction wheels,and magnetic torquers are used as
actuators.The SCEprovidesprocessingof thesensordata,actuatorcontrol, automaticmomentum
dumping,thrusterselectionduringmaneuvers,processingandstorageof commands,maintenanceof
ephemerisdata,and theprocessingof attitudecontrol information requiredby other subsystems.
Threeorthogonalmagnetictorquersdumpexcessreactionwheel momentum,avoiding theuseof
thrusterswhich woulddisturbtheexperiments.
Onboardpropulsionis requiredto provideawiderangeof linearaccelerationfor certainexperiments
and to provide backup attitude control actuation. Both +X and -X thrusters were used for
experiment thrusting so that different internal equipment could be used at each end of the experiment
tanks, increasing the flexibility of the experiment design. Each of the thrusters has 0.53 Newton
thrust. For each test an appropriate number of thrusters will be used to produce nominal
accelerations of either 20, 50, or 100 ktg for continuous periods up to 46.5 hours.
1.4 MISSION SUMMARY
COLD-SAT is designed for a one year operational lifetime but the liquid hydrogen is expected to be
expended through experiment usage and storage losses within six months. Orbital analysis was
based on an expected launch from Kennedy Space Center in 1998 using an Altas I expendable launch
vehicle. The Atlas I will use a two-bum boost sequence to place COLD-SAT into a 1300 km circular
orbit at 28.5 degree inclination. The altitude was chosen to provide a 500 year orbital lifetime and to
fit within a current minimum in the orbital debris environment. Also, at this altitude the drag
accelerations and the atomic oxygen concentrations are negligible. The orbital period is 111.5
minutes with a maximum eclipse duration of 35.2 minutes.
Shortly before launch the spacecraft is placed on internal battery power and a variety of internal
equipment is activated including the Spacecraft Control Electronics (SCE), command receivers,
selected sensors, gyros, and reaction wheels. After liftoff, telemetry is unavailable from the
spacecraft. The launch base will keep the control center team apprised of progress via the voice
network. Upon separation of the spacecraft from the upper stage of the Atlas I, the TC&DH omni
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antennaand the high gain antennawill be pyrotechnically released. Commandingwill then
commencefrom a STDN ground stationvia the omni antenna. The high gain antennagimbal
mechanismwill beenabled,allowingtheantennato trackTDRS.
At separation,COLD-SAT will haveaninitial roll rateof 2Hertz. Pitchandyaw will benegligible
unlesstip-off ratesareencountered.Theattitudecontrolsystemwill beactivatedandchecked.Then
the propulsion systemwill be vented,thrusteroperationverified, and the vehicle despun. The
spacecraftwill becommandedto a stablecontrolmodefor solararraydeployment.After solararray
deployment,theEarthacquisitionmodewill becommanded,thesolararraysslewedto acquirethe
sunandplaced in their suntracking mode. Theseoperationswill bedoneduring the first three
orbits. Next, on-orbit checkoutof thespacecraftbusand theexperimentwill bedonefor several
orbits. After thecheckoutis completed,normaloperationsandexperimentaltestingcanbegin.
The spacecraftwill fly with the longaxis (X-axis) of thevehiclecoincidentwith theorbital velocity
vector. TheY-axis will benormal to theorbitalplanewhich will allow the solararraysto trackthe
sun. Sincethe solararrayshaveonly a onedegree-of-freedomdrive andarecantedto thebody of
thespacecraft,theywill requirea 180deg.roll or pitch maneuveraboutoncea month. This will
keepthe solarvector to within 26deg.of thenormal to theplaneof thearraysandlimit the lossin
efficiency dueto off-normal operation.No dragmake-upthrusterfirings arerequired,but thrusters
will be used as a backup for reaction wheel momentumdumping. Normally, reaction wheel
desaturationwill bedoneusingthethree-axismagnetictorquerarray.
During normalorbitaloperationscommunicationswill bethroughtheTDRSsystem(TDRSS)using
thehigh gainantenna.Thecontacttimehasbeenlimited for link sizingpurposesto tenminutesper
orbit to minimizepotentialTDRSSschedulingproblems.Theorbitalaltitudeis sufficientto beabove
the zone of exclusion where the Earth blocks the line-of-sight between both Tracking Data Relay
Satellites however, during a portion of the orbit the high gain antenna is blocked by the spacecraft.
This occurs during predictable portions of the orbit and normal TDRSS contacts will be scheduled
accordingly. Since the omni antenna is on the opposite side of the vehicle from the high gain
antenna, during these periods it would still be possible to send commands to COLD-SAT, if
necessary. Backup command communications will be through the three remaining STDN ground
stations using the omni antenna. On any given orbit, from zero to three of the STDN ground stations
may be in a position to communicate with the spacecraft. However, as many as six consecutive
orbits (11.2 hours) may pass without a STDN ground station being visible. An on-board bubble
memory storage device can store up to eight hours of telemetry data in the event that the TDRS link is
not available.
On-orbit ground operations consist of monitoring spacecraft telemetry data for health and safety,
collecting stored experiment data via approximately seven minute (of the ten minute contact period)
data dumps per orbit, and sending commands to the spacecraft as needed. Real-time telemetry will
be monitored for approximately 10 minutes per orbit. During the contact, experiment data will be
dumped from the recorder. Hard copies of all major display pages will be made at each contact.
Primary telemetry parameters will be monitored. Any unexpected changes or alarms will be
responded to according to the contingency procedures developed for the mission.
The Spacecraft Control Electronics (SCE) will control and monitor the experiment since real-time
control of the experiment is not possible because continuous communications contact is not
maintained with the spacecraft. A test or conditioning sequence can be initiated either with a real-
time or a time-tagged command. Stored command sequences used to control each test will be
resident onboard in the experiment Application Program Software. A test is initiated by identifying
the appropriate stored sequence to be used and passing the desired parameters to be used in the
sequence. Experiment test sequences are reprogrammable so that new or modified sequences can be
substituted for the stored sequences if necessary.
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Thetestswill bedonein theorderspecifiedby experimentprocedures.This procedureis developed
basedon the priority of the individual tests,thecurrent statusof thethermodynamicstateof each
tank, pretest conditioning requirements,the efficiency of performing the next test operation,
allowancefor bushousekeepingmaneuvers,andgroundpersonnelschedulingconstraints.
The experimentrequiresextendedperiodsof continuousthruster firings to provide acceleration
environmentsgreaterthan the backgroundaccelerationsimposedby the spacecraftenvironment.
These thruster firings will be in either the +X or -X directions depending on the specific test.
Providing thrust in both of these directions allows different internal hardware to be used at each end
of the experiment tanks to increase the variety of tests that can be performed. Over the lifetime of the
mission, these firings would raise the altitude of the orbit. There are no plans to correct the change
in altitude since none of the effects appear to impact the mission. Since the majority of the f'wings are
in the +X direction, it will be necessary to occasionally rotate the vehicle so that experiment thrusting
will be in the opposite direction, thus limiting the total increase in altitude.
Before initiating an experiment, the control system will be reconfigured in one of two ways. First,
for no-thrust experiments, which require very low acceleration fields, the spacecraft will be
configured to minimize all torque effects. This is accomplished by decreasing control loop gains,
and enabling magnetic torquers to provide wheel unloading. Second, for experiments requiring
higher accelerations, thrusters will be enabled. The thruster combinations used for a particular
acceleration level will be alternated during the firing to perform continual wheel unloading to prevent
wheel saturation.
When the supply of liquid hydrogen has been depleted, testing will be terminated and the spacecraft
will be shut down. The orbit was selected to provide a minimum of 500 years orbital lifetime so no
end of life maneuvers will be required unless it is desired to burn any remaining propellant.
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INTRODUCTION
The United Statesis entering an era of expandedspaceactivity that will involve space-based
operationsto carry out and supportnew spacetransportationmissions,asindicatedin Figure 2-1.
Thesemissions,alongwith their earliestforecasteddates,includetheSpaceStationFreedom(1998),
Orbital Fuels Depot (2004), SpaceTransfer Vehicle (STV) (initial 1999, space-based2005),
ResupplyTanker (2004),and,in the longer term, suchhumanexplorationmissionsaslunar base
(2007)andpiloted Mars expeditions(2010-2020). Themissionsaretechnically challenging,and
will requirestrong,sustainedtechnologydevelopmentefforts.
A key aspectof thesemissionsis their dependenceon high energy,cryogenicpropellants. Long-
lived spacesystemsthat dependon the use of Subcritical cryogens presentlow-gravity fluid
managementchallengesas well as special storageand utilization problems due to low fluid
temperature. Fluid managementneedswererecently addressedin aNASA-sponsoredworkshop
devotedto requirementsfor in-spacetesting(Reference2-1). Table2-1 lists future missionsalong
with cryogenic fluid managementechnologycategorieswhereenablingor enhancingdatawill be
needed.Enablingtechnologyis that whichmustbemadeavailablein orderto perform themission.
Enhancingtechnologyisn't essential,but it couldprovidesubstantialmissionbenefitsin theareasof
performance,cost,risk andschedule.Cryogenicfluid managementis clearly acritical development
areafor thesefuturespacemissions.
Testingobjectivesaregivenin Table2-2 for thecryogenicfluid managementtechnologycategories.
Systemdevelopers,whetherin governmentor industry,arefacedwith needsfor anengineeringdata
base,validated performancemodels, and brassboardsor prototypes that have had certain key
featuresdemonstratedin theappropriateenvironmentsandattheappropriatesystemslevel. In-space
testingwill berequiredto verify muchof thetechnologyneededfor futurespacemissions. Muchof
thetestingwill addresssystems-levelbehaviorandcontrol during representativeoperationsunder
low-gravity conditions.
In recognitionof thesetechnologyneeds,theNASA Lewis ResearchCenterhasconductedground-
basedresearchwhile planninga cryogenicflight experiment. The CryogenicFluid Management
Flight Experiment(CFMFE) wasto be a subcriticalliquid hydrogenexperimentperformedin the
cargobayof theSpaceShuttleOrbiter. Plansfor it werediscontinuedafterreassessmentof payload
safety criteria following the Challenger accident. Lewis Research Center has continued its
investigations, funding feasibility studies of COLD-SAT (Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid Depot Storage,
Acquisition, and Transfer Satellite), a free-flying orbital experiment (Figure 2-2) to be launched by
an expendable launch vehicle (ELV) in 1997. This report presents results from the Feasibility Study
performed by General Dynamics Space Systems Division and its subcontractor Ford Aerospace
Corporation Space Systems Division.
2.1 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
The objectives of the Feasibility Study included the following: creation of a set of detailed
requirements for Class I (mission enabling) and Class II (mission enhancing) cryogenic fluid
management experiments; conceptual design of an ELV-launched orbital spacecraft for carrying out
the experiments; preparation of preliminary plans for the COLD-SAT project; and, project cost
estimates. Figure 2-3 illustrates the COLD-SAT team responsibilities. General Dynamics led the
study, including the project planning and documentation efforts, which were supported by Ford
Aerospace. Ford Aerospace was responsible for the spacecraft bus and launch vehicle integration.
General Dynamics was responsible for the experiment and the ground segment. Interfaces between
the experiment and bus were treated jointly, as was launch vehicle evaluation. Southwest Research
Institute provided consultation on low-gravity fluid mechanics. The work was performed over the
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Figure 2-1. Some Future Space Transportation System Elements Utilizing Cryogens
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Table 2-1. Cryogenic Fluid Management Technology Needs
Mlsalon Cr.lcallty
Technology Category Interim Space- Orbital Resupply
SI"V based STY Depot Tanker
Lunar
Base
Mml
Expedition
Liquid storage
• Thermal control systems
- Degradation of material Enhance Enhance
- Effect of launct'_ environment on thick MLI Enable Enable Enable
- Combined foarrgMLI sys Enhance
- Para/ortho conversion Enhance
- Multiple/coupled VCS Enhance
• Pressure control systems
- 1'V$ performance Enhance Enhance Enable
- Fluid mixing for stratification control Enhance Enhance Enable
- Re/tiger ation/reliquetaction Enhance
Uquld supply
• Pressurization system performance
- Autogenous Enhance Enable Enable
- Helium Enable
- Mech (pumps/compressors) Enhance
• Fluid acquisition
- Fine mes_ screen LAD performance Enhance ? Enable
- Fluid settling and outflow under fow g conditions Enhance Enhance Enhance
- Fluid settling and outflow under impulsive accel Enhance Enhance
- Impact of heat addition on LAD performance Enhance Enhance ?
- Thermal subcooling of liquid outflow Enhance
Uquld transfer
• Transfer line chitldown Enable Enable
• Tank chilldown with spray Enable Enhance
• No-vent fiif Enab_'e Enable
• LAD fill Enhance ? Enhance
• Low-g vented fill Enhance Enhance
• Pump assist Enhance Enhance
Ruld handling
• Liquid dynamics/slosh control Enhance Enhance Enhance
• Fluid dumping and tank inerting Enable Enable
• Earth-to-orbit transport as subcooled liquid or slush Enhance Enhance Enhance
Advanced Instrumentation
• Quantity gauging Enhance Enhance Enable
• Mass flow/quality metering Enhance
• Leak detection Enhance Enable
• Liquid/vapor sensors Enhance Enable Enable
Tank structures aria matedats
• , Low thermal conduclivity components Enhance Enhance Enhance
• Low-pressure tankage Enhance Enhance
• Composite (lightweight) vacuum iackets Enhance
• Contamination degradation of LAD Enhance "? Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
EnhanCe
Enable
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enable
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enable
Enhance
Enhance
Enable
Enhance
Enhance
Enable
Enable
ERhance
Enable
Enable
Enhance
Enable
Enable
Enable
Enable ?
Enable
Enhance
Enable
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
F_u_ance
Enable
Ennance
Entrance
Enhance
Ennance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Enhance
Entrance
Enable
Enable
Ent'lance
Ennance
GST0505-1
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Table 2-2. In-Space Experimentation Needs
i
Technology Category
Testing Objective
Engineering Performance Envlronment_ System
data bale modeling validation valldaUon
In-_oece
tesUng
required
Uquld storage •
• Thermal control systems
- Degradation of material
- Effect of launch environment on thick MU
- Combined toam/MLI sys
- Para/ortno conversion
- Multiple/coupled VCS
• Pressure control systems
- TVS pedormerce
- Fluid mixing for stratification control
- Rehigefation/reliquefaclion
Uquld supply
• Pressufizalion system performance
- Autogenous
- Helium
- Mech (pumps compressors)
• Fluid acquisition
- Fine mesh screen LAD performance
- Fluid settling and outflow under Iow-g conditions
- Fluid settling and outflow under impulsive accel
- Impact of heat addition on LAD performance
- Thermal subcooling Of liquid outflow
Uquld transfer
• Transte_ fine cMilldO_
• Tank chitldown wi_ spray
• No-vent fill
• LAD fill
• Low-g vented fill
• Pump assist
Fluid handling
• Liquid dynamics/slosh control
• Fluid dumping and tank ineding
• Earth-to-orbit transport as subcooled liquid or slustl
Advanced Instrumentation
• Quantity gauging
• Mass flow/quality metering
• Leak detection
• Liquid/vapor sensors
Tank structurea and materials
• Low IRermal conducliwty components
• Low-pressure tankage
• Composite (ligtltweighl) vacuum jackets
• Contamination/degradation of LAD
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Ms Yes
Ms Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes _s
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes
Yes Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yea
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
GST0505-2
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period from March 1988 throughFebruary 1990,andconsistedof four tasks:Task I, Program
Management;TaskII, Initial Concept Development; Task III, Concept Refinement and Preliminary
Requirements Definition; and, Task IV, Preliminary Experiment Design.
_ LeRC l
CFMTO
PROJ. MGR.
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Space Systems Division
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DIRECTION
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Ford Aerospace
Space Systems Divie_on
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EVALUATION INTERFACES INTERFACES
EVALUATION BUS INTEGRATION
DESIGN
O11341-84
Figure 2-3 COLD-SAT Team Responsibilies
2.2 REQUIREMENTS, GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The eventual requirements, guidelines and assumptions used in our design and defintion activites are
summarized in Tables 2-3 and 2-4. The major source of the requirements was the contract statement
of work and the initial Experiment Requirements Documents received from NASA at the outset of the
contract. Subsequently, at technical coordination meetings and during other communications,
NASA provided additional requirements, directions and clarifications. After the Conceptual Design
Review and the Program Requirements Review, NASA also provided specific directives and
requested answers to Review Item Dispositions which in some instances resulted in changes to the
guidelines and assumptions being used.
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3
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
This section contains summary descriptions of all experiments which are to be conducted, as well as
the specific tests being planned for each experiment. The term "experiment" is used in discussing a
category of testing such as pressure control. The term test refers to the individual tests being
performed during each of the experiments. The experiment module is described in Section 5.0, and
employs three tanks, consisting of an oblate spheroid supply tank, a cylindrical receiver tank, and a
spherical receiver tank. A sketch of the spacecraft was shown previously in Figure 1-1.
The list of experiments which were considered at the beginning of the Feasibility Study is shown in
Table 3-1. The experiments are divided into Class I and Class II categories and correspond to the list
given by NASA in the statement of work to the contract. The original experiment numbering has
been retained and is shown in the table.
Table 3-1. List of COLD-SAT Experiments by Class
Class I Experiments Class II Experiments
Number Name Number Name
I-l&2
1-3
I-4
1-5
I-6
I-7
Tank Pressure Control
Tank Chill-Down
Tank No-vent Fill
LAD FilI_efill
Mass Gaging
Slosh Dynamics and Control
II-1
H-2
H-3
II-4
II-5
II-6
H-7
11-8
11-9
I1-10
II-11
Tanker Tank Thermal Performance
Depot Tank Thermal Performance
OTV Tank Thermal Performance
Pressurization
Low-G Settling and Outflow
LAD Performance
Transfer Line Chill-down
Outflow Subcooling
Low-G Vented Fill
Fluid Dumping
Advanced Instrumentation
As stipulated by NASA, the Class I experiments address "enabling" technology, and the GDSS
COLD-SAT spacecraft has been designed to provide at least a 92 percent reliability for carrying out
these experiments. The Class II experiments are considered to be "enhancing" technology, and were
given a lower priority. During the study, some of the Class I and Class II experiments were
eliminated for technical and cost reasons. They are shown in the table in italics. They were
generally considered lower in priority, or capable of being investigated using platforms other than
COLD-SAT. For example, slosh dynamics is planned to be investigated on the Shuttle using a fluid
other than LH2.
All the experiments address important issues of space-based fluid management, and no attempt was
made to prioritize the experiments. However, of the Class i experiments that have been retained
(non-italicized), the tank chill-down experiment is considered lower in priority. The chill-down
experiment is aimed at determining an optimum process, rather than whether the process is feasible,
as is the case in some of the pressure control tests. Among the Class II experiments, the tank
pressurization experiment is considered to be of high priority. It is recommended that the tank
pressurization experiment be included in the Class I category because of the lack of applicable data
on the phenomenon of pressurant collapse in low-g, and the importance of the process in space-
based operations.
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3.1 EXPERIMENT GOALS
Thegoalsof theexperimentsincludeansweringquestionsaboutbothoptimumandfeasibledesigns
and processesfor space-basedfluid management. The experimentsalso have the objective of
providing datafor theconstructionof analyticalmodelsfor thecharacterizationof theseprocesses.
Comprehensive modelling is necessary to minimize the number of space-based experiments and
eliminate the high cost of such testing. Once validated, the models can be used for the design of
future space systems. A number of the analytical models which are currently being used are based
on 1-g correlations. They are not totally applicable in the micro-g environment, and the COLD-SAT
results will be the first check as to the validity of these correlations.
The experiments which are being performed on COLD-SAT are quite comprehensive considering the
resources of the spacecraft. For this reason, the specific tests for each experiment were carefully
selected. Tests are included of all the important parameters, and yet the number of tests required to
survey the parameter ranges has been minimized. The intent was to provide a comprehensive
mapping of the characteristics of the processes with a minimum number of data points. In addition
to the tests specifically outlined in the following sections, additional data will be acquired on many of
the phenomena of interest due to opportunities presented as a result of carrying out the various
functions necessary to operate the experiment system.
3.2 CLASS I EXPERIMENTS
3.2.1 Pressure Control
3.2.1.1 Discussion of Experiments. Little is known about the long-term fluid conditions in a well-
insulated cryogen storage tank in a micro-g space environment. Techniques to control tank pressure
without undue loss of fluid are required. As discussed below, five types of pressure control tests
will be conducted; thermal stratification tests, passive TVS constant tank pressure tests, passive TVS
pressure reduction tests, mixer destratification tests, and active TVS thermal conditioning tests.
Thermal Stratification Tests
The obj.ective of these tests is to investigate the pressure rise rate and the distribution of thermal
energy m a well-insulated tank of LH2 in low-g. During these tests the TVS and mixer will not be
operating. The tank fluid will initially be in thermal equilibrium. Thermal stratification caused by
heat leak into the tank can cause pressure rise rates higher than if the fluid remained in thermal
equilibrium. Higher pressure rise rates lead to premature venting and greater fluid loss.
The effects of the following parameters will be investigated; tank geometry, heat flux level,
acceleration level, and liquid fill level. The degree of thermal stratification is expected to increase as
the heat flux level increases because of the low thermal diffusion expected in the tank fluid. Thermal
stratification is also expected to increase as the liquid fill level decreases because of the lower heat
transfer rates expected in the vapor. The tank pressure rise rate will increase as the heat flux level
increases and the liquid fill level decreases.
Thermal diffusion in the tank fluid under quiescent, low-g conditions may be limited by the relatively
inefficient processes of free convection and molecular conduction. However, other convective
processes may also be significant, e.g., fluid motion due to spacecraft disturbances and fluid motion
persistence from earlier mixer operations. These convective processes, if significant, will decrease
the rate of thermal stratification in the tank fluid. Thermal stratification tests will be performed at
different g-levels to indicate the significance of free convection relative to other convective processes
that are less dependent on the acceleration level.
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Passive TVS. Constant Tank Pressure Tests
The objective of these tests is to evaluate the ability of a passive wall-mounted TVS heat exchanger to
intercept the tank heat leak to prevent thermal stratification in the fluid, and therefore maintain a
constant tank pressure with the lowest venting rate. During these tests the mixer will not be
operating and the TVS energy removal rate will equal the heat leak rate into the tank. Both
continuous and intermittent TVS operation will be evaluated.
Ideally, all of the heat leak into the tank will be conducted along the tank wall to the TVS tube where
two-phase forced convection will transfer the energy to the TVS fluid. The micro-g space
environment is expected to have little effect on these two heat transfer processes. Depending on the
significance of the convective environment on the tank wall inner surface, which is dependent on the
acceleration level, a portion of the tank heat leak will likely be convected into the tank fluid. The
wall-mounted heat-exchanger design, i.e., tube spacing and routing over the tank wall, will have a
large influence on its effectiveness for intercepting the tank heat leak. For the final design, the wall-
mounted heat exchanger will be located to intercept the predicted heat flux into the tank, however the
precise heat flux distribution is difficult to predict. "Hot spots" on the tank wall, where heat leaks
into the fluid, are practically unavoidable. These hot spots will lead to vapor formation, thermal
swatification of the tank fluid, and a slow rise in the tank pressure.
Passive TVS. Pressure ReductiorI Tests
The objective of these tests is to evaluate the ability of a passive TVS to thermally condition the tank
fluid and cause a reduction in the tank pressure. During these tests the mixer will not be operating
and the TVS energy removal rate will be greater than the tank heat leak, therefore the total energy of
the tank fluid will decrease.
As discussed above in the description of the thermal stratification tests, little is known about fluid
heat transfer mechanisms in a micro-g environment. Heat leak into the tank will likely cause vapor
formation in the saturated fluid adjacent to the wall. Due to the low-g environment and the wetability
of cryogenic liquids, the vapor will be pushed away from the wall by liquid moving in to wet the
surface. The surfaces of the passive TVS heat exchanger will likely be wetted by liquid, particularly
for high tank fill levels. Operation of the passive TVS will probably subcool the surrounding liquid
and cause little immediate decrease in the tank pressure, which is dependent on the vapor/liquid
interface temperature. Heat transfer within the tank fluid may be limited by the relatively inefficient
processes of free convection and molecular conduction. If these are the dominant heat transfer
mechanisms, then operating the passive TVS with an energy removal rate greater than the tank heat
leak will likely subcool the surrounding liquid, and result in a substantial loss of fluid before any
appreciable decrease in the tank pressure occurs. Subeooled liquid surrounding the TVS heat
exchanger will decrease its efficiency and may ultimately cause liquid to be vented. However other
convective processes may also be significant in a micro-g environment, e.g., fluid motion due to
spacecraft disturbances and fluid motion persistence from earlier active TVS operation. If these
convective mechanisms are significant, the passive TVS may be successful in reducing thermal
stratification and tank pressure.
Mixer Destratification Test_
The objective of these tests is to evaluate the ability of an axial-jet mixer to reduce thermal
stratification in the fluid and bring the liquid and vapor phases into thermal equilibrium. The
pressure will decrease as a tank of thermally stratified fluid is mixed. Rapid destratification due to
ullage disruption by a liquid jet will be investigated. However, mixing adds energy to the tank fluid
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and should be minimized. The effectivenessof mixing only the bulk liquid and promoting
condensation at the vapor/liquid interface will also be investigated. The following parameters will be
evaluated: tank liquid fill level, jet velocity, and acceleration level.
Active TVS Thermal Conditioning Tests
The objective of these tests is to evaluate the ability of a TVS heat exchanger used in conjunction
with an axial-jet mixer to thermally condition the tank fluid and cause a reduction in the tank
pressure. Both the compact and wall-mounted heat exchangers will be evaluated. The performance
of the active TVS is largely dependent on the mixing process.
Heat transfer within the compact heat exchanger will be primarily due to single-phase and two-phase
forced convection. These physical processes will be dominated by viscous and inertial effects, and
are not expected to be significantly affected by the micro-g space environment. The thermal
performance for a wall-mounted heat-exchanger is more difficult to predict. The convective
environment on the outer surface of the wall-mounted TVS heat exchanger will be strongly
influenced by the mixing process.
Key Parameters and Ultimate Variables
Uncertainty analyses were performed to determine measurement requirements and accuracies. The
results of these analyses are summarized in Section 6.2. Key parameters are listed below which
affect the pressure control experiments and will be evaluated:
KEY PARAMETERS
1. Liquid fill level;
2. Tank wall heat flux;
3. Acceleration level;
4. Tank geometry;
5. TVS geometry, flowrate, and duty cycle;
6. Mixer flowrate and power.
The time history of the following quantities will be monitored during each test; data sampling rates
will be greater than the TVS duty cycle frequency:
ULTIMATE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
1. Tank pressure, to quantify the rate of tank pressure rise or drop;
2. Distributions of temperature and phase in the tank Fluid, to quantify thermal stratification;
3. Heat transfer coefficients on the tank wall;
4. Heat transfer coefficients for the TVS heat exchangers;
5. Temperature distribution along TVS tube and "dry-out" location.
Emphasis will be placed on measuring near-wall temperature gradients at a number of locations,
including near a known "hot-spot". The temperature distribution in the vicinity of the liquid/vapor
interface will also be measured. The location of this interface changes and is generally unknown,
making it difficult to measure. Predictions of its location during the various tests will be made in
future work and the instrumentation located accordingly.
3.2.1.2 Summary. 9f Tests. The pressure control tests are discussed below and listed in Table 3-2.
For a schematic showing the experiment tanks and the fluid system see Figure 5-1.
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Thermal Stratification Tests
With the fluid initially in thermal equilibrium, the tank will be locked-up, and a uniform heat flux
applied to the tank wail until the pressure rises 34.5 kPa. Four liquid fill levels will be considered in
the supply tank; nominally 95, 65, 40, and 10 percent, and two liquid flU levels in the receiver tanks;
75 and 25 percent. The effect of three different heat flux levels (1.90, 0.95, and 0.32 W/m 2) will be
investigated in the supply tank. Only the background heat flux level will be used on the receiver
tanks. Three acceleration levels will also be evaluated; a background level on the order of 10 .7 g's
(see Appendix D), 20x10 -6 g's, and 100xl0 -6 g's. Thermal stratification tests will be performed
prior to all mixing tests and all active and passive TVS thermal conditioning tests.
Passive TVS. Constant Tank Pressure Tests
The tank fluid will initially be in thermal equilibrium. The supply tank TVS will be operated
continuously and the mixer will not be operating. The heater heat rate will be adjusted to equal the
TVS energy removal rate. In Tanks 2 and 3, the TVS will operate intermittently. The duty cycle
will be adjusted so the time-averaged TVS energy removal rate equals the background tank heat leak
(-20 percent duty cycle). Intermittent operation proportionately lowers the time-averaged TVS
flowrate. The time period for each TVS duty cycle will be less than the residence time of fluid in the
TVS tube to insure no liquid is vented from the TVS and so the TVS energy removal rate is relatively
steady. A steady energy removal rate will insure that most of the heat leak on the tank wall is
intercepted and a minimum amount of energy enters the tank fluid.
An internal wall-mounted TVS heat exchanger will be used in Tanks 1 and 2. The TVS heat
exchanger on Tank 3 is externally mounted to evaluate any performance degradation which results.
Liquid fill levels of 65 and 10 percent will be studied in Tank 1. Liquid fill levels of 75 and 25
percent will be evaluated in Tanks 2 and 3. The effect of three different acceleration levels will be
investigated.
To conclusively indicate the performance of the TVS,. each test will be long enough so that a
significant increase in the tank pressure (34.5 kPa) would occur if the TVS were not operating. A
schematic of the expected tank pressure profile is shown in Figure 3-1.
passive TVS. Thermal CondifiQning Tests
Each of these tests will follow a thermal stratification test so the tank fluid will initially be thermally
stratified. In Tanks 2 and 3 the TVS will be operated continuously, so the TVS energy removal rate
will be greater than the background heat leak into the tank. In Tank 1 the heater power will be set
lower than the TVS energy removal rate. The TVS will operate continuously and the mixer will be
off. Half-way through the test in Tank 1, the mixer will be turned on briefly to remove any thermal
stratification so the second half of the test will begin with the fluid in thermal equilibrium. A
schematic of the expected pressure profile in Tank 1 is included in Figure 3-2. The TVS design,
liquid fill levels, and acceleration levels are similar to those used during the Passive TVS constant
pressure tests described above.
Mixer Destratific_tion Tests
These tests will be performed in Tank 1. The fluid will initially be thermally stratified. The degree
of stratification will depend on the heat flux level used in the prior thermal stratification test. Three
heat flux levels will be considered. The TVS will not be operating during the mixing tests. The
axial-jet mixer will first be operated at the lowest flowrate, where complete mixing is not expected.
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Oncethetankpressurelevelsoutor beginsto rise, thejet flowrate will be increasedto themedium
level,andthento thehighestlevel. Mixing of thebulk liquid only is expectedat thelower flowrates.
Thesystemwill bedesignedtoproduceullagedisruptionandcompletemixingof thetankfluid atthe
highest flowrate. A schematicof the expectedtank pressureprofile during the mixing testsis
includedin Figure3-3. Mixing testswill beperformedatfour liquid fill levelsandthreeaccelerationlevels.
138
TANK
PRESSURE
(kPa)
103 -
STRATIFICATION_Jl _ MIXER _ ACTIVE TVS
EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENT
Mixer Low -._ /z"" Mixer Medium TIME
MixerOff _ _-_Mixer High _j _
TVS Off d_ TVS On -I
Figure 3-3. Tank Pressure Profile Expected during Thermal Stratification, Mixer,
Destratification, and Active _S Thermal Conditioning Experiments
Active TVS Thermal Conditioning Tests
Following the mixing tests, the TVS heat exchanger will be used in conjunction with the axial-jet
mlxer to thermally condition the tank pressure by 34.5 kPa. Separate tests will investigate the
effectiveness of the compact heat exchanger and the wall-mounted heat exchanger. A schematic of
the expected tank pressure profile during these tests is included in Figure 3-3.
3.2.2 Tank Chilldown
3.2.2.1 Discussion of Experiment. The objectives of this experiment are:
(I) T ° .provide a better understanding of tank chilldown in zero g, and to determine techniques which
mlmmlze the LH2 required for this process. This will include determination of the effects of the
following:
• Tank thermal mass to volume ratio and shape;
• Nozzle orientation and flowrate;
• Mass injection profile and staged venting;
• G-level.
(2) To provide subscale modeling data of representative tank configurations which can be applied to
flight tankage systems.
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Thekey parametersandultimateexperimentaldatato beevaluatedin theTankChilldownexperiment
areshownbelow.
KEY PARAMETERS
1. Tankthermalmassto volumeratio
2. Massinjectionprofile
3. Nozzleconfigurationandflowrate
4. Supplyliquid temperatureandpressure
5. Tankg level
6. Ventingprocedureincludingcyclicventingparameters
7. Tankconfigurationandfeatures
ULTIMATE EXPERIMENTALDATA
1. Pressureprofiles
2. Temperatureprofiles
3. Total liquid massused,andtimerequiredfor chilldown
4. Numberof charge/hold/ventcyclesrequired
5. Effectof stagedventing
6. Effectof massinjectionprofile
7. Heattransfercoefficients
It is desirablethat zerog chilldown of cryogenictankagebeperformedwith the leastLH2. In the
absenceof settlingacceleration,themostpromisingmethodfor doing this is the "charge/hold/vent"
procedure.Thewarm,evacuatedtank is initially chargedwith apre-determinedquantityof liquid,
which vaporizesand cools the tank. If the chargeis too large, tank pressurewill exceedthe
maximumallowableandventingwill occurbeforefull coolingof thetankwall occurs. If toosmall,
therateof tankchilldownwill bereducedandthetimeto achievethespecifiedtargettemperaturewill
beincreased.The fluid is held in thetankuntil it is no longercoolingthetank,or thetankpressure
rises to a specifiedlevel. At this point thetank is ventedto space,either completelyor in stages.
These stepscomprise one cycle, which is repeateduntil the tank temperatureis reducedto a
predetermined"target"temperature.This is the initial systemtemperaturerequiredfor a subsequent
no-ventfill of thetank(Section3.2.3).
In order to conservefluid during theprocess,theheattransferfrom thetank to thechilldown fluid
mustbemaximizedsothat thefluid is dumpedto spaceat thehighestpossibletemperature.This
processmusttakeinto account,notonly theheatcapacityof thetank,but therateof heattransferto
the insulationandouterstructureof thetank. Theheatcapacityof thetankrelativeto thevolumeof
thetankis animportantparameterin theprocess.
In theprocessof charge/hold/ventchilldown, thequestionto beansweredis how thecoolingof the
tankwill beaffectedby thedifferencein flow patternsfrom thenozzlesandthezerog effecton the
heattransferandfluid distributionin thetanks. Theventingcanbeaccomplishedin severalstepsto
extractadditionalheatfrom thefluid, andtheeffectof this"stagedventing" will alsobeinvestigated.
Theresultswill becorrelatedwith groundtestsandcodeswill beestablishedfor thepredictionof
tankchilldownperformance.TheNASA/LeRCcodefor modelingchilldown isCRYOCHIL andthe
General Dynamics code is GDNVF. Typical results of the GDNVF program are shown in
Figure3-4. The largestunknownsare theheattransferratesbetweenthe tank fluid and the tank
wall during thethreephasesof acycle. Thehold phaseis particularlydependenton thedurationof
thefluid motion persistencefrom thechargephase,sinceany fluid mouonwill greatlyenhancethe
heattransfer.Experimentdatawill becorrelatedwith theanalyticalmodels.
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Curve based on GDNVF results for Test I-3.1, Table 3-3:
Tank 3, Spherical tank diameter = 1.07ml M/V = 53 kg/m3,
Variable charge mass to achieve a constant tank pressure during each cycle,
Single vent for each cycle.
Figure 3-4. Typical GDNVF Tank Chilldown Results
3.2.2.2 Summary of Tests. Two tanks will be used in the chilldown experiment. One tank will be
the bare spherical Tank 3, which has a full complement of axial, radial and tangential spray nozzles,
although the axial nozzles will not be used in these tests. This tank does not have a LAD, but has the
lower M/V ratio of the two test tanks being used for this experiment. The M/V is approximately 47
kg/m 3. For comparison, similar tests will be performed in Tank 2. It is cylindrical in shape, has
radial and axial nozzles, a total communication LAD, and a higher M/V ratio of about 54 kg/m3.
The tests performed will evaluate the effects of the different spray nozzles operating at different
flowrates. The mass of LH2 injected into the tanks will be varied from cycle to cycle during any one
test. The effect of acceleration level on chilldown performance will also be evaluated.
The preliminary test conditions for the chilldown tests are shown in Table 3-3. The charge masses
and chilldown times were calculated by the GDNVF code for Tanks 2 and 3. A target temperature of
56 K was assumed. The best heat transfer throughout the cycle will probably result if the initial
velocity is maximized. Thus it is expected that the maximum flowrate will give maximum turbulence
and momentum for the highest and most prolonged heat transfer between the incoming liquid and thetank wall.
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Thegeneralprocedurefor theseexperimentsis asfollows. At thebeginningof eachtest, thetank
will beat ambienttemperatureandevacuated.Thetransferline will bechilled andtheappropriate
valveswill beopenedto allow thedesiredflow to enterthroughtheselectednozzlesystem.Thetotal
quantity of fluid injectedwill bemonitoredandcontrolledby theflowmetersin the transferlines.
Following theinjectionof themassfor eachcycleof theprocess,thetemperaturesandpressureswill
bemonitoredduring thehold periodasthe tankwall cools andthevapor temperaturerises. At a
predeterminedpressurelevelor tankwall coolingrate(asmeasuredby temperaturedifferentials),the
tankwill bevented.Following tankchilldown,othertestswill usuallyberun,suchasno-ventfill or
ventedfill.
Prior to eachof thetank chilldown tests,thetankswill beallowedto warm up to spaceequilibrium
temperature(-250 K). The tankheaterswill beusedin thewarmingof thetanksto reducethetime
required.However,thetankswill beallowedtoreachequilibriumtemperatureprior to thetestswith
theheatersturnedoff.
The"instrumentationfor thesetestsincludes:MLI andpenetrationtemperatures;tankwall andinternal
temperatures;tank pressure;inflowing liquid temperature,pressureand flowrate; vented vapor
temperature,pressureandflowrate;accelerationlevel; andinternalfluid velocity (if a suitablesensor
is available).
3.2.3 No-Vent Fill
3.2.3.1Discussion of Exp_rimenl. The objectives of this experiment are:
(1) To determine the effects of nozzle orientation, nozzle flowrates, g level, and tank fill level on the
no-vent f'dl process,
(2) To obtain the data needed to determine the correct algorithms and input variables for use in the
analytical models of the process.
The key parameters and ultimate experimental data to be evaluated in the No-Vent Fill experiment are
shown below.
KEY PARAMETERS
1. Nozzle configuration and flowrate
2. Tank g level, Bond Number, and orientation of the fluid in the tank
3. Initial tank temperature (target temperature of the chilldown process)
4. Tank configuration
5. Tank fill level
ULTIMATE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
1. Maximum fill level achievable
2. Pressure as a function of time
3. Final tank temperature
4. Time required for the fill
Conventional tank filling techniques cannot be applied to a tank located in a low gravity environment
because liquid will migrate to the vent system and be carried out of the tank. This experiment will
investigate a no-vent fill process in which the tank is pre-chilled to a specified target temperature, and
then locked up and filled without venting. This process depends on the target temperature, the mass-
to-volume ratio of the tank, the inflow rate, the inflow configuration, the g level, and the orientation
of the injection nozzle relative to the acceleration vector. The interrelationships and optimum values
of these parameters have not been established.
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The efficiency of the process depends on good mixing between the incoming liquid and the tank
contents, and heat transfer between the liquid, vapor and tank walls. Initially the incoming liquid
will flash as it strikes and chills the relatively warm tank wall and internal hardware. Tank pressure
will rise rapidly until the tank is chilled to near liquid temperature_ AS liquid begins to accumulate it
will absorb heat from the vapor causing some of the vapor to condense. The no-vent fill procedure
will result in a final saturation condition of the fluid in the receiver tank which is higher than that of
the fluid transferred from the supply tank. One goal of this experiment is to minimize the resulting
increase in saturation temperature of the transferred liquid.
An analytical prediction of the pressure rise in Tank 3, by the General Dynamics program GDNVF,
is shown in Figure 3-5. Analyses indicate that it should be possible to fill the tank to at least the
ninety-five percent level without exceeding the tank pressure limit if sufficient mixing of the liquid
and vapor can be achieved. This is related to the incoming liquid flowrate and flow configuration,
the heat transfer between the incoming liquid and the fluid in the tank, and the tank configuration.
The efficiency of the process also depends on the thermodynamic condition of the incoming liquid,
but the effect of this variable should be analytically predictable.
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Figure 3-5. Typical GDNVF Pressure Rise Results for No-Vent Fill Process
Determining the dominant mechanisms in the no-vent fill process will help improve the models of
this process and increase confidence in predictions for the effects of tank size and other design
features on performance. Another currently available model for this process is NVFILL. However,
this program uses a limited number of fluid nodes and incorporates a number of assumptions, such
as the interface area for mass transfer between the vapor and liquid in the tank is spherical. This is
undoubtedly conservative since one objective in the design of the no-vent fill nozzles is to fragment
the ullage as much as possible to promote good heat and mass transfer. The experiment will provide
data on the actual interface area and the overall heat transfer coefficient. The temperature distribution
measurements during the zero-g tests will allow any stratification to be determined and these effects
can then be incorporated into the models.
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3.2.3.2 Summary of Tests. This experiment will investigate optimum values for the velocity and
spray configuration of the incoming liquid. These are emphasized in the tests, which are listed in
Table 3-4. Also, the effects of tank size and shape will be investigated through the use of two tanks
of different volume and geometry. This experiment uses both the receiver Tanks 2 and 3, with the
latter being used for the majority of the tests.
Tests 1-4.1 to 1-4.3 with Tank 3 are to investigate the effects of the axial nozzle flowrate and
determine a best value for use in subsequent tests. These tests are conducted with a thrust applied to
settle the fluid away from the nozzle. This will simulate a radial spray configuration in a larger tank
with the liquid accumulating on the tank walls.
The best flowrate will be tested again with no settling and with settling over the nozzle (Tests I-4.4 &
I-4.5). These tests will determine the effects of the fluid orientation on the filling process and
establish data for comparison with the partially filled tank test, which will be done with the liquid
settled over the nozzle (Test I-4.7). In partially full tanks, the orientation of the initial liquid in the
tank can have an impact on the effectiveness of the nozzles. Liquid settled over the nozzles is
expected to produce the greatest negative effect. Test I-4.6 is to determine the effect of a higher
target temperature on the process.
Tests I-4.8 to I-4.10 will compare the effectiveness of combined radial and tangential nozzle injection
with that of the axial nozzle. The total flow through the radial and tangential nozzles will be equal to
the best flow found for the axial nozzle. Fifty percent and 200 percent of this value will also be
used.
The tests conducted in the cylindrical tank will emphasize the use of the axial nozzle. The nozzle
used will be typical of a radial spray nozzle on a full scale space transfer vehicle or propellant depot.
Its flowrate will be scaled based on the flowrates found in the tests on Tank 3. Ground tests during
the experimental nozzle design effort may provide information to assist in scaling the flowrate. Other
axial nozzle flowrates to be tested will include 50 percent and 200 percent of the scaled value. One
test will be conducted with the tank 70 percent full and the liquid settled over the nozzle.
Test I-4.14 will utilize the set of radial nozzles in Tank 2, and the last experiment will utilize the LAD
in the no-vent fill process, with the liquid unsettled. The LAD no-vent fill is being performed to
determine if this process could be accomplished without the use of nozzles.
Most of the no-vent fill tests will be conducted in sequence with the tank chilldown tests of Section
3.2.2. Prior to each of the no-vent fill tests, the receiver tank will be initially pre-chilled to a
specified target temperature and then completely evacuated. The transfer line will be pre-chilled to
assure the presence of liquid with the proper temperature and pressure at the inlet to the receiver tank
main and nozzle flow control valves. The appropriate inlet valves will be opened to provide the
desired flow to the nozzles or LAD.
During the filling process, the internal tank and fluid temperatures and tank pressure will be
monitored. Approximate liquid orientation will be determined by the liquid vapor detectors. Liquid
flow will be terminated when the tank reaches a specified fill level as determined by the flow meters,
or the tank pressure rises to the upper limit.
The instrumentation for these tests includes: MLI and penetration temperatures; tank wall and internal
temperatures; tank pressure; inflowing liquid temperature, pressure and flowrate; and acceleration
level.
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3.2.4 LAD Fill/Ref'fll Experiment
3.2.4.1 Discussion of Experiment. The objective of this experiment is to determine whether a total
communication liquid acquisition device (LAD) can be filled in low-g, and what the governing
parameters are that affect the filling process.
The key parameters and ultimate experimental data to be evaluated in the LAD fill and refill
experiment are shown below.
KEY PARAMETERS
1. Inflow rate.
2. LAD configuration and features.
3. Tank rill level.
4. Initial tank/LAD temperature.
5. Pressurant species.
ULTIMATE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
1. Tank pressure effects on the collapse of
the vapor in the LAD,
2. Mass flow effects on LAD filling success.
3. Tank fill level effects on LAD filling.
4. TVS venting effectiveness on LAD filling.
The filling of the LAD may ultimately depend on the collapse of trapped vapor bubbles in the LAD.
The rate of bubble collapse has been studied by several investigators (References 3-1 to 3-4), and is
based on calculating the rate at which the latent heat of condensation is conducted from the bubble
surface to the liquid. The time to collapse bubbles has been analyzed and typical results are shown in
Figure 3-6. These results were determined from the GDSS computer program CONDENS.
Hydrogen bubble collapse times are shown as a function of initial bubble radius for 35-207 kPa of
liquid subcooling and an initial tank pressure of 138 kPa. The figure shows that for 69 kPa of
subcooling above an initial tank pressure of 138 kPa, it would take approximately 32 seconds to
completely collapse the largest spherical bubble that could exist in a LAD channel with a. depth of
2.54 cm.
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Figure 3-6. The Effect of Subcooling and Initial Bubble Radius on Bubble Collapse Time
for Liquid Hydrogen in a Low-G Environment
3.2.4.2 Summary. of Test,_. Tests will be conducted primarily on the LAD in Tank 2. This tank will
have a total communication LAD which is scaled, and characteristic of a depot tank. However, near
the end of all COLD-SAT testing, one test will be conducted in Tank 1 which contains a different
LAD design. The tests planned for LAD filling are shown in Table 3-5. Tests will be conducted on
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the effects of the filling flowrate, TVS venting, a partially full tank, and an initially warm LAD. The
notes on the table indicate the parameters which are being varied in each test listed.
The general procedure during the LAD fill tests will be to; 1) introduce a metered quantity of
subcooled liquid into the LAD; 2) initiate outflow from the tank to determine whether vapor is
detected; 3) if vapor is detected pressurize the tank and attempt to collapse the bubbles in the LAD;
4) try another outflow sequence; and 5) finally use settled outflow to remove the liquid if LAD
filling hasn't succeeded. If the LAD was successfully filled, at the conclusion of LAD outflow the
TVS will be operated to determine the amount of liquid left in the tank. The tank heaters will be
operated and the tank fluid will be vented through the TVS until the tank pressure and temperature
indicate that only vapor remains.
LAD fill and refill tests will be done in conjunction with the tank chilldown and no-vent fill tests.
Consequently, this experiment will be integrated with those described in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
All of the tests will be conducted with background acceleration.
The instrumentation required for these tests will include tank and fluid temperatures, pressures,
flowrates, pressurant conditions, LAD temperatures and liquid/vapor detection, and tank outlet
liquid/vapor detection.
3.3 CLASS II EXPERIMENTS
3.3.1 Tanker Thermal Performance
3.3.1.1 Discussion of Experiment. The objective of this experiment is to determine the performance
of a thermal protection system typical of an Earth-to-orbit cryogenic propellant resupply tanker. This
includes demonstrating the ascent venting characteristics of a thick multilayer insulation system
design, determining the time required to achieve space thermal equilibrium conditions, and
measuring the thermal performance of a combined resupply tanker/orbital propellant depot cryogenic
insulation system. This experiment will investigate the heat transfer characteristics of a
representative tanker thermal control system using helium-purged multilayer insulation confined in a
purge enclosure. This will include evaluation of the performance of the fluid, structural, and
electrical penetrations as well as the insulation system. Measurements of pressures, temperatures,
and mass flowrates will be made for comparison with analytical predictions.
3.3.1.2 Summer3/of Test_. This test will be performed using the COLD-SAT experiment supply
tank, Tank 1. Tanker tank thermal performance will be determined on the ground, during ascent,
and in the space environment. Following insertion of the spacecraft into orbit, data will continue to
be taken on the temperatures of the MLI, tank pressure, and the tank boiloff until the temperatures
within the MLI stabilize. From these data, the transient performance of the MLI will be determined.
Preselected, key system temperatures will be recorded and plotted, then compared to analytical model
predictions to indirectly determine heat flow. System thermal performance will be inferred from
measured liquid boiloff rates. Following initiation of the COLD-SAT experiments, most of the MLI
performance data will be taken during the Class I pressure control experiments, and possibly several
of the other experiments to cover a range of fill levels. Temperatures of the support structure will be
taken to evaluate the heat leaks through penetrations. After most of the Class I experiments are com-
pleted, and at several discrete time intervals over the life of the spacecraft, additional data will be
taken to determine whether any changes have occurred in the tank thermal protection system.
The instrumentation required for this experiment is listed in the Experiment Requirements Document,
Reference 3-5. A flight-worthy ionization gage could possibly be made to measure the change in
pressure in the rarified gas regime (10 -2 to 10 -8 torr). It would be difficult to measure the interstitial
pressure in the multilayer insulation by this method, however it could measure the pressure under the
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MLI blanket (betweenthe tank and MLI blanket). From this measurementanestimateof the
interstitialpressurein theMLI couldbemadeto evaluatesystemperformance.
3.3.2Tank Pressurization
3.3.2.1Discussion of Experiment. The objective of this experiment is to determine the amount of
pressurants required for LH2 transfer processes in low-g, under varying conditions of flow, g-level,
fill-level, and tank pressure.
Important parameters in low-gravity tank pressurization include, 1) g-level, 2) pressurant inlet
temperature, 3) pressurant injection technique, 4) ortho/para hydrogen composition, 5) pressurant
type (i.e., He or GH2), 6) liquid fill level, 7) transfer pressure, 8) ramp ume, and 9) outflow rate.
The ultimate experimental data is the pressurant mass required for ramping and outflow as a function
of these parameters. Both ortho and para hydrogen pressurization tests will be conducted by using
the stored high pressure hydrogen and the autogenous hydrogen as the pressurant. The relatively
warm high pressure gaseous hydrogen will contain a high percentage of ortho hydrogen, whereas
the autogenous hydrogen, will be nearly all para hydrogen. Pressurant mass requirements for each
of these two forms will be compared. A total of 11 tests have been designed to examine the
parameters listed above and these are given in Table 3-6.
3.3.2.2 Summary_ of Tests. Tests II-4.1 through II-4.4 use cold para-hydrogen from the autogenous
pressurization sytem. Tank 2 is pressuized using evaporated liquid from the supply tank. Power
limitations on the evaporator (approximately 300 W) determine the minimum ramp times which can
be used in the tests. During Test II-4.1, the pressure will be ramped from 103 kPa to 137 kPa.
Estimates of the average pressurant flowrates required during ramping are provided in Table 3-6.
The inlet temperature of the pressurant gas is not controllable, and will require detailed thermal
analysis before it can be predicted. However, for purposes of preliminary design and analysis a
constant value of 29K has been used. Test II-4.1 is performed using a maximum tank pressure of
137 kPa and a liquid outflow rate of 0.009. kg/s. The test will take approximately 39 minutes and
will be conducted under a background g-level of approximately lxl0-i. Tests 11-4.2 through 11-4.4
will provide data on pressurant collapse under other conditions of ramp time, maximum tank
pressure, outflow rate, and initial ullage volume.
Pressurization for tests I1-4.5 through II-4.9 will be accomplished using gaseous normal hydrogen
(75% ortho and 25% para), from high pressure bottles. As in the case of the autogenous
pressurization, the inlet temperature of the pressurant is not precisely known, and an assumed value
of 208K was used in the determination of flowrates. Due to the higher flow capacity of high
pressure bottles, faster ramp times are used.
The majority of the tests are performed at a background g-level of approximately lxl0 -7, which is
due primarily to the orbital pitch rate of the satellite. However, Tests 1I-4.8 and II-4.9 are performed
with an imposed acceleration of 50x10-6g, and are done with the warmer pressurant which is
expected to undergo greater collapse than the cold vapor pressurant.
Pressurization Tests II-4.10 and II-4.11 use high pressure stored Helium. The tank is ramped to a
pressure consistent with a pressurized transfer, and different initial ullage volumes are used in each
of the two tests.
The pressurant requirements for Tests II-4.1 through II-4.9 can be calculated using several different
approaches. Discussion and results of these calculations are given in Section 6.4.
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3.3.3 Low-G Settling and Outflow
3.3.3.1 Discussion of Experiment. The objective of this experiment is to investigate low-g liquid
settling accelerations and times, and the quantity of liquid remaining in a tank following outflow
under these conditions. The latter involves the phenomenon of "pull through" which is the
appearance of vapor at the outlet due to vortex formation and/or curvature of the liquid/vapor
interface above the outlet. The key parameters and ultimate experimental data to be evaluated in this
experiment are shown below.
KEY PARAMETERS
1. G level and time (including the effects of
pulsed acceleration)
2. Outflow rate
3. Tank configuration and baffling
4. Tank fill level
ULTIMATE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
1. Settling times and g levels
2. Tank residuals after outflow
3. Mass flow and tank level effects on
residuals
The settling of the liquid over a tank outlet is discussed in References. 3-6 to 3-10. A GDSS
computer program called PROPSET, which is based on empirical equations presented by Sumner
and Bowman, was used to evaluate settling times for COLD-SAT. The program computes the time
required to "flood-the-drain" and "clear-the-vent" for Bond Numbers from 2 to 15. The time to
"flood-the-drain" is that required for the liquid to flow to the bottom of tank and for the geysers to
disappear. The time to "clear-the-vent" is the sum of, the time for the ullage bubble to reach the top
of the tank, and for the liquid film in this area to disperse. For the low g-levels considered for this
experiment, a Bond number of 5 gives the fastest settling and the time for settling to occur in Tank 3
is approximately 30 minutes.
After settling and the initiation of outflow, vapor "pull-through" can necessitate the premature
termination of flow, resulting in higher tank residuals and resulting liquid loss. Short term low-g
testing and immiscible liquid testing have been performed to investigate these effects (References
3-11 to 3-14). A computer program named PULL is available at GDSS based on the procedure
suggested by Stark, and uses a critical height (the depth of liquid over the drain at the time of "pull-
through") based on empirical equations of Bereyni. The program is for an unbaffled outlet, and is
therefore not strictly applicable to the outlet configuration of Tank 3. However, the program was
used to estimate conservative residuals and the effects of flowrate and g-level on these residuals.
Typical results are shown in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7. Effect of Mass Outflow Rate on the Residual Volume in Low-G
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3.3.3.2 Summary of Tests. A list of eight tests for the settled outflow experiment is shown in
Table 3-7. All tests will be performed in Tank 3, the only tank without a LAD. Pressurization will
be accomplished by cold hydrogen vapor. Thrusting will be required during the tests to settle the
liquid. Tank fill levels at 30 and 70% have been selected to provide information on the effects of the
fill level on "pull through". The effect of pulsed acceleration will be determined and compared with
data obtained under conditions of constant acceleration. Two liquid outflow rates will be tested.
Prior to each test, the test tank will be filled to the initial fill level and allowed to come to thermal
equilibrium in a background g-level environment. When equilibrium is achieved, axial thrust will be
applied to settle the liquid over the outlet end of the tank. The gas/liquid configuration during settling
will be monitored by vapor/liquid detectors positioned within the tank.
The liquid will be transferred from the receiver tank back into the supply tank. The flow will
continue until vapor is detected in the outlet of the tank. At this time, outflow will be terminated and
the amount of liquid remaining in the tank will be determined. This can be done for large residuals
by the liquid level sensors in the tank, and for low residuals by use of the TVS and flow meter.
Instrumentation for this experiment will include, 1) tank pressure, temperatures and vapor/liquid
detectors, 2) pressurant temperature, pressure and flowrate, 3) liquid outflow rate and quality, and 4)
spacecraft acceleration.
.!
3.3.4 LAD Performance
3.3.4.1 Discussion of Experiment. The objective of this experiment is to determine the effect of
heat input to the LAD, g-level and flowrate on the quantity of vapor-free LH2 that can be removed
from a cryogenic storage tank using a total communication LAD.
Parameters which affect the performance of a total communication LAD include, 1) the fluid
properties, 2) liquid orientation inside the tank, 3) acceleration level, 4) heat input to the LAD, 5)
liquid fill level, 6) channel cross-sectional area, 7) screen mesh size, and 8) liquid outflow rate.
Parameters other than those mentioned will not be tested due to limitations of equipment and
resources. The ultimate experimental data is the expulsion efficiency of the LAD as a function of
these parameters.
3.3.4.2 Summary. of Tests. The LAD performance tests are shown in Table 3-8. Tests are included
for two different flowrates, two different g-levels, and two different heating rates. Low initial fill
levels are specified to minimize potential fluid losses. Tank pressurant is H2 at 103 kPa.
Breakdown of the LAD will be determined by the appearance of vapor in the outlet line from the
tank.
In Test I1-6.1 and II-6.2 outflows of approximately 0.023 kg/s and 0.009 kg/s are used at
background g-levels and no heat is applied to the LAD. Tests 11-6.3 and I1-6.4 will be conducted
with imposed acceleration levels of 100xl0 -6 g and 20x10 -6 g, respectively. The direction of the
imposed acceleration will be Such that the liquid in the tank settles away from the tank outlet,
representing a worst condition for the LAD.
In Tests II-6.5 and II-6.6, heat will be applied to the LADs near the tank outlet during outflow.
These tests will attempt to determine what heat levels result in vapor formation in the outlet. Future
analyses will be required to determine the appropriate heat flux levels and outflow rates for these
tests.
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3.3.5 Line Chilldown
3.3.5.1 Discussion of Experiment: The objective of this experiment is to investigate the chilldown
of cryogenic fluid transfer lines in the space environment.
In the past, special designs have been proposed to enhance the chilldown of cryogenic fluid transfer
lines, and also to keep the lines chilled. At this time, this experiment does not address such special
designs, but does address the issue of the performance of line chilldown. Since the process of line
chilldown involves forced convection, it is important that the low-gravity tests be well coordinated
with those performed on the ground.
The main issue related to line chilldown is the proper venting of superheated vapor, rather than
liquid, so that the amount of liquid hydrogen used in the process can be minimized. Also, the line
must be chilled and then filled with zero quality fluid before a transfer process can proceed. This
will require consideration of the source tank fluid condition and of the final condition of the transfer
line. For our tests, the chilldown temperature will correspond to the temperature of the fluid to be
introduced into the line, and the fluid will be subcooled enough to compensate for the parasitic heat
leak into the transfer lines.
Another issue is the potential use of the boiloff from line chilldown for tank chilldown. In most
operational scenarios line chilldown will be performed in conjunction with the chilldown of a tank.
However, in some cases the receiver tank will already be chilled or partially full, and the venting of
the fluid through a tank will not be applicable. Therefore, line chilldown with and without venting
through a tank will be investigated. Other alternatives are to vent the fluid through a tank TVS or
VCS.
The liquid inflow rate must be compatible with the chilldown heat transfer rate to avoid venting liquid
at the downstream end. In general, very low flowrates will be used. The effectiveness of
intermittent inflow will be evaluated.
The initial temperature of the line can have an effect on the approach used for chilldown and may
affect the flowrate and the amount of fluid required for the process. A second consideration with a
line previously used and containing liquid is what to do with the liquid. It is assumed that if residual
fluid is left in a transfer line, it will be vented and the line refilled before any transfer process
requiring 100% liquid is performed. However, the venting of the line can be done in a manner to
take advantage of the cooling capability of the fluid and possibly make use of the vented fluid.
3.3.5.2 Summary. of Tests. This experiment will be performed in the fluid transfer systems
between Tank I and each of the two smaller receiver tanks. A listing of the tests is shown in
Table 3-9. Two different flowrates and initial line temperatures will be tested. For one of the tests,
the line will be vented through Tank 2 so that a combined line and receiver tank chilldown will be
performed. The test of the line at about 170 K will be performed after a transfer and when the line
has reached the required temperature. The chilldown history of the line at the lower initial
temperature will be compared with that at the higher temperature.
The line chilldown experiment will be performed in conjunction with the Class I experiments since
chilldown of the fluid transfer system will be required for these experiments. The list shown in
Table 3-9 is considered to be the minimum number of tests that will be performed. The final list of
tests may expand to fit the chilldowns which are required in the Class I experiments, but will depend
on the overall sequencing of experiments and tests. One of the parameters affecting chilldown time
and liquid consumed is the size of the line being chilled. To evaluate this aspect of the process, the
lines between Tanks 1 and 2 and between Tanks 1 and 3 will be tested.
l
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For the tests at the space equilibrium temperature, the line will be allowed to warm and stabilize.
Flow will be introduced into the transfer line by pressurizing Tank 1. The flowrate will be set by the
main Tank 1 orificed valves and monitored by the tank flowmeter. For Tests II-7.1 and 11-7.2, the
line initial temperature will be approximately 250 K. Test II-7.3 will be conducted following Test II-
7.2 when the line has recovered to an average temperature of approximately 170 K. The first three
tests will be conducted by venting fluid from the transfer line into the vent manifold. Tests II-7.4
and II-7.5 will vent the fluid through Tank 2 to accomplish chilldown of this tank. The last of these
tests will use intermittent flow and venting. During all of the tests the flowrate and quality of the
fluid flowing into the transfer line will be monitored, and during the tests including tank chilldown,
flow into the tank and tank temperature and pressure will be monitored. Line chilldown tests will
terminate when the line has reached the temperature of the chilldown fluid.
The instrumentation for these tests includes: inlet liquid temperature, pressure, flowrate and quality;
transfer system temperatures and pressures; acceleration level; tank temperature and flowrate; and
vent flowrate.
3.3.6 Outflow Subcooling
3.3.6.1 Discussion of Experiment. The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the effectiveness
of a compact heat-exchanger in subcooling tank outflow. Tank fluid is throttled to a lower pressure
and temperature prior to entering the cold-side of the heat-exchanger. All the liquid flowing through
the cold-side is vaporized prior to the exit.
The dominant heat transfer mechanisms in the compact heat-exchanger are single-phase forced
convection on the hot-side, and two-phase forced convective boiling on the cold-side. Both of these
phenomena are dominated by viscous and inertial forces. The micro-g space environment is
expected to have little effect on the compact heat-exchanger effectiveness. Both continuous and
intermittent flow on the cold-side of the heat-exchanger will be evaluated.
KEY PARAMETERS
1. Hot-side flowrate
2. Cold-side flowrate and duty-cycle
3. Heat exchanger design
4. Acceleration level
ULTIMATE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
1. Temperature drop of the liquid flowing through the hot-side
2. Temperature and quality of the fluid entering and exiting the cold-side
3. Location of the "dry-out" point on the cold-side
4. Heat exchanger effectiveness
3.3.6.2 Summary 9f Tests. A summary of the minimum experiment requirements for the outflow
subcooling tests is shown in Table 3-10. Outflow subcooling tests can be conducted in conjunction
with liquid transfers required for other tests, such as tank chillown and no-vent fill. Many more
outflow subcooling tests with much longer test times can be accommodated if tests are run
concurrently with other experiments. All tests will be performed under the background acceleration
level. Fluid to the compact heat exchanger will be supplied by the LAD in Tank 1. The hot-side
flowrate will be controlled by a pump. Three different liquid flowrates will be investigated. The
cold-side flowrate will be intermittent and controlled by a valve. The duty cycle will decrease as the
hot-side flowrate decreases to maintain the same level of subcooling. The time period for each duty
cycle will be less than the residence time of the cold-side fluid in the heat exchanger to insure no
liquid is vented. The duration of each experiment needs to be long enough to insure "steady-state"
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conditions have been reached. Intermittent flow tests will be run longer to insure the flow and
thermal variations are periodic.
Fluid temperatures will be measured at the inlet and exit of each side of the heat exchanger.
Temperature sensors will be required at regular intervals along the cold-side to determine the location
of the "dry-out" point. For intermittent flow tests, data sampling rates will be greater than the duty
cycle frequency.
3.3.7 Low-Gravity Vented Fill
3.3.7.1 Discussion of Experiment. The objective of this experiment is to determine the operational
parameters under which a low-gravity filling operation can be performed, and the resulting fill level
that can be achieved prior to the appearance of liquid in the vent.
The ultimate parameter to be evaluated in this experiment is the final fill level of the tank. This will
depend on the conditions of the inflowing liquid, the initial temperature of the receiver, the g level,
and the configuration of the inlet and outlet hardware in the tank (baffles, vent inlet design, etc.).
For a low-gravity vented fill, the initial temperature of the receiver could be near space equilibrium
requiring a tank chilldown prior to tank fill. The process to be studied in this experiment is the fill,
but to achieve the low initial tank temperature a chilldown must also be performed. This chilldown
could be performed by either a vented low-g process or a zero-g "charge/hold/vent" process. The
determination of which process will be used will be the subject of further analysis and study. In the
event that a low-g vented chilldown is used, this experiment will be inherently included in the tests.
For these fills, the initial temperature of the. tank will be near the fluid saturation temperature at the
tank pressure. The higher initial tank temperature is included in the tests to evaluate the case where
the "charge/hold/vent" process is terminated at a higher target temperature.
During the tests, tank pressure will be maintained relatively constant by the vent line valves. The
tank pressure will be kept at the same value for all of the tests. The optimum gravity level is the
lowest that results in complete tank filling without liquid venting. Tests will be conducted at g levels
of 1 x 10 -4, which is the maximum COLD-SAT acceleration level, and at 5 x 10 -5 for comparison.
The type of flow for maximum filling is one dimensional, with liquid entering the "bottom" of the
tank at minimum velocity and vapor venting from the opposite end. The flow into Tank 3 will be
introduced through a baffled inlet to diffuse the inflow energy. The baffle configuration will be the
subject of further analysis and design.
3.3.7.2 Summary_ of Tests. This experiment will be performed using Tanks 2 and 3 as the receivers
and Tank 1 as the supply. A listing of the tests to be performed is shown in Table 3-11. The cold
vent gas from the tank will be vented overboard through the vent valve and liquid/vapor detectors
which will be used to detect the presence of liquid in the vent.
Tank 3 will be chilled to the required initial temperature. The specified acceleration level will be
applied to the spacecraft, and the filling of the tank will be initiated. A tapered inlet section or a
"coolie hat" fitting will be used on the vent line to discourage the entrainment of liquid, and the vent
rate will be controlled to maintain the desired tank pressure. Venting will be terminated when liquid
is detected in the vent line. At this point, low-gravity filling will be terminated and the quantity of
liquid in the tank determined. The flow meter measurements, as well as the liquid/vapor detector
readings in the tank (after the liquid is allowed to settle), will be used to determine the mass of the
fluid in the tank. If the tank is found to be less than 95 percent full of liquid, the tank will be locked
up and the spray nozzle system will be activated to complete tank filling. Once again the liquid level
and the final fluid conditions in the tank will be determined. Two acceleration levels and two initial
tank temperatures will be tested as shown in Table 3-11.
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If the tests performed in Tank 3 are deemed successful, Tank 2 will be used to evaluate vented fill
through the liquid acquisition device. The effects of both low and high imposed g levels will be
investigated.
The instrumentation for these tests includes: liquid temperature, pressure, and flowrate; tank
pressure, temperature, and liquid level; pressurant temperature, pressure, and flowrate; transfer line
temperature; acceleration level; and vent line flowrate, quality, pressure, and temperature.
3.3.8 Fluid Dumping
3.3.8.1 Discussion 9f Exp¢rim¢nt. The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the effectiveness
of dumping fluid from a tank in a micro-g, space environment. These tests will focus on procedures
applicable to unsettled tanks containing no special equipment for dumping.
The tank can be emptied in the shortest time when liquid is dumped. The dump rate decreases when
vapor is ingested into the outflow line, which becomes more likely for high outflow rates and as the
liquid fill level decreases during the dump. Besides vapor ingestion, hydrogen freezing in the tank
and/or outflow line will also decrease the dump rate. The effectiveness of heaters for minimizing
hydrogen freezing during the dump will be investigated. The distribution of liquid in the tank and
LAD will be much different in the micro-g space environment as compared to 1-g earth environment.
Consequently, hydrogen freezing in these locations cannot be adequately tested on the ground.
Conditions under which the vent line freezes are not expected to be strongly dependent on the
acceleration level.
KEY PARAMETERS
1. Tank outlet geometry (baffle or LAD)
2. Tank heater power level
3. Outflow line heater power level
4. Tank pressurization
ULTIMATE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The time history of the following quantities will be monitored during each test
1. Outflow mass flowrate
2. Temperature and quality of outflow
3. Tank and outflow line pressure
4. Liquid fill level
5. Acceleration level
3.3.8.2 Summary. of Tests. Hydrogen used during a fluid dump cannot be recovered. To conserve
hydrogen, fluid dumping tests will only be performed when an operational dump is required or as
part of a liquid transfer. A summary of the fluid dumping tests is shown in Table 3-12. All fluid
dumping tests will be performed under background acceleration. Dumping will be initiated by
opening the vent valve.
Hydrogen freezing in the LAD and/or tank will be investigated in both receiver tanks. During the
dump, hydrogen freezing in the LAD and/or tank is expected to decrease the rate of outflow. When
the rate of outflow stabilizes or stops, the tank heater will be turned on to melt the solid hydrogen
and provide tank pressurization. The outflow line heater power will be on during these tests to
prevent hydrogen freezing in the outflow line.
Hydrogen freezing in the outflow line is not expected to be strongly dependent on the acceleration
level and could be adequately tested on the ground. However this test can be performed in space
with no penalty as part of an operational dump. The procedure for this experiment will be the same
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as for the tank freezing experiment described in the previous paragraph, except the line heater power
will be varied. The tank will be pressurized during this test to prevent freezing in the tank.
The liquid fill level when vapor is ingested into the outflow line cannot be determined during a dump
without losing "usable" hydrogen. To conserve hydrogen, these tests will be performed during an
operational transfer of liquid between tanks. The tanks will be pressurized and unsettled during
these tests. Tests to determine the liquid fill level when vapor is ingested into a simple baffled outlet
will be conducted in Tank 3. Two different outflow rates will be investigated. The outflow rate will
be controlled by the transfer pump. Once vapor is ingested into the outlet, the remainder of the
transfer can be completed under settled conditions to increase the amount of liquid transferred.
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4
MISSIONDESCRIPTION
4.1 MISSION REQUIREMENTS
Themissionof theCOLD-SAT spacecraftis to carryout liquid hydrogenexperimentsunderlow-g
conditions. The spacecraftbus mustprovide a stableorbital platform in low-Earth orbit for the
cryogenicexperimentsandprovide the necessarysupport servicesfor the experimentoperation.
Theseservicesincludedataacquisition,telemetry,operationandcontrol, electrical power,attitude
control, accelerationsat specifiedlevels, thermalcontrol of experimentelectronics,andradiation
protectionfor theelectronics.Micrometeoroidanddebrisprotection,althoughnot anexplicitNASA
requirement,should beprovided if necessaryto meet systemreliability goals. The operational
mission lifetime is one year and the groundstoragelife is also one year. The overall mission
reliability for accomplishingtheClassI experimentsmustbe0.92or better.
The orbit andtheoperationof thespacecraft,_rovideavery quiet, low-g working backgroundfor
theexperimentwith anaccelerationof 5 x 10"t gor less. Launchwill bewith anexpendablelaunch
vehicle from Kennedy Space Center in 1997. At the end of the mission the spacecraft must either
have an orbital lifetime of 500 years or it must be disposed of safely. This disposal could be either
retrieval by the STS or a re-entry which would not endanger populated areas. Unless COLD-SAT is
to be retrieved as the means of disposal, it is not to be designed for reuse, recovery or repair.
The primary communication link is through the TDRSS Multiple Access Service, and the STDN
network is used for launch operations and for backup ground command. Normal communications
through the TDRS system is limited to ten minutes per orbit to avoid potential TDRS scheduling
problems. Data storage for the experiment telemetry must be provided for periods when the TDRS
system is not available.
The attitude control system will maintain an attitude pointing accuracy of 5 deg. or better in each
axis. In addition to the low background acceleration, acceleration levels between 10 -5 and 10 -4 g
will be provided by thrusters for periods of up to 45 hours.
4.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
The Atlas I expendable launch vehicle will be used to place COLD-SAT into a 28.5 deg. inclination
circular orbit at an altitude of 1300 km. Two Centaur upper stage bums will be used to provide the
lift capability shown in Figure 4-1. The Atlas I lift capability provides greater than a 34 percent
margin in lift capability for the mission.
4.3 PAYLOAD FAIRING
Figure 4-2 shows the COLD-SAT spacecraft packaged within the 4.2 m diameter, 64.4 m 3 Atlas I
payload fairing. The cylindrical section of the payload fairing provides 4.2 m of length. The
cylindrical section is topped by a 14.5 degree conical nose cone which provides generous envelope
for the spacecraft.
4.4 PAYLOAD MASS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY ENVELOPE
Figure 4-3 shows the Atlas I launch vehicle payload center of gravity location limit as a function of
payload mass. The critical structural limit is set by the Centaur stage equipment module to which the
payload adapter is attached. The payload mass thus includes the payload adapter and separation
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Figure 4-3. Atlas I Payload Mass/Center of Gravity Envelope
system as well as the COLD-SAT spacecraft. The COLD-SAT mass properties satisfy the launch
vehicle conswaint with the required 20 percent margin.
4.5 ORBIT ANALYSIS
4.5.1 Baseline Orbit
The 1300 km altitude selection is the result of a trade study to minimize atmospheric disturbances,
and satisfy lifetime and launch vehicle constraints. Since the COLD-SAT mission requirements are
not significantly influenced by orbit inclination, the standard due-east launch (28.5 deg. inclination)
from the Eastern Test Range has been selected. At altitudes lower than 350 km the atmospheric drag
would induce unacceptable background accelerations, and at altitudes above 1800 km, the charged
particle radiation environment becomes excessive. Within this range of altitudes, the Atlas I lift
capability does not impose any constraints. The concentration of man-made orbital debris varies
with altitude. Therefore, the selected altitude was chosen to satisfy the 500 year orbital lifetime, and
achieve a relatively low concentration of orbital debris.
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A list of theorbital characteristicsaregivenin Table 4-1. The maximumeclipseduration is 35.2
minutesbut variescyclicly dueto thenodalregressionrateasshownin Figure4-4. Thesolarangle
variationover thesametwelvemonthperiodis shownin Figure4-5. Thelongperiodcyclic motion
is causedbythesolardeclinationvariation,andtheshortperiodvariationis aresultof theorbit plane
regression.
The 1300km altitudeis abovetheTDRSSzoneof exclusion(ie.wheretheEarthoccultstheCOLD-
SAT/TDRS line-of-sight. This higheraltitudealsoincreasesthecontacttime with a STDN ground
stationif contingencycommunicationswererequired. Figure4-6 showswhenTDRSSandeachof
theSTDN andDeepSpaceNetwork groundstationswill bevisible to COLD-SAT in a typical 24
hour period. Three satellites in the TDRS system areexpectedto be available in 1997; the
operationalsatellitesTDRS-EastandTDRS-West,anda spare.Therewill be threeSTDN ground
stationsfor launchandbackupcommunicationslocatedatWallops Island,Virginia; Meritt Island,
Florida; andBermuda. ThethreeDSN stations,althoughthey arenotplannedto beused,couldbe
usedfor backupcommandtransmissions.Figure4-7 indicateshow many groundstationswill be
within COLD-SAT's field-of-view on a typical day. Theworst casescenarioresultsin no ground
stationcontactsfor asmanyas3 orbitsperdayutilizing both theDSN andSTDN networks,andup
to 6 orbitsperdayutilizing just theSTDNnetwork. Thisraisesserioussatellitecontrol implications
if for anyreasontheTDRSsystemisnot available.However,theCOLD-SAT bushasthecapability
to operateautonomouslywith SCEfirmwareandstoredcommandsfor up to 28days.
4.5.2 Orbit Perturbations
The perturbations affecting the COLD-SAT orbit are external environmental disturbances
(atmosphericdrag, solarradiationpressure,triaxiality), andinternaldisturbancesdueto experiment
thrustingrequirements.At 1300km altitude,theexternaldisturbancesarenegligible. Thelargestof
theseperturbationsis the atmosphericdrag which impartsa disturbanceaccelerationof 2 x 10-9 g
during theoperationalphaseof themission. Figures4-8and4-9 showthedisturbanceaccelerations
and orbital lifetime asa function of altitude for a rangeof COLD-SAT ballistic coefficients. The
experiment thrusting,on the other hand,will generatelarge in-plane accelerationsfor extended
periodsof time. Theneteffectof thesethrustingmaneuverswill beto eitherincreaseor decreasethe
circular orbit altitudedependingon thespecifieddirectionof therequiredacceleration(ie., a thrust
vectorin the+X direction increases the altitude, and a thrust vector in the -X direction decreases the
altitude). Figure 4-10 shows the increase in altitude as a function of the net change in velocity due to
experiment thrusting. Currently it is expected that there will be a net propellant consumption in the +
X direction of 337 kg which would increase the altitude by 610 km. Since this large an increase is
unacceptable, the spacecraft will occasionally rotate to fly in the -X direction for some of the firings.
The orbital lifetime of the vehicle based on a 1300 km orbit is 684 years.
4.5.3 Orbital Environment
There are three potential environmental hazards that the spacecraft design must consider for low
Earth orbits: atomic oxygen corrosion, micrometeoroid and debris impacts, and charged particle
damage. Atomic oxygen impinging on the spacecraft at orbital velocities is extremely reactive or
erosive to some materials such as Kapton, graphite epoxy and silver. The atomic oxygen
environment (Figure 4-11) is sufficiently low at the proposed altitude that most likely no specific
protection will be required.
The micrometeoroid and debris environment is described in Reference 4-1. The debris flux profile
in terms of both particle density and particle size as a function of orbital altitude is a function of time
with significant changes occurring within a time span of one or two years. The debris density profile
for particles (Figure 4-12) greater than 100 mm in diameter shows a minima in the measured debris
flux in the vicinity of 1300 km. The flux of small particles is generally assumed to follow a similar
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Table4-1. OrbitParametersandCharacteristics
INITIAL ALTITUDE(KM) 1300
I2N'CLINATION(DEGREES) 28.5
ECCENTRICITY 0
PERIOD(MINUTES) 111.5
NODAL REGRESSION RATE (DEGREES/DAY) 4.58
MAXIMUM ECLIPSE DURATION (MINUTES) 35.2
MINIMUM ECLIPSE DURATION (MINUTES) 16
ORBITAL LIFETIME (YEARS) 684
TYPICAL DRAG ACCELERATION (G) 3.5 X 10 -9
AVERAGE GROUND STATION CONTACT DURATION (MINUTES) 15.8
PERCENTAGE OF ORBITS HAVING GROUND STATION CONTACT
AVAILABLE (PERCENT) STDN PLUS DSN " 77
STDN ONLY 54
TYPICAL BETA = ZERO DEG. CROSSINGS PER YEAR 11
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profile due to a lack of measured data. The experiment module and the partially'exposed gaseous
hydrogen pressurization tanks will require micrometeoroid and debris shielding to meet mission
reliability requirements. The spacecraft bus honeycomb panels will provide sufficient protection for
components mounted within the bus.
The charged particle environment poses two types of threats to the spacecraft. First, the electron
plasma at the orbital altitude can cause low voltage differential charging of the spacecraft, potentially
leading to discharges which could damage hardware or cause spurious electrical signals. Ford
Aerospace geosynchronous spacecraft have protection designed for the high differential voltages
which can be generated by the energetic electrons found at that altitude. Grounding, electrical
shielding, and materials selection methods used for protecting these vehicles apply to the COLD-SAT
environment. The other threat from charged particles is radiation damage to the electronics. The
total radiation dose as a function of the thickness of the aluminum shielding is shown in Figure 4-13.
This curve represents an idealized spherical shielding geometry which yields a higher dosage rate
than is achieved by the actual hardware. The effective shielding within the bus is equivalent to
2.5 mm of aluminum, providing a maximum one year dose rate of 12 loads - Silicon at the 1300 km
altitude. The dose rate is within the usual capabilities that the bus electronics hardware will
withstand.
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5
EXPERIMENT MODULE DESIGN
This section presents the experiment subsystem design, fabrication, operation, tank details, fluid
components, and hardware development status. The electrical power system, instrumentation, and
control systems are also discussed.
5.1 EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM OVERVIEW
The experiment requirements developed during the program, which are discussed in Section 3.0,
were used to determine the basic design of the experiment subsystem. In addition to the
requirements which were derived from the experiment definition and design analysis activities, other
guidelines were mutually agreed upon or stipulated by NASA during the course of the study. The
more pertinent NASA guidelines which had effects on the design of the experiment subsystem are
listed below.
Limited the number of experiment tanks to three.
Limited the maximum size of the tanks to:
Supply Tank 1 5.38 m 3 (190 ft 3)
Receiver Tank 2 1.27 m 3 (45 ft 3)
Receiver Tank 3 0.708 m 3 (25 ft 3)
Allowed the use of He-purged multilayer insulation (MLI) for the supply tank in place of a
vacuum-jacketed tank.
Eliminated the use of tangential spray nozzles, vapor-cooled shield (VCS), mixer, and
para-to-ortho converter with Tank 2.
Required the inclusion of sufficient stored high pressure hydrogen gas to provide for at
least 25 percent of the experiment pressurization requirements.
Stipulated the inclusion of tests of an outflow subcooling heat exchanger.
Stipulated a nominal heat leak for the receiver tanks of 1.58 watt/m 2 (0.5Btu/hr-ft2).
Recommended that cryo-formed stainless steel not be used for high pressure gaseous
hydrogen storage because of hydrogen embrittlement potential.
The experiment fluid system consists of three experiment tanks, including the supply tank which is
launched wet, and two receiver tanks which are launched dry. The schematic of the fluid system is
presented in Section 5.2. Transfer between the tanks is accomplished by supply tank pressurization
with the assistance of a transfer pump which is capable of pumping fluid between any of the tanks in
either direction. Pump-assisted flow is controlled by pump speed. As an alternative, purely
pressurized transfer can be used, with th? elowrate controlled by tank pressure and sets of orificed
valves in the tank transfer lines.
The experiment tanks are normally pressurized by an autogenous cold vapor generation system
which takes fluid from the supply tank, pumps it to higher pressure and vaporizes it in an
electrically-heated helical evaporator. The autogenous pressurant is supplied at approximately
345 kPa to all of the tanks. High pressure gas, stored at 27.6 MPa, is provided as a back-up to the
autogenous system and will provide enough pressurant to conduct 25 percent of the experiments
using solely pressurized fluid transfers. This capability, in addition to the redundancy in the pump
configuration, gives the system dual failure tolerance in its ability to transfer fluids between tanks.
High pressure helium is also stored for use in several of the experiments. The high pressure H2
bottles are made with an aluminum liner over-wrapped with graphite epoxy for stiffness and
strength. "A glass cloth scrim is used between the graphite/epoxy and the aluminum to prevent
corrosion. These bottles are commercially available. For the helium high pressure bottle, a CRES
liner is acceptable since hydrogen embrittlement is not a potential problem.
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A summaryof thedesignfeaturesof theexperimentanksis givenin Table5-1. Also shownarethe
experimentssupportedby eachof the tanks. The supply tank is 1.73m long and 2.42 m in
diameter,andis anoblatespheroid.It is insulatedwith 76 mmof MLI which is purgedwith helium
on thegroundto preventcryopumping.This approachis cheaperthanavacuumjacket,andismade
possibleby thehydrogentankingandventingprovisionsof theAtlas I launchvehicleCentaurupper
stage. The tank alsohasa vapor-cooledshield (VCS), a total communication liquid acquisition
device CLAD), an internally-mounted wall thermodynamic vent system (TVS) heat exchanger, a
compact TVS heat exchanger, and a mixer. The exterior of the tank is covered with flexible strip
heater elements to provide uniform heating for the pressure control experiments. The tank is
fabricated from 2219 aluminum alloy. The access openings for this tank and the two receiver tanks
are welded in place around two upstanding rings at the perimeter of each opening. These openings
can be removed by grinding off the weld and can be replaced by re-welding. The tank contains
forward and aft fairings to support the MLI outside the envelope of the tank wall, in order to enclose
the fluid components within the MLI. All external fluid lines are CRES and the transitions to the
tank wall bulkhead fittings are made by diffusion-bonded blocks of aluminum-to-CRES material.
This same all-welded approach is used for all the tanks and plumbing with the exception of some of
the vent lines.
Tank 2 is cylindrical with a length of 1.8 m and a diameter of 1.02 m. The length facilitates testing
of an axial spray nozzle which would simulate a radial nozzle in a larger tank fitted with radial spray
nozzles. The tank is insulated with 38 mm of MLI. The tank contains a total communication LAD,
an internally wall-mounted TVS heat exchanger, axial and radial spray nozzles, a LAD heater, and
instrumentation. A heater is also provided on the exterior of the tank for evacuating and wanning the
tank. The tank contains plumbing which allows the TVS to vent the LAD for use during LAD filling
tests. Like Tank 1, fairings are used to extend the insulated volume at both ends of the tank for
housing valves, flowmeters, lines, and electrical equipment. The fairings on Tanks 1 and 2 make it
easier and less costly to install the MLI, while reducing the' amount of individual insulation which
must be applied to fluid components.
Tank 3 is the smallest tank, and is a 1.07 m diameter sphere. It is relatively bare on the inside since
it doesn't contain a LAD, and the TVS heat exchanger tubes are on the outside of the tank. It
contains sets of axial, radial, and tangential spray nozzles for chilldown and no-vent filling. Unlike
Tanks 1 and 2 this tank does not have a fairing. The MLI is mounted to the tank walls around the
periphery of the tank, and the valves are housed in a separately-insulated module off to the side of
the tank. This MLI installation will provide a comparison to that of Tanks 1 and 2, and also
decreases the effective length of the tank, providing for its installation farther aft in the spacecraft.
A number of insulated valve modules are used in the fluid system and located within the experiment
enclosure. Most of the valve functions in the system are satisfied by common latching solenoid
valves, thus minimizing the number of valve types and eliminating the need for complex regulators
and control valves.
The experiment tanks, plumbing, and electrical equipment are housed in an outer structure which
also serves as a micrometeoroid and debris shield. It is a ring-stiffened, semi-monocoque,
aluminum honeycomb structure with inner and outer aluminum skins, the inner being the thicker
load-carrying skin. The experiment structure contains access openings, a removable forward cap,
umbilical connectors, and a special baffled opening for the venting of the MLI and the interior of the
enclosure during ascent. The configuration of this structure, its interfaces with the spacecraft and the
experiment equipment, and the details of its construction are given in Section 5.8.
The experiment system instrumentation includes platinum resistance temperature sensors, strain
gage-type pressure transducers, electrostatic micro-g accelerometers, and carbon resistor liquid/vapor
detectors for the tanks. The major measurement problems include gauging the amount of fluid mass
in the tanks and measuring hydrogen two-phase flowrate. Direct gauging of tank fluid mass will
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require settling and tank liquid/vapor detectors unless a zero-g mass gauge becomes available. A
two-phase flowmeter is under development and was assumed to be available for use. However,the
fluid system can be configured to use single-phase liquid and vapor flowmeters, along with detectors
for sensing liquid in vapor flow and vapor in liquid flow.
Data acquisition and experiment control is performed by the spacecraft control electronics (SCE) that
are part of the spacecraft bus, along with some additional signal conditioning, voltage regulation, and
data concentrator units (DCUs). These electronics are derived from the Ford Aerospace Intelsat VII
SCE with voltage regulation provided by existing, developed components. The experiment
electronics have been placed within the spacecraft bus in order to take advantage of its stable thermal
environment.
5.2 FLUID SYSTEM SCHEMATIC AND OPERATION
The baseline fluid system schematic (see Appendix B for component def'mitions) for COLD-SAT is
shown in Figure 5-1. This system consists of three tanks with interconnecting plumbing designed
for flexibility and reliability in conducting the COLD-SAT experiments at a reasonable cost. In
general, the plumbing shown in the lower half of the schematic is used for fluid transfer between
tanks and the plumbing in the top half is for tank pressure control. The tanks and plumbing are
designed to a maximum operating pressure of 350 kPa with the exception of the autogenous
pressurization system plumbing which is designed for 500 kPa and the pressurization gas supplies
which operate up to 27.5 MPa.
5.2.1 Thermal Control
Each tank is surrounded by multi-layer insulation (MLI) to reduce heating in orbit. A vapor-cooled
shield is included in the insulation for Tank 1 which routes hydrogen from the tank to intercept heat
within the insulation and vent the warmer gas overboard. Most of the valving for Tanks 1 and 2 are
located beneath their MLI enclosures while the components and transfer lines for Tank 3 are
packaged in independent modules with their own MLI.
Electric resistance heaters are attached to each tank wall to augment tank evacuation and wall
conditioning between tests. The heaters for Tank 1 are distributed over most of the tank surface and
specially designed to produce uniform heating at several different flux levels for the pressure control
experiment.
5.2.2 Tank Pressure Control
Tank pressure reduction (energy removal) is primarily achieved using a thermodynamic vent system
(TVS) for each tank. Each tank has tubing attached to its wall which is used as a heat exchanger for
passive TVS operation. This tubing is attached to the inner surface of Tanks 1 and 2 and to the
exterior of Tank 3. Tank 1 also has a compact TVS system using a mixer to augment contact with a
small heat exchanger. Each TVS is supplied through a Joule-Thomson orifice to expand and cool the
flow. The TVS supplies for Tank 1 are redundant to enhance their reliability since conditioning of
the fluid in this tank is central to the COLD-SAT experiments.
Each tank also has a direct vent system. Tank 1 uses this direct system to vent gas during tanking
and ascent. The direct vent systems of Tanks 2 and 3 are used for tank evacuation experiments and,
when the liquid has been settled can also be used for gas venting.
Redundant valves in these vent systems enhance their reliability. Typically, three shutoff valves are
arranged such that a backup valve can be used for control if the primary valve fails in any
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configuration (open, closed or partway). Since the backup valves are dormant (not actuated) unless
the primary valve has failed, they are much less likely to fail in another position during normal
operation. (e.g. Valve 107 in the direct vent system of Tank 2 can't realistically stick in the closed
position since it is never closed during normal operations.)
In orbit, vent flow exits the system through a balanced-thrust vent system which directs equal
amounts of flow in opposing directions to minimize its impact on attitude control for COLD-SAT.
Shutoff valves near the exit control the vent line pressure to be 15-20 kPa to preclude freezing of
hydrogen in the lines. An electric heater prevents freezing dowristream of these valves. A heater is
also provided on the Tank 3 direct vent valve module to prevent freezing during the tank dump
experiment.
Tank pressurization is provided through a diffuser in each tank with flow controlled by redundant
shutoff valves. The diffuser is located in the central region of each tank and will be designed to
minimize heat and mass transfer between the ullage and liquid in the tank as pressurant is introduced.
Check valves are located just upstream of each diffuser to avoid the heat leak which could otherwise
develop through perculation of fluid in the line.
Most pressurization gas is supplied by an autogenous system which vaporizes liquid pumped from
Tank 1. The evaporator uses electrical resistance heating controlled to a constant outlet temperature.
Pump 48 nominally supplies the flow with Pump 79 providing backup capability. The generated
hydrogen vapor flows through an accumulator which provides a relatively constant pressure to the
pressurization valves. Redundant relief valves protect the system from overpressure.
Closer control of the pump and evaporator and/or a larger accumulator volume could eliminate the
requirement for pressure regulators. Further evaluation of this trade is recommended.
An independent supply of gaseous hydrogen and helium is also available to pressurize the
experiment tanks. This supply satisfies requirements for certain experiments and also acts as a
backup to the autogenous system.
Flowmeters are included in the pressurization and vent lines to satisfy experiment requirements.
Pressurization and TVS vent flowmeters are designed to measure gas flow while flowmeters for the
direct tank vent should be able to measure two-phase flow.
5.2.3 Fluid Transfer
A centrifugal pump is normally used to transfer fluid between the tanks. Transfer lines from each
tank are connected to the pump module which can, through valving, provide pumping between any
two tanks in either direction. Pump 80 is normally used with Pump 79 providing backup capability
for this operation. Transfer flowrate is controlled by varying pump speed. Alternately, fluid transfer
can be accomplished by tank pressure control using the orificed shutoff valves in the transfer lines to
provide incremental flow control. Flowmeters in the transfer lines are designed to measure two-
phase flow to provide experiment data.
Tanks 1 and 2 each contain a liquid acquisition device (LAD) for low-g liquid acquisition. An
electric resistance heater is attached to Tank 2 in the vicinity of the LAD outlet to satisfy the LAD
performance experiment. Tank 3 has a baffled outlet to promote the acquisition of liquid during
settled outflow.
All transfer flow in and out of Tank 1 is through its LAD with forced convection within the tank
being provided by the mixer of the compact TVS. Tanks 2 and 3 have various nozzles which are
used to inject flow into these tanks at different locations and orientations. Each set of nozzles is
controlled independently by oriflced shutoff valves. Both tanks have nozzles which are oriented
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axially andradially; Tank 3alsohasasetwhich spraytangentialto thetankwall. Checkvalvesare
usedon thenozzlesuppliesto Tank3 to reduceheatleak(similar to thepressurizationsystem).
The transferlinesareconnectedto thevent systemthroughredundantshutoffvalves(24,94, 54and
66) nearTanks 2 and3. This allows thetransferlines to bechilled without chilling the intended
receivertankbyflowing directly to thevent.
A subcooleris locatedin thetransferline from Tank 1. Whendesired,outflow cooling is provided
by flowing somehydrogenthroughJoule'-ThomsonOrifice 95. This flow is ventedoverboardafter
absorbingheatfrom theflow beingtransferredbetweentanks.
Betweenfluid transferoperations,the liquid in thetransferlines is ventedthroughtheline chilldown
vent (e.g.Valves 24 and 94) only asrequiredto relieve excesspressure. Relief valves provide
backupprotectionfrom overpressureof thesetransferlines. Thetransferline for Tank 1 is within
thevapor-cooledshieldandwill remainopento thetankwhennot in use.
5.2.4 Tanking
Thegaseoushydrogenandhelium supplybouleswill bechargedthroughthemanualshutoffvalves
prior to closeout of the surrounding payload fairing. Thesevalves are then closed and the
connectionscappedto provideredundantsealing.
Prior to launch,Tank 1is loadedwith liquid hydrogenthroughtheFill/Drain Disconnect(37). The
tanking flow from thegroundsupplyis controlledby groundsystemvalvesbasedon thepressure
andliquid level in Tank 1. Hydrogenvapor generatedduringchilldown andtankingwill bevented
throughtheVent Disconnect(117) which interfaceswith theCentaurvent line to sharetheground
andascentventprovisionsof theCentaurhydrogentank.
Theseinterfacesandtankingoperationsaredescribedmorefully in Sections8 and9, respectively.
5.3 OVERALL MODULE ARRANGEMENT AND MASS PROPERTIES
Prior to determining the final configuration for our experiment system and tanks, nine alternative
arrangements were studied. These arrangements were compared for their overall mass, c.g., volume
utilization, and high pressure gas bottle location desirability. The layouts and discussion of these
alternatives is presented in Appendix A.
The inboard profile view of the COLD-SAT baseline experiment configuration attached to the
spacecraft bus and located within the Atlas I payload fairing is shown in Figure 5-2. The major
components are one large LH2 supply tank; two smaller LH2 receiver tanks, two hydrogen gas
storage boules, one helium gas storage bottle, three valve modules, electronic packages, and an outer
support structure equipped with micrometeoroid/debris shielding. The three LH2 experiment tanks
are equipped with multilayer insulation (MLI) and the LH2 supply tank has an MLI purge enclosure.
Other components include accelerometers, a pump control package, a destruct unit, and plumbing.
The spacecraft bus consists of a central cylinder which carries the thrust load, and rectangular panels
surrounding this cylinder which provide a volume to house other bus components. The bus is
described in detail in Section 7. Tank 2 of the experiment module is located inside the bus central
cylinder and the three gas storage bottles and a pressure control module are attached to the outside of
the central cylinder. Electronic packages for the experiment are located on the inboard side of the bus
anti-Earth panel (-Z). The supply tank (Tank 1) and a second receiver tank (Tank 3) are located
forward of the bus and are supported from an outer structure which attaches to the bus central
cylinder. This outer structure has a parting line at the base of the forward conical section which
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OF POOR QUALITY
allows instal/afion of Tank 1 and permits a separate buildup of the forward section during assembly.
A valve module for Tank 3 and a fluid line junction module are located between Tanks 1 and 3 and
are also attached to the outer structure. Tanks 1, 2 and 3 are supported with adjustable low
conductive struts equipped with spherical bearing end fittings. The center lines of these struts are
directed tangentially to the tank walls.
The bus central cylinder attaches to the Atlas I equipment module forward ring with an adapter
equipped with a "V" band release system, tank springs, an electrical disconnect, and a hydrogen vent
disconnect.
Figure 5-2 summarizes the mass and c.g. locations of each component including the bus and the
propellants. Also included are the c.g. location and mass for the total spacecraft loaded with
consumables. This is shown on a plot which also includes the Centaur equipment module-limited
mass and c.g. curve, as well as a lower curve which provides a 20 percent mass margin compared to
the maximum load-carrying capability. For a more precise curve and discussion of the values on this
plot, see Section 4.4. The 20 percent margin was used as the design point for COLD-SAT at the
direction of NASA.
A mass summary and c.g. location of each component for the experiment only is presented in
Table 5-2. The 45.4 kg mass for electrical harnessing is for external runs between the tanks, the
modules and the electronic boxes on the anti-Earth panel. Additional allowances for electrical wiring
and sensors are included in the masses for the tanks and modules. For example, the four modules
attached to the aft bulkhead on Tank 1 each have a wiring allowance plus an additional allowance for
interconnecting these four modules. The 313.4 kg mass for Tank 1 also includes mass for
instrumentation, wiring, and electrical pass-throughs. Detailed mass breakdowns for the tanks and
the outer structure are given in Appendix A.
For our baseline configuration, design details were developed in order to insure that the assumptions
which had been made during our trade comparisons were valid and that the more detailed design met
the required envelope, mass and c.g. requirements. The overall length of the experiment system is
related to how much room is required for the system components located under the MLI on Tanks 1,
2 and 3. Also, the size of the forward section of the support structure is influenced by how much
room is required for components located outside of the tanks.
To obtain a realistic set of packaging volumes, detailed hardware type layouts were made for eleven
sections of the system as summarized in Figure 5-3. In most cases, these sections were packaged
into modules which were supported from the tank bulkheads, the outer structure, and/or from the
bus central cylinder. These modules typically contain fluid components such as valves, flowmeters,
heat exchangers, pumps and accumulators. These components are usually mounted on a waffle
panel with interconnecting plumbing. For Tank 2, the components are bench-mounted to the fairings
and the entire assembly slipped onto the tank.
Throughout the fluid system, off-the-shelf, standard fittings designed for orbit arc welding are used
for the tubing connections. The material is 304L CRES (corrosion resistant steel) and tube wall
gauges are 0.50 mm minimum. The length of the valves from the inlet side to the outlet side are a
conservative 100 ram, and clearances between lines and components are such as to permit the use of
orbit arc welding heads. The flow meters are located so that flow straightening sections of tubing
can be used both upstream and downstream of the meters. The fluid component mounting
techniques compensate for tolerances and dimensional changes. Also included with each module is a
mass breakdown and a schematic.
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Table 5-2. Experiment Module Mass Properties
SUBSYSTEM/ITEM
PAYLOAD:
OVERBOARD VENT SYSTEM
MASS
(KG)
5.9
TANK 3 VENT VALVES
TANK 3 ASSEMBLY
TANK 3 PLUMBING
TANK 3 VALVE MODULE
JUNCTION MODULE
TANK 1 VENT SYSTEM
5.0
36.0
3.6
38.6
29.0
5.4
OUTER SUPPORT STRUCTURE
TANK 1 ASSEMBLY
EXTERNAL PLUMBING
UMBILICAL +F&D
OVERALL ELECT HARNESS
DESTRUCT UNIT
TANK1 SYSTEM EQUIPMENT
TANK 1 PUMP CONTROL UNIT
TANK 2 VENT SYSTEM
HELIUM GAS BO1-FLE
ELECTRONICS
TANK 2 ASSEMBLY
H2 GAS STORAGE BE)TILES
PRESSURATION CONTROL MODULE
TANK 2 SYSTEM EQUIPMENT
DRY EXPERIMENT MODULE
DRY SPACECRAFT
LIQUID HYDROGEN
HYDRAZINE PROPELLANT
SPACECRAFT BOL
20°1oCONTINGENCY
PAYLOAD ADAPTER AND CLAMP
TOTAL PAYLOAD AND CONTINGENCY
284.6
313.4
18.1
8.8
45.4
.9
90.7
3.9
5.4
7.5
27.2
33.6
83.5
108.9
16.5
27.5
1199.4
1983.8
364.5
530.5
2878.8
575.8
72.0
3526.6
MOMENT ARM
(CM) FROM EQUIPMENT
MODULE RING
698.5
668.O
599.4
533.4
533.4
52O.7
492.8
455.4
391.2
378.5
345.4
332.7
312.4
312.4
271.8
262.9
251.5
226.1
215.9
165.1
116.8
109.2
74.9
353.7
285.5
4O3.9
124.5
270.8
270.8
38.1
266.0
MOMENT
(CM-KG)
4127.5
3340.1
21578.4
1939.6
20608.6
15100.3
2661.1
129606.8
.. 122602.1
6850.9
3039.5
t 5104.6
284.0
28334.7
1050.1
1419.7
1886.0
6149.9
7262.1
13785.9
12719.5
1807.1
2064.0
423364.7
566285.4
147221.6
66020.4
779527.4
155926.6
2743.2
938197.2
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5.4 SUPPLY TANK (TANK 1)
5.4.1 Supply Tank General Arrangement and Internal Components
The basic shell for Tank 1 consists of two spun-formed elliptical bulkheads welded at the equator
(Figure 5-4). The material is 2219 aluminum alloy. This shell is equipped with internal and external
components. Internally, the tank contains wall-mounted TVS tubing, a four-channel liquid
acquisition device (LAD), an instrumentation tree, a TVS/mixer assembly and a pressurization
diffuser. Details for the TVS tubing and the LAD system are the same as those for Tank 2. The
installation configuration for the TVS/mixer assembly is outlined in Figure 5-5, however, the sketch
of the device is not to scale. More details on the size and design of the TVS/mixer are contained in
Section 5.9.1.
Externally, a fairing is attached to the tank at each end. The profile of these fairings was determined
by the system equipment installed on each bulkhead, and the requirement to keep the overall length
of the tank as short as possible. Each fairing is equipped with a "T" ring near the base which in turn
attaches to a series of fittings welded to the bulkheads. The ends are capped off with stiffened flat
panels. _
The tank is supported from the aft bulkhead with six fittings which are oriented so that the support
strut center lines are directed tangentially to the bulkhead wall. These fittings are equipped with
spherical bearings and are welded to the bulkhead just aft of the equator.
The exterior surface of the tank is equipped with heaters which provide a uniform heat flux. These
heaters are applied in flat strips bonded to the tank wall and interconnect to form redundant circuits.
Both bulkheads have several penetrations required for systems and for access to the tank interior.
The primary penetration for the forward bulkhead is the access opening which is configured for
welding. Entry is accomplished by cutting the weld off and then rewelding. The penetration for the
pressurization diffuser is similar to that described in the pressurization and vent system installation
for Tank 2 and is presented in Section 5.5. All external plumbing is corrosion-resistant steel
(CRES). Therefore, fittings which penetrate the tank wall are machined from diffusion-bonded
blocks of aluminum-to-CRES as outlined for Tank 2.
The primary penetrations through the aft bulkhead are for the electrical and LAD connections. The
electrical pass-through fittings are configured for welding (see Tank 2) similar to that for the access
opening. The LAD and TVS systems penetrate the tank wall with aluminum to CRES transition
fittings.
5.4.2 Tank 1 Insulation Features
5.4.2.1 Tank 1 MLI Design. Referring to Figure 5-6, Tank 1 (including system equipment installed
on both bulkheads) is completely enveloped with two blanket layers of MLI. The MLI blankets are
applied over the fairings in 45 deg. gore sections running continuously along the side wall and in
single flat sections at the ends. Each blanket is a pre-formed, trimmed, assembly incorporating hard
points for attachments. A typical blanket construction is described for the MLI system of Tank 2,
see Section 5.5.3.
The joints between the gore blankets are butt type and are held together with "velcro" fasteners and
tape strips. Mitered joints are used at the end caps with the outboard face sheet of each gore blanket
overlapping the outboard face sheet of each cap blanket.
The inboard blankets are attached at the forward and aft ends only to the fairings with
epoxy/fiberglass pins. Polyphenylene Oxide (PPO) pins are an alternative with lower thermal
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conductivity. The outboard blankets are attached similarly to the vapor-cooled shield (VCS) which is
located between the two blanket layers.
Figure 5-7 outlines some typical MLI penetrations for plumbing and tank support struts. The tank is
supported with low-conductive struts which penetrate the MLI blankets. The staggered cutouts in
the MLI blankets are located near the blanket edges so that a slit can be made from the cutout to the
edge. This permits fitting the blanket to the side wall with the struts in place. After installation,
these slits are taped over with Kapton pressure-sensitive tape.
After the first side wall MLI blanket is in place, the strut MIni wrap is installed and the first split
close-out boot taped in place. The same procedures are followed for the second blanket layer.
Plumbing penetrations are located near the edge of the MLI blankets so that the blankets can be slit
from the cutout to the edge, thus permitting a blanket fit with the tubes in place. The blanket cutouts
and the MLI wrap on the tubes are configured for a staggered butt joint.
A typical low conductive strut consists of two CRES spools interconnected with a composite tube.
MLI discs are placed inside the tube to intercept tunnel radiation and the end spools are equipped
with fittings having left and right hand threads. .
5.4.2.2 Tank 1 Vapor-cooled Shield. Tank 1 is completely enveloped with a VCS located between
the inboard and the outboard MLI blanket layers (Figure 5-8). This VCS consists of two cap
assemblies and two body assemblies. Each body assembly is attached to the fairing "T" rings with
fiberglass spool-type fittings shown in the insulation drawing for Tank 1. The inboard surfaces of
both caps and the two body sections are equipped with tube extrusions routed as shown in
Figure 5-8 and attached by s-pot or seam welding. These tubes provide additional stiffness to each
of the sections.
The aft body section has slot-type cut-outs to permit installation with the tank struts in place. Most
of the slots can be covered over after the VCS is installed using thin aluminum sheet patches attached
with blind fasteners or bonding.
At installation, a slip fit stove pipe joint exists between the two body sections which compensates for
movement and tolerances. The tubing is interconnected between sections by stripping back the
flanges at the ends, forming the ends, and welding. Local cut-outs in the VCS and the MLI permit
these connections. The formed ends on the tubing are configured for flexibility so that the ends can
be easily aligned for welding, and to permit movement between sections with minimum strain.
5.4.2.3 Tank 1 Ground Purge Enclosure. The ground purge for Tank 1 (Figure 5-9) is basically a
bag type enclosure equipped with helium and nitrogen supply lines, a pressure relief valve, and two
152 mm diameter vent openings (one on each end). The enclosure is spaced approximately 12.7 mm
from the MLI and consists of a rigid forward section and a flexible aft section. Both sections are
equipped with rigid flat caps and are supported from the outer structure. This enclosure arrangement
permits movement of Tank 1 without compressing the MLI. Purge gas injection and venting is
accomplished at both ends of the enclosure.
The purge supply lines start at the umbilical disconnect and run to the forward and aft cap sections.
The lines penetrate each cap section at two places, one for inboard injection and one for outboard
injection. Referring to View "C-C", the inboard injection introduces conditioning (either nitrogen or
helium) gas into the fairing cavity (under the MLI, between the tank and MLI) using a PPO tube
which routes under the outboard MLI blanket before penetrating the VCS and the inboard MLI
blanket. This arrangement minimizes heat leak and provides flexibility between the tank fairing and
the enclosure cap. The MLI and the VCS are locally slotted to clear the tube and an extra-large hole
is provided in the enclosure caps to allow for misalignment at assembly. The outboard injection,
View "D-D", introduces or exhausts the purge gas through the enclosure cap wall. This outboard
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injection is used to provide the helium gas make-up that leaks through the containment enclosure
during ground hold and features a deflector plate to prevent local impingement on the MLI.
The purge system is connected to the ground supply/exhaust through an umbilical disconnect and a
ground control valve module that regulates flow conditions. The sequence of events for the GN2
and GHe ground purge conditioning is discussed in Section 9.4.3. During prelaunch conditioning,
GN2 is introduced on the outside of the containment blanket under the micrometeoriod/debris shield
as well as through the payload fairing. To prevent cold gas under the shield from entering the
spacecraft bus area, which contains temperature-sensitive electronics, a separation containment
diaphragm is installed at the forward end of the bus central cylinder.
Each enclosure cap section has a relief valve which can be directly mounted on the cap or on the
outer structure with a tube running from the cap to the valve. The latter method may be required if
the relief valve envelope is larger than the clearance between Tanks 1 and 2. This relief valve, set at
3.45 kPa differential pressure, prevents over pressurization of the purge bag. Normally the pressure
in the purge bag will be held at 2.07 kPa differential.
Referring to Views "A-A" and "E-E" on Figure 5-9, both caps are equipped with a valve which
provides a 152 mm diameter opening when in the open position. The valve is a visor'type, driven by
a torsional spring actuator and released by a pyrotechnic pin puller with dual squibs for redundancy.
The fiberglass honeycomb visor is sandwiched between retainer beams attached to the cap stiffeners
and the cap wall and is equipped with a soft Teflon or KEL-F seal. All surfaces in contact with the
visor and seal are Teflon coated.
The side wall of the forward section is an epoxy/fiberglass lay-up with the forward end bonded to
the cap section as shown in Figure 5-9, View "J-J". The aft end is bonded to a continuous ring as
indicated in Detail "F". Both the side wall and the cap section are lined with 25.4 mm of MLI.
Referring to Figure 5-9, Detail "B", the side wall is stiffened by two "Z" shaped rings bonded to the
outboard surface. The total rigid forward assembly is supported from the outer structure with struts
having adjustable lengths and ends equipped with spherical bearings.
The aft soft section of the enclosure is a thin 0.051 mm thick scrim-reinforced Kapton wall (double
aluminized) with the aft end bonded to the rigid cap section and the forward end bonded to a three
piece ring (see Details "F" and View "J-J" on Figure 5-10). The wall has cut-outs and slits to permit
installation over the tank struts. A typical strut penetration is shown in View "H-H" and Detail "G".
The cap section is supported from the outside structure with adjustable struts and the three piece ring
is bolted to the continuous ring on the forward rigid section. Techniques for sealing at the rings and
cut-outs are shown in Figure 5-10.
Tank assembly is done in the vertical position by three rods screwed into fittings on the forward
bulkhead. The flat MLI blankets on the forward fairing are locally deflected around these rods,
therefore three hand holes will be required through the enclosure forward cap to inspect the MLI
when the rods are removed. These holes are sealed off with plates after tank assembly installation.
During tank assembly, the support rods run through these hand holes and the forward rigid section is
held above the tank. After the tank assembly is completed, the rigid section of the enclosure is
lowered into position and locked into place on the rods. The aft flexible section is then positioned,
bolted to the single piece flange on the forward section and sealed off as shown in Figure 5-10. The
entire assembly (tank and purge enclosure) with struts attached is lowered into the structure and
attached. Holes in the structure permit access to the strut attachments for the aft purge enclosure cap.
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5.4.3 Tank 1Aft BulkheadEquipmentInstallation
The correspondingsystemschematiclocatesnumerousvalves,pumps,heatexchanger,evaporator,
accumulatorandflow metersinsidetheTank 1insulation. To minimize fairing sizeandthequantity
of attachmentfittings, thecircuitry wasdividedinto four sectionsandpackagedintomodules.
Thefour modulesarelocatedon theaft bulkheadof Tank 1asshownin Figure5-11,andattachedto
fittings which are welded to the bulkhead. The center area of the bulkhead is kept as clear as
practical because this area will be needed for activities such as plumbing between modules, plumbing
to the tank bulkhead penetration fittings, and electrical harnessing. The electrical penetration fittings
for the tank instrumentation are located outboard of the modules, which provides a clear circular path
for harnessing.
5.4.4 Tank 1 Valve Module on Aft Bulkhead
The system circuitry for Tank 1 has a cluster of valves and orifices which serve the internal
TVS/mixer assembly, the tank wall heat exchanger tubing, the pump module, the heat exchanger
module, and the evaporator module. These valves and orifices are packaged together as shown m
Figure 5-12 and mounted on a waffle panel, which in turn, is supported from the tank bulkhead.
Similar to the other modules, the valves and orifices are interplumbed using standard fittings and the
orbit arc welding process. Fairleads are used to clamp the welded assembly to the waffle panel.
5.4.5 Tank 1 Vent System on Foreward Bulkhead
The vent system consists of a valve module attached to the tank forward bulkhead and plumbed to a
tank wall penetration fitting and to an overboard vent line (Figure 5-13). The valve module which is
shown consists of one shut off valve, one rupture disk and a relief valve mounted on a waffle panel
(Figure 5-14). A fluid system configuration change was made late in the program which deleted the
rupture disk, and this is not reflected in the diagram.
Referring to Figure 5-13, the vent fitting which penetrates the tank wall is machined from a
CRES/aluminum diffusion-bonded block. This fitting is located outboard of the tank access
opening. The inlet side of the vent module is connected to the tank wall penetration fitting with a
304L CRES line equipped with two short flex hose sections for absorbing tolerances and
dimensional changes. The orbit arc-welding process is used for the end connections. The outlet side
of the vent module is equipped with a CRES hose which routes to a coupling located on the fairing
ring. This coupling transitions from CRES to Teflon through a mechanical connection which is
commonly used on commercially-available, high-pressure Teflon flex hoses. The pressure in this
vent line will always be well below the design pressure of the Teflon tubing. The Teflon tube
section (no braid, to minimize the conduction heat leak) is routed through the MLI and to the
overboard vent. The electrical wiring is converted to a ribbon configuration at the one end and
penetrates the first MLI blanket. This ribbon is then attached to the VCS and is routed aft where it
penetrates the outer MLI blanket at the purge enclosure ring flanges. Figure 5-13 shows that the
forward fairing cap can be located 88 mm from the tank bulkhead which allows room for stiffeners
on the fairing cap section.
5.4.6 Tank 1 Heat Exchanger Module
The Tank 1 heat exchanger module consists of one subcooler, one flow meter, four valves, one
orifice, and one filter mounted on a waffle panel (Figure 5-15). This assembly is mounted off the aft
bulkhead of Tank 1 and is located under the MLI. The components are interconnected with 304L
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CRES plumbing using standard fittings designed for orbit arc-welding. After the plumbing is
completed and checked out, the assembly (plumbing and components) is mounted on a waffle panel
using fiberglass fairleads, saddles and CRES bands. Shimming between the fairleads/saddles and
the panel is performed when required to compensate for tolerances and to prevent the introduction of
preloading when the fairleads and saddles are bolted in place. The end result of this mounting
technique is that the components are clamped in place rather than hard-mounted. This clamping
allows slippage at the saddles and fairleads during dimensional changes. Figure 5-15 also includes a
system schematic and a weight breakdown.
5.5 TANK 2
5.5.1 Tank 2 General Arrangement
The basic shell for Tank 2 is a 1.02 m diameter cylinder (rolled sheet with a single weld) equipped
with a single piece, spun-formed elliptical bulkhead at each end (Figure 5-16. The material is 2219
aluminum alloy. This shell is equipped with internal and external accessories and has several
penetrations through the walls.
The internal accessories include tank wall heat exchanger tubing, a four channel liquid acquisition
device (LAD), a combination fill spray manifold/instrumentation tree, a pressurant inlet diffuser and
a single spray nozzle.
The tank external accessories include an insulation fairing at each end, support fittings and tank wall
heaters. The length of the fairings were determined by system hardware layouts and the requirement
to minimize overall length. Each fairing is equipped with an angle ring which in turn attaches to a
series of fittings welded to the bulkhead. The ends are capped off with stiffened flat panels.
The tank is supported with three fittings located on the aft bulkhead and three located at the forward
end of the cylindrical section. The fittings are oriented so that the support strut center lines are
directed tangentially to the tank walls. The fittings are equipped with spherical bearings and are fillet
welded to the walls.
The exterior surface of the tank walls are equipped with heaters for drying and warming the tank.
These heaters are applied in flat strips bonded to the tank wall. Both bulkheads have numerous
penetrations for systems and access to the tank interior. The primary penetration for the forward
bulkhead is the access opening which is welded in place. For removal of the cover from the access
opening and re-entry into the tank, the weld is ground off the upstanding legs. Replacement of the
cover is accomplished by rewelding the legs. All external plumbing is corrosion-resistant steel
(CRES). Therefore, plumbing penetrations through the walls (the pressurization line for example)
are made by machining fittings from diffusion-bonded blocks of 2219 alloy and 304L CRIES.
5.5.2 Tank 2 Internal Components
5.5.2.1 Tank 2 Spray Fill and Instrumentation Tree. One of the filling and chilldown techniques for
Tank 2 is to radially spray LH2 at three different stations along the length of the tank. To accomplish
this, three clusters of three equally spaced spray nozzles (Figure 5-17) are mounted on a feed tube
which connects to a penetration fitting through the aft bulkhead. The feed tube is CRES and the
diameter is oversized due to vibration considerations. To compensate for dimensional changes while
permitting access to the tank, the forward end of the feed tube has a blind fitting which slides into a
tank access cover fitting (Detail C). The aft end has a universal type flex joint equipped with a flange
for "V" band connection to the tank wall penetration fitting.
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This feed tube also serves as an instrumentation tree, therefore, radial arms are attached for
supporting instrumentation and wiring. Some of these arms are removable to permit installation
through the tank access opening. The quantity, length, clocking, and station location of these arms
will be determined in the final design phase.
5.5.2.2 Tank 2 TV$ Wall Heat Exchanger. TVS tubing is required over the entire tank including
the end bulkheads. The tubing is located inside the tank with the ends connected to two tank wall
penetration fittings (Figure 5-18).
The TVS tube is an aluminum extrusion having a single flat fin located tangentially on the tube. This
tube extrusion is spot welded to the tank wall.
The tube extrusions are welded to each bulkhead and to the cylindrical section prior to tank
assembly. The fins are stripped back at the ends and the tube portion formed to mate with the tank
wall penetration fittings and with the ends between the cylindrical section and the bulkheads. The
orbit arc-welding process is used for joining.
The tube routing shown is not necessarily the final routing since more analysis must be performed on
TVS operation and performance. However, the configuration shown is representative and would
generally be applicable to other routings such as a double pass arrangement with both penetration
fittings in the aft bulkhead.
5.5.2.3 Tank 2 Liquid Acqllisiti0rl Device. The liquid acquisition device is described in
Figures 5-19 and 5-20. This device consists of four channels that follow the tank wall and converge
at a penetration fitting through the aft bulkhead. The channels are fabricated from 304L CRES and
are supported from the tank wall with low conductive links.
A typical channel cross section is shown in view "C-C." Three walls of the channel are formed from
sheet stock with flanges on two legs for attaching the fine mesh screen. The screen is continuously
seam welded to the channel flanges using a backup strip. The channels end near the tank access
opening and are supported from the tank wall at 16 places (four for each channel). To permit
installation, each channel is connected to a cross fitting at the aft bulkhead using "V" bands. The aft
end of each channel has an adapter section which transitions from a rectangular to a round
cross-section.
The LAD channels are supported from the tank walls by an arrangement shown in Figure 5-20 (view
E-E) which uses two radial links and one drag link. Low thermal conductivity between the tank wall
and the LAD is accomplished by using fiberglass parts. A fiberglass/epoxy support fitting equipped
with self-locking threaded inserts is riveted to the channel walls. This fitting is bolted to two
fiberglass links which are attached to aluminum clevis fittings. These clevis fittings are fillet-welded
to the tank wall. For lateral support, a drag link is added which connects the channel support fitting
to the tank wall fitting. The arrangement shown in view "E-E" is used at three places on each
channel and the detail "G" design is used at one place on each channel. Detail "G" is the same as
view "E-E" except the drag link is deleted.
A backup strip is used when seam welding the fine mesh screen to the channel flanges. Detail "D"
shows the backup strip configuration. The strip is cut from flat sheet stock and features cross ribs
and end close outs. This configuration permits continuous seam welding around the ends and along
the sides.
5.5.3 Tank 2 Insulation Features
Tank 2 is completely enveloped with a multi-layer insulation (MLI) system which is presented in
Figures 5-21 and 5-22. The MLI is applied in prefabricated blanket assemblies which are formed
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and trimmed to fit the side wall and the flat ends. The MLI is applied in two blanket layers and
attached to the tank fairings with fiberglass or PPO pins. The side wall blankets run continuously
from cap to cap with the butt joints and support pins staggered between layers. "Velcro" fasteners
are used to hold the butt joints together, and tape strips (located on the outboard surfaces) are used
between these fasteners to insure a uniform fit. The ends of the side wall blankets fit with the end
cap blankets through mitered joints equipped with corner tape strips. On the aft end only, the cap
blankets have two additional supports located near the center. The support pins at the perimeter of
the cap blankets are staggered between blanket layers.
Figure 5-22 shows a cross section of a typical MLI blanket containing many layers of thin core
sheets of double-aluminized Kapton (DAK). The MLI blanket has about 2.76 layers per millimeter.
These layers are sandwiched between the outer scrim-reinforced face sheets. The DAK sheets are
separated by dacron netting. As shown in View F-F and Detail G, hard points are built into each
blanket by local interlayer bonding using adhesive patches inserted between each layer of material.
The hard points at the ends are drilled for mating with support pins at installation.
A typical side wall blanket is layed up over a mold to match the contour at installation. The blanket
has 16 hard points, cutouts for plumbing and tank supports, trimmed edges, and has Velcro
fasteners bonded to the hard points along the sides (Detail E). A typical fastener arrangement at a
butt joint is shown in Detail D.
The same fabrication procedures as described above are used for the flat cap blankets.
5.5.4 Bulkhead Equipment and Installation
5.5.4.1 Tank 2 System Eq_lipment Installation on the Aft B_Ikh_td. The system equipment
installation for the aft fairing compartment on Tank 2 is presented in Figure 5-23. The installation
establishes the length of the fairing and demonstrates that the volume allocated provides room for
making connections to the tank and for flexibility in the plumbing between components.
Most of the components and interconnecting plumbing are mounted on the fairing. The remaining
components are supported from the tank penetration fittings and from clips attached to fittings on the
tank bulkhead. All plumbing is corrosion resistant steel (CRES) and connections are made with the
orbit arc-welding process. Valves and flowmeters are not bolted directly to the structure, but are
supported by a clamping action through fiberglass fairleads and saddles. Dimensional changes due
to temperature gradients are compensated for by slippage at the saddles and fairleads. Flexibility in
the plumbing is provided by short flex hose sections and by the routing configuration.
Two electrical harnesses will be required, one for the tank instrumentation and one for the valves and
flowmeters. The tank wall penetration fittings for the instrumentation are located outboard from the
tank center so that access will be provided for the final plumbing connections. The clocking position
for these instrumentation fittings will be determined at final design.
Valves, flowmeters and fairing are built up into a separate assembly and checked out. After the
valves and related parts are installed on the tank bulkhead and checked out, the fairing assembly is
slipped into position, attached to the tank and the final welds made. The electrical harnessing is next
installed and checked out.
5.5.4.2 Tank 2 Vent and Pressurization Installation on Forward Bulkhead. Two solenoid valves (a
late change in the study deleted one of the solenoid valves, which is not reflected in the drawing),
and a relief valve are manifolded together and located under the MLI on Tank 2 at the forward
bulkhead. The Figure 5-24 layout shows the arrangement along with the tank pressurization
assembly and vent lines for the LAD system. The valves and manifold are supported from the tank
fairing with two epoxy/fiberglass fairleads and a section of a ring having a channel cross section.
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The ring sectiondistributesthe loadsinto the fairing andactsasa spacerfor locating the valves
slightly inboard for accessibility. Oneend of the manifold is routed through the fairing and the
oppositeend is plumbedto a CRES-to-aluminumtransition fitting locatedin the accessopening
cover. This transitionfitting is machinedfrom a diffusion-bondedblock andthealuminumportion
weldedto thecover. Line sizesaresmallandthereis adequateroomfor thetubing. The tubinghas
sufficient flexibility without the useof flex hosesections. The material is 304L CRES,andall
connectionsaremadewith theorbit arc-weldingprocess.
A CRES-to-aluminumtransitionfitting is alsousedfor thepressurizationline. Thefitting is located
outboardof theaccessopeningandoneendis plumbedthroughthefairing with 6.35mm diameter
tubing. Theoppositeendis equippedwith aflangefor attachinga sectionof thetubingcontaininga
checkvalve anda diffuser. The tubingfor thecheckvalve anddiffuser is oversizedfor structural
reasons.
The forward endsof eachLAD channelarevented with 6.35 mm diameter tubing manifolded
togetherandrouted throughtheaft bulkhead. Oneof the tubesat theend of achannelhasa tee
fitting. The branchendof this teefitting is connectedto a vent tubewhich is supportedfrom the
LAD channelandroutedthroughtheaft bulkhead. The vent tubeis spacedfrom thechannelwall
andis attachedwith epoxy/fiberglassclips. This line ultimatelyventsthroughthetankwall-mounted
TVS.
5.6 TANK 3
5.6.1 Tank3 GeneralArrangementandInternalComponents
Tank 3 is a 1.07m insidediameteraluminumalloy (2219)spherefabricatedfrom two singlespun
hemispheres.Theaft endis equippedwith anaccessopeningthroughwhich mostof theelectrical
lines and tubespass. One vent line equippedwith a baffle penetratesthe forward bulkhead.
Figure5-25is anoveralllayoutof Tank 3,andthevariousviewsanddetailscalledouton thelayout
areincludedin otherfiguresin this section.Theassemblyof thetankanddetailson thenozzlesand
ventarrangementsaredescribedin AppendixA.
Equipmentattachedto theexterior surfaceincludesaheatexchanger,fittings for attachingasmall
fairing on the aft end, supportfittings for attachingsix struts,andflat strip heatersbondedto the
wall.
The interior is equipped with a tubular cross structure which supports fluid lines, nozzles, a
pressurantdiffuser,electricalwiring, andinstrumentationfor conductinga varietyof fill, drain,and
vent experiments.Thecrossstructurehastwo flangedconnectionsto permit assemblythroughthe
accessopening.
Unlike Tanks1and2, therearenosystemcomponentsinstalledundertheMLI onTank 3. Instead,
thesystemcomponentsarepackagedintoa moduleandinterconnectedto thepenetrationsattheaft
endof the tankwith severallines, which arecollectedinto a bundleandwrappedwith MLI. The
locationof thevalve modulerelative to Tank 3 waspresentedearlier in Section5.3 in theoverall
experimentgeneralarrangement,Figure5-2.
5.6.2 Tank3Insulation
TheMLI is appliedin two preformedblanketlayerswith theseamsstaggeredbetweenlayers. The
hardpointsbuilt into theblankets(perthatdescribedfor Tank2) areequippedwith Velcro fasteners(Figure 5-26).
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The small fiberglassfairing at theaft endof thetankprovidesa uniform surfacefor mounting the
MLI. Thefairing is supportedfrom thetankwall with fittings which areweldedto thetank. These
fittings havefloating self-locking nutplates. Theexternalsurfaceof thetank is not uniform dueto
theTVS tubing,thereforetheforwardcapblanketshavethickerfacesheetswhichpermit theMLI to
spanover the tubeswithout compressingand/orwrinkling in local areas.A typical blanket layer
consistsof two capblanketsandsix goreblanketsinterconnectedwith Velcro fastenersat thehard
points. Penetrationsat thesupportstrutsaresimilar to that shownfor Tank2.
5.6.3 Tank3 BulkheadFittingsandTVS HeatExchanger
5.6.3.1 Tank 3 Aft Bulkhead Penetrations and Accessories. The aft bulkhead of Tank 3 has an
access opening through which pass several penetrations (Figure 5-27, Detail "H"). These
penetrations and the access opening cover are sealed by welding the ends of the upstanding flanges
machined into each part. For access, the welds are cut off and the upstanding flanges rewelded.
?
The penetration fitting for the tangential spray manifold also provides support for the internal cross
structure by a tongue/clevis connection featuring a spherical bearing insert (views B-B and C-C).
This penetration fitting also has an interface for installing the check valve and supply tube. The
supply tube has a flex hose section which absorbs dimensional changes and permits easy alignment
at assembly. A second penetration fitting for a spray nozzle is shown is Detail "H" which is
machined to receive a check valve and a spray fitting.
A minimum of three electrical penetrations (Detail "J") are required. The receptacle features a flange
with upstanding legs for welding into the access opening cover. All penetration fittings for tubes are
machined from diffusion-bonded aluminum-to-CRES transition blocks so that CRES lines can be
welded to the outboard ends.
5.6.3.2 Tank 3 Forward Bulkhead Penetration Fittings. Figure 5-28 is a view at the forward end of
the Tank 3 (Detail K), which has one vent penetration and a support fitting for the internal cross
structure.
The vent penetration is a fitting machined from a steel-to-aluminum diffusion-bonded block, and is
equipped with a baffle assembly on the inboard end. The design of this vent and baffle is
preliminary, and will be the subject of further review, based on the specific tests which are required
in the experiments.
The end of the cross structure tube is equipped with an end fitting which slip fits with a support
which is welded to the tank wall. The assembly is configured to allow angular deflections as well as
length changes.
5.6.3.3 Tank 3 External Wail-Mounted Heat Exchanger. The wall-mounted TVS heat exchanger
tubing shown in Figure 5-29 is basically the same as that described for Tank 2. However, the tubes
are on the outside of the tank wall. Like Tank 2, the tubing is an extrusion which has a fin for spot
or seam welding to the tank (Detail "A"). The fins are stripped back at the ends and the tubing
formed to interface with the adjacent part. The tubing ends at the tank equator are formed to allow
clearance for an orbit arc tool (Detail "C"). The insulation is cut locally for clearance. The exact
routing and length of tubing will be determined at final analysis.
5.6.4 Tank 3 Valve Module
The Valve module for Tank 3 is shown in Figure 5-30, and follows the same design approach used
on other modules. The valves, flowmeters, orifices, etc. are interplumbed with 304L CRES tubing
and standard fittings designed for orbit arc-welding. The plumbed assembly is then supported from
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a waffle panel using fiberglass/epoxy fairleads and saddles. With this mounting approach, the
assembly is basically clamped to the waffle panel rather than hard-mounted. This allows
dimensional changes. The five tubing stub-ups located near the center of the assembly are plumbed
to Tank 3 using CRES lines equipped with flex hose sections. Thesel lines are approximately 760
mm long and are clamped together with fairleads forming a bundle which is wrapped with MLI. A
MLI close out boot is used at each end which interfaces with the insulation on Tank 3 and the valve
module. The entire valve module assembly is enveloped with MLI and a vented fiberglass
honeycomb fairing which is attached to the waffle panel. The MLI is attached with fiberglass or
PPO pins bonded to the fairing and to the waffle panel.
The module is supported from the outer structure with fiberglass fittings and adjustable length struts
that attach to the webs of the waffle panel. Spherical bearing inserts are used at the attachment points
to allow for angular misalignments. The MLI is cut out locally to clear the supports.
5.7 FLUID LINES" AND FLUID COMPONENT MODULES
5.7.1 LH2 Fill, Drain, and Ground Vent Arrangement
The LH2 fill and drain line for Tank 1 runs from the umbilical panel disconnect to the shut off valve
located near the tank outlet. The arrangement for this system is shown in Figure 5-31. To avoid
trapping LH2 in this fill and drain line, a vent line is used which has one branch running aft to the
Centaur ground vent and a second branch running forward to the junction module, which in turn
connects to the flight vent. The branch which runs aft is equipped with relief valves (view A-A) and
a disconnect which crosses the separation plane. This disconnect is located on the outboard side of
the bus central cylinder and is clocked slightly off the "Y" axis. Local micrometeoriod/debris
shielding may be required for the relief valve manifold and the aft vent line.
The fill and drain line penetrates the cap section of the Tank 1 purge enclosure and hard mounts to
the tank fairing ring as shown in Detail "B." The line is equipped with flex hose sections to account
for tolerances in fabrication and dimensional changes. The oversized hole in the purge enclosure cap
is sealed off with a preformed boot which attaches to the fill and drain line insulation.
5.7.2 LH2 Transfer Circuit Plumbing
A plumbing layout for the LH2 transfer circuit which interconnects Tank 1, Tank 2, and the Tank 3
valve module is presented in Figure 5-32. The central junction for this circuit is at the relief valves,
which are equipped with manifolds and packaged into an insulated module. The relief valve module
is located in the forward section of the the outer structure so that the plumbing to the Tank 3 valve
module and stub-ups for runs to Tanks 1 and 2 can be completed prior to mating the forward section
of the structure to the aft section. Also, this location permits tubing runs of approximate equal
lengths for fabrication purposes. The exception is the length of the run to Tank 2. Lines extend
from the relief valve module to the vent valve module on the forward bulkhead of Tank 1. These
lines contain flex sections and are connected on final assembly.
In the aft section, the run from Tank 2 at the aft fairing crosses over to the bus central cylinder
through two flex sections and routes forward to the structure access opening where final connections
are made. The line is orbit arc-welded to a hard-mounted stub up on the Tank 2 fairing (Detail "G"),
and wrapped with MLI which intersects with the Tank 2 insulation through staggered butt joints.
The line is supported from the bus central cylinder and the aft structure per Detail "B".
Two lines are routed to the aft end of Tank 1. Referring to Detail "F", the lines are orbit arc-welded
to stub ups which are hard mounted to the aft fairing and wrapped with insulation which intersects
with the tank MLI through staggered butt joints. An oversized hole in the purge enclosure cap
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section and an insulation closeout boot permits movement between supports on the structure and the
purge enclosure. The work required to achieve the assembly which is shown in Detail "F" must be
performed prior to the installation of Tank 1 assembly. Therefore, the two lines are clamped together
with a fairlead (view "C-C"), the "Z" clip attached to the fairlead (view "D-D"), and insulation
applied before the tank is lowered into the structure. Nut plates on the "Z" clip will permit
attachment to the outer structure through small tool access holes with Tank 1 in place.
5.7.3 Vent and Pressurization Plumbing
The junction module is a collection of valves which control venting and pressurization for the three
tanks. It also contains flowmeters for monitoring the venting of the Tank 1 VCS; the Tank 2 TVS;
and the TVS for Tank 3. The junction module is located between Tanks 1 and 3, and is plumbed to
the balanced thrust system at the forward end of the spacecraft and to the pressure control module at
the aft end. It is als.o plumbed to both ends of all three tanks. Figure 5-33 shows the arrangement of
this plumbing and includes a weight breakdown.
Except for the vent line on Tank 1 (which is Teflon), all lines are corrosion resistant steel (CRES)
using standard fittings designed for orbit arc-welding. To allow for tolerances and movement
between the tanks and the outer structure, the lines incorporate flex hose sections. These are
generally placed in the tubing where it crosses between the outer structure and a tank. Most of the
lines are attached to the outer structure using a combination of clips, brackets and fairleads. The
lines are collected together at the aft section of the structure so that final assembly orbit arc-welds can
be made through the access opening. All connections to the tanks are orbit arc-welded to stub-ups
which are hard-mounted to the tank fairings for reacting loads created by line weights and flexures.
The balanced thrust vent system consists of three valves manifolded together as shown in views "A-
A" and "B-B" (Figure 5-33). The valves and manifold are mounted on a waffle panel and the entire
package attached to the inboard side of the forward cap on the outer structure. The lines will
incorporate heaters to prevent and correct for freeze-up of the H2.
In the final design, the clock position of the junction module relative to the pressure control module
and Tank 3 valve module, can be varied in the pursuit of more favorable line runs. Likewise, the
clock position for stub-ups on the tanks can be varied. Openings through the forward section of the
outer structure provide access to the valve modules and to tank stub-ups. These openings are located
adjacent to the valve modules. Access to the pressure control module at the aft end is provided by
removal of the bus body panel or through an access opening in the body panel. Access to the aft
stub-ups on Tank 1 and forward stub-ups on Tank 2 is available through hand holes in the outer
structure and through hand holes in the bus central cylinder (located between the stringers).
Removal of the bus aft closure panel or hand holes through the central cylinder provides access to the
aft stub-ups on Tank 2.
Other details of the fluid component modules are contained in Appendix A.
5.8 EXPERIMENT MODULE STRUCTURE GENERAL FEATURES
The baseline concept for the experiment module outer structure is a ring frame-stiffened, semi-
monocoque, aluminum honeycomb with inner and outer skins. This structure also provides
protection against micrometeoroids and debris. An alternative graphite/epoxy structure design is
presented in Appendix A.
Referring to Figure 5-34, a 3.05 m diameter short cylinder coupled with a short cone frustum makes
up the aft section of the outer support structure. Similarly, the forward section is a 1.52-m diameter
short cylinder equipped with a cap at one end and a long cone frustum at the opposite end. Both
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sectionsfeaturemicrometeoriod/debrishieldingandaccessopenings.Theloadsin bothsectionsare
carriedby the frame-stiffenedinner skinsonly with themicrometeoriodshieldingaddedon asan
accessory. Aluminum is usedfor both sections. Other featuresinclude an umbilical island, a
removableforward cap, a baffled vent opening, a bolted interface betweenthe forward and aft
sections,anda36-pointinterfaceattheaft endfor attachingto thebuscentralcylinder.
5.8.1 ExperimentModuleOuterStructure
Figure 5-35 presentsdetailsof the aft interface,which attachesto the bus central cylinder at 36
points. This interface consistsof one "Z" ring, and 36 fittings. Each fitting is equippedwith a
floating typenutplate,andtheboltswhichengagewith thesenutplatesareloose-fittedto theholes.
Shearloadsarethereforereactedby araised,conical-shapedbossoneachfitting which engageswith
amatchingrecessmachinedinto eachof thebuscentralcylinder longerons.All partsarealuminum
alloy.
Referring to Detail "C", themiteredendsof the aft coneandthecylinder areinterconnectedwith a
"T" ring and two angle rings. Three tank supportfittings equippedwith sphericalbearingsare
attachedto the"T" ring flanges. In Detail "D", theforwardconeis boltedto thecylinder kick ring
usingfloating-typenutplates. Sincetheinnerskinonly reactsloads,theouter skin is notconnected
to thecylinder. Threeclevis-typetanksupportfittings areattachedto thecylinderkick ring. Holes
throughthe forward cone outer skin andhoneycombcoreprovide tool access.Local patchesare
appliedover theseholesafterinstallation.
Attachmentsbetweenthe forward cone, the forward cylinder, and the end cap are outlined in
Figure 5-36. Since the skins and honeycombcore are bondedinto sub-assemblies,a two-ring
arrangement(Detail "G") is requiredto permit assemblyat thecone/cylinderjunction. Tank support
fittings areattachedto theinboardsideof thering assembly.For theendcapshownin Detail "H", a
two-ring arrangementis alsorequiredto permit assembly.Theendcapis boltedto thechannelring
on thecylinderandthecomerclosedoutwith athinskin thatcanbeappliedin sections.
5.8.2 OuterStructureVentArrangement
A vent arrangementfor theouter structureis shownin Figure 5-37. This designallowsventingof
the volume inside the structurewhile providing micrometeoriod/debrisshielding. A fitting is
installed in the wall of the structure,forming a 254-mm inside diameter opening. Baffles are
positionedon both sidesof this openingto preventparticlesfrom enteringthroughthe hole. The
baffles are supportedon the forward sidesby bracketsand near the centerby a pair of struts
positionedin a "v" arrangement.Theinboardbaffle is equippedwith sidebaffles to interceptany
particleswhichpasstheoutboardbaffle in a lateraldirection.
5.9 FLUID SYSTEMCOMPONENTS
This subsectiondescribesmajor componentsof the fluid systemswithin the experimentmodule.
Addressedare the thermodynamic vent systems,the transfer and pressurization pumps, the
autogenouspressurizationsystem,theoutflow subcooIer,the storedgaspressurizationsystem,and
valvesandregulators.
5.9.1 ThermodynamicVent Systems
Each tank is equippedwith a passiveTVS to control tankpressure. The supply tank alsohasan
activeTVS. Fluid from thetank is throttledto a lowerpressureandtemperaturethroughaJ-T valve.
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TheTVS fluid will thenberoutedthroughaheatexchangerto intercep.tor removeheatleakinto the
tank. The TVS pressurewill be maintainedat 34.5kPa. To minimize hardware,eachTVS will
utilize a singlethrottling valve(plusredundantvalves).Dueto thelow TVS flowrates,Viscojetsare
being consideredfor the throttling devices. As comparedto anordinary orifice with the same
amountof flow restriction, Viscojets have much larger passages,which are lesssusceptibleto
clogging. Viscojets aremanufacturedby the Lee company,andhavebeentestedin TVS's with
liquid nitrogenat flowrateslower than1.26x10"5kg/s(Reference5-1).
Theheatexchangerfor eachpassiveTVS will consistof a lengthof tubingmountedto thetankwall.
Thetubing will bemountedinternally on Tanks1and2, andexternallyonTank 3. The TVS tube
must be long enoughto completely vaporize the TVS fluid to insure no liquid is vented. The
requiredtubelengthsare44.2,66.4,and43.6metersfor Tanks 1,2, and3, respectively. Analyses
for the TVS are presentedin Section 6.3. The majority of the TVS tubing will be routed
perpendicularto theaccelerationvectorto takeadvantageof agreaterfreeconvectiveheattransfer
coefficient. The TVS tubewill havean OD of 9.525 mm and a 1.27mm wall thickness. The
pressuredrop throughtheTVS for Tanks1, 2, and 3 will be3.5, 11,and3.5 kPa,respectively. In
order to maintain theTVS exit pressuregreaterthan 13.8kPa,a pressuredrop below 20.7kPais
consideredacceptable.
The passiveTVS for thesupply tank will operatecontinuouslyat aflowrate of 6.63x10"5kg/s. A
constantankpressurewill bemaintained,providedthetankwall heatflux is setat 1.9W/m2,using
thetank wall heaters.When thetankwall heatflux is reducedby areductionin heaterpower,the
TVS will havethecapacityto thermallyconditionthetankfluid andreducethepressure.For atank
wall heatflux of 0.32W/m2, thetime to conditionthetankfluid from 137.9to 103.4kPawill vary
from 41 hours,for a tankthatis initially 95percentfull, to 14hoursfor a 10percentfull tank. The
amountof hydrogenusedto thermallycondition thetank by 34.5kPavariesfrom 10kg, for a tank
thatis initially 95percentfull, to 3 kg for a 10percentfull tank.
TheTVS flowratesfor Tanks2 and3 are1.12x10"4and6.51x10"5kg/s,respectively.Theheatleak
cannotbecontrolled,but is expectedto benogreaterthan1.58W/m2. Whenoperatedcontinuously,
theTVS in both receivertankshasthecapacityto thermally conditiona 95 percentfull tank from
137.9to 103.4kPain lessthan6 hours. Themassof hydrogenusedto conditionthe tank is 2.5 kg
for Tank 2 and 1.2kg for Tank 3. The conditioning time decreasesto lessthan2 hoursfor a 10
percentfull tank. Similarly, themassboiled off decreasesto 0.8 kg and0.4 kg for Tanks2 and3,
respectively.To interceptthetankheatleakandmaintainaconstanttankpressure,theTVS in each
of thereceiver tankswill be operatedintermittently, on a 20 percentduty cycle. The duty cycle
frequencymust behigh to achievenearly"steady" thermalconditionsin the tank. A duty cycle
periodof 150secondswill beused.TheTVS will be"on" for 20percentof this time,or 30seconds
percycle. Theresidencetime of theTVS fluid within theTVS tubeis about40 seconds,so it will
takeabout 1.25cycles for eachfluid moleculeto passthroughthe TVS tube. Intermittent TVS
operationis discussedin greaterin Section6.3.2.1.
The supply tank alsocontainsanactiveTVS, which includesan internally-mounted,compactheat
exchangerand anaxial-jet mixer. Analysesfor the activeTVS arepresentedin Section6.3. A
counterflow, helically wound, concentric tube configuration for the compact heat exchanger was
considered for sizing purposes. The TVS flowrate will be 1.2x10 "3 kg/s and will flow within the
inner tube of the heat exchanger. Tank fluid, obtained from the LAD, will be circulated through the
annular gap between the inner and outer tubes to decrease the temperature by 2.5 K. The subeooled
liquid will be discharged through a 25.4 mm diameter jet. The axial jet mixer will be capable of
operating at three different flowrates. The highest flowrate will be 0.023 kg/s, which should be
sufficient to disrupt the ullage and establish a flow pattern of complete circulation in the tank under
the most extreme COLD-SAT conditions. For lower mixer flowrates the TVS will be operated
intermittently to insure no liquid is vented overboard. The outside diameters of the inner and outer
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tubeswill be25.4 mm and 12.7mm, respectively. The tubewall thicknessis 1.27mm. Tube
lengthsof 6.7 metersarerequired. The concentric tubeswill be coiled into a helix, 305 mm in
diameterand 175mm in length. Thecompactheatexchangerwill bemountedinternally along the
tank axis. A shortheatexchangeris desirableto keep the exit of the axial jet submerged.The
pressuredropthroughbothsidesof theheatexchangerwill be lessthan3.5kPa.
At thehighestmixer flowrate, thetimerequiredto completelymix thetankfluid will vary from 25
minutesfor a tank thatis 95 percentfull, to 3 minutesfor a 10percentfull tank. A 95 percentfull
tank canbe thermally conditionedfrom 137.9to 103.4kPain 2 hoursusingthe activeTVS. Less
than9 kg of hydrogenwill beboiledoff. For a 10percentfull tank,theconditioningtime andmass
boiled off will decreaseto 36minutesand2.7 kg, respectively. Theseresultsarevalid for a tank
wall heatflux of 1.9W/m2.
5.9.2 TransferandPressurizationPumps
As thenamesindicate,thetransferpumptransfersliquid betweenthesupplyandreceivertankswhile
thepressurizationpumpprovidesliquid to theevaporatorwhich producespressurant.The baseline
requirementsfor thesepumps(assuminga saturatedor subcooledliquid with a fliaid densityof
70.48kg/m3) aregivenin Table 5-3.
Table5-3.COLD-SATPumpRequirements
VolumetricFlowRate m3/s
PressureRise Pa
MassFlow Rate kg/s
HeadRise m
IdealInput Power W
EstimatedInput Power W
TransferPump
3.155x10-4
3.447x105
2.224x10-2
498.6
109
260
PressurizationPump
9.464x10-6
2.757x105
6.670x10-4
399.0
2.61
10
Bothof thesepumpshaverelatively low flowrateswith highpressureriseswhichtendsto drive the
designtowardapositivedisplacementtype,especiallyfor thepressurizationpump. This canbeseen
by examiningthe specificspeed,a dimensionlessparameterusedto comparepumps. It is defined
as;
ns - (5-1)
(gH) 0.75
Figure 5-38 shows the various types of pumps and their best efficiencies as a function of specific
speed. The lower specific speed pumps (piston or vane) are classified as positive displacement
pumps. In these pumps, the fluid is moved to a higher pressure region by reducing the volume of a
chamber which is momentarily sealed off from the lower pressure region. The other pumps are
classified as non-positive displacement, in which the static pressure is increased by adding kinetic
energy and then diffusing the flow e.g., centrifugal.
Since the flow and head requirements for COLD-SAT have been fixed, only the rotational speed is
left as a variable. In order to use a centrifugal pump (ns = 0.2-2.0), the rotational speed must be
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Figure 5-38. Maximum Efficiency versus Specific Speed for Various Pump Types
(References 5-2 and 5-3)
Table 5-4. Development Pump Specifications
Rotational Speed Rad/s
Specific Speed
Motor Efficiency
Vane Stage Efficiency
Centrifugal Stage Eft.
Overall Efficiency
Input Power W
Weight _ kg
Size Envelope m
Sundslrand:
Transfer Pump
795.9
0.0242
0.88
0.35
0.25
444
2.95
0.109 Dia X .155 Lg
Dual Lobed. Vane
with Boost Stage
3 O Induction Motor
Ball Beadngs
Pressurization Pump
397.9
0.00256
0.8
0.5
0.35
7.5
2.22
0.109 Dia X .142 Lg
AiResearch:
Transfer Pump
6283-7330
.191 -.223
.90-.95
0.7
0.50-0.60
185-222
2.04
0.0635 Dia X .140 Lg
Centrifugal
Premanent Magnel
Motor
Foil Bearin_ls
Pressurization Pump
6283-7330
.0392-.0456
.90-.95
0.6
0.40-0.50
5.2-6.5
2.04
0.0635 Dia X .140 Lg
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high (> 6580 tad/s). High rotational speeds necessitate non-contacting bearings, e.g. magnetic or
gas, for high reliability since bearing life is a function of rotational speed. A vane pump (ns = 0.002-
0.04) would run at much lower rotational speeds (< 987 rad/s). Thus, a more conventional bali
bearing system could be used.
No off-the-shelf pumps exist that can meet the COLD-SAT requirements. Table 5-4 summarizes
preliminary size, weight, and power information for development pumps. This information is based
on design points of 3.447x105 Pa at 2.224x10 -2 kg/s and 2.757x105 Pa at 6.670x10 -4 kg/s for the
transfer and pressurization pumps respectively. Note that the development transfer pump has a
higher pressure rise than the current COLD-SAT requirements shown in Table 5-3.
The proposed Sundstrand pumps are based on work which they performed for NASA/LeRC on the
LOX/LH 2 Boost/Vane Pump for the Advanced Orbit Transfer Vehicle Auxiliary Propulsion System
(Reference 5-4) in 1979. This pump was built (without the boost stage) and tested in LN 2
(Reference 5-5). It apparently operated well but its performance was slightly less than predicted.
Predicted overall efficiency for the vane stage of the test pump was about 50 percent while the
measured efficiency was only about 40 percent. The three phase induction motors which would
drive the Sundstrand pumps are based on the Space Shuttle LH 2 recirculation pump motor. A motor
controller/power converter would be needed for each of the drives.
AiResearch proposes a centrifugal design based on their experience with centrifugal
compressors/pumps and foil bearings. Higher rotational speeds are necessary for these pumps,
hence the requirement for non-contacting bearings. AiResearch proposes to use the same basic
pump for both transfer and pressurization applications, substituting a smaller impeller for the
pressurization pump. This would result in a specific speed well below that normally found with
centrifugal pumps, and could degrade pump efficiency.
Creare, Inc. has developed and tested two LHe pumps (Reference 5-6) for ground applications.
These were high speed (-10,000 rad/s) centrifugal pumps with gas bearings. Currently they are
working on a lower speed (2500 rad/s) LHe pump with ball bearings. Also, they are developing
electromagnetic bearings for high speed turbomachinery. These technologies could be applied to the
COLD-SAT pumps.
Sundstrand's vane with boost stage design may be better suited for the low flow, high head
requirements of COLD-SAT, since its specific speed is low. Also, it is capable of ingesting 10
percent vapor by volume. However, the three phase induction motor would require additional power
conditioning equipment.
Based on the above considerations, the present recommendation for the COLD-SAT pumps is to use
the Sundstrand pump design with a DC motor drive system. The present fluid subsystem design, as
described throughout this report, is based on this approach with separate transfer and pressurization
pumps. However, a single pump option was also considered in which one pump would provide
both the liquid transfer between tanks and the liquid supply for the evaporator. This pump would be
sized to the transfer pump requirements and the small flowrate required by the evaporator would be
obtained by tapping into the transfer line downstream of the pump. This option reduces the pump
development effort by eliminating one of the pumps. However, the initial pressure ramping of the
supply tank would require either stored pressurant or a boot strap start-up to prevent cavitation at the
pump inlet. This option should be more thoroughly analyzed in future COLD-SAT studies.
5.9.3 Autogenous Pressurization System
The autogenous pressurization system is used to generate cold hydrogen gas to be used as pressurant
during four of the pressurization tests and during liquid transfers. This system consists of a pump,
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an evaporator, an accumulator, and somevalves as shown in the Fluid System Schematic,
Figure5-1. The pump providestheevaporatorwith liquid hydrogenwhich is thenvaporizedand
slightly superheated.Thehydrogengasat about0.4MPathenfl0ws eitherto theaccumulatoror to
thetankbeingpressurizedasrequiredby demand.
5.9.3.1 Pressurization Pump. This pump provides liquid hydrogen at 9.46x10 -6 m3/s with a 0.276
MPa pressure rise and it is described in further detail is Section 5.9.2.
5.9.3.2 Evaporator. The evaporator shown in Figure 5-39 consists of a 76.2 mm diameter, 203
mm long helical coil with a 6.35 mm square flow channel. An electric heater is attached to the
outside of the coil. This heater provides about 300 W which is needed to vaporize and slightly
superheat the hydrogen. The approximate calculations used to obtain this preliminary design are
described below.
As a conservative estimate of the boiling heat transfer coefficient, the Dittus-Boelter forced
convection correlation was used.
Nu = hd = 0.023 Re °'8 Pr °'4
k . (5-2)
This should be conservative since the heat transfer coefficient for boiling heat transfer changes with
the flow regime (Reference 5-7) as shown in Figure 5-40. The heat transfer coefficient peaks in the
annular flow regime with the subcooled liquid and superheated vapor heat transfer coefficients being
about the same. The Schmidt correlation for helical flow passages (Reference 5-8) was used to
adjust h to account for the helix,
hh__=1+3.6[1+ cl/[dl °'8
h _ Dp]_Dp]
20,000 < Re < 150,000 (5-3)
Using this heat transfer coefficient (hc) and assuming a AT (between the wall and fluid) of about 4
K, gives a heat transfer area requirement of 0.0685 m 2. This can be accomplished with a 76.2 mm
diameter coil which is 203 mm long assuming a f'm efficiency of zero on the radial fins.
To insure that the design of the evaporator wouldn't produce film boiling, the minimum AT for stable
film boiling (or Leidenfrost point) was calculated. This condition is given by Berenson in Reference
5-9 as:
0.127 Pv hfg [g__(__.P_l-pv)_r gcts _[ i.tv g-ATmha
kv [ (Pl + Pv) JLg (pl- pv)J [g (pl- pv) J (5-4)
For our case this yields a value of about 92 K, thus there is no danger of film boiling.
As a "rule-of-thumb", the upper bound of the pressure drop can be obtained by assuming pure vapor
flow throughout the evaporator and doubling the resulting value. The straight pipe friction factor is
modified by the Schmidt correlation for helical passages (Reference 5-8).
fe=lf +0.0823(1 + D--_p)/-d--/0.53,Dp,Re°'25 22,000 < Re < 150,000 (5-5)
The resulting total pressure drop through the evaporator is less than 11.8 kPa.
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5.9.3.3 Accum_dator. The cylindrical accumulator has a volume of 0.00439 m 3. It provides a
capacitance for the system so that pressurant flowrate transients can be accommodated without a
serious drop in pressure. A larger accumulator volume may be desirable to reduce the duty cycle of
the pressurization pump. This should be the subject of future analysis in conjunction with detailed
control system design for the autogenous pressurization system.
5.9.3.4 Contrgl Scheme. The control scheme for the autogenous pressurization system is to turn
the pressurization pump on and off depending on the accumulator pressure and to control the
evaporator heater with temperature sensors in both the exit flow stream and the evaporator wall.
Control logic will turn on the evaporator heater prior to starting the pump if the evaporator
temperature is too low. This will prevent heater power from being absorbed by the thermal mass of
the evaporator when the pump is on. Thus, liquid will not exit the evaporator due to start-up
transients. A detailed control analysis has not been done but this scheme appears feasible.
5.9.4 Outflow Subcooler
The outflow subcooler will be used to subcool liquid for transfers between tanks. It will consist of a
throttling valve and a counterflow, concentric tube heat exchanger. Liquid from the supply tank
LAD will be subcooled as it flows through the annular gap between the inner and outer tubes. Fluid
from the supply tank will be throttled to a lower pressure (-34.5 kPa) and temperature through a J-T
valve and routed through the inner tube of the subcooler heat exchanger. The maximum liquid
flowrate expected is 0.0227 kg/s. To subcool the liquid by 2.6 K, a TVS flowrate of 0.00122 kg/s
is required. Due to this low flowrate, Viscojets are being considered for the throttling device. For
lower liquid flowrates, the TVS will be operated intermittently to insure no liquid is vented.
The subcooler heat exchanger is similar in design to the compact heat exchanger used for the active
TVS described in Section 6.3. The inner and outer tubes will have 1.27 mm wall thicknesses and
outside diameters of 12.7 and 25.4 mm, respectively. The tube length required to completely
vaporize the TVS fluid is 9.75 meters. When coiled into a 152.4 mm diameter helix, the overall
length of the subcooler heat exchanger will be 520 ram. The pressure drop for the TVS flow
through the inner tube will be less than 3.5 kPa. Less than 0.9 kPa of pressure drop was calculated
for the liquid flow through the annular gap between the inner and outer tubes.
5.9.5 Stored Gas Pressurization System
5.9.5.1 Hydrogen Gas Storage Bottle_. Two high pressure hydrogen gas storage bottles are located
aft on the Earth/anti-Earth axis of the spacecraft, and are supported by the spacecraft bus primary
load- carrying structure called the central cylinder (Figure 5-41). The bottles are manifolded together
and plumbed to a hand-operated loading valve located on the Earth panel and to a pressure control
module which is located in the same vicinity. Cut outs in bus body panels permit locating the bottles
inboard to minimize the length of the structural supports. Each bottle has a micrometeoroid/debris
shield which is attached to the bus body panels after the bottles and plumbing have been installed and
checked out.
The bottle design uses a thin aluminum alloy liner in the form of a cylinder with elliptical bulkheads
at each end. At the end of one bulkhead is a fitting machined from a diffusion bonded block of
aluminum-to-CRES material, which provides a CRES stub-up for attaching plumbing by the orbit
arc welding process. The opposite bulkhead is equipped with an aluminum fitting for attaching
supports. This fitting is not attached to the bulkhead but is held in place by the outer windings. The
aluminum liner and fittings are covered with glass scrim cloth and the entire assembly wound with
carbon filaments. The glass scrim is needed for electolytic corrosion protection between the graphite
and the aluminum.
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During the study other high pressurebottle materials were considered,but were found to be
unacceptable.Earlier in theprogramwewereconsideringtheuseof cryo-formedCRESbottles,but
thesearesusceptibledueto potentialhydrogenembrittlement.Also, theuseof Kevlar was found to
be unacceptable with an aluminum liner since the stretch of the Kevlar can cause unacceptable
stresses in the liner, leading to failure. Thus, the use of an aluminum liner with a graphite wrap was
adopted as the best approach.
5.9.5.2 Helium Gas Storage Bottle. One high pressure helium gas storage bottle is located near the
forward end of the bus central cylinder in the corner formed by the Earth panel and north panel
(Figure 5-42). The bottle is supported from the central cylinder and is plumbed to a hand-operated
loading valve and to the pressure control module.
The bottle design uses a thin corrosion resistant steel (CRES) liner consisting of a short cylinder with
an elliptical bulkhead at each end. One bulkhead is attached to a fitting which incorporates a stub-up
for orbit arc welding and an interface for supports. The opposite bulkhead is equipped with a fitting
for attaching supports only. This fitting is not attached to the liner but is held in place by the outer
windings. The CRES liner assembly is wound with carbon filaments.
. .
5.9.6 Valves and Regulators
As evident in the fluid system schematic, Figure 5-1, the COLD-SAT design incorporates many
different components. These components are listed by identification number in Appendix B.
Table 5-5 summarizes the component types with the quantity required and the mass allocated to each
item. This section discusses the requirements for the generic components such as valves and
regulators including the current design baseline and alternatives.
5.9.6.1 Cryogenic Valves. These valves are used for control of tank-to-tank transfer and of cold-
vapor pressurization flow. To perform these functions, the valves must be qualified for liquid
hydrogen (LH2) service with a maximum operating pressure of 350-500 kPa. External leakage must
be very low to avoid hazards associated with hydrogen but some small internal leakage can be
tolerated (<20 scc/min).
Shutoff valves are used throughout the fluid system to control flow direction, to isolate subsystems
and to regulate flowrate. In general, the valves must be capable of flowing and sealing in both
directions and must operate fairly quickly (<1 second to change position). Power consumption and
heat input to the LH2 should be minimized in the actuator design.
Flow requirements for the shutoff valve applications vary considerably. A preliminary trade study
indicated that a total of two valve sizes would provide the best combination of performance and
development cost. For nominal line sizes of 6.4-9.5 mm (0.25-0.38 inches), a valve with an
equivalent sharp-edged orifice diameter of 6.1 mm is specified. For line sizes of 12.7-19 mm (0.5-
0.75 inches), the specified orifice diameter is 10.4 mm.
The baseline shutoff valve design is a floating-seal gate valve based on a Valcor concept shown in
Figure 5-43. The gate valve configuration provides for a relatively light and compact package and,
with the floating seal, can provide adequate isolation in both directions when closed.
Poppet valve concepts were also investigated such as the concept provided by Consolidated-Eaton
Corp. shown in Figure 5-44. In general, the poppet valves designed to these requirements are more
complicated and more expensive than the gate valve.
The selected actuator design uses a latching solenoid as shown in the Valcor drawing (Figure 5-43).
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Table 5-5. Summary of Fluid Component Types being used on COLD-SAT
TYPE
LH2, 350-500 kPa max
accu mulator
diffuser
disconnect, self-sealing
disconnect, non-sealing
evaporator
filter, cryogenic
flowmeter, 2-phase
flowmeter, gas
orifice
pump
subcooler
TVS, compact
valve, check
valve, relief
valve, shutoff, cryogenic
GH2/GHe, 27.5 MPa max
bottle, helium
bottle, hydrogen
filter, high-pressure
regulator, high-pressure
valve, manual
valve, shutoff, high-pressure
NOMINAL LINE QUAN-
DIAMETER, TITY MASS
mm (inches) (kg)
--- 1 2
9.5/6.4 (0.38/0.25) 3 1
19/12.7 (0.75/0.5) 2 0.5
12,7 (0.5) 1 0.5
9.5 (0.38) 1 1
6.4 (0.25) 3 0.5
19/12.7 (0.75/0.5) 6 3
9.5/6.4 (0.38/0.25) 6 2
12.7 (0.5) 1 0.2
9.5 (0.38) 1 0.2
6.4 (0.25) 6 0.1
19 (0.75) 2 3
6.4 (0.25) 1 3
--- 1 5
6.4 (0.25) 1 9
12.7/9.5/6.4 7 0.2
(0.5/0.38/0.25)
12.7/9.5 (0.5/0.38)
19/12.7 (0.75/0.5)
9.5/6.4 (0.38/0.25)
9.5 (0.38)
9.5 (0.38)
9.5 (0.38)
9.5 (0.38)
* Equivalent Sharp Edged Orifice Size
11
31
37
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1.5
27
55
0.2
3
0.5
1.5
COMMENTS
. °
Bi-directional
Uni-directional
Orifice* = 1.04 cm
Orifice* = 0.61 cm
Incl. shield. & supprt.
_w
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Figure 5-44. Consolidated's Poppet Valve Concept
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This approach uses two coils; one to open and one to close. A permanent magnet "latches" the valve
to the last commanded position. A single solenoid with an opposing spring is less desirable since it
would continuously draw current and add too much heat to the LH2 flow when the valve was
actuated. Motor-driven and pneumatic actuation concepts tend to be more complex and not justified
for small applications such as this.
Relief valves provide mechanical backup for pressure relief of tanks and lines. This valve must be
adjustable to relieve at a pressure in the range of 300-600 kPa within 20 kPa of the set pressure.
Flow requirements for these valves have not yet been analyzed but it is expected that a nominal 12.7
mm (0.5 inch) size will be adequate.
Check valves are used primarily to minimize heat leak into the tanks by preventing backflow of the
pressurization and nozzle supply lines. To reduce development costs, one check valve will be
designed to meet all system requirements. This valve will be for a nominal 12.7 mm (0.5 inch) line
diameter.
5.9.6.2 High-Pressure Components. The components for the stored gas pressurization system
must be qualified for GH2 and GHe at temperatures as low as -160 K. The maximum operating
pressure is 27.5 MPa. ..
The shutoff valves for this system will be used to isolate the high-pressure gas supplies from the
pressurization system when it is not being used to provide the pressurant. These valves are required
to flow and seal in just one direction but against a high pressure difference (27.5 MPa).
Similar shutoff valves are required to isolate the bottles from their charge port to allow the ground
supply to be disconnected and capped after the bottles are filled. Since this is a manual operation,
these valves can use manual screw-type stems. These valves must flow in both directions but need
only seal in one direction to prevent significant leakage from the bottles.
Many existing valve designs are under consideration for both the remote and manual shutoff
application. Poppet valves are preferred to provide low-leakage ability. A latching solenoid actuator
design as described for the cryogenic shutoff valves is baselined for the remotely-controlled valves.
The pressure regulator for the stored gas pressurization system has to regulate its downstream
pressure to -400 kPa. The inlet pressure to the regulator can be as high as 27.5 MPa when the
bottles are fully charged. To accommodate this large reduction in pressure, a two-stage design
which controls to an intermediate pressure within the component may be advantageous. The set
point of the regulator must be adjustable with a maximum error of +_.20 kPa.
5.10 INSTRUMENTATION, POWER AND CONTROL
5.10.1 Instrumentation Summary
5.10.1.1 Requirements. The instrumentation measurement requirements, summarized in Table 5-6,
consist predominantly of the parameters required to monitor status of the experiments. The list also
includes those measurements which monitor the health of the power conversion equipment.
5.10.1.2 Instrumentation System Design. The instrumentation system, illustrated in Figure 5-45,
consists of dual redundant DCUs, a signal conditioner, the transducers and the associated wiring.
The data concentrator units (DCUs), signal conditioner, accelerometers and flow meter electronics
are physically located in the spacecraft bus. The remainder of the transducers are distributed
throughout the experiment module. Signal types include low-level analog, high-level analog, bi-
level and serial digital. A description of the various circuit configurations is provided in the
following paragraphs and a block diagram of each configuration is provided in Appendix C.
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Table 5-6. COLD-SAT Measurement Requirements
MEASUREMENT TYPE TANK 1 TANK 2 TANK 3 OTHER TOTAL
_ACCELERATION 1 8 1 8
_CURRENT " 1 2 2 1 3 1 8
FLOW 1 2 2 7 1 2
LIQUIDNAPOR STATE 3 3 2 4 2 7 8 4
PRESSURE 8 6 6 1 1 3 1
ITEMPERATURE 1 4 5 7 9 5 6 4 7 3 2 7
VALVE STATUS 3 1 1 7 1 7 5 7 0
VOLTAGE 4 4
I ACCELEROMETER
I COMMANDSTATUS I
I c0_.TS.U.Zt
1F_OV_-_1
I t
LIQUID/VAPOR _
I DETECTOR ,I/ -"
I TEMP SENSOR r
I VOLTAGE SOURCE !
SIGNAL
CONDITIONER
t DATA I
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT A
DATA [I CONCENTRATORUNI B
EXPERIMENT/
SPACECRAFT
INTERFACE
Figure 5-45. Instrumentation Block Diagram
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Acceleration
Measurement of micro-G accelerations is required in many of the experiments. The miniature
electrostatic acclerometer (MESA), manufactured by Bell Aerospace - Textron was selected for this
measurement. The MESA provides three ranges with autoranging. The unit will have ranges of +/-
100, +]- 250 and +/- 500 micro-G. The output voltage will be scaled to provide 0 to 5 V for
compatibility with the high-level analog input of the DCU. The axial acceleration will be sampled at
8 samples per second (SPS) and the other axes will be sampled at 4 SPS. Triple redundancy will be
utilized to satisfy reliabilty requirements. The temperature environment will be maintained within the
specified 250 K to 344 K operating range of the accelerometer.
Command Status
Command status signals for activities such as valve operation are monitored on bi-level channels of
the DCU at a sample rate of 1 SPS.
Cu ent
Current shunts were selected as the transducer for the current measurements primarily for reliability
reasons. The shunt output signal is connected to a low-level analog input of the DCU and sampled at
1SPS.
Flowrate
The transducer proposed to measure two-phase fluid flow is being developed by Quantum
Dynamics. The output signal is serial digital RS-232, sampled at 2 SPS. The transducer electronics
are mounted in the temperature-controlled environment of the spacecraft bus. Other recommended
flowmeters for measuring single-phase liquid and vapor flows are described in Section 5.11.
Liquid/Vapor Stat_
The liquid/vapor detector (57-01004) designed for Titan/Centaur is proposed for the COLD-SAT
application. The sensor is a deposited carbon resistor that changes resistance when submerged in
liquid hydrogen. The sensor forms part of a voltage divider so that when the sensor resistance
changes, the voltage to the DCU changes to identify the change in fluid state. The excitation for the
circuit is provided from the instrumentation 5 Vdc. The signal output is monitored on a bi-level
channel and sampled at 1 SPS.
Press_r_
The pressure measurements are made with the Stathum model PA8224 cryogenic pressure transducer
which utilizes a sputtered thin film strain gage technology. Stathum can provide temperature comp-
ensation of these units down to 27 K. The unit, excited from the instrumentation 10 Vdc power
supply, provides a nominal 30 mV full scale output. The signal output is monitored on a low level
analog channel of the DCU. These parameters are also sampled at one second intervals.
Temperature
Most of the experiment parameters are temperatures. Platinum resistance sensors will be used for
these measurements. For those parameters that require high precision in the region of liquid
hydrogen temperatures, a narrow temperature range will be used together with a large sensor
resistance. The temperature multiplexer of the DCU will provide dual, matched, multiplexed,
constant current sources for the sensor excitation and amplification of the sensor output. These
measurements will be sampled at intervals ranging from 1 to 300 seconds.
The various buss voltages will be monitored to determine the status of the experiment power
conditioning equipment. Voltage dividers will be used for voltages greater than 5 V. These
parameters will be monitored on high-level analog channels and will be sampled at one second
intervals.
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5.10.2ExperimentPowerRequirements
Thepowerrequirementsof theexperimentequipmentaresummarizedin Table5-7. Thetableshows
themajorpowerconsumingcomponents,thevoltagerequiredfor theiroperation,andthenumberof
individual unitsin thesystem.For eachtypeof component,threesetsof powervaluesareindicated.
Thef'trstis thepowerconsumptionof an individual unit whenit is on. Thesecondis anestimateof
themaximumaveragepowerrequiredduringanorbital periodof approximately112minutes.The
third is theestimatedaveragepowerduring theentire mission,which lastsapproximately64days.
Both theregulatedandunregulatedpoweris indicated,andtheefficiencyof conversionfor all dc-to-
dcconverterswasassumedto be90%. This is consistentwith existinghardware.
The systemhas threeaccelerometers,two of which areoperationalat any one time. The Data
ConcentratorUnits (DCUs)operateonunregulatedpowerand,only oneof thetwo unitsis normally
on. Twelve flowmeters are containedin the system but the equivalent of only three are on
continuously. Overselectedorbitalperiods,asmanyas7 couldbeusedsimultaneously.
The estimatesfor theaveragepowerrequiredfor theevaporatorheaterarebasedon thecalculated
pressurantrequirementsfor themissionandfor atypical pump-assistedno-ventfill of Tank2. The
resultingvaluesare100wattsduring theorbital periodand13wattsover themission. Most of the
heaterscan be operatedon unregulatedpower. However, the Tank 1 heater is provided 28V
regulated power becauseof the accuratecontrol required for the supply tank pressurecontrol
experiments.Similar to theevaporatorheater,thepressurizationpumpaveragepowerwascalculated
basedon the cold vapor pressurantrequirementsof theexperiments. The transferpump, together
with the transfer pump controller power requirements,arebasedon the test sequencefor our
experimentsand thepredictedtransfertimes. This pump canbeon during about2/3 of theorbit
period, but is only on about 3 percentof the time overall. The liquid/vapor detectorsand the
pressuretransducersrequirevery little powerandareassumedto beoncontinuously.Valvesrequire
substantialpowerduringactuation,butvery little on average.
Of particular interestis the maximumaveragepowerduringanyoneorbit period, for thismust not
exceedtheavailable800wattsunregulatedpowerfrom thespacecraft.Peakloads,somewhatgreater
than the 800 watts canbe accommodatedaslong asthe averageis less than the 800 watts. An
approximatevaluefor thepowerrequiredfor experimentoperationsduringanorbital periodcanbe
obtainedby addingup thevaluesin thetablewith doubleasteriskson them. This total is 503watts
andis considerablyunderthe800watt availableaveragepower. However,atparticulartimesduring
theexperimentoperations,thepowerrequirementscanexceedthe503watt value. For example,the
transferpump, thepressurizationpump,theevaporatorheater,andthe severalotherunits could be
operatingsimultaneously.This would requireapproximately lkw, but this short term power level
canbeaccommodatedaslongastheorbitalaverageremainsunderthe800watts.
Due to the wide voltage range,30 to 42 V, of the unregulatedvoltage from the spacecraft,it is
necessaryto regulatethevoltagefor mostof theexperimentpowerrequirements.The experiment
powerdistribution schematicis illustratedin Figure5-46. Poweris suppliedto theDCUs andall of
theheaters,excepttheTank 1 heater,from theunregulatedpower buss. TheDCU is designedto
operatefrom the unregulatedpower. The 28 V dc/dc converteris primarily requiredto provide
powerfor theECU,theaccelerometerandtheTank 1heater.TheTank 1heateris poweredfrom the
regulated28 V to permit a moreaccuraterecordof the input power. Also, the input power to the
Tank 1 heateris only about 30 W. However, to derive theother voltagesfrom the unregulated
powerbusswould requiresubstantialdesign/developmentcosts.So,in anattemptto eliminatethese
costs,theinverter,the5 V and 10V convertersaredrivenby the28V converter.Thiswill improve
theprobabilityof obtainingoff-the-shelfhardware.
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5.10.3 ExperimentControl Concept
Figure5-47 is a block diagramthat identifies thatportionof thecontrol systemfor which GDSSis
responsibleandTable5-8providesasummaryof theexperimentcommands.Operationsrequiredto
perform theexperimentsareunderthecontrol of theexperimentsoftwarewhich resideswithin the
control processorof the spacecraftelectronics.For example,a commandis issuedfrom thecontrol
processor,in thesequenceprogrammedin theexperimentsoftware,to theDCU. TheDCU decodes
thecommandto determinethecommandtypeandthedestinationof thecommand.Thecommandis
thenroutedto theexperimentcontrol unit (ECU) whereit operatesapowercontrol deviceto supply
the required power to the appropriatecomponent. Latching valves areusedto conservepower.
Also, valve commands are issued sequentially where ever possible to reduce peak power
requirements. Although the experiment functions are primarily performed autonomously,the
capabilityexiststo modify theexperimentsoftwarefrom thegroundvia acommanduplink.
5.11 EXPERIMENT COMPONENTSAND DEVELOPMENTSTATUS
COLD-SAT experimentcomponentsaregroupedinto two categoriesfor the purposeof listing
developmentstatus.The first categoryis avionics,andincludesinstrumentationhardwaresuchas
pressure, temperature, and flow measurementtransducers,harnesses,and associatedsignal
conditioningequipmentandcontrolelectronics.Thesecondcategoryis mechanicalequipment,and
includes hardware such as valves, regulators, tanks, filters, and fluid mixers. Table 5-9 and
Table5-10 list the components in these two categories.
The development status of each component is rated in accordance with the NASA/LeRC statement of
work guidelines for categorizing risks. Development status is rated A thru D according to the
following definitions: Category A contains those elements for which existing hardware or qualified
desig.ns may be used. Category B contains those elements which require new designs but for which
existing, proven design techniques are available. Category C contains those elements which require
new designs and are at or near the state-of-the-art for the technical discipline involved. Category D
contains those elements which require new designs which are beyond the current state-of-the-art.
Sources for the components were selected after an evaluation of many alternatives, and considered
reliability requirements and the technical risks. Those items listed as Categories C and D were
reviewed for alternative solutions. The Category D mass gage which was under development by
Ball Aerospace was eliminated from the experiment. In addition, alternative flowmeters were
identified as possible replacements for the Category D flowmeters now in development by Quantum
Dynamics.
Most of the selected instrumentation, such as temperature and pressure transducers, was developed
to fly on the Atlas family of launch vehicles, or developed under other aerospace programs. Where
possible, the development heritage of a particular component is stated.
Accelerometers, dc/dc converters, and low power airborne system inverters are not considered to be
high risk items. These items are off-the-shelf, mature, and are not anticipated to require further
development. These items are assigned a Category A status.
Liquid/vapor detectors flown on early Titan/Centaur missions were built to a General Dynamics
design. A new specification was written for the procurement of liquid/vapor verification
instrumentation for the current Titan/Centaur missions, and Tayco Engineering has been selected as a
vendor. We intend to use these detectors for COLD-SAT, but the redesign of this component causes
it to be rated as Category B.
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SPACECRAFTBUS/EXPERIMENTMODULE INTERFACE
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNITA
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT B
EXPERIMENT
CONTROL
UNIT A
EXPERIMENT
CONTROL
UNITB
Figure 5-47. Experiment Control Subsystem Block Diagram
Table 5-8. Experiment Commands
COMMAND TYPE QUANTITY
VALVE CO'qTROL
AVIONICS POWER _OL
HEATER POWER CONTROL
FLOWMETER POWER CONTROL
PUMP POWER _ROL
ACCELEROMETER POWER CONTROL
140
20
14
24
6
6
TOTAL 210
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Flowmeter selection has been given considerable study. Table 5-11 gives the flow condition ranges
for the experiment. Some experiments require the ability to measure flowrate in two-phase flow
conditions. Fourteen flowmeter vendors with experience in NASA, DOD, commercial airborne
vehicle, space vehicle, and ground flow measurement instrumentation were contacted to determine if
they had an off-the-shelf capability to support the COLD-SAT flowmeter requirements. Only one
vendor, Quantum Dynamics in Woodland Hills, California, indicated the ability to measure two-
phase flowrate. Three vendors who have the capabilities to meet preliminary requirements, are Flow
Technology Inc. in Phoenix, Arizona, Hoffer Flow Measurement Systems in Port Monmouth, New
Jersey, and Thermal Instrument Co. in Trevose, Pensylvania. Table 5-12 indicates the vendor
model number for a particular flowmeter.
The turbine flowmeter was selected as the best alternative for every flowmeter except meters
numbered 105 (two-phase), 111 and 122. Flowmeters 111 and 122 measure the amounts of gas
passing through the tank TVS vents and are expected to operate at pressures of approximately 20
kPa. Thermal flowmeters are available to satisfy requirements for these two meters.
Quantum Dynamics is developing a dual turbine two-phase flowmeter for NASA, and has indicated
that all the COLD-SAT liquid, vapor and two-phase flow conditions could be met with two versions
of their meter. Testing of the flowmeter at NASA/JSC has revealed accuracy and calibration
problems, and there are doubts about its ability to accommodate flow conditions that range from all-
liquid through the full range of two-phase quality to all-vapor. Further development work with these
meters is required in the areas of accuracy verification, calibration techniques and qualification for
flight. COLD-SAT could benefit if a developed meter becomes available because it includes all the
data acquisition and signal processing to produce instantaneous measurement of quality and total
flow. We currently are specifying use of this meter for the two-phase flows in the experiment
system. For some of these applications, an acceptable replacement might be a conventional liquid
flowmeter in conjunction with a vapor detector (such as a capacitance device).
Category A mechanical components are essentially risk-free. These items are either available in
components that satisfy COLD-SAT applications, or have a low risk process to convert these items
for use on the COLD-SAT spacecraft.
Most of the valves considered are rated within Category B with the exception of the Category C
cryogenic regulators and the Category A manual valve. Valve attributes and requirements were
studied. Several valve manufacturers were contacted and no valve was found which could be used
for COLD-SAT as an off-the-shelf item. Detailed valve results are discussed in Section 5.9.6.
The experiment Tanks 1, 2, 3 and the accumulator are made of aluminum alloy. They will be
designed, fabricated, and tested in accordance with the philosophy of MIL-STD-1522 and MIL-
STD-1540B. All spacecraft aluminum tanks are considered low risk. The gas storage bottles are
also considered low risk and use mature technology. The gas storage bottles are cylindrical with
ellipsoidal ends and use carbon-carbon filament wound over a thin metallic liner. Liner material for
the high pressure gaseous helium bottle is CRES and the liner material for the high pressure gaseous
H2 bottle is aluminum alloy with a fiberglass corrosion barrier. Similar gas storage bottles are
currently used on the Centaur high energy upper stage. The filament wound bottles will be tested
and qualified per approved test plans.
The cryogenic pump is rated Category D. The vane pump was considered primarily because of the
low flowrates required by the COLD-SAT mission. Sunstrand designed and built a technology
development vane pump to conduct ground tests for LH2 and LOX service. The Sunstrand pump
was delivered to NASA/LeRC where it was tested using LH2 and LN2 as the test fluids. The test
results showed adequate agreement with the performance prediction code developed to model this
type of pump. Further development is required to close the gap between the present state of
cryogenic pumps and a qualified pump ready for COLD-SAT. Although NASA/LeRC used a
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2 2
hydraulic drive to power the pump for validation tests, various motor and control schemes are
possible. Sunstrand also has the ability to design and integrate a control system with the pump
which accepts either digital or analog command and feedback signals. A pump system closed loop
stability analysis is also required as part of the development effort.
Liquid acquisition devices (LADs) will require only minimal development before they are suitable for
COLD-SAT. The present day liquid acquisition systems are well understood for use with storable
propellant systems. However, because of the low surface tension of LH2, sensitivity to heat
conducted through LAD tank wall mounts, and bubble entrapment within the LAD screen mesh, the
LAD systems for Tanks 1 and 2 will require some testing using LH2. The COLD-SAT design
utilizes low thermal conduction fiberglass/epoxy links and struts to minimize boiloff from heat
conduction into the LAD.
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6
EXPERIMENTMODULE SUPPORTINGANALYSES
This sectionprovidesdesign/sizingandperformanceanalysesfor someof theexperimentmodule
subsystemsandcomponentspresentedin Section5. Subjectscoveredincludefluid systempressure
drop, measurement requirements and accuracies, thermodynamic vent system sizing and
performance,performanceof thepressurizationandtransfersystems,ventingof thehelium-purged
insulation on the LH2 supply tank, overall performance of the experiment module thermal
managementfeatures, sizing of the micrometeoroid/debris shielding, and analysis of design
requirementsfor themajorstructuralfeaturesof theexperimentmodule.
6.1 FLUID SYSTEMPRESSUREDROP
6.1.1 ResultsandImplications
Thepressuredropin thefluid systemlineshasanimportanteffecton systemperformanceandmust
beconsideredwhenarrangingthesystemcomponents.For example,thepressuredrop betweenthe
LAD in Tank 1to theentranceof thetransferpumphasanimpacton thesuctionheadrequirementof
thatpump.
Initially, the pressuredrop in the fluid systemlines andcomponentswas only approximatedfor
determinationof tank pressure,pressurizationsystemrequirementsandline sizes. Pressuredrop
characteristicsof thenozzles,theflowmetersandsomeof thevalveswereunknown.
Later in theprogram,estimatesof thesepressuredrop characteristicswereobtainedfrom vendors
anda moredetailedanalysisof thepressuredropin the liquid transferlineswasperformed. System
layoutswhich indicate line lengths,fittings andcomponentplacementwere usedasinput to this
analysis.Theresultsof thispreliminaryanalysisindicatedthatthemajor components(especiaUythe
nozzlesandflowmeters)werethedominantsourceof pressuredrop andthatthe selectedsizesmet
flow requirements.Table6-1summarizestheseresults.
Table6-1. Liquid TransferPressureDrop Summary
TRANSFER
FLOW PATH
Tank 1 to Tank 2
Tank 1 to Tank 3
Tank 2 to Tank 3
PRESSURE DROP (kPa)*
Line Nozzles Total
14 25 39
29 35 64
3O 35 65
* for maximum liquid hydrogen flowrate = 0.023 kg/s
The fluid system has been updated somewhat since this detailed analysis was performed. Most
significantly, shutoff valves were removed from the Tank 1 transfer line and a four-way valve in the
pump module was replaced by a shutoff valve network. These changes represent relatively small
reductions in the overall system pressure drop. The analysis will be updated to reflect these changes
and the rest of the fluid system will be analyzed in similar detail as the system development
continues. The results of these analyses will be used to further define the requirements and design of
the fluid system, including redundancy determinations, component specifications and selection, and
system performance evaluations.
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6.1.2 AnalysisTechnique
To calculatethepressuredropof themain liquid transferlines,the linesweredividedinto themajor
segmentsbetweeneach tank and the pump module. From the layout drawings, the major
components,line lengthsandfittings for eachof thesesegmentswerelisted.
The valve pressuredrop datawas obtained from the vendor for valves similar to thosebeing
proposed.The Valcor gatevalve designdiscussedin Section5.9.6.1wasestimatedat that time to
havealosscoefficient (K) of 0.59. To accountfoz:uncertaintyin thisestimate,a factor of two was
applied to the coefficient used in the pressuredrop calculations (K=l.18). Current valve
requirements(specifiedin Section5.9.6.1)reflect a losscoefficient of 0.91 which is greaterthan
originallyestimatedbutwell within theallocatedtolerance.
Flowmeter pressuredrops were estimatedbasedon the QuantumDynamics developmentunit
describedin Section5.11. This informationis preliminary,sincethemeterwasnot fully calibrated.
For the nozzles in the tanks, a preliminary assessmentwas madeof their requirementsfor the
experimentsandled to theselectionof thenozzlesshownin Table6-2. Thesenozzleswereselected
from Catalog 50A (1988) of Spraying SystemsCo., Wheaton Ilk The pressuredrops for the
nozzleswere basedon scaling relationswhich werepresentedby the manufacturer. Prior to any
detaileddesignor fabrication,thenozzleswould be testedwith LH2 to acquireactualperformance
data.
Flow resistanceof thefittings weredeterminedusingstandardsreadily availablefrom handbooks.
Thesewereexpressedin termsof equivalentpipe diameterlengths(Le). To simplify thepressure
drop calculation,thepressuredrop for thevalvesandflowmeterswasalsoconvertedto equivalent
length. Theoverall pressuredrop wasthencalculatedusingthisequation:
/_kP=f(L/D-rL_INC +ZLCcoMPON_Crs) pV2/2+_PNOZZLE (6-1)
6.2 MEASUREMENT ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS
6.2.1 Instrument Accuracy
The measurement accuracy for each measurement category is identified in Table 6-3. All errors are
specified as a percent of the instrument range. Instrumentation and control lists are presented in
Appendix C. The total error has been subdivided into three parts; measurement error, processing
error, and quantizing error. Since the processing and quantizing errors remain constant for each
case, the measurement error is responsible for the difference in accuracy for each category. For high
level analog measurements, the _+0.5 percent error is due to voltage dividers. If greater precision is
required for any measurements in this category it is possible to eliminate this error component
through calibration, thereby reducing the total error to +0.18 percent. For acceleration
measurements, the specified accuracy of the Textron accelerometer is +1.0 percent under worst case
conditions. For current measurements, the +1.0 percent error is the specified shunt tolerance and if
desired can also be eliminated through calibration. For the flow measurements, +0.2 percent error is
the specified accuracy of the Quantum Dynamics flow meter. For the pressure measurements, the
major error sources are the transducer, excitation and amplifier. The excitation and amplifier errors
can be eliminated by monitoring the excitation voltage through the amplifier. The transducer error
consists of a _+0.5 percent static error and a +0.0054 percent per Kelvin temperature coefficient. The
transducers are located in three general areas; under the MLI of Tank 1 at 19.4 K to 25.0 K, under
the MLI of Tanks 2 and 3 at 13.9 K to 250 K and outside the MLI at 211 K to 222 K. The worst
case environment, under the MLI of Tanks 2 and 3 has a temperature variation of +116 K. This
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accounts for the worst case error of _+0.8 percent. For the temperature measurements a similar
technique can be used to eliminate the errors due to the constant current sources and amplifier leaving
only the transducer error of _+0.2 percent.
6.2.2 Uncertainty Analysis for Pressure Control Experiments
The quantities directly measured during the pressure control experiments.are pressure, temperature,
and flow rate. Analyses were performed to quantify how uncertainties in these measured quantities
propagate into the uncertainties of calculated quantities, such as the heat transfer coefficient and
pressure rise rate. A summary of the results is described below.
For these uncertainty analyses, the following instrument accuracies were assumed: _+0.7 percent for
pressure, +0.5 percent for temperature and +1 percent for flowrate. These instrument accuracies
differ slightly from the updated values quoted in Section 6.2.1 and Table 6-3. The updated values
were not available when the following uncertainty analyses were performed. The instrument
accuracies are based on the percent of the full-scale range of the instrument. Pressure will be
measured with an instrument having a full-scale range of 69 kPa (see Table C-1 in Appendix C).
Therefore the absolute accuracy for the pressure measurement is _+0.5 kPa. The full-scale range of
the temperature transducer is 14 K (see Table C-I), so the absolute accuracy for the temperature
measurement is _+0.07 K. Since the range of the measurement must be less than the instrument
range, the measurement accuracy, which is based on the percent of the measured value, will be less
than the instrument accuracy, which is based on the percent of instrument range. The quality of a
measurement is best indicated by the measurement accuracy, based on the percent of the measured
value not the instrument accuracy. In the following sections, measurement accuracies are determined
and presented.
6.2.2.1 Thermal Stratification Experiments. During the thermal stratification experiments the tank
will be locked-up with the heaters on and the TVS off. The tank pressure will be allowed to rise
34.5 kPa, from 103.4 kPa to 137.9 kPa.
Average Pressure Rise Rate
The primary results of this experiment will be the actual pressure rise rate and the equilibrium
pressure rise rate:
dP/dt -_ (P2 - P1) / At (6-2)
dP/dt equil = (P2,equil - P1) ] At (6-3)
The final equilibrium pressure (P2,equil) can be measured after mixing the tank fluid following the
stratification experiment. The time necessary for the tank pressure to rise by 34.5 kPa will take
hours, consequently the time (At) will be known with much greater precision than pressure. As a
result, the actual and equilibrium pressure rise rates can be determined with accuracies of +_2percent.
The fluid mass in the tank must also be measured to correlate the measured pressure rise rates.
Distribution of Energy in the Stratified Fluid
Temperature measurements at numerous locations within the tank will be required to quantify the
distribution of energy in the stratified fluid. The maximum possible temperature difference that can
exist in the liquid will be 1.02 K, which corresponds to the difference in the saturation temperature at
103.4 kPa and 137.9 kPa. The maximum temperature difference in the vapor may be greater. A
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1.02K temperaturedifferencecanberesolvedto +6.5 percent using temperature sensors with _+0.07
K accuracy.
Passive Heat Transfer Coefficient
The passive heat transfer coefficient on the heated tank wail will require measurements of the tank
wall temperature, "bulk" fluid temperature, and the local wall heat flux:
h = Q" / (Twall - T_) (6-4)
The heat rate into the tank will be inferred from the electrical power dissipated in the heaters attached
to the outer surface of the tank wail. The heater heat rate can be determined with an accuracy of+l.4
percent from measurements of voltage and current. An analysis of the tank wall, presented in
Section 6.3.1.1, indicates that the heat flux distribution on the tank wall inner surface will be
uniform, within +10 percent.
The heat transfer coefficient uncertainty decreases as the wail-to-bulk fluid temperature difference
increases. Assuming free convection is the dominant heat transfer mechanism, this temperature
difference will depend on the acceleration level, free convective length scale, and phase of the fluid
adjacent to the wall. The precise magnitude of the convective length scale (L) is difficult to
determine, but is limited by the size of the tank. The wail-to-bulk fluid temperature differences were
estimated using an empirical correlation for laminar free convection on a heated vertical plate and are
listed in Table 6-4. The corresponding free convection coefficient uncertainties were determined from
an error analysis of Equation 6-4 and are also listed in the table.
Table 6-4. Free Convection Coefficient Uncertainties
Liquid g/go = 10 "7
g/go = 10-4
Vapor g/go = 10 -7
ggo = 10-4
L = 2.4 meters
AT
1.4 K
0.35 K
h uncertaint 7
+12%
+_29%
L = 0.076 meters
AT
0.72 K
0.18 K
h uncertain_
+17%
+55%
7.8 K +10% 3.9 K +10%
2.0 K +11% 1.0 K +14%
The results presented in Table 6-4 indicate that the free convection coefficient on the heated tank wall
can be determined accurately (less than +20 percent uncertainty), except for the high acceleration
liquid case. These results are valid for a tank wall heat flux of 1.9 W/m 2. For lower heat flux levels
the temperature differences will be lower, causing greater uncertainty in the convection coefficients.
The wall-to-bulk fluid temperature difference will also be lower if other convective mechanisms are
significant, i.e., fluid motion due to spacecraft disturbances, fluid motion persistence, and surface
tension effects.
6.2,2.2 Mixing Destratiflcation. Following the thermal stratification experiments, the axial jet mixer
will be operated with the TVS off. Mixing will reduce thermal stratification causing a decrease in the
tank pressure. The primary result of this experiment will be the time variation of the tank pressure.
The accuracy of the pressure measurement is +0.5 kPa, which corresponds to +1.4 percent of the
34.5 kPa range from 137.9 kPa to 103.4 kPa. Time can be measured with negligible error.
Temperature measurements will be required to quantify the changing distribution of energy in the
tank fluid while the mixer is operating. Temperature distribution measurement in the tank fluid was
discussed in Section 6.2.2.1. The maximum possible temperature difference in the liquid was found
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to be 1.02K, which can be resolved to +6.5 percent. However, while the mixer is in operation
temperature gradients in the tank fluid will be reduced to nearly zero.
The heat transfer coefficient on the heated tank wall while the mixer is operating cannot be accurately
determined. With the mixer on, the convection on the tank wall will be enhanced, decreasing the
wall-to-bulk fluid temperature difference relative to those given in Table 6-4 for the case of pure free
convection. The magnitude of the convective velocity on the tank wall will depend on the mixing
pattern established in the tank by the axial jet mixer, but is expected to be on the order of the jet
velocity (0.03 - 0.3 m/see). The analysis presented in Section 6.3.1.3 indicates these velocities are
more than 70 times greater than the maximum velocity expected in a buoyancy driven flow field near
a heated tank wall. An empirical correlation for laminar forced convection indicates that the
maximum wall-to-bulk fluid temperature difference will be 0.10 K while the mixer is operating.
This temperature difference cannot be adequately resolved using temperature sensors with _+0.07 K
accuracy.
6.2.2.3 Wall-Mounted TVS Performance. The heat transfer rate to the TVS fluid can be determined
from the TVS flow rate and the enthalpy change between the inlet and outlet:
Qtvs = mtvs ( hexit- hinlet ) " " (6-5)
Temperature measurements are required to determine the inlet and outlet enthalpies. At the inlet,
subcooled or saturated liquid from an LAD will be ingested. The TVS tube length will be sized to
insure the exiting TVS fluid is saturated or superheated vapor. Taking into account uncertainties in
temperature, flow rate, and fluid properties, the heat transfer rate can be determined with an
uncertainty of +1.8 percent.
The overall heat transfer coefficient between the TVS fluid and the tank fluid is defined below:
Ui -- Qws _ Qt,,s
mi AT K Oi Ltvs (Ttvs - Ttank) (6-6)
The heat transfer coefficient is based on the tube inner surface area, A i. For a 103.4 kPa tank
pressure and a 34.5 kPa TVS pressure, the temperature difference between the TVS fluid and tank
fluid will be 3.2 K. An error analysis, which takes into account the uncertainties of all these
quantities, indicates that the heat transfer coefficient can be determined with an accuracy of _+4
percent. The heat transfer coefficient will be relatively constant in the region upstream of the "dry-
out" point in the TVS tube, where the temperature difference (Ttv s - Ttank ) is constant.
6.2.2.4 Compact Heat Exchanger Performance. The compact heat exchanger has TVS fluid on the
"cold-side", and flow to the mixer on the "hot-side". The mixer flow is obtained from a LAD, and is
saturated liquid. The heat transfer rate to the TVS fluid can be determined in the same manner and
with the same accuracy (+1.8 percent) as for the wall-mounted heat exchanger.
The overall heat transfer coefficient between the TVS fluid and the mixer fluid is dependent on the
heat transfer rate, heat transfer area, and the log-mean temperature difference, similar to the definition
given in Equation 6-6. An error analysis indicates the log-mean temperature difference can be
measured with an accuracy better than _-_+9percent using temperature sensors with _+0.07 K accuracy.
The total uncertainty for the overall heat transfer coefficient associated with the compact heat
exchanger was found to be +10 percent.
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6.2.3 TankChili andNo-VentFill UncertaintyAnalysis
The GDNVF code was run with different liquid injection temperaturesin order to determinethe
influenceof uncertaintyin the liquid temperaturemeasurements.Table 6-5 showstheimpactof a
0.055K anda0.278K increasein theinjectedliquid temperatureonboth thechilldown andno-vent
fill processesin Tank 3.
Table 6-5. Liquid Transfer Sensitivity to Temperature Uncertainty
Temperature
20.338
20.393
20.616
CHn LDOWN F_LL
_NIax. PressureTithe
(sex)
35680
35703
35861
Mass of Liquid
(kg)
4.227
4.225
4.227
Time
(sex)
1800
1799
1792
kPa)
41.6
143.7
152.2
i
The results indicate that the chilldown process is relatively insensitive to the temperature uncertainty
in that even a 0.278 K uncertainty in the liquid injection temperature only causes a 0.5 percent
difference in the chilldown time and essentially no difference in the amount of liquid required to chill
the tank. The fill process is more sensitive, but the 7.5 percent difference in the maximum tank
pressure with a temperature uncertainty of 0.278 K is acceptable. Thus the 5_-0.07 K uncertainty in
the liquid temperature measurements appears to be adequate for the tank chilis and no-vent fills.
6.3 PRESSURE CONTROL
6.3.1 Thermal Stratification
6.3.1.1 Supply Tank Heaters. Heaters will be necessary on the LH 2 supply tank to provide a
controlled uniform heat flux. These heaters are expected to be similar to the thin, flexible, "ribbon"
type heaters manufactured by TAYCO. The vendor has indicated that heaters of this type have been
used in the past for similar low temperature applications. The effects of heater width and spacing on
the heat flux uniformity have been investigated, along with the transient response of these heaters. A
summary of the results is presented here.
A two-dimensional, finite difference, transient conduction code, developed under GDSS IRAD, was
used to analyze this problem. The heater configuration shown in Figure 6-1 was analyzed first.
Heaters are attached directly to the tank wall outer surface. The tank wall is thin (-2.54 mm) relative
to the tank diameter (-2.4 m) so a rectangular coordinate system was used. The computational
domain was reduced by assuming symmetry exists through the center of the heaters and through the
tank wall between adjacent heaters. The heat flux across the width of the heater is assumed to be
constant and uniform. The tank wail outer surface not covered by the heater and the symmetry lines
are treated as adiabatic surfaces. A uniform convective condition was assumed to exist over the
entire tank wall inner surface.
This investigation is ultimately concerned with the maximum heat flux variation across the tank wall
inner surface. The magnitude of this variation is indicated by the range in the heat flux, non-
dimensionalized by the average heat flux through the tank wall, as indicated by Equation 6-3. q"max
and q"min are the highest and lowest values of the heat flux on the tank wall inner surface, q"H is the
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Computational
Domai_ /
Lines of Symmetry
Tank Wall
Inner Surface
Tank Wall
Outer Surface
Figure 6-1. Configuration of Tank with Heaters
heater heat flux, W is the heater width, and L is the centerline-to-centerline spacing between adjacent
heaters.
vw
q"(range) qmax - qmin
q"(avg) q_(W/L)
(6-7)
A dimensional analysis of the steady-state, two-dimensional, heat conduction equation and boundary
conditions indicates that the normalized heat flux variation across the tank wall inner surface is
dependent on only three dimensionless groups: W/L, B/L, and hL/k, where B is the tank wall
thickness, h is the convection coefficient on the tank wall inner surface, and k is the thermal
conductivity of the tank wail. A parametric study was carried out for a wide range of conditions:
W/L = 0.1 to 1, B/L = 0.05 to 0.5, and hL/k - 0.02 to 20,000. The following general trends were
apparent from the results:
1. The heat flux variation decreases as the convective resistance becomes large relative to the
conductive resistance, i.e., hL/k ---) 0.
2. The heat flux variation decreases as the fraction of the outer tank surface covered by the
heaters increases, i.e., W/L _ 1.
3. The heat flux variation decreases as the heater spacing becomes small relative to the tank
wall thickness, i.e., L/B _ 0.
For low values of hL/k, i.e., hL/k < 0.2, the heat flux variation was found to primarily dependent on
only two dimensionless groups: hL/k and (L-W)/B. This observation is apparent from Figure 6-2.
The COLD-SAT supply tank is made of aluminum, which has a thermal conductivity of 17.3 W/m-K
at 22.2 K. The heater spacing is expected to be less than 305 mm. The largest convection
coefficient expected on the tank wall inner surface during thermal stratification experiments was
estimated to be -11.35 W/m2-K. This value of h was estimated using a laminar free convection
correlation, and the foIIowing conditions: saturated liquid hydrogen at 137.9 kPa, g/go = 10-4, and
an average tank wall heat flux of q"(avg) = 1.9 W/m 2. The free convection coefficient will be
smaller for lower acceleration levels and lower heat flux levels. For the COLD-SAT supply tank, the
parameter hL/k will be less than 0.2, consequently the heat flux distribution will primarily depend
on only two parameters as shown in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2. Heat Flux Variation for Low Values of the Parameter hL/k
The tolerable limit for the heat flux variation on the tank wall inner surface is expected to be about
+10 percent, which roughly corresponds to a heat flux range of 20 percent. Figure 6-3 indicates that
the percentage of the tank wall outer surface which must be covered by heaters to achieve a 20
percent heat flux variation on the tank wall inner surface decreases as the heater spacing decreases.
The heater width is equal to the product of the heater spacing and the fraction of the tank wall
covered by heaters. Results for two convective conditions on the tank wall inner surface are shown.
The high convection coefficient, h = 11.3 W/m2-K, represents the maximum expected value, while h
= 2.3 W/m2-K represents a lower limit expected if vapor contacts the tank wall. As indicated in
Figure 6-3, when the convective coefficient is high the heaters must cover a greater percentage of the
tank wall outer surface to insure a "uniform" heat flux distribution on the tank wall inner surface.
For large heater spacing, i.e., -300 mm, the heat flux uniformity on the tank wall inner surface can
be made acceptable without high heater coverage by sandwiching a layer of thermally-conducting
material and a layer of thermally-insulating material between the heaters and the tank wall outer
surface. These heater configurations have also been investigated, but are not recommended because
of the additional weight and complexity.
Figure 6-3 indicates that the heat flux variation on the tank wall inner surface will be less than 20
percent if the heater spacing is 76.2 mm or less, regardless of the width of the heater, i.e., tile heater
can be made infinitesimally narrow. This result is valid for the maximum convection condition
expected during the thermal stratification experiments, therefore the heat flux variation will be less
than 20 percent for lower convective coefficients. For a given average heat flux level through the
tank wall, the "heater" heat flux increases as the width of the heater decreases. The heat flux
distribution on the tank wall inner surface will vary less than 15 percent for 12.7 mm wide heaters
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Figure 6-3. Heater Coverage Required on the Tank Wall Outer Surface to obtain
20 percent Heat Flux Variation on the Inner Surface
spaced 76.2 mm apart on the tank wall outer surface. This is the recommended design for the supply
tank heaters. The heater heat flux will have to be 11.35 W/m 2 to obtain a 1.9 W/m 2 average heat
flux through the tank wall for this configuration.
The heat flux distributions on the tank wall inner surface for two example heater configurations, both
having a 20 percent heat flux variation, are shown in Figure 6-4. Examples of low and high heater
coverage are shown. The local heat flux is normalized by the average heat flux, and the x-coordinate
is measured from the center of a heater. The heat flux distribution on the tank wall inner surface
varies in a periodic manner. Although the average heat flux and the heat flux variation are the same
for these two cases, the spatial frequency of the heat flux distribution is greater for smaller heater
spacing. The spatial frequency is an additional parameter which describes the "heat flux uniformity".
For small heater spacing, and therefore low heater coverage, the heater heat flux is much higher than
the average heat flux through the tank wall. Consequently, the heat flux distribution in the small
region beneath the heaters rises to a steep peak and varies gradually over the large region between
adjacent heaters. For large heater spacing, and therefore high heater coverage, the heater heat flux is
only slightly higher than the average heat flux. The heat flux distribution in the large region beneath
the heaters varies gradually and drops to a relatively sharp minimum in the short region between
adjacent heaters.
Figure 6-5 shows isotherms in a tank wall having the recommended heater configuration; 12.7 mm
wide heaters, spaced 76.2 mm apart on the tank wail outer surface. The coordinate system is
compressed in the x-direction and has the origin on the tank wall outer surface at the center of the
heater. The temperature distribution in the tank wail is nearly one-dimensional, i.e., the temperature
variation through the thickness of the tank wall is insignificant relative to the temperature variation in
the x-direction. The maximum temperature difference in the tank wall is 0.028 K.
The transient behavior of the heat flux immediately after the heaters are turned on is shown in
Figure 6-6, for two convective conditions. The initial tank wall temperature was assumed to be
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Figure 6-6. Transient Behavior of the Heat Flux Through Tank Wall
uniform and equal to the tank fluid temperature. Once the heaters are turned on, the average heat flux
through the tank wall inner surface monotonically increases from zero to the steady-state value.
Three minutes after the heaters are turned on, the average heat flux through the tank wall inner
surface is 99 percent of the steady-state value for the lowest expected convection condition, h = 2.27
W/m2-K. The time required for the heaters and tank wall to reach steady state decreases as the
convective coefficient increases, because the steady-state tank wall temperatures are lower. The
transition time is less than 40 seconds for the maximum expected heat transfer coefficient, h = 11.35
W/m2-K.
6.3.1.2 Heat Flux tO Initiate N_cleate Boiling. The heat flux level on well-insulated cryogen storage
tanks in the micro-g space environment is expected to be less than 0.3 W/m 2. Nucleate boiling is not
expected to be significant at these low heat flux levels. The dominant heat transfer mechanism is
expected to be convection. Even during "quiescent" periods, when the tank mixer is not operating,
convective fluid motion will exist in the tank as a result of buoyancy forces, spacecraft disturbances,
persistence from earlier mixer operation, and possible variations in surface tension.
In order to reduce the duration of thermal stratification experiments performed on COLD-SAT, the
tank wall heat flux level for many experiments will be set higher than 0.3 W/m 2. However, the heat
flux level must not be increased beyond the point where nucleate boiling becomes significant,
otherwise the results of the experiments will not be directly applicable to cryogen storage depots,
where conduction and convection are expected to be the dominant heat transfer mechanisms.
The approximate heat flux level that initiates significant nucleate boiling was estimated by matching
the free convective coefficient with the heat transfer coefficient for nucleate boiling, as shown
schematically in Figure 6-7. The onset of nucleate boiling (ONB) occurs when the heat flux
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increases to the point where vapor bubbles form and detach from the wall, enhancing the convection
and causing a decrease in the wall temperature. The heat flux level when nucleate boiling is initiated
is estimated as the heat flux where the convective capacity due to free convection is equal to that of
nucleate boiling.
The Rohsenow correlation (Reference 6-1) was used to indicate the relationship between the wall
temperature (Tw) and the tank wall heat flux (q") for nucleate boiling heat transfer. Tsat is the
saturation temperature corresponding to the tank pressure, Csf is an empirical constant that depends
on the nucleation properties of the liquid-surface combination (typically Csf = 0.013), g is the
acceleration level, and Cpf, hfg, I.Lf,kf, Of, Prf, pg, _ are fluid properties. The exponents k and m
recommended by Rohsenow are 0.33 and 0.7, respectively.
q,e(Tw-T,.,)
h_
= C f[ q'' I age t0"5] kPrf(l+m)
s [Pf hfg [g(Pf" Pg)] J
(6-8)
The relationship between the wail temperature and the tank wall heat flux for laminar free convection
is shown in Equation 6-9 (Reference 6-2). L is the free convective length scale, C and n are
empirical constants that have values of 0.6 and 0.25, respectively. The "bulk" liquid temperature is
assumed to be at the saturation temperature corresponding to the tank pressure.
(Tw- Tsar) kf (6-9)
Solving Equation 6-8 for Tw in terms of q" and substituting into Equation 6-9 results in an equation
for the heat flux when nucleate boiling is initiated (q"ONB). This equation is dependent only on fluid
properties, free convective length scale, and gravity level.
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q"oNB(1-kn-k) =
C Csf (n + 1) g(n-kn/2-k/2) L(3n-1) prf(n+mn+m) Bf(1-k-nk-n) kf-n (_f pf2) n
(6-10)
• [ (y gc ik/2] (n+l)
hfg(1-k) _Pf-Og] ]
As shown in Figure 6-8, the heat flux which initiates nucleate boiling increases as the acceleration
level increases and as the free convective length scale decreases. Properties of saturated hydrogen at
103.4 kPa were used for this figure. The free convective length scale is difficult to determine for this
complex geometry, however, it must be smaller than the tank, i.e., 2.4 m. Figure 6-8 indicates that
significant nucleate boiling is not expected for heat flux levels less than 1 W/m 2 when the
acceleration level is greater than g/go = 10 -9. However, nucleate boiling may occur at the highest
heat flux level used during the COLD-SAT thermal stratification experiments, i.e., q" = 1.9 W/m 2,
particularly at low acceleration levels. This analysis has considered only buoyancy-driven
convection. If other sources of convective fluid motion are significant, e.g., spacecraft disturbances,
the onset of nucleate boiling will occur at higher heat flux levels.
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Figure 6-8. Heat Flux to Initiate Nucleate Boiling on a Heated Wall
6.3.1.3 Buoyancy-Driven Fluid Velocity. Two different analyses have been performed to indicate
the magnitude of the buoyancy-driven fluid velocity near a heated wall. The free-convection
correlation given in Equation 6-11 (Reference 6-2) indicates the relationship between the convection
coefficient and the tank wall heat flux in a laminar, buoyancy-driven flow. LB is the free convection
length scale.
hLB = 0.6[g_p2q"L4pr.] °'2k k i.t2 (6-11)
In general, the convection coefficient is a fluid mechanic quantity that depends primarily on the flow
field near the wall and the fluid properties. The fluid velocity is the dominant characteristic of a flow
field. The laminar forced-convection correlation given in Equation 6-12 (Reference 6-2) indicates the
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relationshipbetweentheconvectioncoefficient andthefluid velocity. Lp is theconvectivelength
scaleof theflow.
(_)1/2
hLp = 0.664 Pr 113 (6-12)
k
Equations 6-11 and 6-12 can be combined to eliminate h. The result is an expression for the
buoyancy-driven fluid velocity magnitude in terms of the acceleration level, wall heat flux level, fluid
properties, and convective length scales. This expression is shown in Equation 6-13, where the
convective length scales have been assumed to be equal, i.e., LB = Lp = L.
U = 0.82 ([321x / k2p)°'2Pr-o.27 (q. g)0.4 Lo.6 (6-13)
The expression given in Equation 6-13 is based on empirical correlations for free and forced
convection. A theoretical analysis of the boundary layer on a heated tank wall was performed to
provide a second estimate of the velocity magnitude expected when buoyancy forces drive the flow.
This analysis is not dependent on an empirical correlation for forced convection. Listed below is the
differential form of the momentum equation applicable to a two-dimensional laminar boundary layer
flow (Reference 6-3):
OU OU ._ 0 I OU\
pu + pv = + - pgo.x oyj (6-14)
where x is the coordinate measured in the flow direction, y is measured perpendicular to the wall, P
is the static pressure, and U and V are the fluid velocities in the x and y directions, respectively. For
a buoyancy-driven flow, the pressure gradient in the boundary layer equals the hydrostatic pressure
gradient outside the boundary layer:
dP = _ 19.. g (6-15)
dx
where p_ is the bulk fluid density outside the free convection boundary layer. The velocity is zero at
the wall and in the "freestream". The peak velocity occurs at some location near the heated wall
where the velocity gradient is zero:
0U
._ = 0 (at the peak velocity point in boundary layer) (6-16)
yo
For free convection flows the following simplified equation of state is applicable:
p_-p = pl3(T-T_) (6-17)
Substituting Equations 6-15 through 6-17 into Equation 6-14 results in a differential relationship
between the peak velocity (Upeal0 and the flow coordinate (x):
OUpeak
Upeak 0x -'- g[5(V-T.) (6-18)
The viscosity term in Equation 6-14 has been neglected, consequently Equation 6-18 represents an
overestimate of the peak velocity. Equation 6-18 can be integrated from the origin of the free
convection boundary layer (x = 0), where Upeak = 0, to x = L where the peak velocity is Upe_:
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Upeak _ _/2 g 13(Twan- T**)L (6-19)
The variation in the x-direction of the fluid temperature at the maximum velocity point has been
neglected and assumed equal to the wall temperature (Twall). This approximation will result in high
estimates of the peak velocity in the boundary layer near the heated tank wall. The free convection
correlation given in Equation 6-11 indicates the relationship between the wall-to-bulk fluid
temperature difference and the wall heat flux for a buoyancy-driven flow. Substituting this
correlation into Equation 6-19 results in the following expression:
U = 1.83 (_21.t / k2p)°'2Pr-0.1 (q,, g)0.4 L0.6 (6-20)
Equations 6-13 and 6-20 are rough order-of-magnitude estimates of the fluid velocity in a buoyancy-
driven flow near a heated wall in terms of the fluid properties, wall heat flux, acceleration level, and
convective length scale. The precise size of the convective length scale is difficult to predict, but is
limited by the size of the tank (2.4 m). The predicted velocity will be less for smaller length scales.
. .
Fluid velocities in a buoyancy-driven flow near a heated wall for a range of acceleration levels are
shown in Figure 6-9. The velocity estimates based on the theoretical analysis of the buoyancy-
driven boundary layer are higher, but the same order-of-magnitude as the estimates based on the
empirical correlations. Fluid velocities in vapor are higher than in liquid. The highest tank wall heat
flux expected on the COLD-SAT supply tank was used for these calculations, q" = 1.9 W/m 2. The
velocities will be lower for smaller heat flux levels. The highest velocity expected in the liquid for a
background acceleration level ofg/go = 10 .7 is less than 0.4 mm/s.
These small velocities indicate that buoyancy forces will cause negligible circulation within the tank
liquid. Fluid motion persistence from earlier mixer operation and/or small spacecraft disturbances
could cause fluid velocities of this magnitude or greater, enhancing the heat transfer coefficient.
Consequently, free convection may not be the dominant heat transfer mechanism during the thermal
stratification experiments.
6.3.1.4 Maximum Thermal Stratification. Time_. Thermal stratification tests will be performed in a
heated, locked-up tank. The tests will begin with the tank fluid in thermal equilibrium at 103.4 kPa,
and end when the tank pressure has risen to 137.9 kPa. The pressure rise time is proportional to the
mass in the tank and inversely proportional to the heat leak into the tank. The lowest pressure rise
rate, and therefore the maximum pressure rise time, will occur if the tank fluid remains in thermal
equilibrium. For this idealized case, pressure rise times were calculated using the conservation of
energy equation. The fluid mass in the tank and the tank volume remain constant during these tests.
Figure 6-10 shows the maximum time for the tank pressure to rise 34.5 kPa for a range of initial
liquid fill levels in each of the three COLD-SAT tanks. Results are shown for the three heat flux
levels to be imposed on the supply tank, and the single background heat flux level on the receiver
tanks. The pressure rise times for the receiver tanks are less than the supply tank due to the smaller
amount of fluid mass contained in the receiver tanks. These results were used to estimate the
maximum time required to perform the thermal stratification tests shown in Table 6-6. The actual test
times are expected to be shorter since the fluid is not expected to remain in thermal equilibrium.
6.3.2 Passive TVS
6.3.2.1 Fl0w Rate and D_ty Cycle. The TVS flow rate required to maintain a constant tank
pressure is dependent on the heat leak rate into the tank and the thermodynamic states of the tank
fluid and exiting TVS fluid. Assuming the tank fluid remains in thermal equilibrium, the
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conservationlawsfor mass,energy,andtankvolumecanbecombinedto calculatethesteady-state
boiloff rate(mtvs).Thesteadystateboiloff rateis notdependenton theliquid fill level.
qrt A
mt,,s = (6-21)
hexi t Ug uf
1 - Vg/vf 1 -- VfNg
The heat leak into the tank is equal to the product of the heat flux, q", and the area it acts on, A. The
fluid properties, u , u., v , and v. are evaluated at the tank pressure. The enthalpy of the exiting
TVS fluid is denot_ I g Ihexit. The steady state boiloff rates for the three COLD-SAT tanks over a range
of heat flux levels are shown in Figure 6-11. The tank pressure is 103.4 kPa and the exiting TVS
fluid is assumed to be saturated vapor at 34.5 kPa.
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Figure 6-11. Steady State Boiloff
Each tank is equipped with a wall-mounted TVS heat exchanger to control tank pressure. To
minimize hardware, each heat exchanger will have a single throttling valve (plus redundancy valves),
consequently only a single flow rate for each wall-mounted heat exchanger can be used for a given
set of tank and TVS pressures. The TVS flow rate will vary slightly as the tank pressure varies.
Varying the TVS back pressure was considered as a means to vary the TVS flow rate, but this
procedure is not feasible for the planned tests.
For constant tank pressure tests, the TVS energy removal rate must equal the tank heat leak rate,
while for pressure reduction tests, the TVS energy removal rate must be greater than the tank heat
leak rate. In the supply tank, heaters will be used to vary the tank heat leak rate relative to the TVS
energy removal rate. For constant tank pressure tests, the wall-mounted TVS will operate
continuously at a flow rate of 6.63xi0 -5 kg/s, corresponding to a heat flux level of 1.9 W/m 2 (see
Figure 6-12). For pressure reduction tests, the heat flux level will be decreased to 0.315 W/m 2, so
the TVS energy removal rate will be greater than tank heat leak rate.
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For the two receiver tanks, heaters cannot be used to vary the tank heat leak rate relative to the TVS
energy removal rate. Instead, the TVS will operate intermittently for the constant tank pressure tests
and continuously for the pressure reduction tests. The TVS flow rate, when operating, will be set at
five times the steady-state flowrate corresponding to the background heat flux level of 1.58 W/m 2,
i.e., 11.2x10 -5 kg/s for Tank 2 and 6.51x10 -5 kg/s for Tank 3 (see Figure 6-11). During the
constant tank pressure tests, the TVS will be operated on a 20 percent duty cycle, so the time-
averaged TVS flow rates wilt be 2.24x10 -5 kg/s for Tank 2 and 1.30x10 -5 kg/s for Tank 3. As a
result, the time-averaged TVS energy removal rates will equal the tank heat leak rates.
The duty cycle frequency will be high so that the TVS energy removal rate will be nearly constant
with time and to insure that no liquid will be vented from the TVS heat exchanger. A high frequency
corresponds to a duty cycle time period that is short relative to the residence time of fluid in the heat
exchanger. This residence time is dependent on the mass flowrate, quality distribution along the
TVS tube, and the TVS tube length. Table 6-6 indicates the actual residence time for the fuid in the
TVS tube is about 40 seconds, as predicted by the FLUIDTVS program. This program and the TVS
tube length calculations will be discussed later in this section. Table 6-6 also shows the lower and
upper limit for the residence time. The lower limit is about 10 seconds and was. .calculated by
assuming the TVS fluid is superheated vapor at the tank temperature through the entire tube. The
upper limit is around 30 minutes and was calculated by assuming the TVS fluid remains as saturated
liquid at the TVS saturation temperature through the entire tube. To be conservative, the duty cycle
time period will be set at 150 seconds. The TVS will be "on" for 20 percent of this time every cycle,
i.e, 30 seconds per cycle. Each fluid molecule is expected to take over 1.25 cycles to pass through
the TVS tube. The periodic behavior of the intermittent TVS operation will be monitored with
measurements of pressure, temperature, and flowrate taken at one second intervals.
Table 6-6. Residence Time of Fluid in Wall-Mounted TVS Heat-Exchanger
Tank2
Tank3
TVS Flow
Rate
(kg/sec)
1.12x10 -4
6.51x10 -5
TVS Tube
Length (m)
66.4
43.6
Residence Time Actual
Lower Limit. Residence Time
Vapor
34.5 kPa, 21.4 K
9.1 see 37.3 sec
10.3 sec 43.8 sec
Residence Time
Upper Limit.
Sat. Liquid
34.5 kPa
28 min
32 min
Energy is required to open and close the solenoid valves that will be used to control the TVS. These
valves "latch" in the open and closed position, so no energy is required except to change position.
The current design calls for a valve that energizes for 0.3 seconds to change position, and uses 2.5
amps at 28 volts. For the constant tank pressure tests, the valve will be energized twice every duty
cycle, i.e., every 150 seconds. The time-averaged energy dissipation rate is 0.28 Watts. Most of
this energy is expected to be absorbed by the TVS fluid. For Tank 2, this amounts to less than 3
percent of the time-averaged TVS energy removal rate during constant pressure tests. For Tank 3,
the power to switch the valves is less than 5 percent of the TVS energy removal rate. These valves
are the same as other valves required on COLD-SAT. They were selected to reduce the number of
different kinds of valves required. Valves which require only 0.02 seconds to change position are
available. The time-averaged power required to switch these faster-latching valves would be less
than 0.4 percent of the time-averaged TVS energy removal rate during constant tank pressure tests.
The final valve selection will be delayed until the impact of the power dissipated by valves and other
parasitic heat leaks into the tanks have been evaluated in greater detail.
During the constant tank pressure tests in Tanks 2 and 3, the TVS control valve will be cycled on and
off every 150 seconds. To perform all of the constant tank pressure tests currently planned (see
Table 3-2), the valve controlling the Tank 2 TVS will be energized less than 3100 times. Similarly,
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theTank 3TVS valvewill beenergizedlessthan2600cycles. From thestandpointof reliability, the
intermittentoperationof theTVS shouldpresentlittle problem.
During thepassiveTVS pressurereductionteststhewall-mountedT_S will beruncontinuouslyin
anattemptto reducethe tankpressurefrom 137.9to 103.4kPa. During thesetests,the tankwall
heatflux will bereducedto 0.315W/m2 on thesupply tank. Only thebackgroundheatflux, q" --
1.58 W/m 2, will be applied to the receiver tanks. Conditioning times were estimated using the
conservation equations for energy, mass and tank volume. The tank fluid' was assumed to be in
thermal equilibrium for these calculations. Predicted conditioning times and the total boiloff mass are
shown in Figures 6-12 and 6-13 for a range of initial liquid fill levels. The conditioning time and
boiloff is much higher in the supply tank as compared to the receiver tanks due to the greater mass of
fluid. The TVS flow rates were assumed constant for these calculations. In reality, the TVS
flowrate will decrease by about 18 percent as the tank pressure decreases from 137.9 to 103.4 kPa.
The TVS pressure was assumed constant at 34.5 kPa. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, if free
convection is the dominant heat transfer mechanism in the micro-g space environment, the tank fluid
will probably not remain in thermal equilibrium as assumed here. Operating the TVS with an energy
removal rate greater than the tank heat leak will likely subcool the surrounding liquid and cause no
immediate decrease in the tank pressure. However, if other convective mechanisms are significant,
the passive TVS may be successful in reducing the tank pressure. The times and bblloff amounts
shown in these figures were used to estimate the duration and amount of hydrogen used during the
passive TVS pressure reduction tests shown in Table 3-2. The actual time and boiloff required to
reduce the tank pressure by 34.5 kPa using the passive TVS could be much greater than these
estimates. Consequently, the tests will be terminated after the times shown in Figure 6-12, unless a
significant reduction in the tank pressure has occurred.
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6.3.2.2 Wall-Mounted TV$ Tobe Length. The TVS tube must be sufficiently long to remove
enough energy from the tank fluid to completely vaporize the TVS fluid. The computer program
FLU1DTVS, developed under GDSS IRAD (Reference 6-4), was used to analyze the heat transfer
between the tank fluid and the TVS fluid and determine the tube length necessary to completely
vaporize the TVS fluid, i.e., saturated vapor is assumed to exit the TVS. This program takes into
account the axial variation in conditions along the tube. Heat is transferred from the tank fluid to the
TVS tube by free convection, and from the TVS tube to the TVS fluid by two-phase forced
convection. The conductive resistance through the.tube wall is over 100 times smaller than the
convective resistances on the inner and outer surfaces of the tube. As a result, the thickness of the
tube wall does not significantly influence the heat transfer. A tube wall thickness of 1.27 mm was
assumed, and is typical based on fabrication considerations. The thermal resistance on the tube inner
surface, due to two-phase forced convection, is as much as 10 times less than the outer surface
thermal resistance due to free convection.
Figure 6-14 indicates the effect of a wide range of acceleration levels on the tube length required to
vaporize a given TVS flowrate. The minimum acceleration level expected during the COLD-SAT
experiments is g/go=10 "7. The required TVS tube length for the supply tank is 44.2 meters.
Table 6-6 showed the tube lengths required for Tanks 2 and 3. The required tube length decreases
by about 25 percent for an order of magnitude increase in the acceleration level. Tl_ese results are
valid for free convection from a horizontal tube submerged in liquid. The majority of the TVS tube
will be mounted perpendicular to the acceleration vector, i.e., horizontal, to take advantage of the
greater convective coefficient, as compared to a vertically-mounted tube. The TVS tube will actually
be mounted to the tank to take advantage of the wall as an extended heat transfer area. An
approximate analysis of a wall-mounted TVS tube has indicated that the results shown in Figure 6-14
represent worse case values for the actual TVS configuration. If fluid motion from sources other
than buoyancy forces are significant, shorter tube lengths would be sufficient.
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The tube diameter has little effect on tube length required to vaporize a given TVS flowrate.
However,thepressuredrop throughthetubeis a strongfunctionof thetubediameter.Thefrictional
pressuredropthroughthetubecanbeexpressedin termsof themassflowrate (m):
ILl p V2 = __8_ fLrn 2AP=f
tD! 2 r_2 D 5 p
(6-22)
where f is the friction factor, V is the fluid velocity, and p is the fluid density. The pressure drop is
inversely proportional to the tube diameter raised to the fifth power, neglecting the variation of the
friction factor. Estimated pressure drops through the TVS tube are shown in Table 6-7. The
Lockhart-Martinelli correlation (Reference 6-1) has been used to estimate the pressure drop for the
two-phase flow. To prevent freezing, the back-pressure in the vent will be maintained above 13.8
kPa. To allow a TVS pressure of 34.5 kPa or less, the total pressure drop through the tube must be
less than 20.7 kPa. A 6.35 mm OD tube (3.81 mm ID) is too small for Tank 2, and will likely be
too small for the supply tank due to the length of VCS tubing which follows the TVS. To have a
consistent tube size, 9.53 mm OD (6.99 mm ID) tubing will be used for the wall-mounted TVS on
all three tanks.
The minimum tube length necessary to vaporize the TVS flow is also dependent on the phase and
temperature of the surrounding fluid. Due to the low acceleration level and the wetability of
hydrogen, the majority of the wall-mounted TVS tube is expected to be in contact with liquid, even at
low liquid fill levels. Regions of the TVS tube that are in contact with vapor will have elevated heat
transfer coefficients due to condensation, consequently TVS tube lengths shorter than those shown
in Figure 6-14 would probably be adequate. For the results shown in the figure, the temperature of
the liquid surrounding the TVS tube was assumed to be 20.3 K, i.e., the saturation temperature
corresponding to 103.4 kPa. At higher liquid temperatures, the heat transfer rate between the tank
fluid and TVS fluid will increase. Predictions using the program FLUIDTVS indicate that the
required TVS tube length decreases by 30 percent compared to those shown in Figure 6-14 when the
liquid temperature is 21.4 K, which corresponds to a saturation pressure of 137.9 kPa.
6.3.3 Supply Tank Mixing
Correlations developed by Aydelott from low-g experiments in a drop tower (Reference 6-5) were
used to size the axial jet mixer in the supply tank. The relationships between the mixer flowrate,
liquid fill level, and jet diameter are shown in Figure 6-15. The flowrate shown is the minimum
flowrate required to disrupt the ullage and establish a flow pattern of complete circulation in the tank.
The required flowrate decreases as the liquid fill level decreases. For jet diameters greater than 25.4
mm, the flowrate becomes greater than the flow rates used during liquid transfers between tanks, and
are considered too high. For low acceleration levels, g/go < 10 -5, the acceleration level has little
effect on the flowrate required to establish a flow pattern of complete circulation in the tank. As
shown in Figure 6-16 the required flowrate increases as the acceleration level increases above
g/go=10 -5. A 25.4 mm diameter axial jet mixer will be used on the COLD-SAT supply tank. The
highest flowrate will be 0.0227 kg/s, which is adequate to handle the most extreme COLD-SAT
conditions, i.e., g/go = 10 -4 and 95 percent liquid fill level. The times required to completely mix all
the fluid in the supply tank are shown in Figure 6-17, as a function of liquid fill level. The mixing
time decreases as the fill level decreases. Mixing times are short relative to the thermal stratification
times, previously shown in Figure 6-10. These results are valid for the highest mixer flowrate,
0.0227 kg/s. Tests will also be performed at two lower flow rates to bracket the optimum mixer
power required to thermally destratify the tank fluid. The lowest mixer flowrate will be selected to
cause no ullage disruption and mix only the bulk liquid.
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Table6-7. PressureDropThroughWall-MountedTVS Tube
TVSTubeID
6.985mm
Tank1
TVSFlow
Rate
(kg/s)
6.63x10 -5
TVS Tube
Length
(meters)
AP (kPa)
Liquid Flow
AP (kPa)
Two-Phase
Flow
AP (kPa)
Vapor Flow
44.2 0.0117 0.502 0.541
Tank 2 1.12x10-4 66.4 0.0298 1.72 2.06
Tank 3 6.51x10-5 43.6 0.0113 0.482 0.518
TVS Tube ID
3.810 mm
Tank 1
Tank 2
Tank 3
TVS Flow
Rate
(k_/s)
6.63x10 -5
1.12x10 -4
6.51x10 -5
TVS Tube
Length
(meters)
44.2
66.4
43.6
AP (kPa)
Liquid Flow
0.132
0.347
0.128
AP (kPa)
Two-Phase
Flow
AP (kPa)
Vapor Flow
8.08 9.87
. .
28.0 38.2
7.76 9.44
0.06
0.05
_,_,_0.04
_0.03
0
u
U.
,., 0.02
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r
i
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0
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Figure 6-15. Jet Diameter Effects on Axial Jet Mixer
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Figure 6-16. Acceleration Level Effect on Axial Jet Mixer
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Figure 6-17. Mixing Time Using Axial Jet Mixer
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6.3.4 Active TVS
Themain uncertaintyassociatedwith theactiveTVS thermalperformanceis associatedwith mixing
the tankfluid to removeanythermal stratification. Themixing processwasdiscussedabove. The
sizingof the compactheatexchangerwill bediscussedhere. Theheatexchangerwill be sizedto
subcoolthe liquid flowing to the mixer, and to completelyvaporize the TVS flow. For sizing
purposes,a counterflow,concentrictubeheatexchangerwill beconsidered.The TVS flow will be
insidetheinner tubeandthemixer flow will be in theannulargapbetweentheinnerandoutertubes.
Theentireconcentrictubeassemblywill becoiledinto ahelix to forceanyliquid in theTVS fluid to
the wall and improve heat transfer on both sidesof the heatexchanger. The maximum mixer
flowrate will be0.0227kg/s. An energybalanceindicatesthat theTVS flowrate mustbe 1.20x10-3
kg/sto subcoolthemixerflow by 2.5K. Theheattransferratebetweenthemixer fluid andtheTVS
fluid is q = 510W. Thelengthof concentrictube (Ltube)requiredto transferthis amountof energy
will bedeterminedfrom theheattransferateequation:
q = U A ATlm = (12i?_U_o}ATlm (6-23)
where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient based on the inner tube diameter, Di. The conduction
resistance through the inner tube wail is small relative to the convective resistances and has been
neglected. The two-phase TVS flow remains at 17.11 K, the saturation temperature corresponding
to 34.5 kPa. The mixer fluid enters at 20.34 K, the saturation temperature corresponding to the tank
pressure (103.4 kPa), and exits at 17.84 K. For these conditions the log-mean temperature
difference (ATIm) equals 1.67 K. The forced convection coefficient on the outside surface of the
inner tube is calculated using a correlation for turbulent flow in concentric annuli (Reference 6-6):
ho= 0"023[0"87 (D_-i) °'53]--k-(_-_) °'8 Pr_/3FsDh (6-24)
where Dh is the hydraulic diameter, and Do and Di are the outer and inner tube diameters of the
annulus. The quantities p, g, Pr and k are subcooled liquid properties and V is the mean velocity in
the annular gap. To this equation the correction factor of Schmidt (Reference 6-7) has been applied
to account for the improved heat transfer due to turbulent flow in a helical coil:
Fs 1+ 3.611 + (D_h-ph)](D_-ph)0'8= (6-25)
where D o is the helix pitch diameter. The heat transfer coefficient on the inner surface of the inner
tube is calculated using the two-phase convection correlation of Chen (Reference 6-1):
,lx  ,t0 ]hi=0023 iE°
where G is the quotient of the mass flowrate and the cross-sectional area of the tube, Xtt is the
Lockhart-Martinelli correlation factor, and x is the quality of the flow. The quantities kf, Prf, and I.tf
are properties of the saturated liquid.
A 25.4 mm OD outer tube and a 12.7 mm OD inner tube were chosen to keep the pressure drop
through the heat exchanger low (discussed in the next paragraph). Both tubes have a wall thickness
of 1.27 mm. A tube length of less than 6.7 meters is adequate to insure no liquid is vented from the
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TVS sideof theheatexchanger.When the concentrictubesarecoiled into a 304.8 mm diameter
helix, the lengthof theheatexchangerpackagebecomeslessthan 174.7mm. The heatexchanger
will be internallymountedalongthetankaxis. A shortheatexchangerisdesirableto keeptheexit of
theaxial jet submerged.
The pressuredrop through the mixer-flow side of the heatexchangerwas calculatedusing the
following turbulentflow correlation:
_ = f(DJ-,-h)VO-_Cs where f= 0.184(P-V_D_) °'2 (6-27)
The Schmidt helical flow pressure drop correction (Reference 6-7) has been applied to this
correlation to account for the greater pressure drop associated with a helical flow:
Cs = 1 +0.0823 1 +_pp]_pp] (6-28)
The Lockhart-Martinelli correlation (Reference 6-1) was used to estimate the press_e drop for the
two-phase TVS flow through the inner tube. The pressure drop through both sides of the heat
exchanger is less than 34.5 kPa.
The conservation equations for energy, mass, and tank volume were used to calculate the time and
boiloff required for the active TVS to condition the supply tank fluid and lower the tank pressure
from 137.9 to 103.4 kPa. During active TVS tests the mixer will be on so the tank fluid will be in
thermal equilibrium. Figures 6-18 and 6-19 indicate that the conditioning time and boiloff decrease
as the fill level decreases. Results for three heat flux levels on the tank wall are shown. The heat
flux level has little effect on the conditioning times and boiloff because the TVS energy removal rate
is much greater than the heat leak rate into the tank. These results were used to estimate the duration
and amount of hydrogen used during the active TVS tests shown in Table 3-2.
6.4 PRESSURIZATION AND TRANSFER
The analysis presented in this section is for the low-g pressurization of a tank containing subcritical
cryogenic fluid, for the purpose of expelling liquid from the tank. The amount of pressurant needed
for the process can be divided into, 1) that needed to increase the pressure of the tank to that desired
for the expulsion process (referred to as the ramp pressurant requirement), and 2) the pressurant
needed to maintain the tank pressure during the outflow of liquid.
During tank pressurization, heat and mass transfer from the pressurant to the tank and liquid can
result in a significant reduction in the pressurant temperature. This effect is referred to as "pressurant
collapse". The extent of the pressurant collapse is often expressed in terms of a "collapse factor".
For this study the collapse factor is defined as the ratio of the actual pressurant mass required to the
pressurant mass required under zero heat and mass transfer conditions. The minimum value of the
collapse factor is 1.0 and the maximum value is reached when the temperature of the pressurant
drops to the saturation temperature of the liquid at the transfer pressure.
The analytical and experimental results from Moore (Reference 6-8) represent a simplified solution to
the problem of determining pressurant requirements. Moore conducted a total of 8 experiments in
which GH2 was used as a pressurant to expel LH2 at transfer pressures ranging from 189.6 kPa to
792.9 kPa. Outflow rates were high; ranging from 0.139 kg/s to 2.52 kg/s. All of the tests were
conducted with an initially full tank (i.e., no initial ullage) and no variations were made in the
pressurant inlet temperature. Because of these conditions, the Moore data has limited application to
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the COLD-SAT pressurization analyses. However, it was used as a comparison to other
approaches.
Epstein, et al. (Reference 6-9) developed an excellent mathematical model of tank pressurization that
included many of the physical processes left out in previous studies. The computer program
TNKTHRM, which GDSS is using in-house, is based on this mathematical model. One of the basic
shortcomings of the model has been its dependence on indeterminate physical parameters and
constants. During the development of the Saturn launch vehicle Nein and Thompson (Reference
6-10) obtained experimental data at the Marshall Space Flight Center which allowed the
determination of these previously unknown quantities.
Following the work of Nein and Thompson, Epstein (Reference 6-11), presented a single analytic
equation for the collapse factor, based on computations from the above mentioned program, which
allowed for the prediction of total pressurant requirements in any liquid hydrogen or oxygen
cylindrical propellant tank system pressurized autogenously or with helium vapor.
6.4.1 Analytical Methods
Pressurant requirements for COLD-SAT were estimated using 1) an approximation based on
experimental data presented by Moore, 2) the Epstein correlation, and 3) the TNKTHRM computer
model.
6.4.1.1 Approximation Based on Moore's Data. Based on the experimental data of Moore,
pressurant requirements are estimated to be 1.75 times the ideal pressurant requirement. The ideal
ramp pressurant requirement is calculated as:
mrarnp ZRTi [
(6-29)
and the ideal outflow pressurant mass requirement as:
mouttlow = Pi (Vv2 - Vvl)
(6-30)
with, P = pressure, Pa
V = volume, m3
T = temperature, K
Z = compressibility factor, -
m = mass, kg
R = gas constant, J/kg K
h = specific enthalpy, J/kg
u = specific internal energy, J/kg
p = density, kg/m 3
7 = ratio of specific heats, -
with subscripts: 1-prior to pressurization, 2- after pressurization, v-vapor, and i-inlet condition.
6.4.1.2 Epstein Correlation. The Epstein correlation is an analytical expression which allows the
determination of a collapse factor, CF. Pressurant mass is calculated directly from this collapse
factor using the definition of the ideal pressurant mass requirement.
CF = mactual (6-31)
mideal
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It is importanttorememberthat theEpsteincorrelationisonly valid for a limited rangeof operating
conditionsandis not intendedfor ramppressurantcalculations.For thesereasons,thegeneralized
computerprogramTNKTHRM, from which theEpsteincorrelationwasderived,wasusedto further
evaluatepressurantrequirements.
6.4.1.3 TNKTHRM Computer Mod_l. The TNKTHRM program was used extensively for
analyses of the COLD-SAT pressurization system. Figure 6-20 illustrates the autogenous and stored
gas pressurization systems that may be analyzed using TNKTHRM. For the autogenous system the
pressurant is stored as a liquid and evaporated in a heat exchanger. The pressurant gas can be
identical to or different from the liquid in the tanks being pressurized.
_f_HeN Exchanger Pressure Regulator
High Pressure Gas Bottle [ [
Liquid Press°_rant Supply SupplyTank . -_ [
t_emg r'ressunzea __j
Liquid Outflow
Figure 6-20. TNKTHRM Model of Pressurization Using Stored Gas or Liquid Supply
The assumptions made in the TNKTHRM computer model are summarized below.
1. The liquid is a pure substance.
2. The gas may be a mixture of He and H 2 vapor.
3. The liquid is settled over the drain regardless of the g-level.
4. Condensation and evaporation occur only at the gas-liquid interface.
5. No bulk boiling of the liquid can occur.
6. Gas total pressure throughout the tank is uniform.
7. Gas, liquid, and wall temperatures are a function of time and axial distance, but not radial or
circumferential locations.
8. Insulation temperature is a function of time and axial and radial distance, but not circumferential
location.
9. Axial heat transfer in the wall and insulation is neglected.
10. Heat transfer modes:
Conduction: between gas nodes, between liquid nodes, through wall and insulation
Convection: gas-to-liquid, liquid-to-wall, gas-to-wall, and wall or insulation-to-ambient
Radiation: wall or insulation-to-ambient
11. Vapor and liquid are in thermodynamic equilibrium at the interfaces.
12. The effective thermal conductivity, mass diffusivity, and heat transfer coefficients vary
exponentially with distance from top of tank.
13. Liquid density is independent of temperature and pressure.
14. Momentum and kinetic energies of the flows are ignored.
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15.Thermalpropertiesof theliquid, wall, andinsulationarefunctionsof temperature.
16.Thecoordinatesystemis stationarywith respecto thetank.
Assumption3 impliesthereis aflat liquid/vaporinterfaceregardlessof theg-level,andisperhapsthe
mostlimiting assumptionin TNKTHRM. In a low-gravity environmentthesurfaceareaof liquid
exposedto the pressurantgaswould be increasedand would thereforeaffect the heatand mass
transfer processes. No modifications have been made to TNKTHRM to account for this
phenomena.However,thereareseveralmodificationsbeingconsideredwhichwouldbettersimulate
theconditionsexpectedin low-g.
6.4.2 Effectof SystemParametersonPressurantRequirements
6.4.2.1Pressurant Temperature. Of all the parameters investigated, the pressurant inlet temperature
had the strongest influence on pressurant mass requirements, Increases in pressurant inlet
temperature always result in lower pressurant mass requirements.
Figure 6-21 shows an estimate of the total mass of hydrogen pressurant needed on COLD-SAT for a
range of pressurant inlet temperatures. The maximum pressurant requirement is atso shown for
comparative purposes.
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Figure 6-21. Effect of Pressurant Temperature on Pressurant Requirements
The maximum pressurant requirement results when the temperature of the injected pressurant drops
to the saturation temperature of the liquid at the transfer pressure. Equations have been derived in
Reference 6-12 for the calculation of this quantity and are stated as
where,
_ ,, [A3 - A2/[PL2 ]E.;
A1 = uv2 - hi ' PL._.___2,, UL2)
* PV2/n_-
mL1 - mvl + me (6-32)
(6-33)
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A2 = mehL2 + PL2UL2VT -- mv:uv: -mL:UL: (6-34)
A3 = hi (PL2VT - mL: - mv: + me) (6-35)
with,
m = mass, kg
h = specific enthalpy, J/kg
u = specific internal energy, J/kg
P = density, kg/m 3
V = volume, m 3
with subscripts: e - exit condition, i - inlet condition, 1 - before ramp, 2 - after the expulsion, L =
liquid, V = vapor, and T = tank.
The maximum ramp pressurant requirement is found by setting m e to zero in Equations 6-32, 6-34,
and 6-35.
Total pressurant mass requirements have not been estimated using TNKTHRM, however,
preliminary studies indicate that the Epstein correlation and TNKTHRM computer model are in close
agreement for pressurant inlet temperatures ranging from 30 K to 220 K.
6.4.2.2 G-Level. Pressurant requirements are dependent on heat transfer from the ullage to the tank
walls and liquid as well as mass transfer from the ullage to the liquid. These heat and mass transfer
processes are affected by the g-level and the liquid-vapor interface shape.
Below are the heat and mass transfer equations used in the TNKTHRM computer program. The
basic forms of the equations are derived from a theoretical 1-g analysis. The constants were
determined empirically from experimental pressurization tests conducted at the Marshall Space Flight
Center (Reference 6-10).
The ullage gas-to-wall heat transfer coefficient is expressed as a sum of the free and forced
convection coefficients.
hgw =he+ hoe-_wZ (6-36)
where,
g Cp, pg2 (I Tg - T w [ )l .333hc = .13kg Tg _tg kl ] (6-37)
h o r:: (6-38)
The ullage gas-to-liquid heat transfer coefficient is expressed as a sum of the free and forced
convection coefficients.
where
hs = hsc + hsoe- _s z i
hsc= .13kg [g cps pg2{ ]Tg_TL l ).] .333
(6-39)
(6-40)
6-32
i
r]_ "8 (6-41)
hc= .13kL [ gc_ _L pL2(ITL_TwI_tLkL )] .333 (6-42)
with, hc = gas-to-wall free convection heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.K
ho = gas-to-wall forced convection heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.K
hsc = gas-to-liquid free convection heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.K
hso = gas-to-liquid forced convection heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.K
13w = 3.313 x 10 .5 r 2, m-1
r = tank radius, m
z = axial distance from the tank top, m
k = thermal conductivity, W/m.K
g = effective gravity, m/s 2
cp = specific heat, J/kg.K
p = density, kg/m 3
T = temperature, K
g = viscosity, Pa.s
/(,I = pressurant mass fiowrate, kg/s
AD = pressurant diffuser area, m 2
13L= liquid thermal expansion coefficient, K -1
The mass transfer at the gas-to-liquid interface is calculated as
where,
Ys = Y_ + Ysoe" 13sz
Yse =" 13D [ g kg pg (I O8 -Oikl.g2 Cp,'D )Pr]
.333
(6-43)
(6-44)
_..r_._-8 (P-g / .333 (6-45)
with, Ysc =gas-to-liquid free mass transfer coefficient, rrghr
Yso =gas-to-liquid forced mass transfer coefficient, rn/hr
• = mole fraction, -
D = diffusion coefficient, m2/hr
with subscripts: g-gas, l-liquid, i-gas-to-liquid interface, and w-wall.
The effect of the g-level on GH2 ramp pressurant requirements is shown in Figure 6-22 for a range
of pressurant inlet temperatures. Cold vapor GH2 pressurant requirements are not strongly affected.
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Figure 6-22. Effect of G-level on Ramp Pressurant Requirements
This is due to the relatively small temperature differential between the ullage and the surrounding
tank walls and liquid. Conversely, warm GH2 ramp pressurant requirements show a strong
dependence on the g-level.
6.4.2.3 Pressurant Inlet Velocities. The pressurant inlet velocities are dependent on the mass
flowrate of pressurant and the pressurant diffuser area. The total area of the diffusers used in the
supply tank pressurization system was modeled in TNKTHRM as A D = .0734 m 2. For pump-
assisted and pressurized transfers the resulting pressurant inlet velocities ranged from 0.15 m/s to
1.52 m/s, respectively.
Pressurant inlet velocities influence the magnitude of the forced convection coefficients. With
TNKTHRM these coefficients decrease exponentially from the top of the tank. This type of spatial
variation would be expected if the pressurant diffuser was located at the top of the tank and the liquid
settled over the drain. However, this is not the case with the COLD-SAT pressurization system.
Further analyses and modifications to TNKTHRM will be required to account for the effect of
pressurant diffuser orientation on the pressurant gas velocity distributions.
The gas-to-wall forced convection heat transfer coefficient is largely controlled by the diffuser area.
For a given pressurant temperature and ramp time, reducing the diffuser area results in increased
pressurant inlet velocities and lower mean ullage temperatures. Increasing the diffuser area has the
opposite effect. There does exist, however, a point beyond which further increases in the diffuser
area will not result in significantly higher mean ullage temperatures.
6.4.2.4 Fill Level and Ramp Time. The initial liquid fill level and the duration of the ramp time
significantly affect pressurant mass requirements. Figures 6-23 and 6-24 show cold GH2 pressurant
requirements for pump-assisted and pressurized transfers, respectively, over a range of liquid fill
levels. For pump-assisted transfers the supply tank is pressurized from 103 kPa to 117 kPa, while
for pressurized transfers the tank is pressurized from 103 kPa to 241 kPa. The results were
generated using TNKTHRM.
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For agivenramptimeTNK'rHRM predictsthatpressurantcollapseis greateratlow liquid fill levels.
Largeullage volumesallow for moregas-to-wallheattransferdue to theincreasedtank wall area
exposedto gas. In addition,pressurantgasinlet velocitiesarehighersincelargermassflow ratesare
neededfor ramping. This results in higher gas-to-walland gas-to-liquid forced convectionheat
transfercoefficients. Much lesspressurantcollapseoccursat high liquid fill levels. In a low-g
environment these trendsare not necessarilythe same. Modifications to TNKTHRM will be
requiredto determinetheeffectof theullagevolumeonpressurantcollapsein low-g.
6.4.2.5 Ambient Heat Flux. Parametric studies with TNKTHRM have shown that an ambient heat
flux of 0.3 W/m 2 uniformly distributed to the supply tank does not appreciably change pressurant
mass requirements. This was observed for both pump-assisted and pressurized transfers at
pressurant inlet temperatures ranging from 29 K to 208 K and g-levels ranging from 1.0 to 10 -9.
Ramp times varied from 6 to 18 minutes for pump-assisted transfers and from 30 to 180 minutes for
pressurized transfers. Outflow times ranged up to 60 minutes.
6.4.3 Boiloff Requirements for Thermal Conditioning
After pressurization and transfer, the TVS will be used to thermally condition the thhk fluid. The
mass required to condition the tank for a range of pressurant inlet temperatures is shown in
Figure 6-25. Results for pressurant that enters as para-hydrogen, ortho-hydrogen, and an
equilibrium mixture of ortho and para-hydrogen at the inlet temperature are shown. The pressurant
mass is also shown for comparison with the conditioning mass. The pressurant mass is not expected
to be highly dependent on the para-ortho composition of the hydrogen since the conversion time is
much longer than the pressurization time. For these calculations, the supply tank was assumed to be
50 percent full, with the fluid initially in thermal equilibrium at 103.4 kPa. A pump-assisted transfer
at 117.2 kPa of 81.6 kg of liquid at 20.3 K is performed. Following the transfer, the TVS is used to
condition the tank fluid back to thermal equilibrium at 103.4 kPa. The vapor vented from the TVS is
assumed to be saturated at 34.5 kPa.
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2.0 ...................................i_ .............................[] Conditioning Mass, Equii Hydrogen
I _ A Conditioning Mass, Para Hydrogen d
0.5
_" 0.0 ..................
0 50 100 150 200 250
Pressurant Inlet Temperature (K)
Figure 6-25. Conditioning Mass Requirements
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The resultsfor para-hydrogen,shownin Figure 6-25,areapplicableto autogenouspressurization.
Liquid from thetank is evaporatedandusedfor pressurant.The conversionfrom para to ortho is
slow, so the pressurantgaswill bemostly para-hydrogen.The massrequired for pressurization
decreasesastheinjectanttemperatureincreases,however,theconditioningmassincreases,asshown
in Figure6-25.
The equilibrium hydrogenresultsshownin Figure 6-25aremoreapplicableto pressurizationusing
storedhighpressureGH2. Overanextendedperiodof time, thewarmGH2 storedin highpressure
bottleswill convert from parato anequilibrium mixtureof paraandorthohydrogenat thestorage
temperature.After pressurization,thepressurantgaswill reconvertto theparaform. The energy
releasedmustberemovedby theTVS, whichresultsin greaterconditioningmassrequirements,as
comparedto pressuranthat entersaspurepara-hydrogen.Thehigh-pressureGH2bottlesusedon
COLD-SAT will bestoredat about250 K. Theinitial bottlepressurewill bearound25 MPa. For
theseconditions,theJoule-Thomsoncoefficient is small and negative,i.e., thetemperatureof the
gaswill increaseslightly asit flows throughthethrottling device. Thebottlepressurewill decrease
below700 kPa duringuse. As a result, the temperatureof the bottledgaswill also decreaseasit
undergoesanearly isentropicexpansion;however,this will beoffsetby heattransferto the bottle,
whichwill reheatthecontentsin theinterimperiodbetweentankpressurizations.
. o
Figure 6-25 also shows the conditioning mass required if the pressurant entered as pure ortho-
hydrogen. These results represent an idealized upper limit. For temperatures less than 30 K, the
enthalpy difference between ortho and para hydrogen is greatest, so the conditioning mass required
for ortho pressurant is much greater than for para pressurant. At these low temperatures, the
equilibrium composition is mostly para, so the conditioning mass requirements for equilibrium-
hydrogen are only slightly more than the para-hydrogen case. For temperatures greater than 230 K,
the difference between the enthalpy of para and ortho hydrogen is relatively small, so the
coriditioning mass required is nearly the same for all three cases. At these high temperatures, the
equilibrium composition is about 75 percent ortho.
6.4.4 Energy Requirements for Pumped and Pressurized Transfers
The total energy required to transfer 81.6 kg of LH2 from the supply tank using pressurant at 29 K
is shown in Table 6-8 for a range of initial liquid fill levels. Included is a breakdown of the energy
required by each pump and the evaporator. For this analysis the total energy is defined as the sum of
the energy required to operate the evaporator, pressurant pump and transfer pump.
Table 6-8. Energy Requirements for Pumped and Pressurized Transfers
_ation Pump
(ZxP=276 kPa, elf=.25)
Transfer Pump
(tiP-159 kPa, elf=.25)
Evaporator Heater
Ramp
Outflow
Outflow
Ramp
Outflow
Total
Pumped
Transfer Energy
Time ] Fill Level (%)
(rain)
12
6O
6O
12
60
I.....
72
30 50
1.16 0.71
5.15 5.15
204 204
40.4 24.6
1 79 179
430 413
(W-hr)
95
0,073
5.15
204
2.60
1 79
391
(rain)
60
6O
6O
60
60
120
Pressurized
Transfer Energy (W-hr)
Fill Level (%)
30 50 95
11.3 6.38 1.06
11.3 11.3 11.3
305 226
305 305
633 551
29.0
305
346
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Average evaporatorpower requirementsasa function of fill level andramp time are shownfor
pump-assistedandpressurizedtransfersin Figures6-26 and6-27,respectively.
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Theanalysesconfirm thatexceptfor veryhighfill levels(> 95percent),considerableenergysavings
canberealizedusingpumps. Severalotherobservationsweremadeandaresummarizedbelow.
. For pressurized transfers the power requirement of the evaporator constitutes the majority of the
total power requirements, while for pump-assisted transfers the transfer pump power
requirement constitutes the majority of the total power requirements. '
. Ramp pressurant mass requirements for pressurized transfers are much greater than those
needed for pumped-assisted transfers due to the longer ramp times and higher transfer
pressures. Because of this, total power requirements are also higher for pressurized transfers.
3. The lower power requirements for pump-assisted transfers permit shorter ramp times.
4. Power requirements for pumped-assisted transfers are relatively insensitive to the liquid fill level
as shown in Figure 6-28. The opposite is true for pressurized transfers.
5. For both types of transfers the power required by the pressurization pump is negligible
compared to the power required by the transfer pump and evaporator. -
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Figure 6-28. Effect of Fill Level on Total Energy Requirements for Pump-assisted
and Pressurized Transfers
6.4.5 Summary of GH2 Pressurant Requirements for the Class II Pressurization Experiment
Ramp and outflow pressurant mass requirements were calculated for all the pressurization tests (see
Section 3.2.2.2) using the three methods of analysis previously mentioned. The results of these
computations are summarized in Table 6-9. The low-g computations made with TNKTHRM
involved changing an input g-level appearing in the free convection heat and mass transfer equations
(see Equations 6-37, 6-40, 6-42 and 6-44 in Section 6.4.2.2). No attempt was made to model the
effects of a low g-level on fluid orientation.
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Table 6-9. Summary of the Pressurant Mass Requirements
'Exp. No.
11-4.1
11-4.2
11-4.3
11-4.4
11-4.5
11-4.6
11-4.7
11-4.8
11-4.9
1.75 x Ideal (Moore)
Ramp Outflow
0.09 0.55
0.09 0.55
0.35 1.03
0.32 0.55
0.05 0.13
0.O5 0.13
0.16 0.13
0.05 0.13
0.16 0.13
1.30 3.31
Total
Pressurant Mass Requirements (k.q)
Epstein Corr.
Total
0.39
0.39
0.85
0.54
0.24
0.24
0.40
0.18
0.29
TNKTHRM (low-.q)
Ramp Outflow
0.04 0.31
0.04 ' 0.30
0.17 0.56
0.15 0.30
0.02 0.08
0.03 0.08
0.09 0.09
0.04 0.13
0.13 0.16
0.71 2.03Subtotal 3.53
4.61 3.53 2.74 3.35
TNKTHRM (1-.q)
Ramp Outflow
0.05 0.35
0.04 0.30
0.19 0.55
0.16 0.30
0.06 0.17
0.03 0.19
0.20 0.54
0.06 0.54
0.20 0.54
0.99 2.36
As mentioned earlier, the Epstein correlation was derived entirely from computations made with
TNKTHRM, and therefore is only valid over a limited range of conditions; outflow times of 200 -
500 secs., pressurant inlet temperatures of 55 K - 667 K, and tank pressures of 207 kPa - 690 kPa.
In addition, the Epstein correlation is not intended for calculation of ramp pressurant requirements.
Our studies show, however, that the Epstein correlation is useful for estimating pressurant collapse
factors in cases which involve operating conditions outside the ranges mentioned above.
In comparison to the average collapse factor of 1.75 used in the approximation of the Moore
experimental data, average collapse factors of 1.34, 1.04, and 1.27 may be calculated for the Epstein
correlation, TNKTHRM (low-g), and TNKTHRM (l-g) methods of analysis (based on results
presented in Table 6-9). A collapse factor of 1.75 was used to size the high pressure GH2 bottles
based on direction from NASA. All studies done thus far indicate this is a conservative estimate and
should therefore provide an adequate supply of pressurant for the scheduled tests and transfers.
Future analyses of COLD-SAT pressurization requirements will center on modifying TNKTHRM to
account for the increased liquid surface area exposed to pressurant gas in low-g as well as the effect
of low-g on free convection heat and mass transfer.
6.5 TANK MLI VENTING
Prior to f'dling the LH2 tank, the thick MLI surrounding the supply tank is purged with dry nitrogen
to drive out excess moisture. Then helium is pumped under the MLI to drive the nitrogen out from
between the layers of MLI to prevent nitrogen freezing and cryopumping. Hence, during the
prelaunch phase of the mission, the free volume within the supply tank MLI system is completely
filled with helium. Upon ascent, the helium gas is allowed to evacuate through blanket seams and
perforations within the shields. The rate of helium evacuation significantly impacts the heat flow
through the MLI, since gas conduction effects remain dominant until pressure has dropped below
0.0133 Pa.
The evacuation of the nitrogen purge gas within the micrometeoroid/debris shield (MMS) was
assumed to follow the Atlas payload fairing evacuation profile down to approximately 1330 Pa, after
which an isentropic evacuation was assumed. The ensuing evacuation rate reduced pressure an order
of magnitude every 4 seconds, with the nitrogen pressure reaching a negligible level 140 seconds
after launch. The helium pressure within the MLI was assumed to match the nitrogen pressure profile
until it reached a rarified state at about 1.33 Pa, after which it decayed slowly to 0.0013 Pa 600
seconds after launch. At this point, helium gas conduction ceases to make a significant contribution
to overall heat flow through the MLI system.
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The MLI interlayer evacuation time of 10 minutes was an estimate loosely based upon past data from
Titan/Centaur and Shuttle/Centaur insulation vacuum chamber tests: (References 6-13 and 6-14)
However, the real helium evacuation rate will depend upon numerous factors, such as MLI layer
density and seam length, and should be modeled for the specific COLD-SAT geometry, duri.'ng the
next phase of analysis. A plot of the pressure profi!es assumed for this analysls is gwen in
Figure 6-29.
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Figure 6-29. Pressure Profiles for Nitrogen under Micrometeoroid Shield and Helium within MLI
6.6 THERMAL PERFORMANCE
The three tanks comprising the COLD-SAT experiment tank set will be subjected to parasitic heating
due to incident solar radiant energy and internal heat generation. Since all parasitic heat loads result
in LH2 boiloff, which reduces the useable LH2 inventory, the prelaunch, ascent, and on-orbit heat
leaks to the experiment tanks must be kept within acceptable limits. Various thermal modeling
techniques were used to calculate space heating loads and tank heating levels throughout the COLD-
SAT mission.
6.6.1 Space Heating and External Temperatures.
Space heating is the combination of direct solar, albedo, and Earth thermal radiation, and varies with
orbital altitude and inclination, length of mission, and geometry and attitude of the spacecraft.
COLD-SAT will fly in a 1300 km circular orbit at an inclination of 28.5 degrees. The solar angle,
beta, varies between 0 degrees, taken as the minimum heating orbit, and 52 degrees, the maximum
heating orbit. A surface model of the COLD-SAT configuration was generated to determine surface
temperature profiles for the experiment module, which can be described as a forward cone, a middle
cylinder, and a rear cone. The space heating program Vector Sweep (Reference 6-15) was used to
calculate incident fluxes at 10 minute intervals throughout the orbit.
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A greybody analysisaccountingfor incidentflux andthesurface-to-surfaceheatexchangeyielded
absorbedflux profiles for eachsectionof theexperimentmodule. Solarabsorptanceandemittance
valuesof 0.44 and0.88, respectively,were assumedbaseduponNASA testdata for white paint
(Reference6-16). Theabsorbedsurfacefluxeswereconvertedto radiativeequilibrium temperatures
by theformula:
qabs= 13O T 4 ' (6-46)
where qabs is the absorbed heat flux in Watts per square meter, e is the surface emissivity, c is the
Stefan Boltzmann constant with units of Watts per square meter per degree Kelvin to the fourth
power, and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin. Quadrant temperatures were obtained for each
section and averaged to provide section temperatures as a function of time. Temperature histories are
given in Figures 6-30 and 6-31 for the maximum and minimum heating orbits respectively; orbital
average section temperatures and overall average temperature for the MMS are listed in Table 6-10.
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Figure 6-30. Average Surface Temperature Profile for Maximum Heating Orbit (Beta=52)
The values of radiative equilibrium temperature are dependent on the levels of incident flux, and
abrupt changes in flux due to spacecraft shadowing or Earth eclipse cause abrupt changes in surface
temperature. These temperatures represent extreme ranges of surface temperature; the actual
magnitude and variation of the surface temperature will be damped by the thermal capacitance of the
MMS.
6.6.2 Earth -To-Orbit Performance
The supply tank undergoes a wide range of parasitic heating levels during the transition from the
prelaunch to the ascent to the on-orbit phases of the mission. During the ground-hold, heat is
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Table 6-10. Orbital Average Temperature Summary
TEMPERATURE (K)
SECTION 13 = 52 deg. 13 = 0 deg.
Forward Cone
Middle Cylinder
Rear Cone
Spacecraft
241
251
236
243
227
226
214
223
transferred to the supply tank by a warm, dry gaseous nitrogen purge flowing along the inside of the
payload fa.irin.g. Gaseous helium is supplied to the MLI to prevent nitrogen from condensing and
cryopumplng into the insulation system. The ground-hold heating rate determines both the LH2
resupply flowrate needed prior to supply tank lockup, and the post-lockup LH2 boiloff before
launch. During ascent, the purge gases within the MMS and insulation evacuate to space; the
resulting heat flow across the MLI drops significantly as the main heat transfer mode changes from
helium gas conduction to radiation across low-emittance shields.
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A transient one-dimensional thermal model of the COLD-SAT/Atlas I payload fairing cross section
was developed, simulating the point of highest purge gas flow velocity and maximum prelaunch heat
transfer to the supply tank. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure 6-32. Atlas payload fairing
temperatures from Reference 6-17 were used for radiative and convective boundary conditions for
heat exchange with the MMS during prelaunch and ascent. After payload fairing jettison 225
seconds after launch, the surface flux profile calculated by the space heating analysis was assumed
through two orbits for a total simulation time of 14,200 seconds. The heat flow predicted by this
model was conservatively taken as the flux to the supply tank through the ground-to-orbit phase of
the mission. As shown in Figure 6-33, the supply tank heat rate drops rapidly from a prelaunch
level of 350 W/m 2 to an average on-orbit heating rate of 0.10 W/m 2. Analysis was conducted
assuming both maximum and minimum heating orbit flux profiles, but the heat leak to the supply
tank remained essentially constant, attesting to the effectiveness of the thick insulation.
Payload Faring
Aluminium Honeycomb
Micrometeoroid/bebris
Shield
Liquid Hydrogen
Figure 6-32. Schematic of Prelaunch-To-Orbit Thermal Model
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6.6.3 On-Orbit Tank_eating
The on-orbit thermal performance of the insulation system was analyzed to determine average heat
loads for the three experiment tanks. The analysis examined both heat flow through the MLI and
heat leaks through structural, electrical, and fluid penetrations.
6.6.3.1 MLI PCrformitrl¢_ /_,nalysis. A steady-state, one-dimensional model of each insulation
system was developed using the finite difference code MLISYS (Reference 6-18) which calculates
shield radiation, pin conduction, spacer conduction, gas conduction and seam radiation through an
MLI system, given a cold boundary temperature and either a warm boundary temperature or an
incident heat flux. For this analysis, the MLI outer surface temperature was conservatively assumed
to be slightly less than the average MMS temperature calculated from the space heating analysis. For
Tanks 1 and 3, the warm boundary temperatures used were 240 K and 217 K, representing
maximum and minimum orbital heating conditions, respectively. The warm boundary temperature
for Tank 2 was between 240 K and 300 K due to its placement in the thermally-controlled
environment of the spacecraft bus.
A parametric analysis was performed for the supply tank insulation system, consisting of 76 mm of
double aluminized Kapton (DAK) with a layer density of 2.80 layers/mm. The study, examined the
impact of interstitial gas pressure, pin material, and shield perforations on MLI performance. It was
found that the helium gas pressure within the MLI must drop below 0.0133 Pa before the gas
conductivity can be neglected, which is supported in technical literature (Reference 6-19) Support
pin conduction was found to contribute significantly to overall heat flow and low conductance
polyphenylene oxide (PPO) pins are recommended over fiberglass pins. Perforations placed in the
MLI shields allow for broadside evacuation of purge gases during ascent, but degrade radiative
resistance by increasing the effective emittance of the shields. From Reference 6-19, the following
equation was used to account for the increased emittance:
Eeff = I_(1-X) + 2X (6-47)
where geff is the effective shield emittance, _ is the un-perforated shield emittance, and "_ is the
perforation grade, which is a ratio of shield open area over total area. In order to minimize radiative
performance degradation, the shields were assumed to be slit rather than perforated with holes. The
perforation grade assumed for the slits was t = 0.01, resulting in a performance degradation of only
10 percent.
Although the parametric analysis of MLI design options was conducted on the supply tank insulation
system only, the results can be directly applied to the receiver tank insulation systems as well.
Therefore, all three tanks will use PPO pins and be slit to facilitate broadside pumping. The
insulation thickness for the receiver tanks was sized based upon orbital heating loads, since they are
both dry until the spacecraft has reached orbit. The effects of MLI thickness on heat flux through the
MLI is shown in Figure 6-34. The baseline insulation thicknesses for Tank 2 and Tank 3 have been
tentatively set at 38.1 mm and 25.4 ram, respectively.
6.6.3.2 Penetration Heat Flow Through MLI, Heat leak through MLI penetrations can be a
significant portion of the overall heat load on the experiment tanks. Heat conducts directly from the
outer spacecraft environment to the tank through structural supports, through fluid lines, and along
electrical wiring. Emphasis was placed on using passive techniques to minimize penetration heat
leaks, such as through the use of low-conductance materials and selective routing of the penetrations
to increase the heat path length. The constraints on these techniques include excessive weight,
electrical wire resistance requirements, and ease of insulation system assembly. Active cooling of
penetrations using boiloff vapor was not considered a viable option due to the intermittent venting
cycle planned for the experiment tanks.
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Figure 6-34. Receiver Tank Insulation Performance Summary
Tank support struts have been designed to have a high thermal resistance; they are wound using
$2/E788 glass/epoxy and have MLI spacers within the strut to prevent radiation tunneling. The
struts were sized to handle launch loads on the experiment tanks. A one-dimensional conduction
analysis was performed on a typical strut, assuming known end temperatures. Because of the large
temperature gradient between tube end points, thermal conductivity integrals from Reference 6-20
were used to calculate heat flow according to the following equation:
Q = n/4 (do2-di2)/Lt _ k(T) dT (6-48)
where the heat flow Q is in Watts, do and di are the strut outer and inner diameter in meters, Lt is the
tube length in meters, and _k(T) dT is in Watts per meter. Tabulated values for Sk(T)dT were
multiplied by the ratio of strut cross-sectional area over length to f'md heat flow through the strut. A
summary of strut geometry and heat flow is shown in Table 6-11.
There are three types of wire used for the experiment tank control and data measurement. Low
current instrumentation and valve position indicator leads will use 0.64 mm diameter manganin wire;
valve coil leads will also be 0.64 mm in diameter, with the first 380 mm running from the valve
through the MLI being manganin and copper comprising the remaining length. High current leads,
required for pumps and receiver tank heaters use 1.0 mm diameter pure copper wire. All wires were
assumed to run from the tanks to the Data Concentrator Unit (DCU), which is housed in the
spacecraft bus. For this reason, the warm end temperature of all the wires was assumed to be 300
K. Table 6-12 lists the length and number of wires used for the analysis of each tank. Heat flow
through individual wires was calculated using the same procedure as for the support struts, then
multiplied by the number of wires. This yielded a conservative summary of the electrical heat leak
for each tank, which is summarized in Table 6-13.
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Table 6-1 l. Structural Penetration Heat Flow Summary
No. of Struts
Outer
Diameter (mm)
Wall Thickness
(ram)
Length
(mm)
Heat Flow per Strut
ON)
TOTAL Heat Flow
ON)
TANK 1
6
50.8
0.89
460
0.029-0.037
0.172-0.222
TANK 2
6
25.4
0.45
300
0.017
0.104
TANK 3
6
25.4
0.45
660
0.005-0.006
0.028-0.039
Table 6-12. Electrical Lead Thermal Analysis Parameters
NUMBER OF WIRES
TANK 1
TANK 2
TANK 3
Wire Length _ Instrument
(rrrn) LeadsCoil Position
Leads Indicators
3660 68 64 214
1220 44 44 150
4980 38 38 96
current
Leads
16
4
4
TANK
1
2
3
Table 6-13. Electrical Penetration Heat Flow Summary
HEAT FLOW (W)
High
Valve Instrument Current
Leads Leads Leads
TOTAL
Heat Flow
0.185 0.082 0.533 0.800
0.193 0.170 0.393 0.756
0.097 0.041 0.100 0.238
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The fluid lines that connect the experiment tanks create a thermal path between tanks and from the
tanks to the spacecraft fairing. Heat is conducted between tanks when one or both of the receiver
tanks are empty. In addition, both radiative and conductive thermal exchange occurs continuously
between the tanks and the spacecraft MMS. The fluid penetration heat flow, therefore, could not be
analyzed with the same analytical technique as used for previous analyses. Instead, a two-
dimensional steady-state thermal model was developed using Thermal Analyzer (Reference 6-21). A
schematic of the model is shown in Figure 6-35. It should be noted that this analysis was performed
based upon an early configuration that places the spherical receiver Tank 3 in the spacecraft bus and
the cylindrical receiver Tank 2 in the forward end of the experiment module. The overall heating of
Tank 1 will" be representative of that for the current configuration, however. The receiver tanks were
assumed to be either filled, at a constant 22.2 K, or empty and acting as fins. A summary of the heat
flows calculated with this model is shown in Table 6-14.
Figure 6-35. Schematic of Fluid Penetration Thermal Model
Table 6-14. Summary of Heat Flow into Filled Tanks through Fluid Penetrations
RECEIVER TANK
HEAT FLOW(W)
FLUID OPTIONS
T= 222 K° Both Tanks Full
Tank 2 Empty, Tank 3 Full
Tank 3 Empty, Tank 2 Full
Both Tanks Empty
T = 244 K" Both Tanks Full
Tank 2 Empty, Tank 3 Full
Tank 3 Empty, Tank 2 Full
Both Tanks Empty
TANK 1
0.064
0.070
0.082
O.088
0.081
0.088
0.100
0.107
TANK 2
0.040
N/A
0.040
N/A
0.051
N/A
0.052
N/A
TANK 3
0.169
0.170
N/A
N/A
0.175
0.I76
N/A
N/A
* Temperature of the inner surface of
the micrometeoroid shield.
N/A = Not Applicable
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The total on-orbit heat flow is summarizedin Table 6-15. The relatively large amount of
instrumentationon thetanksisreflectedby thesignificantpercentageof overallheatflow to thetanks
attributedto penetrations.
Table6-15. TotalOn-OrbitHeatFlow to ExperimentTanks
Penetration
Type
Fluid
Electrical
Structural
Overall
Penetration
Equivalent Flux
(W/m 2)
MLI with VCS*
w/o VCS*
with VCS*
TOTAL w/o VCS*
Equivarent Flux
0N/rn2)
Percent Total Due
to Penetrations
/SFJG_,E.L.O__J_
TANK 1 TANK 2 TANK 3
(Surface (Surface 2 (Surface 2
Area=18m 2) Area=8.3rri ) Area=3.6m )
0.064 - 0.107 0.040 - 0.052 0.169 - 0.176
0.800 0.756 0.238
0.172 - 0.222 0.104 0.028 - 0.039
1.04 - 1.13 0.90 - 0.91 0.44 - 0.45
0.058-0.063 0.108-0.109 0.122-0.125
2.05 - 2.54 1.83 - 3.17 0.88 - 1.11
3.80 - 5.06
3.09 - 3.67 2.73 - 4.08 1.32 - 1.56
4.84 - 6.18
0.172 - 0.204 0.329 - 0.492 0.367 - 0.433
0.269 - 0.343
31 - 33 22 - 33 29 - 33
18 - 22
* Based on MLI Thickness of 76 mm for Tank 1,
38 mm for Tank 2, 25 mm for Tank 3
6.6.4 Spacecraft Bus / Experiment Module Thermal Exchange
In order to protect electrical components from exposure to cryogenic temperatures, they will be
placed in the more benign environment of the spacecraft bus. The supply tank and receiver Tank 3
will be housed in the experiment module, where the thermal environment will be driven mainly by
the incident space heating level. Since the experiment module will tend to be much colder than the
spacecraft bus, heat will flow across the interface, directly impacting the heating requirements of the
spacecraft bus.
A steady-state two-dimensional model of the interface area was developed to simulate heat flow from
the spacecraft bus connecting ring through an interface structure and into the rear cone. A schematic
of the interface heating model is shown in Figure 6-36. The rear cone structure, part of the MMS,
consists of a 76.2 mm thick 2219 aluminium honeycomb core with 9.53 mm hexagonal cells
sandwiched by inner and outer faceplates of 2219 aluminium with thicknesses of 2.03 and 0.25 mm,
respectively. Solar heating of the rear cone, corresponding to the minimum heating orbit, was
assumed, since this yields the most conservative heat flow estimate. The inside surface and the
forward end of the rear cone were treated as adiabatic, while the spacecraft bus was simply modeled
as a 289 K constant temperature heat source. At the interface point, there are 36 contact points
around a 1680 mm bolt circle. Heat flows via conduction through the bolt and into a nut plate, then
is distributed around the circumference of the rear cone along continuous reinforcement bands.
Symmetry allowed the model to consider only a 5 degree arc of the bolt circle.
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Figure 6-36. Schematic of Interface Heating Model
A parametric analysis was conducted using the interface model to assess the impact of using various
materials, specifically titanium, aluminum and T300 graphite epoxy, for components of the interface
structure. The effect of partial enclosure of the rear cone with MLI was also examined. The
resulting heat leaks from each case examined are given in Figure 6-37. Although significant
reductions in thermal exchange were realized by using graphite/epoxy, cost and ease of
manufacturing considerations favored the aluminium structure with MLI extending forward 510 mm
from the interface point.
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6.7 MICROMETEOROID/DEBRISSHIELDING
Thelow-Earth-orbitenvironmentincludeshazardscausedby micrometeoroidsandman-madedebris.
In orderto meet thereliability goalof 0.92 for ClassI experiments,analysisindicatestheneedfor
shieldingaroundtheexperimenttopreventpenetrationof thetanksandfluid linesand/ordamageto
theinsulation. Theanalysisis basedonenvironmentalparameterstakenfrom SpaceStationdesign
criteriadocuments,andusesparticlepenetrationmodelspublishedby NASA/JSC.
Reference6-22definestheanticipatedmid 1990s debris environment for the Space Station Freedom
at altitudes of 400 km and 500 km. Interpolation of this information to an altitude of 463 km (250
NM) gives the following equation for debris particle flux
log10N463 = 2.48 log 10 D - 8.13 (6-49)
where D is the particle diameter in meters and N is the flux of particles of diameter D or greater per
square meter per second.
Reference 6-23 provides updated data on debris flux distribution, indicating that the flux at our 1297
krn (700 NM) reference altitude is reduced to about 38 percent of the flux at 463 kin.- Assuming the
normalized distribution of particle size to be the same for the two altitudes, the debris flux equation
for 1297 km becomes
log10N1297 = 2.48 log10 D - 8.56 (6-50)
Reference 6-22 indicates an average velocity of 9 krn/s for debris and a density of 2800 kg/m 3. The
debris hazard is strongly anisotropic, with debris only incident from the ram direction and from
within the orbital plane.
The sporadic meteoroid environment used is defined in Reference 6-24 as
log 10 N = - 1.22 log 10 m - 18.07 (6-51)
where m is the particle mass in kilograms. The reference indicates meteoroids can be assumed
spherical, with an average density of 500 kg/m 3 and an average velocity of 20 km/s. No anisotropy
of the meteoroid hazard is considered except for Earth shadowing. Shadowing and a reduction of
gravitational focusing with altitude combine to decrease the flux by about 35 percent.
The COLD-SAT experiment module has a dual-wall external aluminum structure, representing a
simple yet state-of-the-art impact protection system. It is approximately 25 percent as heavy as a
single-wall system. Particles are vaporized or fragmented by the outer wall, and the gap between the
walls allows the material to disperse, defocusing the impact energy on the inner wall. The equations
for aluminum dual-wall shield thickness requirements are taken from Reference 6-25. The thickness
of the inner wall is
S = 5.5x10 -7 (PpPs)0.167m0.333V (6-52)
where S is in meters and p and Ps are the density of the particle and wall, respectively in kilograms
per cubic meter, and V is tge particle velocity in meters per second. The optimal outer wall thickness
is about 20 percent the particle diameter for velocities characteristic of orbital debris (9 km/s) and
about 5 percent the diameter for velocities characteristic of meteoroids (20 km/s). The inter-wall gap
should be at least thirty times the particle diameter.
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FromReference6-26theprobabilityof notreceivinganimpactatagivenparticleflux levelis
P = e-NAt (6-53)
O
where A is the exposed area in square meters and t is the exposure duration in seconds. The
analytical approach taken is to determine the shield parameters that yield the desired probability of not
being penetrated by the combined micrometeoroid and debris environment. Since these two hazards
are unrelated, the penetration probability must be optimally partitioned between them to find the
minimum weight shield. Thus Equation (6-53) is used to determine particle flux, Equations (6-50)
and (6-51) are used to determine particle diameter, and Equation (6-52) and particle diameter are used
to determine the inner and outer wall thicknesses, respectively, and the inter-wall gap.
Figure 6-38 illustrates the resulting relationship between wall mass and probability of not penetrating
the shield over the half year reference mission. Based on these results a survival probability of 99
percent was selected. Figure 6-39 gives the relationships between mission duration and shield wall
mass and inter-wall gap. Doubling the mission duration to one year will increase the required wall
mass by about 27 percent. Figure 6-40 gives the relationships between mission duration and shield
wall thicknesses. For a half year mission the inner and outer walls are 1.17 mm and 0.25 mm thick,
respectively. " "
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6.8 STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
A structural analysis was performed to verify the design of the major COLD-SAT components. The
major components analyzed included the micrometeoroid/debris shield, experiment tanks, tank
supports, and experiment module separation system. All major structural components of the COLD-
SAT system met the design performance requirements.
The structural analysis of the COLD-SAT system was based on the following assumptions: the
principle structural material is 2219 aluminum alloy; a 20 percent load knock-up factor was used to
account for system weight uncertainties; and, factors of safety were 1.0 yield, 1.25 ultimate for
structure, and 1.50 ultimate for pressure vessel structure. Stability analysis was performed per
NASA SP-8007, Buckling of Thin Walled Circular Cylinders, Reference 6-27, and NASA SP-
8019, Buckling of Thin Wailed Truncated Cones, Reference 6-28. The launch vehicle accelerations
used for design were taken from the Atlas Mission Planner's Guide Revision 1 March 1989,
Reference 6-29. These conditions are listed in Table 6-16.
Table 6-16. Atlas Launch Vehicle Payload Acceleration Factors
LOAD STEADY-STATEDIRECTION DYNAMICCONDITION ACCELERATION
Launch Axial 1.2 +1.5
Lateral +1.0
Flight Winds Axial 2.2 +0.3
Lateral 0.4 ¢1.2
BECO Axial 5.5 +0.5
(max axial) Lateral +0.5
BECO/BPJ Axial 2.5-1.0 ¢1.0
(max lateral) Lateral +2.0
MECO Axial 4.0-0.0 ±0.5
Axial 0.0 +2.0
Lateral +0.5
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6.8.1 Analysisof ExtemalStructure
A preliminary analysiswasperformedto verify the adequacyof the experiment module external
structure. This structure carries launch loads, and also provides protection against micrometeoroids
and debris. It is a semi-monocoque sandwich structure composed of a thin aluminum outer skin, a
low density aluminum honeycomb core, and a structural aluminum inner skin; the sub-component
regions are reinforced at the major and minor joint/hard-point regions with aluminum frame
extrusions.
The two primary regions of structural concern are diagrammed in Figure 6-41. The upper portions
of the sandwich structure were sized for the micrometeoroid/debris shielding requirements. The
lower cone and mid-cylinder regions were also analyzed for stability failure considering specific
weight contributions of each of the major components of the module to the axial, bending and shear
loading distributions within the structural shield during worst-case launch vehicle accelerations.
Shielding
Requirements
Driven
Stal
Driven
Tank 3 and Ventilation System- 41 kg
_odule- 38.6 kg
Junctlon Module- 29.3 kg
Meteoroid Shield- 281 kg
Tank #1 and System Equipment- 775 kg
System CG, 2882 kg
2.126 m
Separation ¢
Plane
Figure 6-41. Experiment Module External Structure Design Drivers and V-Band Clamp Loads
The stability analysis assumed the inner skin of both the lower cone and cylinder were monocoque
structures. This assumption is conservative considering it is a sandwich structure and that rings
distribute the component load introductions into the shield i.e. the localized point and kick loads due
to Tank 1 strut attachment at the mid-cylinder shield inner skin. The baseline sandwich cross-
sectional configurations for each region are diagrammed in Figure 6-42.
6.8.2 Experiment Module Pressure Vessel Design
The experiment module pressure vessels are made from 2219-T62 aluminum alloy sheet. Due to the
welded fabrication with no post-weld heat treatment the skin thickness requirements for the tanks
were based upon material properties for the 2219-0 condition. Tensile yield and ultimate strengths
for the 2219-0 condition were taken from Battelle's Acr0space Structural Metals HandbQok,
Reference 6-30, (110 MPa yield strength; 207 MPa ultimate strength).
The tanks skins are yield-critical due to the assumed 1.0 yield factor of safety, and the imposed 1.5
ultimate factor of safety. Tank membrane thicknesses were established using classical stress
relations for thin-walled pressure vessel (elliptical) dome, and cylinder regions (GDSS Structures
A0alysis Manual, Reference, 6-31). Actual tank thicknesses were increased to account for
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Debris Shleldin a Reauirement
0.254 mm Outer skin
48.3 ram, 16 kg/m3 AI core
1.17 mm Inner skin
/
Sub-component t, mm
Cap 1.17
Upper Cylinder 1.17
Upper Cone 1.17
Mid-Cylinder 1.52
Lower Cone 2.16
Structural Inner Skin Requirement
Figure 6-42. External Structure Cross-Section Geometry
discontinuity effects at the dome/cylinder intersections, strut support hard-points, heat-exchanger
attach points, and weld land build-up regions.
For ground conditions, the tank differential pressures are expected to be significantly lower than the
maximum operating pressure of 345 kPa. The effective burst factor of safety for ground conditions
will be 2.00 minimum. Figure 6-43 diagrams the tank configurations and baseline thicknesses.
Max. Operating Pressure
(kPa)
Tank1
345
Dome Thickness (ram)
Required 1.91
Actual 2.54
Cylinder Thickness (ram)
Required N/A
Actual N/A
Tank 2 Tank 3
345 345
1.14 0.89
1.65 1.27
1.65 N/A
1.65 N/A
Figure 6-43. Experiment Tank Wall Thicknesses
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6.8.3 ExperimentModuleTankSupportStruts
Tank supportstrutswere designedconsideringthe axial tensileandcompressiveloadsdeveloped
during thelaunchandflight accelerations.Thestrut tubediameterswereheldwithin limits defined
from thermalanalysisof thetankheatloads;struttubethicknessesweredevelopedfrom thesystem
structuralrequirements.
The baselinestrut is a filament woundglass/epoxy($2/E788)tube with metal end closures. The
laminateconsistsof 3 deg.and30deg.helicalsfor primary axial stiffness,andsecondarytorsional
rigidity. The glass/epoxymaterial systemhasa nominalply thicknessof 0.112 mm, thereforeto
obtainthepreferredply orientations(+3deg./+30deg.)requiresminimumtubethicknessincrements
of 0.457 mm. The strut cross-sectionswere analyzedfor the primary design failure modesof
compressionshell and Euler buckling. Figure 6-44 outlines the support strut configurational
requirementsfor eachexperimentank.
Filament Wound Tube (_+3°/_+30°)
T
TANK DIAMETER THICKN ESS
(Do, mm) (T, mm)
1 50.8 0.914
2 25.4 0.457
3 25.4 0.457
Figure 6-44. Experiment Tank Support Strut Dimensions
6.8.4 Experiment Module Separation System
The V-band clamp load requirements were developed from the worst-case bending loads during the
launch vehicle BECO/BPJ (Booster Engine Cut-off/Booster Pod Jettison) events; this worst-case is a
2.0 g lateral acceleration on the experiment module. Figure 6-41 diagrams the condition. The peak
tensile axial lineload developed at the clamp region from the lateral acceleration is 80500 N/m
ultimate; the transverse shear load developed is 84800 N ultimate. The analysis assumed the weight
uncertainty and a 1.25 factor of safety.
There are two (off-the-shelf) V-Band separation systems currently available for the COLD-SAT
dimensional restrictions. The systems are produced by Hughes and Saab. The Saab system has
been tested to a maximum tensile lineload of 1.39x105 N/m (a system proportional limit at test was
87600 N/m) The maximum shear load for the system has not been systematically characterized by
Saab. Currently, plans have been established for a GDSS qual test for the Saab clamp
(Atlas/Centaur). The test transverse shear load application will be a 67800 N limit condition (85600
N ultimate). The testing will be completed in September of 1991. The tested tensile lineload
capacity of the Saab clamp, as well as the GDSS proposed transverse shear test loading bounds the
conditions for the baseline COLD-SAT configuration.
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7.0
SPACECRAFTBUS DESIGN
Thespacecraftbusdesignis basedon thestructuralarrangementusedbyFord Aerospacefor mostof
their recentcommunicationssatellites.Most of the subsystemsand componentsspecified for the
COLD-SAT spacecraftbushavealsobeenemployedonprevioussatellitesor will havebeenusedon
asatelliteseveralyearsbeforeCOLD-SATlaunch.This approachlimits risk anddevelopmentcost.
7.1 DESIGN FEATURESAND HERITAGE
7.1.1 OverallArrangement
The on-orbit spacecraftconfigurationis shownin Figure 7-1. The spacecraftis composedof two
major modules:theexperimentmodule,andthe busmodule. The experimentmoduleis aconical
andcylindrical structurewhich containsthemajorportionof theexperiment,andthebusmoduleis a
rectangularboxstructurethathousesthemajor supportsubsystemsfor satelliteoperations.Two of
thethreeexperimenttanksaremountedin theforward experimentmodule,Whilethe third tank is
mountedinsidethebuscentralcylinder.
Figure4-2 showsthespacecraftin profileview within theAtlas14.2m diameterfairing. A standard
Atlas 1666mm diameterV-band separationsystem,suppliedby Saab,joins the spacecrafto the
Atlas launchvehicle. During the launchphase,theflat panelsolararrayswhich areattachedto the
SolarArray Drive Assemblies(SADA) arestowedon the+ Y and- Y panels,while thetheS-band
omni directionalantennaandtheS-bandhighgainantennaaremountedonboomsandstowedon the
+ X and- X axis panelsof the busmodule. Theseappendagesare deployed after spacecraft
separationby pyrotechnicdevices.
The spacecraftbusmoduleis shownin Figure7-2. The busmodulestructureconsistsof acentral
cylinder assemblysurroundedby a rectangularbox. The spacecraftbusequipmentis mountedon
the internal surfacesof the box while experimenthydrogen and helium pressurant tanks and
spacecraftpropellanttanksaremountedto thecentralcylinder. Themodularpaneltypeconfiguration
is typical of FordAerospace's3-axisstabilizedspacecraft,andallowsparallel fabrication,assembly
andtestof spacecraftsubsystems,andprovidesfor straightforwardintegrationof thefinal system.
Thecentralcylinderis theprimaryload-carryingstructureof thespacecraftbusmoduleandit carries
the experimentmodule loadsto the launchvehicle interface. The rolled aluminum sheetcentral
cylinder with stringerandring constructionprovidea strongandsimpleconstructionat minimum
cost. Theexperimentmoduleis attachedto thebusmodulecentralcylinderby (24) 0.375diameter
boltsand 12shearpins,andthepressurantanksandpropellanttanksarefastenedto thecylinderby
meansof fiberglassstruts. Therectangularbox panelsarealuminumhoneycombcore/aluminum
skinconstruction.The+ Z panels and + Y panels are joined at their edges by aluminum longerons to
form the box. The structural attachment to the central cylinder is through four shear webs in the
center of each panel. The + X panels complete the box and are also attached to the central cylinder
by means of a bolted interface to aluminum rings integral to the cylinder.
7.1.2 Equipment Layout
Figure 7-3 shows the experiment electronics and bus equipment mounted on the six
aluminum/honeycomb panels of the spacecraft bus. For optimum thermal performance, the majority
of the equipment is mounted on the + Z and - Z panels of the spacecraft body. These panels
experience lower average solar incidence and provide the most benign thermal environment. The
thermal control system utilizes multi-layer insulation and optical solar reflectors (OSRs)on the
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exterior panels of the main body. Some of the equipment is mounted on the + Y and - Y panels,
however, the higher power dissipating equipment is mounted on the Z axis panels. The Data
Concentrator Units (DCUs) of the SCE are distributed on the four i'fiain equipment panels to service
COLD-SAT data acquisition, command, and control functioffs. This distributed architecture
facilitates both integration and test, and optimizes weight and reliability by placing the needed
processing functions adjacent to the hardware they are servicing. The thrusters and supporting
propulsion system components are mounted on the - X panel to produce the required thrust vector
for experiment accelerations. The + X panel is used to mount one of the magnetic torquer coils and
the bus/experiment interface connectors.
7.1.3 Mass Properties
A spacecraft mass summary that gives mass and center-of-mass position of the spacecraft bus
components is presented in Table 7-1.- To insure the lowest spacecraft center-of-mass, the heavier
equipment is positioned as far aft as possible (in the - X direction). The dry spacecraft bus has a
mass of 784.4 kg, and is launched with 530.5 kg of hydrazine propellant, for a bus BOL mass of
1314.9 kg. Added to the experiment module and hydrogen masses, the resulting B OL mass of the
entire spacecraft is 2878.8 kg. -
7.1.4 System Heritage
The COLD-SAT bus design uses existing flight-proven hardware wherever possible. Although no
new technologies are used, it is necessary to modify selected components to provide the capabilities
specific to the COLD-SAT mission. These component modifications arise primarily due to the
COLD-SAT orbit and eclipse periods; power, processing and stabilization requirements; and launch
vehicle constraints. The following is a list of component modifications adapted from existing
hardware, or new hardware designs based on developed technology to meet COLD-SAT's
performance requirements:
- A new structure is designed using existing technology similar to other Ford Aerospace
spacecraft;
- A new hydrazine propellant tank and propellant management device will be designed based
on existing technology;
- The propulsion system pressure regulator set point will be adjusted to match the pressure
requirements of the COLD-SAT design;
- Intelsat VII data concentrator units are modified to meet the specific data processing and
control functions of the experiment module equipment;
- A high gain TDRS tracking antenna system including a dish antenna, gimbals, and pointing
control electronics is a new design using existing technology;
- The momentum wheel lubrication system and wheel control electronics are modified to
operate the momentum wheel in a reaction wheel mode;
The magnetic torquers are re-sized (wire size and number of turns) based on the magnetic
field strength of the COLD-SAT orbit, and the internal coil area matched to the new structure
to provide the required control authority;
- The solar arrays utilize the SCS basic design but changes are made in cell layout and cell
interconnect design;
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Table7-1. SpacecraftBusMassProlberties
SUBSYSTEM/ITEM MASS MOMENT ARM MOMENT
(KG) (CM) FROM EQUIPMENT {CM-KG)
MODULE RING
EQUIPMENT PANELS
CYLINDER
RDRWARD CLOSURE
AFT CLO6URE
M1SC
STRUCTURE TOTAL
MECHANICAL INTEGRA T/ON
ELECTRICAL INTEGRATION
PRESSURANT TANK
PROPELLANT TANKS
FORWARD THRUSTERS
ROLL THRUSTERS
AFT THRUSTERS
PLUMBING, VALVES
PROPULSION TOTAL
T&C ELECTRONICS
OMNI ANTENNA
DIRECT ANTENNA
T&C TOTAL
WHEELS
SENSORS & ELECTRONICS
EAST TORQUER COIL
NORTH TORQUER COIL
EARTH TORQUER COIL
FORWARD EARTH SENSOR
ADCS TOTAL
SEQUENTIAL SHUNT UNITS
BATTERY CHARGE CONTROLLER
POWER CONTROL UNIT
BA'I-rERIES
ELECTRIC POWER TOTAL
86.5
54.5
14,4
20.0
42.8
218.2
- 22.7
31.8
7.9
42.5
2.6
2.6
2.6
10.1
68.5
65.2
2.5
18.2
86.0
30.9
39.2
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.9
76.1
11.0i
22.7
9.1
99.1
141.9
SOLAR ARRAYS
YOKES & HOLD DOWN
SOLAR ARRAY TOTAL
FORWARD CLOSURE
AFT CLOSURE
96.8
22.0
118.9
2.6
3.5
MAIN BODY THERMAL CONTROL
THERM4L CONTROL TOTAL
DRY SPACECRAFT BUS
DRY EXPERIMENT MODULE
LIQUID HYDROGEN
HYDRAZINE PROPELLANT
SPACECRAFT BOL
20"1oCON'nNGENCY
PAYLOAD ADAPTER AND CLAMP
TOTAL PAYLOAD AND CONTINGENCY
14.1
20.3
784.4
1199.4
364.5
530.5
2878.8
575.8
72.0
3526.6
180.3
180.3
751.8
43.2
180.3
180.3
203,2
223.5
124.5
746.8
447.0
40.6
83.8
152.4
172.7
251.5
279.4
279.4i
172.7
1 72.7
741.7
210.8
188.0
185.4
185.4
170.2
1 70.2
911.9
40,6
1 72.7
182.2
353.7
403.9
124.5
270.8
270.8
38.1
266.0
15591 .-"
9836.-
10799.;
863.E
7721.4
4098.6
6465.5
1767.4
- 5295.;
1968,"
1178,4
107,1
849,4
381.C
3148.;
7772.4
10947.4
381.C
235.5
235.5
1415.9
2319.0
4271.8
1685.6
18373.4
16476.5
3751.7
2404.0
144.1
2433.8
142920.7
566285.4
147221.6
66020.4
779579.0
155926.6
2743.2
938075.6
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- The Ni-Cd batteries are based on the 35 Amp-Fir INTELSAT V design but will be
considerably larger.
. r
- The battery charge controller is based on Space Station Freedom technology (developed at
Ford Aerospace), but modified for specific COLD-SAT power system specifications;
- Minor modifications to the Intelsat V power control unit are made to remove obsolete
functions such as the heater electronics and battery charge sequencer, now performed by the
Spacecraft Control Electronics.
A quantitative assessment of the risk associated with each subsystem component, and a component
heritage summary is provided in the Section 12.
7.2 TELEMETRY, COMMAND AND-DATAHANDLING
The elements comprising the Telemetry, Command and Data Handling (TC&DH) system are shown
in Figure 7-4. These elements support three spacecraft functions: spacecraft commands, spacecraft
telemetry and ranging, and experiment data handling. -
7.2.1 Telemetry, Command and Data Handling Requirements
The Command subsystem must provide the capability for reliable and continuous satellite control
during all mission phases, and for recovery operations in response to conditions of attitude
instability. The Telemetry and Data Handling subsystem shall collect, process, format, store, and
transmit all spacecraft and payload data. Table 7-2 lists the telemetry and command word
requirements. The communications link shall be designed for the TDRSS S-Band Multiple Access
service with a time constraint of 10 minutes per orbit. Therefore, COLD-SAT must be capable of
autonomous operation and onboard data storage.
Table 7-2. TC&DH Telemetry and Command Word Requirement
TELEMETRY COMMAND
l DIGITAL SERIAL ANALOG THERMISTOR [ DISCRETE DISCRETEBI-LEVE S DIGIT } PULSE RELAY(BITS) V_RDS
ACS 229 11 12 0 42 10 15
EPS 12 0 20 2 52 0 0
EXP 152 6 78 327 0 212 0
PROP 4 0 3 0 8 0 0
TCS 0 0 0 62 28 29 0
TT&C 28 0 10 0 18 5 2
TOTAL 431 17 132 391 148 264 17
PROPORTIONAL
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7.2.2 Telemetry, Command and Data Handling Description
7.2.2.1 Spacecraft Control Electronics. The Spacecraft Control Electronics (SCE) is an integrated,
distributed set of electronics implementing control, command and telemetry functions on the COLD-
SAT spacecraft. The SCE consists of four redundant DCUs (Data Concentrator Units) and
redundant Central Processor Units (CPUs). The CPU is based on an advanced radiation-hardened
CMOS-SOS microprocessor that implements the MIL-STD-1750A instruction set. Each processor
has a two wire Mil-STD-1553B data bus to communicate with all eight DCUs. Processor 1 uses
data bus 1, and processor 2 uses data bus 2. The normal operating configuration has one CPU and
one of each pair of DCUs selected for telemetry and control functions, and is referred to as the
"active" mode. The other processor and DCUs are in the "standby" mode. The SCE configuration
is selected by ground command.
The CPU controls the system by executing firmware programs contained in its memory. The
firmware consists of the operating system and applications programs. All of the modules in both
categories are resident in the SCE ROM. The application programs implement the SCE functions
such as attitude determination and control, experiment control and execution, telemetry acquisition
and formatting, command decoding, verification, distribution and execution, battery management,
etc. Since there are many application programs, and they each require execration at-different rates,
the operating system implements a. task scheduler that selects the application programs to be
performed in each 62.5 ms basic processing cycle.
The DCUs perform the interfacing function between the processor and the spacecraft equipment to
implement the telemetry and command functions required in their local area. Figure 7-5 shows a
block diagram of a typical DCU. The smart controller is built around the TI SBR 9000
microprocessor and communicates with the CPU via the MiI-STD-1553B data bus, and with the
electronic modules of the DCU via the intra module control bus (IMCB). Each of the electronic
modules is tailored to perform a dedicated I/O function, as required to efficiently service the
spacecraft and subsystems.
7.2.2.2 Command Subsystem. The command subsystem provides for the reception, decoding, and
distribution of spacecraft commands. The RF functions are performed by the redundant command
receivers and antennas, and the baseband functions are performed by the redundant elements of the
spacecraft controller. The command subsystem consists of two separate command data channels,
individually accessible via unique command addresses. Either baseband section can decode,
distribute and execute a command. The command receiver is sequentially sampled by the bit detector
located in the TDRS User Transponder which is automatically configured to accept S-Band signals
from TDRS or from STDN. Detection of a TDRS PN code or a STDN 16 kHz subcarrier signal
results in a lockup and subsequent detection of the command message. The transponder outputs to
the processor a command bit stream, a clock timing signal, and an "in-lock" signal for address
verification and decoding of the command data. User address information is used to distribute the
command data to the specific DCU which services the intended user.
Command RF Section
The command RF section receives ground commands on either the high gain directional antenna or
the omni antenna and routes them to the receivers within the redundant TDRS User Transponders.
During normal operations, the directional antenna receives commands from the TDRS S-Band
Multiple Access service. The Omni Antenna is used by the STDN network during launch
operations, and is available for on-orbit contingencies as a low rate TDRSS or STDN
communications link. In the event of a loss of Earth-lock condition, the SCE will configure COLD-
SAT into a safe-mode which includes selecting the omni antenna, and the command receiver will
simultaneously attempt to acquire S-Band signals from both the TDRSS and STDN communication
networks.
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Command Baseband Section
The command message format is shown in Figure 7-6. A 128 bit i_reamble of alternating ones and
zeros precede the command message to enable acquisition and synchronization of the bit detector
clock. Between messages in a multiple command sequence, an idle bit pattern is provided by the
command baseband to maintain bit synchronization between intermessage periods. The command
data block includes the execute mode, execute parameters, command data, and command vector.
Table 7-3 lists the types of execute modes available. The command data is encoded in a 16 bit
command data word, and a 6 bit command vector controls its use.
Start of
Cor_ EndofCommand
Sequence Sequence
I10 I Syne
Word
PreamNe 8 bits
/
Decoder
Address
9 Bits
FirstCommand
Message
Execute
Vector
4 Bits
1
'o'oP,.ornI IP'"°r°I  M,=ooo
i
ExecuteParameter
Prop/Discrete Cmd
"lqmeScale Multi CmdData Vector
3 Bits 10 Bits 16Bits 6 Bits
FinalI/O Idle ]
PatternUntilI
LastCmdExecJ
Cc_ Data _ 1
Figure 7-6. Command Message Format
Table 7-3. Command Message Modes
Title Function
Store currentcommandStore
Execute& Store
Multi-functionexecute'1
Multi-functionexecute2
Trne tag execute
Variablelengthexecute
Multiplexecute
Memorydata loadexecute
Executepreviouslystoredcommand;storecurrentcommand
Simultaneousexecutionof multiplefunctions (eg.,experimentswtching)
Sequentialexecutionof storedcommandswiha singlexecute
(eg.,experimentcontrol)
Auto.executionof storedcommandsatdesignatedtime
Executecurrentcommandwithselectedpulselength
Executecurrentcommandwithselectednumber,frequencyand lengthof execute
pulses
Enablesroutingof continuous1024bitdatablock to designatedmemorylocation
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The command data words define either a discrete pulse, discrete relay or a 16 bit proportional
command. The discrete type commands are used for low power relay and load control. Each pulse
command has a nominal 26 V, 300 msec, 90 mA output for low power switching. These commands
are obtained by decoding a 10 bit command message at the DCU. The proportional commands have
a nominal 26 V, 300 msec, 1 A output, and are obtained by directing a 16 bit command word to the
user equipment for processing, without decoding.
Control of the experiment functions is performed by the resident application software of the SCE.
The processor issues a discrete relay command to the applicable DCU which in turn decodes it and
transmits a 26 V pulse to the appropriate relay circuit in the Experiment Control Unit (ECU). The
switching circuits in the ECU apply power to the appropriate flow meters, heaters, valves, and
mixers in the experiment module. The baseband design also provides for the upload of memory data
by bypassing the normal decode and check process for the selected number of bits, and routes the
upload data to processor memory. This feature provides for loading of fixed data blocks into RAM
so that new code for experiment sequences can be replaced and executed in place of the resident
function.
7.2.2.3 Telemetry_ and Data Handling Subsystem. The telemetry subsystem c6nsists of the baseband
section which performs the collection, processing, storing, formatting, and PCM encoding of
spacecraft bus and experiment data, and the RF section to transmit the data to Earth for support of
spacecraft operations.
Telemetry Baseband
Spacecraft health, status, performance, and experiment data are collected at the DCU terminals where
signal conditioning, A/D encoding, and subcommutation are performed. The processor, a shared
resource which services all spacecraft control needs, coordinates the sequential collection of data
from the DCUs at the required rates via the data bus, and formats the data into major and minor
telemetry frames. The telemetry operation of the SCE is synchronized by the CPU by sending out a
broadcast message to all DCUs operating off its data bus at 62.5 ms intervals. The DCUs are able to
synchronize their internal 1.667 ms clock to the time synchronization for telemetry data sampling.
There are two methods for data collection and processing: normal mode and dwell mode telemetry.
Normal Mode Telemetry. In the normal mode of operation, the DCUs contain all the necessary
information needed to sample the required measurements at the correct word intervals (1.666 ms) in
order to correlate with designated frame locations. The sampled data is temporarily stored in the
microprocessor-controlled RAM of the DCUs to form data blocks, which are transferred to the CPU
upon request. The CPU gathers data blocks from the DCUs in a preset sequence at exact intervals,
formats it, and stores it for later transmission. During a typical TDRS contact, the formatted data is
routed to DCU-A which performs the PCM/BPSK (binary phase-shift keying) encoding and
generation of baseband signal for downlink.
Dwell Mode Telemetry. The dwell mode of operation provides a flexible data format to enable
additional data monitoring to supplement normaldata and for troubleshooting system anomalies. Up
to eight main-frame words can be selected for dwell, by command. The remaining operations are the
same as for the normal mode. The CPU will access each DCU for its required data words, and then
will reformat and store the data in a data block. The block is then sequenced to DCU A where it is
encoded and sent to the transmitter.
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Telemetry_ RF Se¢tiQrl
The RF section consists of redundant TDRS User Transponders v_hich operate via the high gain
directional antenna or the low gain omni antenna. Redundancy is maintained throughout, and the
telemetry inputs are cross-strapped with the redundant telemetry encoders, as shown in Figure 7-4.
The transponder provides two TDRS telemetry data inputs, one each for the I and Q channels, and a
single STDN telemetry modulation input. The two separate TDRSS data input channels are
multiplexed to form an QPSK (quaternary phase-shift keying) signal for transmission. The Q
channel carries the high data link corresponding to the stored data, and I channel carries either real-
time data or dwell data. If dwell data is selected, then the real-time data collection is stored in the
redundant Bubble Data Recorder in exactly the same manner as the regular stored data. For
contingency purposes, the capability exists to transmit real-time or dwell data via the omni antenna at
a reduced capacity.
7.2.2.4 Ranging. The turn-around ranging function is selected by commanding a select switch in
the transponder, and is available only when the receiver is locked to a forward link signal. In the
TDRSS mode, ranging is obtained by synchronizing the "all l's" state in the locally generated return
link PN code with the "all l's" state in the received forward link PN code. A coherent turn-around
mode provides ground Doppler range rate tracking by a precise 240/221 ratio of the forward link
carrier to return link carrier frequency. Ranging capability is not provided in the STDN mode.
7.2.3 Telemetry, Command and Data Handling Performance
Table 7-4 lists the performance parameters for the TC&DH system. During normal operating
conditions, the TDRS/high gain directional antenna link is used to receive and transmit telemetry and
command data. The TDRS/omni link and STDN/omni link are available for contingency purposes to
assure a continuous COLD-SAT command and control capability. In the event of a communications
anomaly, the data storage capacity is sufficient to store up to 5 orbits of normal mode telemetry, after
which, the spacecraft safe mode is initiated. The SCE has the capability to maintain autonomous
spacecraft control for a period of 28 days through a 28 day internal clock, time-tagged commands,
and a task scheduler and application programs, all resident in ROM.
7.2.3.1 Command. The primary COLD-SAT command link via TDRSS features a two bit rate
capability of 250 and 1000 bps. Robust link margins exist to support these data rates, as shown in
Table 7-5. For contingency purposes, command links can be established over the omni antenna
through either the TDRS or STDN communications networks.
7.2.3.2 Telemetry and Data Handling. Normal mode telemetry samples all experiment and
spacecraft telemetry data within a major telemetry frame. Each major frame contains 64 minor
frames for sub-multiplexing of relatively slow time-variant data. The minor frame rate of 0.8532
seconds translates into a real-time data rate of 2.4 kbps. The telemetry format specifications and
main frame word allocations are listed in Table 7-6. The analog experiment data is quantized with a
10-bit A/D converter and formatted into the 8-bit word frame by using an overlapping word format
approach. This is accomplished by grouping four 10-bit measurements into every five contiguous 8-
bit words.
A 2.4 kbps real-time data collection rate input into the Bubble Data Recorder will result in a 16.1
Mega-bit data storage requirement per orbit. Assuming that 7 minutes out of the 10 minute TDRSS
contact time is available for the transmission of stored data, the playback rate will be 38 kbps over
the I channel TDRSS link. The real-time data or dwell data is transmitted over the Q channel at 2.4
kbps. The sum of these two data channels is well within the 50 kbps capacity of the TDRSS
Multiple Access service. The 5 W power amplifier option of the TDRSS User Transponder, and a
0.8 m diameter antenna were selected to achieve acceptable RF link margins, as shown in Table 7-7.
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Table7-4. TC&DH SubsystemPerformance
. °
COMMAND TDRS LINK STDN LINK
UPUNK FREQUENCY 2106.4 MHz 2026-2120 MHz
PCM FORMAT NRZ - L Bi _ - L
DATA RATE 1000 bps High 2000 bps
250 bps Low
COMMAND TYPES Discrete Pulse
Discrete Relay
Proportional (Multiple-Bit)
Block (1024 Bits)
TELEMETRY
DOWNUNK FREQUENCY
PCM FORMAT
DATA RATES
DOWNUNK RF POWER
RANGING
TELEMETRY TYPES
TRANSMISSION MODES
DATA STORAGE
2287.5 MHz
NRZ- L
38 Kbps High
2.4 Kbps Low
5W
PN Code Epoch Sync
Analog (A/D Converter Prior to Transmission)
Discrete Digital Bus
Serial Digital Bus
Clear (No Encryption)
2 Bubble Data Recorders
40 MBits per unit
2200 - 2300 MHz
B_ -L "
280 bps
5W
None
Table 7-5. Forward Command Link Performance
CC]LDSAT
NET SYS'I13vl
ANT. PATH NOISE O:XD6AT MODEM DATA AVIL ROD LINK
ANT. GAIN, _ EIRP LOSSES TEMP. G.,'T _ RATE Eb/No Eb/No MARGIN
LINK SIZE dBi GHz dBW dB K dB/K _:_ BPS dB DB dB
_TO 0.8 m 22.5 2.1 34.0" 195.8 339 -5.7 2.0 250 37.1 g.9 25.2
HIGHGAIN
l_qSS TO 0.8 m 22.5 2,1 34.0" 195.8 339 -5.7 2.0 1000 31.1 9.9 19.2
HIGHGAIN
_TO OMNI 0.0 2,1 34,0" 195.8 339 -27.5 2.0 250 15.3 9.9 3.4
OMNI
GSICNTO OMNI 0.0 2.1 71.2 °" 156.3 339 -27,5 2.0 2000 72,4 9.9 60.5
OMNI
* TDRS EIRP
"" GSTDN EIRP
NOTE: THEREISA 10.4dBMOOULATKDNLOSSFORAMOO. INDEXC_ 0.5 RAD. ONTHEGS'TDNCOMMANDLINK
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Table7-6. NormalModeTelemetryFormat
,,, •
FRAME FORMAT 256 WORDS
MINOR FRAME RATE 0.8532 SEC
MAJOR FRAME 64 MINOR FRAMES
REAL-TIME DATA COLLECTION RATE 2400 BPS
WORD LENGTH 8 BITS "
DATA QUANTIZATION
EXPERIMENT DATA 10 BITS
BUS DATA 8 BITS
MAJOR FRAME WORD ALLOCATION
TELEMETRY DATA MEASUREMENTS 8 BIT WORDS
OVERHEAD
FRAME SYNC
ERROR CODE
SUBFRAME ID
CMD EXECUTE VERIF
EXPERIMENT
SAMPLE RATE (SEC)
0.125
0.5
0.5
1
1
10
6O
300
SPACECRAFT BUS
3 ANALOG
13 ANALOG
6 SERIAL/DIGITAL
92 ANALOG
152 DIGITAL
140 ANALOG 16 CHANNEL SUBMUX
121 ANALOG 64 CHANNEL SUBMUX
36 ANALOG 64 CHANNEL SUBMUX
EXPERIMENT WORD REQUIREMENT
11 SERIAL/DIGITAL 16 CHANNEL SUBMUX
118 ANALOG 16 CHANNEL SUBMUX
273 DIGITAL 16 CHANNEL SUBMUX
10 BIT WORDS
21
26
12
92
16
18
2
1
188
3
2
2
. 4
235
TOTAL FRAME WORDS 256
Table 7-7. Return Telemetry Link Performance
ANTENNA COLDSAT NET PATH
ANTENNA GAIN FREQ. DATA RF POWER EIRP LOSSES LOSS
SIZE dBi GHz RATE WATT dBW dB dB
MARGIN
dB
0.8 m 23.3 2.3 2.4 Kbps 1.0 21.3 194.3 7 *
0.8 m 23.3 2,3 38 Kbps 4.0 27.3 194.3 1 °
OMNI 0 2,3 280 Bps 5.0 5.0 194.3 DNA
3.0
3.0
3.0
DNA - Does not apply
Note: Line loss between COLD-SAT transmitter and antenna is assumed to be 2 dB.
* Due to 4:1 power i'mbalance.
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7.3 ATTrlZIDE DETERMINATIONAND CONTROL
7.3.1 Requirements
TheAttitude DeterminationandControlSystem(ADCS) is thecollectionof sensors,actuators,and
on-board electronics that provides an attitude referenceduring all phasesof the mission, and
providescontrolof pointingandarticulationof all componentsof thespacecraft.
The ADCS for COLD-SAT hasto provide two dynamicenvironmentsfor theexperiment: A very
low acceleration field (<5x10-7g) meaning that both angular rate accelerations and linear
accelerationsmustbekeptsmall;andthruster-controlledaccelerationlevelsalongthe+X and -X axes
(along the velocity vector) for periods of up to several hours. The high spacecraft reliability required
(probability of success > 0.92) dictates a dual-redundant design for critical components, and multiple
backup and recovery modes.
Many requirements are imposed by the other subsystems. Thermal control prefers pointing of
• various surfaces (radiators) toward deep space. The solar arrays require pointing toward the Sun,
and periodically, large angle maneuvers (180 deg. roll maneuvers) are required to improve solar
array cosine-loss efficiency. The narrow beam antenna must be pointed toward a TDRSS Satellite.
All of these requirements are met with a relatively large +3 deg. pointing deadband, which allows
lower position-loop feedback gains and thus lowers acceleration disturbances to the experiment to
within acceptable levels.
7.3.2 Description
Figure 7-7 shows the ADCS design configuration. There are four types of actuators included in the
ACS design: Primary attitude control is provided by a set of four reaction wheels arranged in a four-
for-three redundant configuration; orbit corrections and low-acceleration longitudinal thrusting for
experiments is provided by a dual-redundant monopropellant hydrazine reaction control system; two
solar array drive assemblies (SADAs) are needed to slew the solar arrays to track the Sun; and
magnetic torquers are used for momentum dumping. Limited backup attitude control is possible
using the RCS and the magnetic torquers. There are four types of attitude sensors included in the
ADCS design: conical Earth sensors provide roll and pitch attitude data; digital sun sensors mounted
on the solar array yokes provide information to an estimator for yaw determination during quiescent
on-orbit operations and SADA sun tracking; Dual-redundant three-axis digital integrating rate
assemblies (DIRAs or gyros) propagate complete attitude information between attitude sensor
updates, and they are especially useful during orbit correction maneuvers, long duration low-
acceleration experiment thrusting, and for tumbling spacecraftt recovery; and coarse analog sun
sensors are used for initial attitude acquisition and during tumbling spacecraft recovery.
The solar arrays have been canted off the SADA drive axis by 26 deg. so that the arrays can track the
sun without the need for continuous spacecraft roll maneuvers. However, the spacecraft must be
rolled 180 degs. eleven times per year to keep the correct side of the arrays pointed toward the sun.
Consequently the Earth-face (+Z) and the anti-Earth face (-Z) switch positions.
7.3.2.1 Subsystem Schematic. A detailed ADCS schematic showing the redundant hardware and
data paths is shown in Figure 7-8.
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7.3.2.2 Control Concepts. Four operational modes were considered in this design:
(1) The initial attitude acquisition and tumbling spacecraft recovery" mode are started by nulling the
rates in all three axes of the DIRA using the reaction wheels (and RCS if momentum dumping is
necessary). Then search slews are commanded until the sun sensors and then the Earth sensors have
acquired their targets.
(2) The quiescent on-orbit storage mode consists of keeping the +X axis aligned with the orbit
velocity vector, and tracking the Sun in one axis using the solar array drive assemblies. The primary
attitude sensors are the Earth sensors for pitch and roll, digital sun sensors for yaw, and the DIRAs
to provide attitude data between sensor updates. The reaction wheels are used to counter cyclic
disturbance torques and the magnetic torquers are used to dump secular momentum buildup.
(3) In any situation requiring thrusting (experiments, stationkeeping, etc.), the DIRAs provide
complete attitude reference during the burns (calibrated gyro drift 3 degrees in 30 hours). The wide
range of desired acceleration levels for the long-duration thrusting maneuvers requires a cluster of
multiple small thrusters mounted on the -X and +X faces of the spacecraft bus. The thrusters fire in
a round-robbin fashion to minimize off-axis disturbance torques such that reaction wheels never
saturate. Figure 7-9 demonstrates this methodology using four thrusters fox" controlling pitch and
yaw momentum while maintaining a constant acceleration. Note that no direct feedback from
accelerometers is currently planned. However, accelerometer data from the experiments could be
used, thus closing the acceleration feedback loop.
(4) The fourth mode is a simple attitude hold using the DIRAs and the reaction wheels during
deployment of solar arrays and antennas.
In addition to the dual-redundancy on the critical attitude control system components, many backup
control modes are possible using other combinations of sensors and actuators. For example, a
complete reaction wheel assembly failure could be replaced by appropriate usage of the magnetic
torquers and RCS system. Detailed consideration of backup modes was not pursued during the
study.
7.3.3 Performance Analysis
7.3.3.1 Tradeoffs Against Alternate Con¢¢pt,s. The use of thrusters for attitude control was
considered briefly but would degrade the exl_erimental results by adding impulsive disturbance
torques to the system. For experiments performed in the micro-g range, each thruster pulse will
provide an impulse 22 to 110 times the desired background acceleration level (for a short 8 msec time
period). (Angular accel = Torque / Inertia = 0.45 N * 3 m / 12,000 kg-m 2 = 0.00011 rad/s 2. Linear
accel = ang. accel x moment ann = 0.00011 x (1 - 5 m) = 110 to 550 x 10 -6 m/s 2 = 11 to 55 micro-
g).
Spinning the spacecraft about the pitch or yaw axis to provide a long-duration acceleration field was
briefly considered but was eliminated primarily because of the non-uniform acceleration field
produced, and the difficulties in designing a spacecraft that easily handled the nonspinning and
spinning experiments. Once it became clear that adequate fuel was available for all the experiments
requiring thrusting, the spin option was dropped. Bias-momentum designs are the standard for Ford
Aerospace geosynchronous satellites and generate acceleration fields from the nutational dynamics of
the rapidly-spinning momentum wheel. Thus this scheme was dropped in favor of the zero-bias
momentum design.
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7.3.3.2 Benefits of Current Concept. The zero-bias momentum reaction wheel design provides the
lowest background acceleration disturbances of any design considered. It also uses standard Ford
Aerospace ADCS designs and equipment with long heritages. The'dual-redundant designs provide
for a high probability of success. The round-robbin use of the thrusters provides a wide variety of
background accelerations for the experiment.
7.3.3.3 Performance Analysis Results. Representative background accelerations have been
computed for the 1300 km orbit and are shown in Table 7-8. Accelerations vary around the
spacecraft, and detailed development of experiment accelerations is given in the appendix. The
accelerations due to aerodynamic forces are negligible compared to the dominant accelerations due to
orbit pitch rate and gravity gradient. Note that drag and orbit pitch rate generate accelerations along
the + X axis and thus are additive in worst case; and gravity gradient and attitude and orbit control
activity generate accelerations along the + Z axis and thus are additive in the worst case. These two
added values are root-summed-squared-to give the worst case vector magnitude for each experiment
tank. The results are comfortably below the 5x10 -7 g requirement. The analysis for the disturbance
torques on the spacecraft and the resultant reaction wheel sizing is summarized in Table 7-9. The
solar torque disturbance was increased 30 percent over sun-alone analyses to cover worst case Earth
albedo effects. The aerodynamic torques are negligible at 1300 km. The gravity gradient torque and
magnetic dipole torques are the dominant environmentally-caused disturbance. Secular build-up of
angular momentum due to gravity gradient was added to account for a possible 6 deg. maximum
offset of a principal axes from the local-vertical/local-horizontal reference frame. Off-axis thrusting
and internal disturbance torques due to swirling liquid hydrogen during the no-vent fill experiment
dominates all disturbance torque sources.
The largest change in angular momentum is in roll, and is due to an internal disturbance from the no-
vent fill experiment which sprays two tangential jets of liquid hydrogen on the sides of the receiver
tank to pre-cool it. A long experiment can generate an angular momentum,disturbance of up to 130
N-m-s, assuming no friction loss during initial fill. Further analysis may allow a 25 percent
reduction in the angular momentum, but the full amount is compensated in the current design. The
large angular momentum buildup in roll can be absorbed by selecting the size of each of the four
reaction wheels to be 50 N-m-s, and choosing cant angles so that most of the momentum capacity is
along roll. Note, that internal dissipative forces will eventually reduce the reaction wheel angular
momentum buildup back to zero, i.e., no secular angular momentum is imparted (no external
forces).
A residual magnetic moment of 30 A-m 2 (typical value for Superbird-class spacecraft which includes
current loops and ferrous materials) causes the torque, angular momentum peaks and angular
momentum buildup shown in Table 7-9. Note that it is roughly 4 times larger than solar torque and
is the dominant external disturbance torque. The 400 A-m 2 magnetic coils chosen can easily handle
these torques as well as dump secular momentum buildup from other external sources.
7.4 PROPULSION
7.4.1 Requirements
The propulsion system is required to perform two main functions, experiment acceleration and
attitude control. Thrusting in support of experiments requires acceleration levels of 20, 50, and 100
micro-g's assuming a nominal BOL on-orbit vehicle mass of 2878.8 kg with a potential maximum of
3454.6 kg. The projected thrust duration at each of the acceleration levels is 67.6, 9.4, and 63.5
hours, respectively, with individual thrusters firing continuously for as long as 46.5 hours. Thruster
operation is required for both the steady state and on/off modes. In addition, redundancy is
necessary to assure that all thrust levels can be achieved in the event of an individual thruster failure.
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Table 7-8. Representative Background Accelerations
(1) DRAG
(BC=50, 1300 km)
SUPPLY
Micro Gs
0.002
TANK #2
RECEIVER
Micro Gs
0.002
TANK #3
RECEIVER
Micro Gs
0.002
(2) ORBIT PITCH RATE 0.13 0.07 0.32
(111.5 MIN ORBIT)
(3) ACS ACTIVITY (EST.) 0.06 0.03 0.14
(1,0 DEG DB, MAX DIST.)
(4)GRAVITYGRADIENT 0.22 0.09 0.10
TOTAL (RSS(I+2; 3+4)) 0.31 0.14 0.40
Table 7-9. COLD-SAT Environmental Distrurbance Torques
Solar Torque
Aerodynamic
Grav. Grad.
Off-Axis Thrust
Internal Torq.
Mag. Dipole
Pitch (Y-Axis) Roll (X-Axis) Yaw (Z-Axis)
Tmax Hmax Hsec Tmax Hmax Hsec Tmax Hmax Hse¢
1.33x10 °3 2.0 2.0
6.6x10 -6 1.1 1.1
6.8x10 "4 1.17 0.08
0.41 2.0 0
3.6x10 -3 13 0
6.4x10-3 4.3 4.3
0 0 0
0 0 0
5.48x10 "5 0.095 0.006
1.9x10 -3 3.3 3.3
6.6x10 "6 1.1 1.1
4.43xl 0-5 0.075 0.005
TOTAL 0.422 23.6 7.48
0.24 1.2 0
0.036 130 0
6.4x10-3 4.3 4.3
0.283 135.6 4.3
0.41 2.0 0
3.6x10 "3 13 0
6.4x10-3 4.3 4.3
0.422 23.8 8.71
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The thrusters can also be used in support of the attitude control system, primarily as a backup for
reaction wheel momentum dumping when the magnetic torquers are insufficient.
Another function of the propulsion system is to help maintain a stable spacecraft center of gravity
location. Since the hydrazine tanks represent a significant portion of the vehicle's mass, their
number, operation, and location affect C.G. perturbations and offsets significantly. This requires
that the valve arrangement allow for propellant to be drawn from any tank as necessary to maintain
C.G. location.
Other features of the propulsion system required for a successful integration to the spacecraft are
shielding of the thrusters to prevent plume interference with the spacecraft's sensitive surfaces (such
as the Earth sensors) and proper interfacing with the SCE for control of the pressurization system,
propulsion system heaters, thrust level, and firing coordination during attitude control.
7.4.2 Description
The propulsion system is a monopropellant hydrazine system composed of sixteen 0.534 N catalytic
thrusters, located on COLD-SAT as shown in Figure 7-7. Twelve of the thrusters are oriented
parallel to the X-axis and are located in two thruster groups, one at each end (forward and aft ends)
of the spacecraft. Each group is comprised of six equally spaced thrusters configured in a circular
pattern to support experiment acceleration requirements.
Roll control of the spacecraft is satisfied by four roll thrusters; two thruster pairs located 180 deg.
apart and positioned on the cylindrical section of the spacecraft's experiment module. The thrusters
in each pair have an identical orientation with respect to the spacecraft to ensure thruster redundancy
in the event of a malfunction. The roll thrusters in each pair are separated from each other by about
one meter so that the spacecraft center of mass will always fall between them throughout the mission.
Other propulsion system hardware, shown in the propulsion system schematic (Figure 7-10),
include a helium pressurant tank pressurized to 25.511 MPa and four identical hydrazine propellant
tanks, each containing a surface tension-type propellant management device. The hydrazine tanks
have an operating pressure of 1.378 MPa which gives a nominal thrust value of 0.534 N for each of
the catalytic thrusters. Isolation of the propellant tanks is provided by dual coil latching valves at
both the pressure inlet and propellant outlet. The latch valves prevent direct propellant migration
among the four tanks during launch and zero-g. In addition, the transfer of propellant through
cryopumping is prevented by the latching valves at the pressure inlet. Cryopumping results from a
temperature difference among the tanks. Propellant vapor generated in warm tanks will migrate and
condense in the coldest tank.
The latch valves allow the adjustment of any pressure differentials between tanks due to diurnal
temperature excursions. Additionally, the ability to isolate the propellant tanks allow each thruster on
the spacecraft to feed from any of the four hydrazine tanks through proper manipulation of the latch
valves. Thus propellant usage is optimized and C.G. shift can be controlled.
Helium is metered to the hydrazine tanks via a pressure regulator. As a backup in the event of a
regulator failure, a high pressure solenoid valve is routed in parallel to the regulator and is actuated
by the Spacecraft Control Electronics (SCE). The bang-bang repressurization features of the
solenoid valve combines reliability, simplicity, and cost advantages as opposed to using a second
pressure regulator in the system. It also allows thrust tailoring by adjusting the pressure of
individual tanks beyond the range made possible by the regulator. The concept was originally
incorporated into Ford Aerospace's Intelsat VII program. Analyses conducted so far indicate that
pressure regulation to within 1 percent is possible using the solenoid valve, with accuracy increasing
as the propellant empties. The solenoid valve is commanded open or closed depending on feedback
transmitted to the SCE from the low pressure transducers located just upstream of the hydrazine
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Figure 7-10. Propulsion System Schematic
tanks. For increased reliability, the pressure regulator and the high pressure solenoid valve are
isolated from the helium storage tank with high pressure latching valves.
The hydrazine thrusters are of a catalytic variety using dual seat valves for greater reliability and
redundancy. Steady state and pulse mode operation is feasible although steady state is preferred due
to the greater severity of the thermal and cycling environment of pulsing operation. As mentioned in
the previous section, the nominal thrust value of the thrusters is 0.534 N, but the precise thrust level
can be varied from about 0.178 N to 0.889 N by adjustments in tank pressure. The tank pressures
corresponding to these two thrust levels are 0.4137 and 2.309 MPa, respectively. Thrust level
tolerances of + 5 percent fromurrit-to-unit are typical.
The maximum anticipated firing duration, being 46.5 hours, is not expected to be a problem.
Previous history indicates that a 0.445 N thruster has been fired continuously for 20 hours by
Rocket Research, and a 2.224 N thruster of this type was fired in space for 16 hours without
incident on the Earth Radiation Budget satellite.
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Alternativehardwareschemesworthy of further investigationincludereplacingthepropellanttank
pressureinlet latch valves with checkvalves,and usingmechanicallylinked bipropellant valves
insteadof monopropellantvalves. Thiswould reducethenumberof valvedriversfrom 8to 4.
7.4.3 PerformanceAnalysis
7.4.3.1 System Trades. Four concepts were reviewed for the COLD-SAT propulsion system. The
candidate systems were the cold gas, heated gas, bipropellant, and monopropellant systems. With
sustained low thrust as the primary requirement, cold gas systems were eliminated because they are
excessively heavy and have low performance levels. Some improvement is realized by using electric
power to heat the gas, thereby improving specific impulse. However, this requires electric power
for extended periods and cannot be accommodated within the COLD-SAT power subsystem design
and mission profiles.
A bipropellant system introduces added complexity to the propulsion system, and there are no
presently available, space qualified, low level (approx. 0.445 N) thrusters on the market. They also
exhibit limited flexibility for maintaining a steady spacecraft center of mass through creative
propellant usage among the four tanks. -
A catalytic hydrazine thruster system was found to meet all experiment and attitude control
requirements. The hydrazine monopropellant system was selected for COLD-SAT because it results
in maximum reliability when compared to bipropellants or electrically ignited monopropellants, and
much better performance when compared to cold-gas systems.
To meet the steady-state acceleration requirements discussed in Section 7.4.1, a study was
undertaken to determine what thruster configuration could meet the requirements for a nominal
spacecraft mass of 2878.8 kg, with future growth to a possible 3454.6 kg. A quick survey indicated
that the thrust level needed of each individual thruster would be between 0.445 N and 0.578 N with
0.534 N being selected for this study. As can be seen in Figure 7-11, the acceleration requirements
of 20, 50, and 100 micro-g's can be met by a cluster of 4, 5, or 6 thrusters. The total thrust values
required to meet the three accelerations for an 3454.6 kg spacecraft are 0.678, 1.694, and 3.389 N.
The four-thruster group was dropped because it allows for no redundancy in the event of an
individual thruster failure. A comparison between the five and six-thruster configurations shows that
the symmetry of the six-thruster configuration about the C.G. appears to provide a more stable
acceleration to the spacecraft. Both combinations will require a round-robin operation of the
thrusters to prevent momentum wheel saturation, however, the six-thruster configuration will require
less switching between thrusters. Therefore, due to it's advantages in symmetry and redundancy the
six-thruster configuration has been selected. Figure 7-12 shows the firing sequence necessary to
achieve the various thrust levels for the six-thruster layout. The thrust levels of 0.534 and 2.669 N
require round-robin operation (thrusters denoted by a bar denote round robin operation while the
completely darkened thrusters will operate continuously or nearly continuously).
7.4.3.2 Benefits of the Current System. The propulsion system's ability to be flexible in the event
of a change in the experiments or a hardware malfunction is an important part of the system design.
For instance, the ability to achieve higher or lower thrust levels is provided by adjustments in tank
pressure or by pulsing, or round-robin thruster operation.
In the event of a hardware malfunction, redundancy is provided by: a redundant digitally controlled
pressurization system provided by the high pressure solenoid valve circuit; a six-thruster group at
each end of the spacecraft which provides "engine-out" capability; the thruster valve design
incorporates dual series seats to provide a positive seal against leakage; torque-motor latch valve
design with two coils, one for opening and one for closing, act as redundant coils when commanded
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Figure 7-11. Thruster Study to Produce the Required Experiment Accelerations
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with reverse polarity;
hydrazine tanks.
and a redundant pressure transducer centrally placed at the outlet of the four
Another potential failure which must be accounted for is if the latching isolation valves on both or
either end of one of the propellant tanks fails to open. In such an occurrence most, if not all, of the
mission requirements can be accomplished by the fact that a monopropellant system is being used
with four propellant tanks. If one tank is not operational the tanks immediately adjacent to it are used
for thruster operation until depleted. The tank opposite to the crippled tank is then used. Previous
calculations show that a maximum vehicle C.G. offset of 80 mm is expected when one hydrazine
tank remains full of propellant while the other three are empty. This is well within the design
capability of the attitude control system.
7.4.3.3 Propellant Budget. The propellant budget is shown in Table 7-10. The total launch
capacity of all four propellant tanks when 90 percent full is 530.5 kg of hydrazine. No additional
propellant is necessary for drag makeup. The Class I and Class II experiments require 292 and 67
kg of propellant respectively (Tables 7-11 and 7-12) assuming a specific impulse of 2157.7 N-s/kg.
The total amount of propellant required for bus and experiment operations is 416 kg. The initial four
tank design has 106 kg excess propellant capacity which may be used to repeat or-add additional
experiments. Approximately 1.81 kg of helium gas is required as pressurant.
Table 7-10. Propellant Budget
EVENT
Initial Attitude Acquisition
Drag Makeup
Reaction-Wheel Unloading
Experimental Maneuvers
- Class I
- Class II
Unallocated Contingency
Subtotal
Residual/Holdup
Total Propellant (Hydrazine)
Pressurant (Helium)
Launch Tankage Capacity (90%)
(4 hydrazine propellant tanks)
Excess Capacity Available
* Thrusting for experiments totally negates
need for drag makeup
PROPELLANT (kg)
ISP = 2157.7 N-sec
Kg
6.80
NONE*
27.22
292.35
66.89
22.68
415.94
6.80
422.74
1.81
530.5
105.95
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Table 7-11. Class I Experiment Propulsive Requirements
EXP.NO
1-111-2
I-3
I-4
I-5
I-6
I-7
EXPERIMENTITLE
PRESSCONTROL
CHILLDOWN
NO-VENTFILL
LADFILL
MASSGAGING
SLOSHDYN/CNTL
FLUIDRETURN
G-LEVEL
Ix 10E-6)
100
20
100
50
100
TIME@ G-LEVEr
HRS
39.8
46.5
2
2,3
11,3
NOPROPULSIVEREQUIREI
DELETED_EXPERIMENT
DELETED_=XPERIMENT
20 12
THRUST
NEWTON_
2.67
0.53
2,67
1.06
2.67
AENTS
0.53
ClassITota
IMPULSE
NEW-FON.SE(
382557.60
88722.00
19224.00
8776.80
108615.60
22896.00
630792,00
PROPELLANTWT.
KG ,ISP=2157.7
177.30
41.12
8.91
4.07
50.34
10.61
292.35
EXP.NO
I1-1
11-4
11-5
11-6
11-7
11-8
11-9
11-10
I1-11
Table 7-12. Class II Experiment Propulsive Requirements
EXPERIMENTITLE
•TANKER"T. P.
PRESSURIZATION
SETTLE/OUTFLO
LAD PERFORM
LINECHILLDOWN
OUTFLW THERM COl
VENTEDFILL
FLUIDDUMP
G-LEVELTIME@ G-LEVEL
(x 10E-6) HRS
No PropulsLeRequirements
No
qD
No
50
100
20
100
20
1.4
2.2
4
PropulsiveRequirements
i
No PropulsiveRequirements
100 7.2
50 5.7
PropulsiveRequirements
THRUST
NEWTONS
1.06
2.67
0.53
2.67
0.53
2,67
1.06
IMPULSE
NEWTON-SEC
r ,,
5342.40
21146.40
7675.2O
9612.00
1908.00
69206,40
21751.20
ADVINSTRUMENT
FLUIDRETURN
20
2O 2.1
0.53
0.53
Class IITotal
3844.80
4037,04
144523.04
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PROPELLANTWT.
KG, ISP=2157.7
2.48
9.80
3.56
4.45
0.88
32.07
I0.08
1.78
1.87
66.89
7.5 THERMAL CONTROL
7.5.1 Thermal Control Requirements
The thermal control system is required to efficiently maintain all of the spacecraft bus components
within their design temperature limits during prelaunch, launch, initial attitude acquisition and
checkout, and throughout the orbital mission. The thermal design requirements depend on: the
planned mission phases, component qualification temperature limits, required thermal design
margins, component and subsystem heat loads and duty cycles, reliability considerations, and the
integration of the spacecraft. For COLD-SAT the temperature limit margins shown in Figure 7-13
have been adopted. Components with special requirements such as batteries may have modified
margins.
7.5.2 Thermal Control System Description
A passive thermal control system will satisfy the COLD-SAT thermal requirements using insulation,
surface coatings, and electrical heaters. No louvers, heat pipes, or other active elements will be
used. The +Z and -Z panels are the primary radiator elements of the bus because they have the most
stable external flux environment throughout the mission. These panels will be covered with a
combination of optical solar reflectors (OSRs) and multi-layer insulation (MLI). The +X and -X
panels will be covered with MLI and not be used as radiators. The +Y and -Y panels will have some
low power equipment mounted on them but will be covered with MLI. The Y panels can not readily
be used as radiators because they have long periods where either they will have incident solar flux or
where they are completely shadowed. This would require an excessive amount of heater power if
they were used as radiators. The backs of the solar array panels have high emittance to limit solar
cell temperatures.
The equipment layout within the bus module is strongly influenced by thermal design requirements.
The interior of the bus will be painted black to maximize the heat distribution within the bus. The
central cylinder will be covered with MLI since it is conductively coupled to the experiment module.
The forward portion of the experiment module, containing Tanks 1 and 3, is kept colder than the bus
to minimize environmental heat leaks into the hydrogen tanks. Therefore, a significant heat leak
from the bus results at the bolted interface between the two modules. The current design to moderate
this heat leak uses titanium washers as separators in the interface and MLI on the exterior of the aft
portion of the experiment module. Other possibilities for reducing the heat leak were investigated but
were considered more costly to implement.
Heaters will be used within the bus to balance out the effects of periodic variations in the external
heat fluxes and equipment usage to maintain the components within their operating temperature
limits. The hydrazine system must be kept above the freezing point of hydrazine, so propellant tank,
propellant line, and thruster valve heaters are used. In addition, the thrusters and propellant lines
will be insulated radiatively and conductively from the environment.
7.5.3 Thermal Analysis Results
The technical effort on the COLD-SAT study was halted before a thermal analysis of the present
design could be done. However, a thermal analysis was made of the Task III design which is very
similar to the present design, so the results of that analysis will be presented here. The main thermal
differences in the Task IV design include: the hydrogen pressurant tanks eliminate some potential
radiator area on the +Z and -Z panels and significantly reduce the internal radiation within the bus
module; the power dissipation within the bus has risen by about 120 watts; and the orbital altitude
has been raised to 1300 km from 463 km.
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A 60 node transient thermal model of the bus was constructed. The analysis includes: solar, Earth
albedo and Earth infrared external heat rates, and the heat leak between the experiment module and
the bus. The Task III bus configuration is similar to the present design except that there were no
hydrogen pressurant tanks within the bus. The panel power dissipations are given in Table 7-13.
The spacecraft worse hot case occurs while the experiment is being run with thrusters on, and at a 0
deg. Beta angle (angle between the solar vector and the normal to the orbital plane). The worst cold
case occurs at a Beta angle of 52 deg. while the experiment is inactive. Twenty-five watts of power
from the experiment DC-DC converter was assumed to be the only experiment power dissipated
within the bus. Only 42 percent of the available radiator area was required, the remainder was
covered with MLI. In the cold case, 50 watts of heater power was required to maintain the panel
temperatures within acceptable limits. The results of the analysis are presented in Table 7-14. The
orbital temperature variation was small, and the equipment temperatures remained within acceptable
limits for both the hot and cold cases.
Table 7-13. Bus Subsystem/Element Heat Loads for the Task III Design
SUBSYSTEM
HOT CASE
MAX. HEAT LOAD
(EXPERIMENT ON)
W
COLD CASE
MIN. HEAT LOAD
(EXPERIMENT OFF)
W
TT&C 182 130
AOCS 169 78
(1)
POWER (AVERAGE) 215 215
(2)
PROPULSION 7 7
PAYLOAD ELECTRONICS 25 0
(3)
THERMAL CONTROL 0 50
TOTAL 598W 480W
(1) SSU EXTERNAL TO SPACECRAFT. HEAT LOAD NOT INCLUDED.
(2) THRUSTER EXTERNAL TO SPACECRAFT. HEAT LOAD NOT INCLUDED.
(3) 32 W THRUSTER VALVE HEATERS AND PROPELLANT LINE HEATERS
EX'_RNAL TO SPACECRAFT BUS NOT INCLUDED.
Table 7-14. Bus Temperature Predictions for the Task HI Design
HOT CASE TEMPERATURE, K COLD CASE* TEMPERATURE, K
(0°1] ETA ANGLE (52° BETA ANGLE
WITH EXPERIMENT ON) WITH EXPERIMENT OFF)
ORBITAL ORBITAL ORBITAL ORBITAL
PANEL AVERAGE MIN.AVIAX. AVERAGE MIN./MAX.
ANTI-EARTHPANEL 300 295/305 278 276/280
EARTHPANEL 299 295/304 286 285/287
NORTHPANEL 298 297/299 283 282/284
SOUTHPANEL 301 300/303 281 280/282
* 50 W COMPENSATION HEATER IS USED TO MAINTAIN THE PANEL TEMPERATURE.
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7.6 ELECTRIC POWER
7.6.1 System Requirements
The electrical power system is to continuously provide 1200 watts of DC power to the spacecraft
during both the sunlight and eclipse portions of the orbit throughout the one year mission lifetime.
The power requirements are defined at the output of the power control unit (PCU) for the worst case
orbital situation. This worst case scenario reflects EOL degradation of the solar arrays, Summer
Soltice, the 35.2 minute maximum eclipse duration, and the maximum solar incidence angle on the
solar array of 26 deg.. The design must accommodate the range of orbital altitudes that the
spacecraft will encounter during the mission. Due to the critical nature of the power system, single
point failure modes must be minimized to the greatest extent possible. The solar arrays must
withstand the effects of the orbital environment (micrometeoroid and debris, charged particle,
ultraviolet, and atomic oxygen damage) throughout the operational lifetime. Any maneuvers required
for solar array tracking must be compatible with the 5 x 10 -7 g background acceleration limit.
7.6.2 System Description
The electrical power system (Figure 7-14) is comprised of two solar array wings, four sequential
shunt units (SSUs), one PCU, 2 battery charge converters (BCCs), and 2 NiCd battery assemblies.
These units are arranged into two independent primary power buses that may be connected together
by command through a high power relay.
_ ...........O_
Power
Control
Unit
Battery O"°-
Charge o--
Converter
v
r
Figure 7-14. Electrical Power System Block Diagram
Primary Bus 1.
Primary Bus 2
Electro-Explosive
Device Events
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7.6.2.1 Normal Mode System Ot_eration. Each solar array wing consists of 32 array strings, tapped
at the 2/3 voltage point to provide SSU control lines. Two SSU's are provided per wing with each
controlling i6 of the 32 array strings. The two SSUs are controlled from a common error bus
provided by an error amplifier located in the PCU. The error amplifier senses the bus voltage on
each bus, and generates an error signal as a function of the voltage. The error signal is fed across the
solar array slipring interface to drive the respective SSUs. Power from each solar cell string is then
either directed to return through the shunt element, or directed onto the main bus through a summing
diode. The outputs of the two SSUs are connected together to produce a single solar array wing
output bus. This bus is routed down the yoke of the array, through the solar array drive assembly
(SADA) sliprings, and into the PCU for monitoring, conditioning, and distribution to the loads.
Primary bus regulation is performed by the switching of shunt elements on or off in response to load
variations. By switching these shunt elements, the solar array wing output current can be adjusted to
produce 42.0 5:0.5 volts across the load impedance. Bus voltage ripple produced as a result of this
switching power is reduced to 50 mV by means of a large capacitor bank located in the PCU.
The PCU composes two independent buses, with each bus deriving power from one solar array
wing and one battery. Each bus includes an error amplifier, capacitor bank, battery disconnect relay,
battery discharge diode, and telemetry required to properly monitor the current and voltage functions
of each bus. The two buses may be connected together through cross-strap relays forming a single
bus without detrimental effects to the system. The PCU also contains provisions for control of
electro explosive discharge fEED) event actuation. This control is provided by redundant actuation
relays configured such that EED actuation power may be derived from either bus to insure EED
firing. Two "enable" levels are also provided to guard against premature EED event actuation.
Two 26 cell, 53 amp-Hour NiCd batteries are used to provide 1200 watts to the spacecraft during
eclipse operation. The batteries are connected onto the bus through isolation diodes, and may be
disconnected from the bus by command using series disconnect relays. This configuration allows
automatic support of the main bus by the battery during eclipse or during peak loads in the event that
load current exceeds solar array output current. In either case, if the main bus voltage falls, forward
biasing of the isolation diodes allows the battery to support the load. These diodes also block current
from flowing in the reverse direction directly from the main bus to the batteries. Such current flow
would be detrimental to the charge control system.
Batteries are charged through the use of the BCC. The BCC is placed like a load on the output of the
power system. In this configuration, the primary converter runs off of the regulated bus voltage in
sunlight, and automatically shuts off when the bus voltage falls below the regulation range. The
output of the converter is hard wired across the terminals of the battery, clamping the converter
output to the battery voltage at all times. The converter is essentially a constant power device that
converts power from the primary at main bus voltage, to an equivalent power (minus a small
conversion loss of 6-8 percent) at the lower battery voltage. Since the output voltage is lower, but
the power is the same, converter output current can increase above the input current to allow more
charge current to be available at low battery voltages, for a given solar array area. This charge
current is controlled by the SCE which monitors discharge current telemetry and sends commands to
the BCC to produce an appropriate charge profile.
7.6.2.2 Electro-Explosiv¢ Device Conl-rols. Safe and reliable operation of all spacecraft electro-
explosive device fEED) actuation functions is ensured by independent and redundant electrical
controls. These controls consist of the following: two-level EED enable/inhibit provisions; a
minimum of two independent EEDs per EED function; and separate EED power buses and actuation
controls for functionally redundant EEDs
The separate EED power buses for EED actuation are provided directly by the two spacecraft
batteries. These buses are each connected via independent two-level enable/inhibit functions to the
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activation relay circuits for eachredundantEED. Pre-separationEED enable/inhibit control is
provided by commandcontrolled enablingfor eachEED bus (level one) andcommandenabling(level two). PostseparationEED enable/inhibitcontrolis providedby enablingrelaysin serieswith
eachEED busin thePCUthatcloseuponspacecraftseparation(levelone)andby commandenabling
(level two). EachEED containingasinglebridgewireis controlledby anindependentactuationrelay
which is driven by cross-strapped,dual commandinputs.Theseactuationrelays applya currentof
4.5 to 10amperesfrom theassignedEED busuponreceiptof acommandinput. RedundantEEDs
for each EED function are divided equally between the two EED busesand are activated by
individual relays.
7.6.3 ElectricPowerSystemAnalysisResults
Theelectrical power systemis designedto provide 1200W continuouslyat theoutput terminalsof
the PCU to the bus and experimentsubsystems.This power is allocated as400 W for the bus
subsystemsand800W to theexperimentat all timesexceptduring testsrequiringthrusting. During
thrusting,550 W is allocatedto the busand650 W to the experiment. Theoverall vehicle power
budgetis shownin Table7-15 for experimentthrustingandnon-thrustingmodesof operation. The
busmodulecomponentpowerrequirementsareshownin Table7-16.
Two silicon solar cell types(backsurfacereflector (BSR) andbacksurfacefield/reflector (BSFR))
were consideredand BSFR solarceils were chosenbecausethey will provide more EOL power.
The solar arraysrequire32 squaremetersof areato provide the 1200W, assumingan 86percent
packing factor and aone yearlife. The EOL powerfor worst caseconditionsincluding 26 degree
solar incidenceangleand summersolsticeis 2540W. This results in anEOL solar arraypower
marginof 109W.
To maximizetheefficiency of thesolararrays,theymustbekeptperpendicularto the incident solar
radiation. For theselectedorbit andspacecraftorientation,thiswould requiretwo typesof motion:
rotation of the solar arraysabouttheir axisusing theSADA andin somecasesa roll of theentire
spacecraftduring theorbit. Solararrayandspacecraftpointing scenarioshavebeenexaminedwith
the objective of keeping the maneuveraccelerationson the payload below 5 x 10-7 g. A design
using canted solar arrays was chosento minimize the impact of solar array tracking on the
experiment. This designacceptsa 10percentpower loss,but doesnot require2-axessolar array
tracking. However, to keepthe solar incidenceanglewithin 26 deg., a 180 deg.spacecraftroll
maneuvermustbeperformedeleventimesayear(ie., everytimetheBetaanglepassesthroughzero
asshownin Figure4-4). Thetiming of thismaneuveris not critical, soit canreadilybe incorporated
into thetestschedule.
NiCd batterieswerechosensincetheyhavebeenshownto havesufficient lifetime to withstandthe
large numberof charge/dischargecycles that are requiredin low-Earth orbit due to the frequent
eclipses. Thetwo 53 amp-hourbatterieswill havea maximumdepthof dischargeof 18percentin
theworstcase35.2minuteeclipse.
The total busvoltagerangeis specifiedto be26.5to 42.5volts. Thebasisof this rangeis that the
minimumbatteryvoltageat theendof dischargeis 30volts. Theminimumbusvoltageof 28.9volts
allows for batteryinterconnect,batteryharness,batterydiodeandcurrentmonitor voltagedrops. In
theunlikely eventthat abatterycell fails shorted,theminimumbatteryvoltagewouldbereducedby
1.5volts dueto thelost cell. Underworstcaseconditions,this allowsa0.9volt marginbetweenthe
minimumbusvoltageandtheminimumspecifiedequipmentrange.
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Table7-15. Spacecraft Overall Power Budget
SOLAR ARRAY OUTPUT POWER
EXPERIMENT
TH RU STERS ON
(WALES)
SUNLIGHT ECLIPSE
2540
EXPERIMENT
THRUSTERS OFF
0NATFs) .
SUNLIGHT
BATTERY OUTPUT POWER
POWER SYSTEM LOSSES
SSU
BAI-I'ERY CHARGE CONVERTER
BATI'ERY CHARGING
PCU
BAI-I'ERY DIODE LOSSES
BUS SUBSYSTEMS
EXPERIMENT
VEHICLE EQUIPMENT MARGIN
SOLAR ARRAY MARGIN
94
46
1 080
11
490
650
60
109
1232
o
11
32
490
650
60
2540
94
46
1 080
11
356
800
44
109
ECLIPSE
1232
11
32
356
800
44
Table 7-16. Spacecraft Bus Component Power Budget
COMPONENT
EXPERIMENT MODE
THRUST THRUST
ON OFF
TT&C SUBSYSTEM
PROCESSOR 1 33.3 W 33.3 W
PROCESSOR 2 20 20
DCU A1 13 13
DCU A2 0 0
DCU B1 16 16
DCU B2 0 0
DCU C1 16 16
DCU C2 0 0
DCU D1 27 27
DCU D2 0 0
[TRANSPONDER 1 20 20
ITRANSPON DER 2 0 0
DATA STORAGE UNIT 1 9 9
DATA STORAGE UNIT 2 0 0
DIPLEXER 0 0
OMNI ANTENNA 0 0
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA 0 0
ANTENNA CONTROL ELECT 1 32 32
ANTENNA CONTROL ELECT 2 0 0
SUBTOTAL 186.3 W 186.3 W
COMPONENT
AOC SUBSYSTEM
REACTION WHEELS
WHEEL ELECTRONICS
CONICAL EARTH SENSOR
CES ELECTRONICS
CASS
CASS ELECTRONICS
DSS
DSS ELECTRONICS
SADA/ELECTRON ICS
DIRA
DIRA INTERFACE UNIT
VALVE DRIVER
MAGNETIC TORQUER
SUBTOTAL
PROPULSION
THRUSTERS
PRESS TRANSDUCERS
SUBTOTAL
THERMAL CONTROL
HEATERS
TOTAL BUS POWER
EXPERIMENT MODE
THRUST THRUST
ON OFF
100 W 20 W
20 7
8 8
4 4
0 0
1 1
0 0
2 2
13 13
50 50
1.4 1.4
0 0
10 1
209.4 W 107.4 W
88 32
6.6 6.6
g4.6 W 38.6 W
39 100
529.3 W 432.3 W
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8
INTERFACES
This section addressesthe design aspectsof COLD-SAT systeminterfaces, including bus-to-
experimentmodule,spacecraft-to-Atlaslaunchvehicle,andinterfaceswith thelaunchcomplex.
8.1 BUS-TO-EXPERIMENTMODULE
8.1.1 Fluid andMechanicalInterfaces
Theforward body of theexperimentmodulecontainstwo valve modules,Tank 1, and Tank 3. The
remaining components, such as Tank 2, the gas storage bottles, and the electronics are distributed
throughout the spacecraft bus. Likewise, some of the bus systems, such as thrusters, Earth sensor,
propellant lines and electrical lines are located on the forward body section of the experiment module.
The purpose for the layout shown in Figure 8-1 is to identify and summarize the interfaces between
the bus and the experiment. There ate over sixty interfaces, plus numerous small brackets, clips,
holes, etc. for plumbing and electrical lines.
One of the primary interfaces is shown in "G". It is the forward body section mated with the bus
through 36 attachment points. Also in the area are electrical and plumbing interfaces and provisions
for attaching a scrim-reinforced Kapton environmental shield. An interface panel for electrical
connectors is also shown.
The installation of Tank 2 inside the bus central cylinder requires six support fittings attached to the
cylinder. Also on the inside of the cylinder are mounting interfaces for three accelerometers and one
pump controller unit. On the outside of the central cylinder, fifteen attachment fittings and three
brackets are required for supporting the gas storage bottles, the pressure control module, and the H2
ground vent disconnect. Several support clips are also used for attaching gas manifolds, the vent
line, and electrical harnessing. Holes through the central cylinder (equipped with grommets) are also
required for routing plumbing and electrical lines.
The spacecraft thrusters, along with propellant and electrical lines, are installed on the experiment
outer structure. An Earth sensor is also located on the forward cap (view '_E-E"). An opening (with
a cover) through the forward cap provides additional access for making final connections and
inspections. A typical roll thruster arrangement is shown in view "F". Electrical services for the bus
axe provided by a disconnect located in the umbilical panel which is supported from the experiment
outer structure.
8.1.2 Instrumentation, Power and Control
The physical instrumentation interface between the spacecraft bus and the experiment module, shown
in Figure 8-2, consists of the two wire, MIL-STD-1553B data buss connecting the control processor
in the bus to the DCU in the experiment module. A separate connector is provided for this interface.
Another aspect of the interface is the data format. The data format, as shown in Table 7-6, consists
of both the bus and experiment module data requirements and resides in the software of the bus
electronics. However, the data format interface consists of only the experiment module data
requirements. These requirements are presented in Appendix C.
The power interface between the spacecraft bus and the experiment module is illustrated in
Figure 8-3. The solar array and batteries in the spacecraft bus supply power for both the bus and
the experiment module. This power, supplied to the interface through a separate connector, ranges
from 30 to 42 volts. Eight hundred watts of power are allocated to the experiment module.
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Figure 8-2. Experiment Module / Spacecraft Bus Instrumentation Interface
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Figure 8-3. Experiment Module / Spacecraft Bus Power Interface
The control interface consists of a physical interface and a software interface as shown in Figure 8-4.
The physical interface for the control system, like that of instrumentation, is the MIL-STD-1553B
data buss between the control processor in the bus and the DCU in the experiment module. The
software interface is made up of the experiment sequences and the experiment timelines which are
included in Appendix D.
8.2 SPACECRAFT-TO-ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLE
8.2.1 Fluid and Mechanical Interfaces
The spacecraft adapter is an aluminum alloy skin-stringer structure, equipped with a ring at the
forward end which interfaces with the bus central cyLinder. A ring at the aft end interfaces with the
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Figure 8-4. Experiment Module / Spacecraft Bus Control Interface
Centaur equipment module (Figure 8-5). The adapter is equipped with a "V" band clamp separation
system, four separation springs, and an island structure for the hydrogen gas vent disconnect and a
Mild Detonating Fuse (MDF) slip connector.
The "V" band clamp separation system, shown in Figure 8-6, is procured from Saab, and consists of
a clamp band set, a matched set of separation spring assemblies, and pyrotechnic bolt cutters. Shear
pins are also included which enhance its shear load-carrying capabilities.
The clamp band set joins the spacecraft to the adapter during preflight and flight mission phases until
the time of separation of the spacecraft. The connecting bolts are preloaded to provide sufficient
tension in the straps to prevent any displacement between the two frames during these phases of
operation.
At separation, the two connecting bolts are each cut by a pyrotechnic cutter. The two bands,
elongated by the preload, contract and the pressure on the frames is released. The force on the
clamps from the frames push the clamps radially outward allowing the frames to separate. The ends
of the clamp bands are trapped in the catchers at separation. After separation the clamp band is
retained by the catchers and extractors, which are securely fastened to the adapter structure.
The spring assemblies consist of a spring with spring guide and ejector pin in a housing attached to
the adapter. These springs bear on the bus aft closure frame and are sized to provide the necessary
energy to separate the spacecraft from the adapter. The separation spring assemblies are mounted
inside the adapter, are integral with the adapter, and bear on the bus aft closure frame.
=.
Electrical disconnects crossing the separation plane are not required since these functions are
furnished at the umbilical panel which attaches to the experiment outer structure. However, a
hydrogen gas vent disconnect and three connectors for the destruct unit MDF are required. The
three-connector arrangement is part of an Inadvertant Separation Destruct System (ISDS)currently in
development for the Atl.as I and Atlas II launch vehicles. The adapter is equipped with an island
structure on the outboard side which supports these disconnects. The COLD-SAT hydrogen vent
line downstream of the disconnect is plumbed to the "Steer Horn" duct assembly of the Centaur
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forward bulkhead. An arrangement for this is presented in Figure 8-7. Referring to view B-B, the
COLD-SAT vent tube is routed through the Centaur equipment module to avoid penetration of the
Centaur environmental bulkhead. This vent tube connects to the "Steer Horn" duct by adding a boss
which is located near the center (View "D") and is supported from the duct and equipment module.
Referring to view C-C, the COLD-SAT disconnect is clocked 45 degrees to allow clearances with
adjacent components on the spacecraft bus. Further detailed studies may allow an increase of this
angle, which would shorten the vent tube. A plan view of the vehicle at launch complex 36-B is
included in Figure 8-7. This view shows the clock position of the Centaur vent fin, the Centaur
axis, and the relative position of the COLD-SAT spacecraft (view A-A). Further information on the
hydrogen gas vent interface with the Centaur upper stage can be found in Section 9.4.2.
8.2.2 Flight Termination System.
In the event that it becomes necessary to terminate the flight, the objective, regarding COLD-SAT, is
to open the experiment supply tank to drain the stored hydrogen. To accomplish this, an explosive
charge will be installed adjacent to the supply tank. The charge will be detonated by a mild
detonating fuse (MDF) from the flight termination system on the launch vehicle. A separable
connector on the MDF is installed at the interface to facilitate payload separation.
8.3 LAUNCH COMPLEX INTERFACES
8.3.1 Fluid Interfaces
Preliminary assessment of fluid interfaces required for COLD-SAT launch processing has been
summarized in Table 8-1. This summary includes line sizes, flowrates, and preliminary estimates of
total usage required for launch. For the LH2 fill/drain interface, two flowrates are shown because
the system will operate at two pressure levels during COLD-SAT operations, as a result of Centaur
tanking functions occuring simultaneously. For each fluid required, existing sources located at SLC-
36B will be adequate for COLD-SAT supply without impacting Atlas I fluid requirements. Each
source will, however, require new flow control and supply piping to service the spacecraft.
Table 8-1. COLD-SAT Launch Facility Fluid Interface Summary
INTERFACE
LH2 Fi11/Drain
GH2 Tank Vent
GN2 Insul. Purge
GHe Insul. Purge
GHe Fill Line Purge
NOMINAL
SIZE(ram)
19
12
6
6
6
0.37/0.15
,-4).023
-0.0017
[2]
0.0083
USAGE
550
[1]
45
SOURCE
• Existing LH2 Supply;
New Flow control Req'd.
• Centaur Interface
• Existing 5.5 MPa Source;
New Flow Control Req'd.
• Existing 5.5 MPa Source;
New Flow Control Req'd.
• Existing 5.5 MPa Source;
New Flow Control Req'd.
[1] 0.00125 kg/s Until Switch to GHe purge @ ~ 2 Hours Prior To Launch
[2] 0.0083 kg/s maximum, steady state flow ~ 0.00083 kg/s
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A schematic illustration of the fluid interfaces with Centaur and the ground facility is shown in
Figure 8-8. Flow to COLD-SAT will be controlled manually by independent modulating valves
from a dedicated control console located in the SLC-36 Blockhouse. To control tank and insulation
purge flow, a purge control module located on the payload service umbilical will also be required.
Fluid service connections to COLD-SAT will be made through a modified version of the current
Centaur T-4 aft umbilical panel, illustrated in Figure 8-9. This panel will carry the ground half
disconnects for LH2, GN2 and GHe purge supply and exhaust, and an additional electrical interface
for COLD-SAT ground power and control to augment the Centaur/COLD-SAT interface at the
Centaur forward umbilical panel (see Section 8.3.2). The panel will be attached to the experiment
module outer structure using four support legs that are riveted at one end to the panel and attached at
the other end to the experiment structure with clips and bolts. Modifications will primarily involve
connector downsizing to reflect the smaller COLD-SAT lines, and the substitution of the LH2
fill/drain line and insulation in place of the current LI-Ie service line and vacuum jacket. The panel
contains a few spare disconnect provisions that will be blocked off for COLD-SAT.
Referring to Figure 8-10, the arrangement on the ground side of the panel is basically the same as
that for the Titan/Centaur. This ground panel is held to its airborne counterpart by means of a
collet/pin assembly. Pulling the pin releases the panel. The pin is connected to a lanyard which, in
turn, is attached to a cylinder-operated actuator mounted on the umbilical tower. Upon activation,
the cylinder pulls the lanyard at a controlled rate with sufficient stroke to pull the panel clear of the
vehicle. A restraint lanyard attached to the umbilical tower helps guide the panel clear of the vehicle
while the panel housing acts as a bumper should the assembly strike the mast or the umbilical tower.
The panel housing also prevents the ground panel from hanging up in the chute, maintains the door
in an open position prior to launch, and provides uniform sliding surfaces for the door and chute
during disconnect. Since the umbilical panel is inboard from the payload fairing wall, an opening is
required through the fairing cylindrical section, and is equipped with a chute that runs from the
opening to the airborne panel. This chute acts as a guide for the ground umbilical and provides a seal
for the purge inside the fairing. The chute consists of two sections. The short secondary section
attaches to the airborne panel and the longer primary section attaches to the fairing. The two sections
interface with a seal. The primary section of the chute is reconfigured from that used for
Titan/Centaur in order to meet the geometry arrangement for COLD-SAT. The primary section of the
chute also has a door which will require some geometry changes since the present design interfaces
with a cone rather than a cylinder.
8.3.2 Telemetry, Power, and Control
During tanking of the COLDSAT supply tank with hydrogen prior to launch it will be necessary to
provide ground power to the payload in order to operate fluid control components and monitor the
loading procedure on telemetry. Ground power is supplied to the payload via the payload umbilical.
The umbilical will be capable of providing up to 1200 watts of power to the payload with a voltage
between 30 and 42 Vdc. Activation of the fluid control components during the hydrogen loading
procedure will be initiated at the payload control console in the blockhouse and transmitted via
landlines and the payload umbilical cable to the test interface on the control processor. The status of
the hydrogen loading procedure will be monitored on telemetry. The telemetry signal is transmitted
from the test interface of the spacecraft control processor, through the umbilical cable and landlines
to the telemetry ground station where it will be decommutated and the parameters of interest will be
monitored in real time.
For telemetry retrieval from COLD-SAT on the launch pad, Centaur will interleave the spacecraft
PCM and analog data with its master data unit (MDU). The MDU incorporates software
programmable, integrated signal conditioning and multiplexing, and multiple-bit rates and PCM
formats. Up to 1 KBPS of COLD-SAT data will be interleaved with the launch vehicle data and
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serially transmittedin a PCM bit stream. The PCM link for COLD-SAT GSE exists via hardwire to
the SLC-36 Blockhouse.
If future analyses determine the need for an RF link, a telemetry re-radiation system can be
implemented on the service tower, which will provide direct RF communication between the
encapsulated spacecraft and ground stations. This re-radiation capability is provided via the payload
fairing-mounted repeater antenna to antenna hat coupling/qandline cabling, or through the umbilical
tower boom repeater system.
Power and control to COLD-SAT after T-4 umbilical disconnect just prior to launch are provided by
a dedicated umbilical disconnect located on the Centaur forward umbilical panel. This umbilical
interfaces with two spacecraft dedicated rise-off disconnects located on the spacecraft. This interface
provides signal paths between the COLD-SAT and ground support equipment, and also between
COLD-SAT and the Centaur for power supply, monitor, and control during pre-launch and launch
countdown. The umbilical disconnect separates at liftoff. The two rise-off disconnects separate at
COLD-SAT/Centaur separation.
This dedicated umbilical contains the following standard compliment of wires from the umbilical to
the launch disconnect:
1. 41 twisted shielded wire pairs-20 AWG
2. 6 twisted shielded wire triplets-20 AWG
3. 4 twisted shielded controlled impedance wire pairs-75_ + 10%
8.3.3 Ground Support Equipment Interfaces
Floor space is allocated on the operations level of the SLC-36 Blockhouse for installation of a
COLD-SAT dedicated ground control console. This console will interface with General Dynamics-
provided control circuits through the Centaur umbilical panel to the spacecraft. Control circuits
provided for COLD-SAT use will be isolated physically and electrically from those of the Atlas I to
minimize EMI effects. COLD-SAT tanking control, telemetry monitoring, and spacecraft control
will be performed from this dedicated console during pre-launch and launch operations.
Several types of electrical power are available at SLC-36 for COLD-SAT use. Commercial power is
used for basic facility functions with critical supplies connected to an uninterruptable power system
(UPS). The dual UPS consists of battery chargers, batteries, and a static inverter. The battery
chargers are normally operated from the commercial system, but one may be operated on diesel
power during critical testing and operations if required. 28 Vdc UPS power is also available for
COLD-SAT use in the blockhouse, launch service building, and umbilical tower.
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9
OPERATIONS
9.1 MANUFACTURE
Fabrication,buildupandintegrationof theexperimentmoduleandspacecraftbuswill requirecareful
planning, schedulingandattentionto design. At this early stageof conceptdevelopment,details
cannotbeprovided,but ageneralassemblysequencecanbedescribedto illustratethepracticalityof
thestructuralconcepts,layoutof themajorcomponents,andexperimentmodule-to-busintegration.
9.1.1 Buildup andIntegration
Buildup and integration of the COLD-SAT experimentmodule and the spacecraftbus will be
performed at both Ford AerospaceCorporation (FAC) in Palo Alto, California, and General
DynamicsSpaceSystems(GDSS)in SanDiego, California. The fabricationprocessis illustratedin
Figure 9-1. Fabrication of the buscylinder, panels,and solar arrayswill be doneat Ford while
fabricationof theexperimenttanks,insulation,fluid componentsandmicrometeoroidshieldwill be
doneat GeneralDynamics. Following their fabricationatFord,oneof thebuspanelsandthecentral
cylinderwill besentto GeneralDynamics. The otherbuspanelsandequipmentwill remainatFord
for later integrationinto the spacecraft.GeneralDynamicswill install experimentmoduleavionics
andwire harnessingon thepanelsentfrom Ford,andwill integratethetanksandthemicrometeoroid
shieldwith the centralcylinder. Buildup of thecentralcylinder will includethe installationof the
following equipment.
1. ExperimentTank 2
2. GH2 andGHepressurantbottlesandplumbing
3. Pressurecontrol module
4. Pumpcontrol module
5. Accelerometerpackages(3)
6. Plumbing andharnessing
After this equipmenthasbeeninstalledinto thecentralcylinder, theexperimentmodulewill thenbe
assembledandintegratedwith thecentralcylindersubassemblyin afive-stepsequenceasillustrated
in Figure 9-2. In step1, theaft sectionof theouter structureis boltedto thespacecraftbuscentral
cylinder. In step2, the endsof the tubesat the forward end of the spacraftcentral cylinder are
extendedto the accessholes in the outer structureby adding sections. Propulsion lines to the
forward thrustersand the harnessfor the forward Earth sensorare also installed. The Tank 1
assembly(with externallines insulated)is installednext in step3. In step4, theforward assembly
containingTank 3 is matedwith theaft structuralsectionandthefinal plumbing connectionsmade
throughtheaccessopenings.
At thispoint, theexperimentmodule/centralcylinderassemblyandtheseparatebuspanelcontaining
experimentavionicsaretransportedbackto Ford Aerospacefor final assembly.The subassemblies
andcomponentsinstalledatthis timeinclude:
1. Propulsionsystemcomponentsandplumbing
2. Attitude Controlcomponents
3. Avionicspanelsandinterconnectingharnesses
4. Experimentpanelandinterconnectingharnesses
5. Solararraydrivesandpanelassemblies
6. Tr&c antennae
7. Aft closure panel, Earth sensor, and shield
8. Forward Earth sensor and shield
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After these components are installed, the spacecraft is essentially complete. It is removed from the
assembly doily and is mated to the pressurized vertical/horizontal transporter for movement to final
test facilites.
9.1.2 Transport
The integrated spacecraft will be transported on a dedicated vertical/horizontal transport trailer,
illustrated in Figure 9-3. This self-contained transporter carries a GN2 purge supply and control
system for spacecraft mechanisms and bearing purges, and a powered tilt mechanism that rotates the
spacecraft to a horizontal position for transport and a vertical position for work or
removal/installation of the spacecraft on the transporter. During transport operations the transporter
cover is installed to provide a sealed enclosure for the spacecraft. Dessicants are placed inside the
enclosure which is subsequently pressurized to approximately 13.8 kPa above atmospheric pressure
to avoid contamination. The GN2 purge is used only when the pressurized cover is removed from
the transporter.
C_
G.
®
TRANSPORTER
(PRESSURIZED)
Q
Figure 9-3. Preparation of Spacecraft for Transport
The sealed transporter is small enough to allow transport of the spacecraft by either overland truck or
by air. While C-130 and larger aircraft have been used to transport vehicles of similar size, FAC has
used overland truck transport for the majority of their spacecraft shipped to KSC. Since their are no
identified requirements that would dictate air transport, cost and schedule are perceived as the main
drivers for determination of transportation mode to be used.
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9.2 LAUNCH PAD MODI_CATIONS
Since the Atlas family of vehicles employs cryogenic propellants, minimal pad modifications will be
required to meet COLD-SAT fluid supply and delivery requirements. For fluid supply, current
storage capacity for LH2, GHe, and GN2 is adequate to meet COLD-SAT requirements.
High pressure GN2 is supplied to SLC-36B from a constant source pipeline such that COLD-SAT
requirements can be met for either Atlas I or II configurations. For GHe, storage capacity for Atlas I
allows marginal adequacy for, COLD-SAT because of GHe purge requirements for Centaur
insulation panels. With Atlas II this purge is no longer required, and scheduled increases in GHe
storage capacity will easily satisfy COLD-SAT requirements. LH2 storage capacity and
requirements for Atlas configurations and COLD-SAT are summarized in Table 9-1. Note that all
vehicle/spacecraft requirements include LH2 reserves for a two hour contingency countdown hold.
While all LH2 requirements can be readily met for Atlas I, for Atlas II LH2 capacity appears
marginal. This could be improved by reducing storage facility boiloff losses through modified
tank!ng procedures and schedules. By tanking far enough in advance to allow saturation, and then
topping off the facility two to four days prior to launch, boiloff could be compensated, allowing
ample LH2 margin for COLD-SAT tanking.
Table 9-1. SLC-36B LH2 Capacity and Requirements Summary
LAUNCH LH2 STORAGE LH2 REQUIRED
VEHICLE CAPACITY (m3), (m3)* (m3)**
ATLAS I 106 83 3
ATLAS II 106 91 3
* Includes reserve for two hour contingency countdown hold
** Storage facility boiloff is about 5.7 m3/week
LH2 AVAILABLE COLD-SAT LH2
(m3) REQ'D (m3)
20 7.5
12 7.5
FACILITY BOILOFF
Hardware modifications at SLC-36B required to deliver fluids to COLD-SAT are also minimal.
High pressure GN2 is available on the umbilical tower at the payload service swing boom elevation,
and high pressure GHe and LH2 sources are located at the Centaur service swing boom located
below the payload service boom. From these locations, new supply lines would be connected and
routed to COLD-SAT along with electrical cables. To accomplish this, a reworked Titan/Centaur
(Centaur T4) disconnect panel is attached to the experiment outer structure and mated with a
retractable ground panel (see Section 8.3.1 for details). An arrangement for the umbilical lines
running between the panel and the launch complex umbilical tower is shown in Figure 9-4. This
arrangement uses a retractable boom, higher on the tower than the payload service boom, that is
similar to that used for Titan/Centaur. It extends to a position for minimizing the draped line lengths
and loads on the experiment disconnect panel while allowing adequate flexibility for movements
between the Atlas and the tower. In the final analysis, the station location and clock position of the
retractable boom, the drape line lengths, the angular sweep of the payload service swing boom, and
the location of the payload fairing air conditioning GSE umbilical would be considered to assure
clearances. Lanyard tethers can also be employed to limit the motion of the drape lines after
disconnection. Since the drape line sizes are small, additional studies would include an alternate
approach which replaces the retractable boom with umbilical drape lines running directly from the
tower. In this case, the motion of the drape lines after disconnecting would be limited with tethers.
There is an allowable range for the clock position of the panel on the experiment, thus a position can
be chosen which ensures adequate clearance between the swing boom and the drape lines. Some
typical Atlas II vehicle umbilical interface locations are summarized in Figure 9-5. Atlas I locations
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DESCRIPTION ANGLE (DEG.)
LH2 LINE
LO2 LINE
AFT PANEL (T-4)
He PURGE
ISA A]C LINE
GH2 LINE
CEM A/C LINE
He PURGE
ELECTRICAL LINES
PAYLOAD AJC LINES
155.0
118.7
150.0
93.0
148,5 & 157.5
114.0
117.0 & 63.0
76.0
90.0
76.5
Figure 9-5.
ELEVATION (M)
9.51
10.64
11.31
11.76
12.07
3.25
3.66
3.89
3.89
1.94
LOWER
BOOM
UPPER
BOOM
0/i60°
90 270*
Typical Umbilical Interface Locations for Atlas II
180*
would be similar, and these locations for COLD-SAT will need to be determined in future studies.
Hydrogen is vented from COLD-SAT through a connection to the Centaur vent line. In addition to
the fluid and electrical service lines, the following equipment would also be installed on the boom:
1. Modified Centaur T-4 aft umbilical panel
2. Panel disconnect/retract mechanism
3. COLD-SAT purge control module
4. Purge control module instrumentation and control cables
9.3 GROUND OPERATIONS AND LAUNCH PREPARATION
Launch preparations for COLD-SAT begin with advance team arrival at the launch site approximately
53 days prior to launch. The first eleven days of preparation address test equipment unloading, set
up, and calibration prior to arrival of the spacecraft. Spacecraft arrival is scheduled 42 days prior to
launch. Battery function tests, RF calibration and Attitude Control System (ACS) checks are made at
this time.
Following initial checks and calibration, the spacecraft will be moved into its test stand and prepared
for functional and performance testing. ACS performance, solar array, telemetry, tracking, and
control (TT&C), electrical power system (EPS), and momentum wheel/Earth sensor systems will be
tested at this time. During this testing period, ordinance and electro-explosive device harnessing will
also be installed and tested.
Next, the spacecraft will be transported to the Hazardous Processing Facility (HPF), and the
Blockhouse Test Set (BTS) will be moved to the blockhouse for continuity and isolation checks. In
the HPF, the spacecraft will be prepared for propellant and propellant pressurant loading, and the
RF link to the payload processing facility will be established and checked. Following hydrazine
testing, loading, and leak checks, the H2 and He experiment pressurant bottles will be pressurized to
flight levels and the spacecraft closeout performed. Next the spacecraft will be mated to the Centaur
adaptor and continuity checks will be performed. At this point, the assembly will be transported to
SLC-36 for mating to the launch vehicle.
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After mating the spacecraftand adaptorto the launchvehicle, functional interfacecheckswill be
madeon fluid, electrical,andpowersystemsinterfacesandspacecrafthermalcloseoutperformed.
Spacecraftbatterieswill be chargedand seton a trickle chargeand watchschedule,thepayload
fairing will be installed andlaunchrehearsalsincluding tankingtestswill be conducted.Launch
preparationactivitiescometo anendat this point, andtheLaunchcountdownformally beginstwo
daysprior to launch.
9.4 LAUNCH COUNTDOWN
Launchcountdownoperationsfor COLD-SAT beginapproximately48hoursprior to thescheduled
launchtime, with initiation of theGN2purgefor theexperimentmodule,spacecraftbus,solararray
drive assemblies(SADA), andthehigh gainantennagimbal. Thepurgeprocesswill switch to GHe
atapproximatelyonehourprior to tankingoperationsfor COLD-SATTank 1.
Twenty-four hours prior to launch, data link configuration, software initialization, and ground
control interface checkswill be performed. During this period, COLD-SAT telemetrywill be
availablefor healthchecksandreal-timemonitoringduringthelaunchcountdown.At approximately
tenminutesprior to launch,thespacecraftwill beplacedon internalpowerfor final determinationof
launchstatus.A chronologicalsummaryof countdowneventsexpressedin Launch"minus"timeis
shownin Figure9-6. Detailsof theCOLD-SATtanking,vent,andthermalcontrolpurgeprocedures
andtimelinesarediscussedandillustratedin thefollowing sections.
9.4.1 Tanking
COLD-SAT tankingoperationswill requireapproximately65minutesto complete. This includesa
ten minute chill, fast fill to approximately96 percentof tank volume, followed by topping to 98
percentof tank volume at approximately0.038 kg/s total flow to compensatefor the0.017 kg/s
boiloff rate,andprovidesufficientnettoppingcapabilityto betimeefficient. Thetankingtimelineis
shown in Figure 9-7, and comparesthe nominal Atlas I (Centaur) timeline to the revised
requirementsnecessaryfor COLD-SAT tankingoperations.COLD-SATchilldown andsubsequent
tanking havebeentimed to occurafter thecompletionof CentaurLH2 chill. This is necessaryto
avoid impactingtheflowrate-criticalCentaurchill operation.Theresultis atenminuteextensionof
theplannedtenminute hold thatoccursnominallyat theL-15 minutemark in thecountdown.The
resultingextensiondoesnot impactAtlasI operations,andcanbeaccommodatedwithout significant
changesin nominallaunchoperations,or existingSLC-36resources.
9.4.2 Venting
Analysis of the ground-to-orbitheatflux indicatesthat approximately347 W/m2 will be input to
COLD-SAT Tank 1. Using thisasabasisfor pressurerisedetermination,ventingof Tank 1during
theascentportion of theflight will be requireduntil thepayloadfairing is jettisonedresultingin a
significantdrop in theheatflux rate.
Two basicoptionsexist for ventingTank 1: (1) usinganindependentvent fin, and (2) interfacing
with the Centaur vent line between the existing vent fin and the Centaur vent valves. The
independentventconfigurationis consideredto beprohibitively expensivein hardwaredesign,and
developmentcostsassociatedwith themodificationof thepayloadfairing. While someadditional
costswill berequiredfor analysisof theCentaurinterfaceconfigurationto ensurecompatibility,it is
concludedthatthismethodwill bemuchlower in overallcostto theprogram.
Examinationof the interfacevent configurationindicatesthattheventpressuresfor Tank 1may be
drivenby Centaur,due to Centaurvent pressures,thedesireto keepCOLD-SAT tankpressuresas
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low aspossible,and theneedto avoidvent backflowbetweenCentaurandCOLD-SAT. Potential
backflow into theCOLD-SATTank 1will bepreventedby thecheckvalve installedin thevent line
upstreamof the connectionto the Centaurvent as shownin Figure 9-8. The CentaurH2 vent
function is performedby aself-regulatingventvalve that operatesbetween131and 145kPa. This
valve hasbackflow preventionthatwill preventthe ingestionof vent gasfrom thevent line. This
configurationeliminatestheneedfor activecontrol of theCOLD-SAT venton thelaunchpad,and
allows theTank 1ventvalve to beheldopenduring tanking,thuskeepingTank 1pressureaslow as
possibleprior to launch.
Orifice and
Check Valve
COLD-SAT Vent
Interface Downstream
of Centaur Vent Valve
Self Sealing
Disconnect
GH2 Burn
Stack
ank 1
ent Valve
Hydrogen
Vent Valve
Figure 9-8. COLD-SAT/Centaur Vent Interface Schematic
Just prior to launch, the Centaur vent function switches to a DCU-controlled solenoid valve for
flight, and the pressure band shifts upward on a varying flight profile that tops at 200 to 214 kPa.
The COLD-SAT Tank 1 vent valve will be activated at this time and the pressure control band will be
set to a range of 262 to 276 kPa. To avoid backflow of COLD-SAT vent gas into the Centaur, the
orifice in the Tank 1 vent line is used to provide a significant pressure drop in the vent line upstream
of the Centaur interface. This venting arrangement will be maintained during the boost phase. At
separation from Centaur, the vent path through the Centaur vent fin is closed by the self-sealing
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disconnectatthe interface.Followingthis,theCOLD-SATtanksareventedthroughtheCOLD-SAT
balanced-thrustventsystem.
9.4.3 ThermalControl/Purge
Themulti-layer tank insulationpurgesystemconfigurationis describedin detail in Section5.4.2.
Key operational features of the airborne purge system include:
1. Inboard purge line to supply conditioning gas
2. Outboard purge line to supply or exhaust conditioning gas
3. Micrometeoroid/debris shield (MMS) purge line
4. Purge containment vent door
The inboard purge line supplies conditioning gas (GN2 or GHe) under the multilayer insulation
(MLI) and between Tank 1 and the MLI. The MLI is perforated to allow permeation of conditioning
gas. The outboard purge line supplies or exhausts conditioning gas between the MLI and purge
containment. The purge containment shroud is sealed to minimize leakage of conditioning gas. The
MMS purge line supplies GN2 between the purge containment and MMS. The MMS has an open
vent to allow exhaust of GN2 to the payload fairing. The purge containment vent door allows
evacuation of GHe from the MLI during ascent. The vent door remains closed until launch.
The purge system is connected to the ground supply/exhaust through an umbilical disconnect and a
purge control module containing five valves. The purge control module regulates the GN2 and GHe
supply flowrates, and interconnects the supply and exhaust lines to provide the required purge
sequence. The nominal inlet temperature is approximately 297 K for both the GN2 and GHe
conditioning gas. The sequence of events for the ground purge conditioning is given in Table 9-2
and a schematic representation of the sequence is given in Figure 9-9.
Table 9-2. Sequence of Events for the Ground Purge Conditioning
EVENT
SEQUENCE
A. INITIAL GN2
CONDITIONING
B. INITIAL GHe
CONDITIONING
C. MAINTAINANCE GHe
CONDITIONING
D. ASCENT
EVACUATION
NONIMAL
TIMELINE
Within Two Days
Prior to Tanking
One Hour Prior
to Tanking
After Tanking
At Liftoff
NOMINAL*
FLOWRATE
iInboard Line
GN2 at 5 kg/h.r
Inboard Line
GHe at 27 kg/hr
iOutboard Line
GHe at 2.3 kg/hr
Conditioning
Flow Off
DESCRIPTION OF SEQUENCE
GN2 is introduced through the inboard purge
line to drive out any water vapor, and is
exhausted through the outboard purge line.
Conditioning is then switched to GHe to
displace the nitrogen in the containment
cavity and MLI.
Inboard purge is discontinued and the outboard
purge line supplies GHe to the outside of the
MLI to make-up for leakage.
At launch all purge conditioning stops and the
vent doors on the purge containment shroud are
opened to allow helium to flow out from the
purge cavity and MLI.
Nominal flowrate for inboard or outboard purge line only.
Nominal flowrate for GN2 micrometeoriod/debris shield purge line is 4.5 kg/min.
Nominal flowrate for GN2 payload fairing purge line is 68 kg/min.
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9.5 ASCENT/TRANSFER ORBIT
During the ascent and transfer orbit flight, COLD-SAT is relatively inactive at standby power levels
with limited telemetry of approximately 1 KBPS available through theCentaur interface. Spacecraft
guidance, health monitoring, and Tank 1 pressure control are the primary functions performed
during this phase of the mission.
Atlas I liftoff officially begins at 51 mm motion (Atlas I 51 mm off the launch pad.). All Atlas
engines are operating at liftoff. At two seconds after liftoff, Atlas starts a preprogrammed roll
program which continues for thirteen seconds. The Atlas pitch and yaw programs are initiated at
fourteen seconds after liftoff and continue until Atlas booster engine cutoff (BECO). Booster
engines perform these pitch and yaw maneuvers as the sustainer engine is locked to null. The
specific pitch and yaw programs flown are selected on launch day to minimize wind-induced loading
on the vehicle. BECO occurs at an accelerometer reading of 5.5 g. The booster package is jettisoned
3.1 seconds after BECO.
The flight control system holds a constant vehicle attitude through payload fairing jettison, which
occurs 44 seconds after insulation panel jettison. Sustainer engine cutoff (SECO) occurs when
propellant depletion is sensed by either an LO2 pressure switch or a sensor in the fuel tank. Two
seconds after SECO, the pyrotechnic system releases the Centaur from the interstage adaptor.
The Centaur control system begins 3.5 seconds after SECO. At this time, Centaur engine prestart
valves are opened, providing control capability and initiating the propulsion system chilldown. The
fin:st Centaur main engine start (MES 1) occurs about twelve seconds after SECO. Closed loop
guidance starts at twenty seconds after MES 1 and continues until Centaur main engine cutoff
(MECO). MECO 1 is directed by guidance when the proper orbit is achieved.
During Centaur coast phase, vehicle attitude and propellant retention is controlled by the smaller
reaction control motors. Shortly before MES 2, the reaction motor system orients the vehicle to the
proper attitude for ignition. The reaction motors then fire to settle the propellants, and a second
chilldown occurs for seventeen seconds before MES 2. MES 2 is initiated by guidance and
continues until guidance calculates that the vehicle is properly on the mission orbit.
After separation, Centaur is turned away from the spacecraft. The reaction motors fire for 45
seconds to move Centaur away from the spacecraft. Another motor burn is initiated for 76 seconds
until propellant blowdown begins. Blowdown may require several minutes to accomplish, during
which time the Centaur is on an orbit considerably different from the COLD-SAT.
9.6 ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS
At separation from the Centaur, COLD-SAT will have an initial roll rate of 2 rpm. Pitch and yaw
will be minimal unless tip off rates are encountered. The TC & R antenna and high gain antenna will
be pyrotechnically released. The high gain antenna gimbal mechanism will be enabled, allowing the
antenna to track TDRS. Commanding from ground stations may then commence, and by either
stored or ground initiated command mode, COLD-SAT will be commanded to a stable control mode
in preparation for solar array deployment.
9.6.1 Deployment and Checkout
Once the antennae and arrays are deployed, Earth acquisition mode will be commanded. The solar
arrays will be slewed to sun normal, and then commanded to run mode. Attitude acquisition events
are detailed in Table 9-3 with event times based on local spacecraft time. It is assumed that, (1)
eclipses are 35 minutes long, and (2) TDRSS or GSTDN are available for command relay for the
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acquisitionsequence.If this is not thecase,thereconfigurationto on-orbitmodewill requiremore
time.
Table9-3. AttitudeAcquisition/DeploymentTimeline
Time from
Orbit Eclipse (rain) Event Description
0
10
15
30
45
50
Turn on AOCS
Checkout DIRAs
Vent Propulsion
Thruster Verification
Initiate Spin-down
Sun Acquisition
2 0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
Roll Earth Acquisition
DIRA Attitude Reference Mode
Warm-up North Wing Prior to Deployment
Solar Array North Wing Deployment
North Solar Array Deployment
Warm-up South Wing Prior to Deployment
Solar Array South Wing Deployment
South Solar Array Deployment
0
10
20
35
50
60
Roll Earth Acquisition
Pitch Earth Acquisition
Slew North Solar Array to Sun
Slew South Solar Array to Sun
Configure Heaters
Transition to On-Orbit Mode
4 On-Orbit Checkout
9.6.2 Spacecraft Bus Operations
Once in on-orbit mode, the spacecraft will require minimum commanding. Under control of the
SCE, the spacecraft can function autonomously for up to 28 days. The processor generates
necessary signals to maintain attitude for all mission phases, including pointing the spacecraft +X/-X
axis along the velocity vector for the experiments, pointing the solar arrays and communication
antennae, and maintaining attitude during thrusting maneuvers.
On-orbit operations consist of monitoring spacecraft telemetry data for health and safety, collecting
experiment data via the seven minute long data dump each orbit, and uplinking commands to the
spacecraft as needed to accomplish:
1. Experiment preparation and operations;
2. Spacecraft housekeeping and experiment support operations;
3. A monthly (approximately) 180 deg. roll maneuver.
Real-time telemetry will be monitored for approximately ten minutes per orbit, simultaneously with
the recorder dump. The stored data dump will occur on the TDRS S-band multi-access (SMA) "I"
Channel at 38 KBPS, while the real-time data will be carried on the SMA "Q" channel at 2.4 KBPS.
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Eleventimesperyeara 180deg.roll maneuver(or a 180deg.pitch maneuverif it is necessaryto
limit orbit altitudeincreasecausedby thrustingto provideexperimentaccelerations)is requiredto
keep the solararraynearnormal to thesun. This maneuvershouldbeperformedat or near6:00
am/pmlocalspacecraftimeto minimizethesolararrayslewangle.Analysesthatmustbeperformed
in nearreal-timeprior to themaneuverinclude:
1. Verificationof centerof massoffsetdeterminedby theSCE;
2. Verificationof thermalparameterswithin limits;
3. Verificationof sufficientbatterychargeto supportthemaneuver;,
4. Verificationof thrusterperformance.
Maneuvertiming is determinedby powerconstraintsandwill requirenearreal-time analysis.The
sequenceof eventsis detailedin Table9-4. Beforeinitiating anexperiment,thecontrol systemwill
be reconfigured in one of two ways. First, for no-thrust experiments,which require very low
accelerationfields, the spacecraftwill be configured to minimize all torque effects. This is
accomplishedby decreasingcontrol loop gains,andenablingmagnetictorquersto provide wheel
unloading. Second,for experimentsrequiringhighthrust,theDIRAs will becalibratedandselected
for control, thrusterswill beenabledsuchthat whenactivated,continual wheel unloadingby off
modulationof selected thruster firings is performed to prevent wheel saturation.
Table 9-4. Roll Maneuver Timeline
Step
Duration (min) Event Description
5
20
10
5
25
1
10
10
15
15
10
Enable Thrusters
DIRA Calibration
DIRA Attitude Reference Mode
Disable SADA
180 ° Roll Bias
Verify Attitude
Roll Earth Acquisition
Pitch Earth Acquisition
Slew North Solar Array to Sun
Slew South Solar Array to Sun
Transition to On-orbit Mode
9.6.3 Experiment Operations
During the COLD-SAT mission, the TDRS network will provide uplink and downlink telemetry
services as well as tracking support, with some backup downlink capability supplied by the GSTDN
system. COLD-SAT will continuously record experiment and bus data throughout the mission.
Data will be stored on board in bubble memory, and will be dumped once per orbit during a
scheduled ten minute TDRSS coverage window. During this window, the previous orbit's data and
real-time data will be downlinked and recorded for processing. Command uplink for the next orbital
period of bus and experiment activity will also be performed during this window.
9.6.3.1 Experiment Control. Experiment control will be performed by generic, function specific
software shells. Each experiment function (i. e. tank chill, no-vent fill, etc.) will be performed by a
specific shell resident in SCE memory. Experiment shell identification, individual component
activation, logic test limits, and instrumentation value limits for a particular experiment will be
uplinked to spacecraft RAM as a control data set, along with execution time tags. Prior to
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experimentexecution,theSCEwill loadtheappropriatesequenceshell,start/stoptime tags,andthe
matching control dataset. At the specified time, experimentexecutionwill be initiated by the
onboardsoftwaresequence.Nominal executionwill continueuntil completionof thesequence,or
until an interruptflag is generatedbyeitheron boardhealthmonitoringor groundcommand. .
In theeventof aninterrupt, thesequencewill be terminated,all experimenttankscontainingfluid
will beplacedin passivepressurecontrolmode,the interruptandthefault conditionwill berecorded
andtime taggedfor downlink duringthenextplannedTDRSSwindow. Anomaly investigationand
resolutionwiU beperformedby groundbasedanalysisandcommanding.In theeventof anonboard
softwareanomaly,limited groundcapability will beavailableto uplink new sequencesoftware,or
re-programexperimentsequenceshellsif required.
9.6.3.2 Ground Support for Experiment Operations. A typical 24 hour cycle of COLD-SAT
operations is divided into three eight-hour segments. Two segments are dedicated to direct COLD-
SAT operations and the third is provided as a data analysis and experiment re-planning window.
This is illustrated'in Figure 9-10.
8 16 24
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• SECONDARY EXP. OPERATIONS
• DATA RETRIEVAL/EVAL.
• EXPERIMENT MONITORING
• OPERATIONS COORD.
• ANOMALY RESOLUTION
• PLANNING IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 9-10. Typical 24 Hour Operations Cycle
Generally, primary shift operations consist of the experiment operations defined in the ERD
(Reference 9-1), and the support functions required to accomplish them. Following the prime shift,
the Principal Investigators are allocated an eight hour period to collect, analyze, and evaluate the
results of the previous shift's experiment conduct. Additionally, any operations that do not require
significant ground support (i.e. thermodynamic conditioning, tank heating, tank chill, etc.) can be
initiated during this relatively quiescent period. Experiment re-planning is also performed during this
period so that it may be submitted to the following shift for scheduling.
Secondary operations generally include the return fluid transfers, thermodynamic conditioning, and
any necessary spacecraft bus operations required to support COLD-SAT experiments. Telemetry
format changes, attitude maneuvers, and orbital maintenance thrusting are typical examples.
Because the ten minute per orbit window is insufficient for experiment data to be reviewed in real-
time, the real-time support effort is basically a "care-taker" operation, and the main functions of
ground support personnel are to monitor spacecraft and experiment health, perform the command
uplink activity for scheduled experiments, and retrieve experimental data during the ten minute per
orbit TDRSS window so that it may be reviewed during the defined period. Because of this, it is
estimated that real-time experiment support operations will require no more than two people per shift
in the CFTO Science Operations Center (SOC), and one person in the FAC facility.
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9.6.3.3 Inte_ated Experiment Plan. Class I and II experiments for the COLD-SAT mission have
been combined to form an integrated experiment plan. This plafi provides individual tank LH2
quantity accounting, boiloff, and experiment losses, as well as cumulative elapsed time and total
LH2 remaining. Two versions of the integrated plan have been generated to determine the effects of
additional time required for ground support shift scheduling. These plans are included in
Appendix D.
The first version assumed non-stop experiment operation for 24 hours a day, seven days a week
until all experiments defined in the ERD have been performed. This plan indicates that all defined
experiments can be performed in 51 days with approximately 28 kg of LH2 remaining. This plan
does not include any additional time for anomaly resolution or modified experiment "repeats" that
may occur.
The second version reflects the shift scheduling guidelines provided by the NASA/LeRC/CFTO as
follows:
1. Two shifts per day, seven days per week for the first month;
2. Two shifts per day, five days per week for the next two months;
3. One shift per day, five days per week for the remainder of the mission.
The "shift scheduled" plan extends to 64 days in length, and as a result of the additional boiloff, all
of the def'med experiments cannot be completed. An effort to minimize the additional LH2 loss was
attempted by scheduling the eight hour shift breaks coincident with experiment operations that
required minimal ground support. These operations include post-transfer thermodynamic
conditioning, TVS experiments, prechill tank heating, and tank chill. Experiments that cannot be
performed are listed in Table 9-5 by ERD experiment number, and are cross referenced to the
appropriate tank.
The first incomplete experiment is encountered at 48 days into the mission. At that point there is
approximately 80 kg of usable LH2 onboard, but this is insufficient to perform a fill experiment in
Tank 2 which requires 85 kg of LH2. Similar conditions occur at 57 days into the mission for
experiments in Tank 3. At this point 33 kg of usable LH2 remains, with fill experiments in Tank 3
requiring 42 kg.
Table 9-5. Incomplete Experiments in the Shift-Scheduled Plan
Tank 2 Tank 3
No Vent Fill I-4.13 I-4.8
Vented Fill II-9.10 II-9.6
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SAFETY
At this point in the development of the COLD-SAT concept, the safety analyses have identified many
of the potential accident areas which must be analyzed further. The spacecraft design and ground
operations will be in accordance with Eastern Space and Missile Center Regulations (ESMCR 127-1)
(Reference 10-1), Range Safety requirements, and Air Force regulations concerning. Explosives
Safety and Occupational Safety and Health. For payload (spacecraft) processing m Astrotech
International Corporation facilities, compliance with their Safety Policy Manual (Reference 10-2) is
required. Chapters 2-5 of ESMCR 127-1 identifies the spacecraft design and operational
requirements that must be met to obtain range safety approval for launch. Reference 10-3 is a
Preliminary Satellite System Safety Package prepared under this contract.
10.1 LAUNCH VEHICLE AND COLD-SAT GROUND SUPPORT
The Commercial Atlas I vehicle is baselined by GDSS as the Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV) for
COLD-SAT. The Commercial Launch Services (CLS) division of General Dynamics will provide a
specific set of design and operations requirements that define spacecraft-peculiar Range Safety and
spacecraft processing requirements. All of COLD-SAT fluid GSE requirements are met with
currently developed hardware that is used for Centaur LH2 fueling and inflight venting connections.
The experiment tank ground/ascent vent is routed along the side of the payload fairing to allow for an
interface with the existing Centaur ground/ascent venting system. At the time of fairing separation,
the vent line to the experiment is detached by means of a vent line disconnect activated by fairing
motion forces. The Centaur vent system is detached in the same manner. The existing launch pad
umbilical tower will service the COLD-SAT experiment as well as the Centaur upper stage. A
duplicate umbilical/retention system from Centaur GSE will be installed higher up the tower to
perform required ground support for COLD-SAT. Umbilical disconnect and retraction is initiated at
liftoff similar to the current Centaur system.
10.2 HAZARDS
10.2.1 On-Orbit Environment
The low-Earth-orbit environment includes hazards caused by micrometeoroids and man-made debris.
To meet a reliability goal of 0.92 for Class I experiments, analysis indicates the need for shielding
around the experiment to prevent tank and fluid line penetration and/or damage to the insulation.
Therefore, the experiment primary structure surrounds the experiment module, and is a semi-
monocoque design consisting of aluminum honeycomb with aluminum inner and outer skins and
aluminum structural ring elements. This structure carries experiment module loads and provides the
desired protection against micrometeoroids and debris.
10.2.2 Tanks
The experiment LH2 tanks are designed and analyzed according to MIL-STD 1522A, The Safe
Design and Analysis of Pressurized Missile Structures. The ultimate factor is 1.25 which comes
from the MSFC Handbook 505. The tanks are designed for the pumping of LH2 from Tank 1 to the
other tanks dependent upon which experiment is being conducted. Gaseous helium and gaseous
hydrogen pressurization tanks for experiment use are vendor items selected on availability, space
qualification and a structural safety factor of 2.0. Pressurization tank maximum operating pressure is
27.6 MPa with the design pressure being 55.2 MPa.
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10.2.3 Bus Subsystems
A preliminaryidentificationof themajorhazards,andthedesignfeaturesimplementedto mitigatethe
probability of occurrencearelisted in Table 10-1. Thesefeaturesspansthedesign,manufacture,
test,andoperationalphasesof theCOLD-SAT program. Table 10-2lists theproceduresanddesign
specification/drawingthat will beusedto assureall necessarysafetyconsiderationsareaddressed,
andTable 10-3list themajor safetyrestrictionsimposedby theCOLD-SAT safetypolicies. These
havebeenidentified to acommensuratelevelwith thesystemdesignmaturity,andduringsubsequent
designphases,moredetailedissueswill beanalyzedto assurethat all hazardsareconsideredand
evaluatedto minimizetheirimpact.
10.2.4 OrdnanceSubsystems
All ordnanceoperationson theETR areconsideredhazardousandaresubjectto stringentcontrols.
Theseoperationsnormally consistof transportation/shipment/mating,electrical connection,render
safe,removal/demate,launchanddisastercontrol. TheCOLD-SAT specificordnancesubsystems
includeliquid propellantsdefinedby DOD for siting, storageandhandlingpurposes,and theentire
electroexplosive subsystemwhich includes the power source, firing circuits, control circuits,
monitoring circuits, and initiation devices. The design of these subsystems shall be in accordance
with ESMCR 127-1, paragraphs 3.13 and 5.13, and be covered by a Range Safety-approved
operating procedure.
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Table 10-1. Preliminary Hazard Analysis
MAJORHAZARD DESIGNFEATURES MAJORHAZARD DESIGNFEATURES
PROPULSION(RCS)
PropegantTank,/
LinesRupture
Releaseoftoxic
substanceshazardous
to personnel
PropellantLoading GSE
Ruptureand/orleakage
of propellant
Releaseoftoxic
substanceshazardous
to personnel
Leakageof Propellant
through fill/drain valves
and/or thrusters
Toxichazardto
personnel.
ELECTRICAL
ElectricalShort
orOverload
Resultingin fire and/or
damageto equipment,
injuryto personnel
Battery Burst/
ElectrolyteLeakage.
• Designto guidelinesandsafety
factors req'dby ESMCR127-1,
Par. 3.12.2& 3.12.3.
• Maintainenvironmentaltemp.
controlto preventank over
pressure
• Designwithmaterialscompatibility
• Designpropellantloadingand
pressurizingGSEto detailedrequire-
mentsof ESMCR127-1.Par.3.12
• Use gasaspiratorsinsteadof
water aspiratorsper NASA KSC
letter CP-PSO-146-88,June 7. 1988
. Seled qualifiedfill/drainvalves
withprimary& secondaryseals
• Providesinglefailuretolerance
againstInadvertentthrustervalve
opening(electricaD
' Providetwo seriesflow control
devices(mechanicalbarriers)
belowpropellanttanks.
• Procedurallyload& pressurize
propulsionsystemlateinthe
groundoperationsequenceto
minimizetimehazard
. Selectflightprovenmaterials
. Designto acceptedderatingcriteria
• Usenonflammablematerials
wherepossble
• Useconservativespace-use
electricaldesignpractices
• Provideappropriatefusing and/or
currentlimitingdevices.
• Designbattery pressurevesselsto
appropriatesafetyfactoroverworst
case pressurebuild-up.
• Perform pressurevessellotburst
teststo demonstratedesignburst
• Performpressurevesselcycling
teststo verify•Safe Life',
• Provideaudiblewarningsystemin
chargingGSEto precludeover
pressure.
PYROTECHNICS(EED'S)
Premature/Inadvertent
Operationof EED's
Prematuredeploymentof
appendagescasuinginjury
to personneland/or
damageto equipment
MECHANICALGSE
Failureof GroundHandling
Equipment
Causinginjuryordeath
to personneland/or
damageto equipment
TT&C
RF Radiation
PersonnelhazardifRF
levd isabovesafelevels
wherepersonnelare work-
Ing. Applicableduring
groundoperationsor
on-padtransmissions
INTERFACES
Satellite/Experiment
Mechanicalstress
concentrationsat attach
pointsresultinginpressure
vesselfailure
Electrical-inadvertent
command/controlsignals
producinghazardous
resultsinexperiment.
• Select approved initiators
eg. NSI-1(NASA)meeting
req'm'tsof ESMCR 127-1
• Designwiring/shieldingper
ESMCR 127-1req'm'tsfor
ordnance
• Providesinglefailure tolerance
againstinadvertentelectrical
actuationof EEDs,
• Make provisionfor tetheringof
deployablesafterEEDsare
hstalled.Removetethersonpad
before launch. -
. Design liftingandhandling
equipmento ESMCR127-1
Par. 3.6.2.
• Conductrequiredprooftests
andNDI
• Inspectfor cracksordamage
priorto each use
. Determineby analysisatwhat
dstancefromantennaaperture
theRF energyreachesa safelevd.
• Placewarningsignsandbarriers
to preventpersonnelfrom
approachingthe RFsourcecloser
than thedefinedsafedistance.
Provideappropriatewarningsin
RF testprocedures.
. Design foradequatesafety
margin.
• Designfor avoidanceof stress
concentrationat mountingpoints
• Hazardouselectricalinterfaces
areTBD.
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Table 10-2. Procedures Which Control Hazards
DESIGNSPECIFICATIONS/DRAWINGS
• Satel_e SystemSpec
• PropulsionSubsystemSpec
• I-I'&C SubsystemSpec
• ElectricalSubsystemSpec
• Sate_eIExperimentInterfaceRequirementsDocument
• IndvidualGSEDesignSpecsfor
1) HandlingEquipment
2) LiftingEquipment
3) Propellantloadingand pressurizingequipment o
4) Integratedsystemtestcomplex(ISTC)
PROCEDURES(GENERIC)
LaunchBaseOperationsProcedure
PropulsionSubsystemOperations (MEOP)
PropellantLoadingand Pressurization
Or_ance InstalationandCheckout
TT&C Performance (RF)
SatelliteTransportation& Handling
BatteryCharge/DischargeOperations
Satellite/ExperimentInterface Verification
GSEIndividualUnitValidationPro_:edures
Table 10-3.
PropulsionSystemAnd OrdnanceSystem
RFTransmission
Satellite/Experiment Interfaces
Handrmgand_ing GSEandpropulsionioa_LngGSE
Major Safety Restrictions Imposed By Safety Policies
Systemdesignandoperationsmustbe Inaccordancewith
ESMCR 127-1,
Designandoperationsshalbe InaccordancewithESMCR
127-1,Paragraph 3.8.1.
At leastsinglefailuretoleranceshallbe providedagainst
inadvertentoccurrenceof anypotentiallycatastrophicsatellite-
controlledexperimentfunction.
Mustcomplyindesignandoperationswithrequirements
of ESMCR 127-1
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RELIABILITY
11.1 SPACECRAFTRELIABILITY
The entire COLD-SAT spacecraftmusthavea systemreliability of at least0.92, exclusiveof the
launch vehicle, for accomplishing the complete set of Class I experiments. No reliability
requirementsarespecifiedfor accomplishingtheClassII experiments,but if theClassI s andClass
II's areintermingled,thus lengtheningthetime andincreasingthenumberof operationsconducted
prior to completionof theClassI's, theClassII's will impactreliability andpossiblyimpactsystem
design.
Thesystemsof thespacecraftbusaregenerallythesameasor similar to thoseusedon someEarth-
orbitingsatellites.Muchof theexperimentmodulesystemseithercontainuniquecomponentsor use
familiar componentsin a unique systemconfiguration. Thus the experimentmodule hasbeen
allocatedalowerreliability designgoal thanthespacecraftbus. Theanticipatedmaximumon-orbit
timerequiredto accomplishtheClassI experimentsis sixmonths.For this period,Table 11-1gives
allocateddesigngoalsandestimatedreliabilitiesfor thespacecraftbus,experimentmodulesystems,
and micrometeoroid/debris shield. The estimated overall reliability is 0.9506. The design
philosophyfor achievingthesegoalsincludes:
Useof redundancyandotherenhancementsto reducethenumberof single-pointfailure
modes;
Useof provendesignsanddesignconceptsto theextentpossible,includingpreviously
qualifiedor flight-provendesigns;
Useof fail-safeandfault-tolerantdesigns;
Useof redundantelectronicassemblieswith extensivecross-strapping;
Useof redundancyfor someelectro-mechanicalndmechanicalcomponents;
Shortcircuit protectionfor all electronicsystems;
Minimizationof componentypes;
Partsderatingto enhancereliability.
Table11-1. COLD-SAT Reliability Goals for Class I Experiments
D..P,gdg£I__.e_ /_ Estimates (6 Months)
Spacecraft Bus Module 0.975 0.9926
Experiment 0.954 0.9674
Micrometeoroid/ 0.990 0.990
Debris Shield
Overall 0.920 0.9506
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11.2BUSMODULE RELIABILITY
The failurerates,modelingconsiderations,andredundancyimplementationsusedin thereliability
assessmentsfor thebussubsystemsarederivedprincipally from currentgeosynchronouspacecraft
programsincluding INSAT, GOES,SCSandINTELSAT V andINTELSAT VII. Theappropriate
adjustmentsin failureratesandduty cycleshavebeenincorporatedfor low Earthorbit environmental
considerationsfor itemssuchasthebatteriesandsolararraydrive mechanisms.
Someof thekey reliability featuresof theCOLD-SAT bussubsystemdesign,in additionto those
alreadymentioned,includespecifically:
Redundancyfor momentumwheels,gyros,cableandrodcutters,etc;
Redundancyfor all attitudecontrolsensorsandactuatorsusingqualifiedandheritageor
flight-provendesigns;
Redundantseatsfor thrustervalvesanda backupflow pathfor theheliumpressureregulator;
Currentgenerationspacecraftcontrolelectronicsdesignwith full redundancy,.frequentcross-
strapping,increasedoperationalflexibility for highernumericalreliability in thecommand,
telemetryandattitudecontrolprocessingfunctionsthanearlierspacecraft;
Redundantsquibsor pyrotechnicdevicesfor all actuations(solararraydeployments).
Most spacecraftbusfailureeffectsin theconceptualdesignareisolatedto singleelectronicunitsand
will notdisableor degradetheperformanceof theremainderof thespacecraftor redundantfunctional
units. This approachto theCOLD-SAT busspacecraftdesignprovidesoperationalflexibility, fail-
safefeatures,andthehighestassuranceof completingtheCOLD-SATmission.
Table 11-2providesa summaryof thebusreliability results.Thesix monthspacecraftbusreliability
of 0.9926exceedsthe0.9750allocationassignedto thebusmodule.
Table 11-2. SpacecraftBusModuleReliabilityAssessmentSummary
Bus Subsystems Ps(6 mo.) Ps(1 yr)
TC&R Transponder 0.9984 0.9966
Spacecraft Controller Electronics 0.9997 0.9988
Electrical Power 0.9965 0.9920
ADCS 0.99997 0.9999
Propulsion 0.9981 0.9959
Structure >0.9999999 >0.9999999
Solar Array Deployment 0.9999427 0.9999427
Total Bus 0.9926 0.9832
Bus Module Allocation 0.9750
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11.3EXPERIMENTMODULE RELIABILITY
Specific experiment module componentswill be either activeor dormant, depending on the
experimentin process.Dormantfailurerateshavebeenassumedto be10percentof theactivefailure
rate.
Theequipmentusedfor eachexperimentwasidentified,andwasassociatedcollectively asTank 1,
Tank2 or Tank3 equipment.A single-stringdesignwasdefined for eachgroupandits failure rate
evaluatedandcoupledwith thenecessaryoperatingtimeto defineaminimum level reliability. The
improvement factor thus neededto meet specified reliability requirements was defined, and
redundancyfeaturesdetermined.TheTank 1 single-stringfailure ratewas found to be lower than
for the other two tanks, but it had much higher operating time, and thus set the pattern for
redundancyconfigurationsand helpedestablishwhereredundancyin the fluid systemwasmost
beneficial.
Theactivetimesweredeterminedfor eachsetof tankequipment,andthedormanttimesestimatedas
theremainderrequiredto total sixmonths. Theoverall reliability of eachsetof tankequipmentwas
determinedasthe productof theactiveanddormantperiod reliabilities. The experimentmodule
reliability for ClassI experimentswas then determinedas the product of the three tank groups
multiplied by theinstrumentationreliability. Table 11-3gives theestimatedreliabilities, with the
experimentmodulehavingareliability of 0.9674.
Table 11-3.ExperimentModuleReliabilityAssessmentSummary
Exoeriment Eaui.Dment Group
Tank 1 Group
Tank 2 Group
Tank 3 Group
Instrumentation
Overall
Ps !6 Months!
0.9883
0.9895
0.9939
0.9953
0.9674
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PROJECTPLANNING
12.1 TECHNOLOGICAL RISKS
We haveratedcomponenttechnologicalrisks basedon technologicalmaturity. We recognizethat
true risk also reflects complexity, dependency,failure probability, technical merit, and the
consequencesof failure basedon cost, schedule and technical merit. In order to rate the
technologicalmaturityof eachclassof componentstheyhavebeengivena developmentcategory
ratingof A, B, C, orD accordingto thefollowing definitions.
A Thosecomponentswhich canuseexisitinghardwareor qualifieddesigns.
B Thosecomponentswhichrequirenewdesigns,but for which exisitingandproven
designtechniquesareavailable.
C Thosecomponentswhichrequirenewdesignswhichareat or nearthestate-of-the-art.
D Thosecomponentswhichrequirenewdesignswhicharebeyondthestate-of-the-art.
We haveassigneda technicalrisk factorbasedon a0.001to 10log scale.Therating of risk usinga
log scaleallows risk to beevaluatedonanorderof magnitudebasis. Itemsscored-between0.001
and0.01 are low risk, and haveeitherproven launchvehicle or spacecraftflight heritage,or are
availableasanoff-the-shelf,high quality component. Itemsscoredbetween0.01andO.1 arelow-
to-medium-riskcomponentswhichrequireasmallamountof risk mitigationsuchasverifying minor
packageengineeringmodifications,or whichareexpectedto satisfyqualificationrequirementsbased
on similarity to componentsthat arequalifiedto equivalentor morestringentcriteria. Items rated
between0.1to 1representmediumto highrisk andrequirerisk abatementby conductingtests.Risk
factorsbetween1to 10areallocatedto high risk items. High risk componentsrequire technology
demonstrationor conceptvalidation,asignificantamountof packageengineering,developmentand
optimizationfor spaceflightapplications,andfull qualificationtesting.
12.1.1ExperimentModule
Tables 12-1 and 12-2 show the technical risk factor for the experimentmodulemechanicaland
avionicscategories,respectively.Thetechnologydevelopmentcategoryis thesameasdiscussedin
Section 5.11. Note that the scoring systemallows the possibility of an item in the technology
developmentcategoryto havea low risk factor or converselyan item in thecategoryfor existing
qualified hardwareto havea highrisk factor. The technologydevelopmentcategoryandtechnical
risk factorareindependentanddonotnecessarilycorrelate.Thecomponentsof greatestconcernare
theH2 two-phaseflowmeters andcryogenicLH2 pump. A flowmeter alternativeis discussedin
Section5.11. Our presentdesignallowsfor bothpressurizedandpump-assistedtransferof LH2.
12.1.2 SpacecraftBus
Thedesignof thespacecraftbushasconcentratedon usingexistingflight-qualifiedcomponents
whereeverpossible(seeSection 7.1.4). The technologicalrisk andheritageof thebushardwareis
givenin Table 12-3.Therearefive buscomponentsthathaveasignificantrisk: thespacecraft
structure,thespacecraftcontrolelectronics(SCE),thehydrazinetanks,themagnetictorquers,and
thebatterychargeconvener(BCC). Thenewstructurewill bebasedon technologiesusedin
existingFordAerospacespacecraft.Thespacecraftcontrolelectronicsis beingdevelopedaspartof
theINTELSAT VII programandwill haveits critical designreviewin March,1990. However,its
dataconcentratorunit (DCU) for theexperimentsupportwill becustomizedto meetCOLD-SAT
experimentinsmamentationinterfacerequirements.Newhydrazinepropellanttanksandpropellant
managementdevicesbasedonexistingtechnologywill beneeded.Themagnetictorquersmustbe
sizedandtestedto matchthespacecraftandorbitalenvironmentwheretheywill beused,but thiswill
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Table12-1. DevelopmentCategoriesandTechnologicalRiskFactorsfor ExperimentModule
MechanicalComponents
TECHNOLOGY TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION COMMENTS
DEVELOPMENT RISK
CATEGORY* FACTOR**
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
C
A
A
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
C
C
C
C
B
B
B
A
B
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.05
1
0.9
0.001
0.001
0.09
ACCUMULATOR
BOTTLE, GASEOUS HELIUM
BOTTLE, GASEOUS HYDROGEN
DIFFUSER
DISCONNECT, SELF SEALING
EVAPORATOR
FILTER, CRYOGENIC
FILTER, HIGH PRESSURE GAS
HEATER, ACCUMULATOR
DESIGNED AND BUILT IN-HOUSE TO MIL-STD-1522A
DESIGNED TO MIL-STD-1522A
DESIGNED TO MIL-STD-1522A
DESIGNED AND FABFICATED IN-HOUSE
EATON IS CANDIDATE (ALT. NON SELF SEALING PLUS VALVE)
IN-HOUSE DESIGN AND FABRICATION
AVAILABLE OFF SHELF FROM MANY VENDORS
AVAILABLE OFF SHELF FROM MANY VENDORS
RAYCHEM, TAYCO ARE SOURCES
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
1
1
HEATER, TANK 1
HEATER, TANK 2 LAD
HEATER, TANK 2 WALL
HEATER, TANK 3 VENT
HEATER, TANK 3 WALL
HEATER, VENT SYSTEM
LAD, TANK 1
LAD, TANK 2
RAYCHEM, TAYCO ARE SOURCES
RAYCHEM, TAYCO ARE SOURCES
RAYCHEM, TAYCO ARE SOURCES
RAYCHEM, TAYCO ARE SOURCES
RAYCHEM, TAYCO ARE SOURCES
RAYCHEM, TAYCO ARE SOURCES
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
0.2
0.001
4
0.5
0.02
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.9
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.15
1
0.3
0.05
0.2
MULTIPLE LAYER INSULATION
ORIFICE
PUMP, CRYOGENIC
REGULATOR, CRYOGENIC
REGULATOR, HIGH PRESSURE
SUBCOOLER
TANK 1
TANK 2
TANK 3
TRANSISTION JOINT, EXPLOSION-
WELDED, 2219 TO 304L
TUBING 1/2" MIL-T-8808A
TUBING 1/4" MIL-T-8808A
TUBING 3/8" MIL-T-8808A
TVS, COMPACT
"rvs, TANK 1
TVS, TANK 2
TVS, TANK 3
VALVE, CHECK, CRYOGENIC
VALVE, SHUTOFF, CRYOGENIC
VALVE, SHUTOFF, HIGH PRESSURE
VALVE, MANUAL
VALVE, RELIEF
SHELDAHL, NATIONAL METALIZING, APEX.MILLS, IN-HOUSE FIT
VISCOJET"
SUNSTRAND & ALLIED SIGNAL ARE CANDIDATES
VALCOR, CONSOLODATED ARE CANDIDATES
HTL, VALCOR, CONSOLIDATED, PARKER
IN-HOUSE DESIGN AND FABRICATION REQUIRED
DESIGNED AND FABRICATED IN-HOUSE TO MIL-STD-1522A
DESIGNED AND FABRICATED IN-HOUSE TO MIL-STD-1522A
DESIGNED AND FABRICATED IN-HOUSE TO MIL-STD-1522A
rEXPLOSIVE FABRICATORS / FLOWN ON APOLLO
OFF-SHELF SS 304L EXTRUSION TUBING
OFF-SHELF SS 304L EXTRUSION TUBING
OFF-SHELF SS 304L EXTRUSION TUBING
SUNSTRAND IS CANDIDATE
IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
CONSOLIDATED CONTROLS, HTL
PARKER, VALCOR, CONSOLIDATED CONTROL
PARKER, VALCOR, CONSOLIDATED CONTROL
PARKER, CONSOLIDATED, VALCOR
VALCOR IS CANDIDATE
C 0.2 VAPOR COOLED SHIELD IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT REQUIRED
SEE TEXT FOR DEFINITION
"" .001 TO .01 LOW RISK: PREVIOUSLY FLOWN ON LAUNCH VEHICLE OR SPACECRAFT
.01 TO .1 LOW-MEDIUM RISK:THIS RANGE WILL REQUIRE RELATIVELY LITTLE RISK MITIGATION
.1 TO 1 MED-HIGH RISK: THIS RANGE WILL REQUIRE MITIGATION BY TEST OR TEST DATA
1 TO 10 HIGH RISK: THIS RANGE WILL REQUIRE EXTENSIVE DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND QUAL TESTING
Table 12-2. Development Categories and Technological Risk Factors for Experiment Module
Avionics Components
TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT
CATEG.ORY"
TECHNICAL
RISK
FACTOR"
DESCRIPTION
A 0.003
A 0.05
A 0.05
A 0.001
B 0.1
A 0.05
B 0.03
D 4
A 0.001
B 0.8
A 0,001
A 0.001
A 0.001 TEMP XDCR. ZERO-G
SEE TEXT FOR DEFINITION
"" SEE TABLE 12-1 FOR DEFINfflONS
ACCELEROMETER, TRIAX
CONVERTER, DC/DC (lOV)
CONVERTER, DC:/DC (28V)
CURRENT SHUNT
EXPERIMENT CONTROL UNIT (ECLJ
INVERTER
LIQUIDNAPOR DETECTOR
METER, FLOW
PRESS XDCR (0-30rnV)
REMOTE TELEMETRY UNIT (RTU)
TEMP XDCR, PROBE
TEMP XDCR, SURFACE
PART
NUMBER
TEXTRON 11
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
57-01004
QUANTUM DYI_
PA8224
FAC
55-01259
55-01284
65-O 1006
COMMENTS
FLOWN ON SHU'I-FLE, EXPLORER, USAF $73-5, SATURN, ET£
SOURCE IS TBD-NOT CONSIDERED HIGH RISK
SOURCE IS TBD-NOT CONSIDERED HIGH RISK
OFF THE SHELF HIGH QUALITY RESISTOR
IN-HOUSE DESIGN AND FAB USING QUALIFIED PIECE PARTS
SOURCE IS TBD
TAYCO ENGINEERING
CURRENTLY IN TECHNOLOGY VERIFICATION
GENERAL DYNAMICS-FLOWN ON CENTAUR
FAC DEVELOPED FOR INTELSAT-7, DELTA QUAL REQD
GENERAL DYNAMICS-FLOWN ON CENTAUR
GENERAL DYNAMICS-FLOWN ON CENTAUR
GENERAL DYNAMICS-FLOWN ON CENTAUR
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also utilize existing technology. The BCC will be based on technology being developed at Ford
Aerospace in support of the Space Station.
12.2 FACILITIES
Facilities needed to conduct the COLD-SAT program include those for engineering, manufacturing,
testing, payload processing, launch and control of spacecraft operations. Section 9 (Operations)
provides some information concerning facility features required for assembly, checkout and launch
of COLD-SAT.
12.2.1 Test Facilities
Table 12-4 lists appropriate test facilities at General Dynamics Space Systems Division, Ford
Aerospace Space Systems Division, Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), Air Force
Astronautics Laboratory (AFAL), NASA/LeRC and NASA/MSFC. Liquid nitrogen testing of many
components would be done in GDSS's fluid Systems Integration Laboratory (SIL), and much of the
hydrogen systems testing could be done at the GDSS Sycamore Canyon hazardous material test site.
Hydrogen tanks could be tested at the LeRC K Site at their Plumbrook test facility. Vacuum
chamber testing of the entire spacecraft can be done in the Ford Aerospace space simulation facility
with LN2 substituted for LH2. Large chambers at AEDC and AFAL could accommodate hydrogen
but would require some refurbishment. The chamber at MSFC could be used but could not
accommodate the fully assembled spacecraft.
Table 12-4. Test Facilities
VENDORS
GENERAL DYNAMICS
FORD A EROS PAC E
NASA
AEDC
AFAL
FACILITY
•COMPONENT TEST FACILITIES
.CLIMATICS
•SPACE SIMULATION
.PNEUMATICS
•MECHANICAL / ACCELERATION, PYRO-SHOCK, VIBRATION, MODAL ANALYSIS
.ACOUSTICS
•CRYOGENIC SYSTEMS (FLUID SIL)
•HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TEST SITE (LIQUID HYDROGEN)
•STRUCTURAL
.EMC
.VIBRATION
.CLIMATIC
•SPACE SIMULATION
•LeRC B-2
•LeRC K SITE (LIQUID HYDROGEN COMPATIBLE)
•MSFC SPACE SIMULATION FACILITY (LIQUID HYDROGEN COMPATIBLE)
•CCAFS COMPLEX 36
•LARGE VACUUM CHAMBER (LIMITED LIQUID HYDROGEN COMPATABILITY,
10 M DIA, 20 M HIGH)
•LARGE VACUUM CHAMBER (9 M DIA. SPHERE, LIQUID HYDROGEN
COMPATABLE)
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12.2.2 Spacecraft Processing and Checkout
Table 12-5 lists facilities for spacecraft processing and checkout. General Dynamics Commercial
Launch Services Inc. primarily utilizes the facilities owned and operated by Astrotech Space
Operations for spacecraft processing. Astrotech complies fully with all applicable federal, state,
regional, and local statutes, ordinances, rules, and regulations relating to safety and environmental
requirements. In the event that NASA chooses to use their own facilities for spacecraft processing,
the facilities and their features are also listed.
12.3 TESTING
Test requirements will be established using the recommended guidelines of MIL-STD-1540B. A
nearly complete experiment module shipset will be used for qualification purposes and will not be
launched. This module will be useful for ground system simulations during the orbital phase of the
mission.
Table 12-6 lists the required major tests and related major test facilities, and special test equipment
for most phases of the COLD-SAT ground test program. The status of major facilities or special test
equipment is identified using "E" for existing or "D" for to be developed. General Dynamics and
Ford testing responsibilities are indicated, and the testing requirement reference given.
12.4 SCHEDULE
Figure 12-1 presents the Phase C/D master schedule. The SE&I activity will begin immediately after
contract award, and GDSS will start the component and experiment module development while FAC
begins the 39 month spacecraft bus and software development.
A systems design review is scheduled for three months after the contract start date. Six months after
the contract award the integrated test plan will be released. A preliminary design review is scheduled
for eight months after the contract award followed by the critical design review eleven months later.
Launch is scheduled for July 1997. The 42 month Atlas delivery time includes long lead
procurement up to the launch date. The last GSE hardware would be delivered in March 1996 to
facilitate the test of the integrated spacecraft. Some GSE would be delivered earlier to support the
buildup of the experiment module and spacecraft bus. Bus and experiment integration will occur
over a nine month period beginning in December 1995. The accepted spacecraft will be shipped to
the launch site for launch preparations in parallel with the launch vehicle.
After the launch readiness review, final preparations would be made to support the launch.
Immediately following the July launch all COLD-SAT scars to Launch Complex 36 would be
removed. By eight months after the launch all initial Class I data would be available followed three
months later by an initial data analysis report. The COLD-SAT Phase C/D activities end with the
delivery of a final report in August 1999. The Phase C/D test schedule and launch vehicle schedule
are presented in Appendix F.
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Table 12-5. SpacecraftProcessingandCheckoutFacilities
SPACECRAFT & LAUNCH FACILITIE_ FEATURES
PAYLOAD PROCESSING BUILDING (ASTROTECH BLDG. 1)
SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT FACILITY (CCAFS BLDG. AE)
S/C PROCESSING & CHECKOUT (CCAFS BLDG. AM)
S/C PROCESSING & CHECKOUT (CCAFS BLDG. AO)
HAZARDOUS PROCESSING FACILITY (ASTROTECH BLDG. 2)
EXPLOSIVE SAFE AREA (CCAFS ESA 60A)
S/C ASSY AND ENCAPSULATION FACILITY No. 2 (KSC)
PAYLOAD STORAGE BUILDING (ASTROTECH BLDG. 3)
WHAREHOUSE STORAGE BUILDING (ASTROTECH BLDG. 4)
• AIRLOCK
• THREE IDENTICAL AND ONE EXPANSION HIGH BAYS
• TWO CONTROL ROOMS PER HIGH BAY
• OFFICE COMPLEX AND SUPPORT AREAS
• 100,000 CLEAN ROOMS
• CRANES
• HIGH AND LOW BAYS FOR SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT
• MISSION DIRECTOR'S CENTER AND VIP OBSERVATION R3OM
• TELEMETRY GROUND STATION AND RANGE COM LINK
• CRANES
. ,
• GOOD ALTERNATE FACILITY
• HIGH BAY WITH CRANE
• CLEAN ROOM
• LARGEST HIGH BAY FLOOR AREA
• 100,000 CLEAN ROOM
• 100 LAMINAR FLOW CLEAN ROOM (SECOND R.OOR)
• AIRLOCK
• SPACECRAFT PROCESSING HIGH BAY AND OPERATIONS R[X3M
• SPIN HIGH BAY AND CONTROL
• PAM PROCESSING HIGHBAY AND CONTROL ROOM
• EXPANSION HIGH BAYAND AIR LOCK
• EXPLOSION-PROOF BAYS
• SUPPORT AREAS
• ALTERNATE HAZARDOUS PROCESSING
• STERILIZATION & ASSEMBLY BUILDING (5,660 SQUARB='r)
• PROPELLANT LABORATORY (1,350 SQUARE FT)
• INSTRUMENTATION LABORATORY
• GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT BUILDING (1,400 SQ IT)
• 100,000 CVI_ASS CLEAN ROOMS
• MEETS BLAST REQUIREMENTS
• ALTERNATE HAZARDOUS PROCESSING
• HIGH BAY
• TWO LOW BAYS
• TEST CELL
• TWO CONTROL ROOMS
• LARGE SIZE
• THERMALLY-CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT
• SPACECRAFT STORAGE
• NOT ENVIRONMENTALLY CONTROLLED
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EXPERIMENTMODULE ADDITIONAL DESIGNDETAILS
A.1 SUMMARY OFEXPERIMENTMODULE GENERALARRANGEMENTSTUDIES
Nine generalarrangementstudieswereconductedof the experimentmoduleusing afixed sizefor
Tanks 1 and 3 coupledwith geometryvariationsof Tank 2. Severallocationsfor the tankswere
considered.Theprime objectivessin all thecaseswereminimum weight, keepingthec.g.aft, gas
storageflexibility, and overall feasibility. The sketchesof the tank arrangementswhich were
consideredin the tradeoffsare shownin Figure A-I, including weightsand c.g. locations. The
quantity of gasstoragebottlesvaries betweenthe casessince the analysiswas beingconducted
concurrentlywith thepreparationof thesestudies.
In Case1,Tank 3 is locatedforward andTank2 positionedaft insidethebuscentralcylinder. Gas
storageis providedby sevenbottles,of which threearelocatedinsidethebuscentralcylinderat the
aft endandfour positionedoutboardon theconicalsectionof thesupportstructure.Thefairing size
for Tank 1wasestimatedfrom theearlier,larger,Stage2 tankdesign,andthefairing on Tank2 was
trimmedbackto nearthetopsof thebulkheads.Theouterstructureincludesmicrorneteoroid/debris
shielding.
Case2 is similar to Case1 excepttheL/D for Tank 2 wasfurther reduced,the fairings on Tank 1
trimmedbackandTank1movedfurtheraft.
For Case3, thesupplyTank 1wasreconfiguredandlocatedaft insidethebodystructureof thebus,
andTanks2 and3 locatedforward. This changeprovidedafavorablecglocationbutcausedthebus
central cylinder diameter to increaseto the point wheretherewas insufficient room for the bus
equipment.Also, anadditionalstructuraladapteris requiredat theaft endto avoiddevelopinga new
size"V" bandclampsystem.
Estimatesof thesizeandquantityof equipmentrequiredto belocatedundertheinsulationonTank2
dictated thefairing length increasesshownin Case4. The L/D for Tank 2 is larger andthe gas
storagebottlesarelocatedoutsidethebuscentralcylinder. Four of thesegasbottlesarelocatedin
thecomersusedfor thesupportstructure.Nomicrometeoroid/debrishieldingis used.
In Case5, Tank3 andthreegasstoragebottleswereinstalledinsidethebuscentralcylinderandone
additional bottle positionedat a comer inside the bus. Tank 2 is locatedforward and the outer
structureis monocoquewith no shielding. Thecombinationof thegasbottles,Tank 3, andTank 3
valvemodulelocatedinsidethebuscentralcylinderofferedefficientpackaging.
Thegeneralarrangementin Case6 is thesameasthat shownfor Case1exceptthestationlocationof
Tank 1 is movedforward slightly dueto thelongerfairings onTank2 andtheouter structureis an
opentruss. Fourgasbottlesareused;threeinsidethebuscentralcylinderandoneinsidea comerof
thebus.
Further definition of gas storagevolumes and bottle designswarranteda revisit to Case5 by
generatingtwo more cases(7 and 8) equippedwith micrometeoroid/debrisshielding. Detailed
layoutsweremadewhich placedthethreegasbottles,Tank 3, Tank 3 valve module,onejunction
module,andtheavionicsinsidethebuscentralcylinderfor Case7.
For Case8, the avionicswere moved to the busbody panelsdue to considerationsfor cooling.
Also, detailed equipmentlayouts were beingcompletedwhich allowed further trimming of the
forward fairingsonTanks1and2.
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Further studies indicated that the hydrogen gas storage volume could be accommodated by two
bottles located aft in the bus body structure as shown in the baseline Case 9. Tank 2 was therefore
moved back into the bus central cylinder which permitted a length reduction in the outer structure.
The advantages of Case 9 are listed in Figure A-1.
A.2 DETAILED MASS BREAKDOWN FOR TANKS 1,2 AND 3, AND THE OUTER
STRUCTURE
Tables A-1 through A-5 present detailed mass breakdowns for the three tanks and the outer structure.
In the table for Tank 1, for example, the categories are the basic shell, fairings, instrumentation,
LAD, TVS/mixer, VCS, insulation, and miscellaneous. Similarly, for the outer structure the
categories are aft conical section, aft cylindrical section, forward conical section, forward cylindrical
section, and the forward cap.
The grand total mass for each tank assembly are the totals shown in Tables A-1, A-2 and A-3 plus
masses for the systems located under the MLI and attached to the tanks. The basic shell masses are
approximately 27 percent, 26 percent, and 19 percent of the grand totals for Tanks 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. -
For the all-aluminum outer structure, the inner skin carries the primary loads in the aft section and is
approximately 50 percent of the aft section total mass. For the forward section, the inner skin gauge
is determined by the micrometeoroid/debris protection requirements and is approximately 48 percent
of the total forward section mass. For the composite/aluminum outer structure, where both skins
react the loads, approximately 40 percent of the mass goes into these skins for the aft section.
A.3 TANK 3 ASSEMBLY, NOZZLE AND VENT DETAILS
A.3.1 Tank 3 Assembly
The horizontal arm of the cross structure has two flanged connections which permit placing the
forward and horizontal pieces in the tank first, and then fastening them together with four bolts
(Figure A-2). As many parts as possible are mounted on each structural piece and checked out on
the bench before placing inside the tank.
Th_ aft section of the structural cross and feed tubing are next placed into the tank, connected to the
previous parts and checked out. The next step is to engage the access cover with the penetration
fittings and the access opening ring. The assembly is then completed by welding all penetration
interfaces and the access cover.
A.3.2 Tank 3 Internal Nozzle Details
Detail "D" and view "G-G" of Figure A-3 are views of the internal assembly at the center region of
the tank. The structural support tubes (referred to earlier as the "cross structure") have two pairs of
flanges to permit assembly and two fittings which distribute flow for spray fill(view E-E) and for
pressurization. These fittings are machined integral with the flanges at one end and are butt-welded
to the cross structure at the opposite end. The spray fill fittings feature three nozzles and the
pressurization fitting is equipped with a screen-type diffuser. Both fittings have drilled flow
passages. The cross structure is for support only and does not convey fluid.
The tubes which supply the radial spray, tangential spray and pressurization are supported from the
cross structure with tube clamps as shown in views "G-G" and "F-F." Each tube has a mechanical
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Table A-1. Tank 1 Mass Breakdown-
COMPONENT
BASIC SHELL
FORWARD BULKHAD
AFT BULKHEAD
ACCESS OPENING RING
ACCESS OPENING DOOR
TANK SUPPORT FITFINGS
BULKHEAD PENETRATION FITTINGS
FOR PLUMBING & ELECTRICAL
SUPPORT FITTINGS FOR MOUNTING SYSTEM
MODULES ON FWD & AFT BULKHEADS
SUBTOTAL
FARINGS
FORWARD FAIRING
AFT FAIRING
FORWARD FAIRING CAP
AFT FAIRING CAP
FWD FAIRING CAP RING
AFT FAIRING CAP RING
FAIRING CAP STIFFENERS
FAIRING MOUNTING RINGS
FAIRING SUPPORT FITTINGS
MISC. FASTENERS
SUBTOTAL
INSTRUMENTATION
INSTRUMENTATION TREE MAST
INSTRUMENTATION TREE ARMS
INSTRUMENTATION TREE END FITTINGS
SENSORS
WIRING
ELECTRICAL PENETRATION RECEPTACLES
SUBTOTAL
LAD
LAD CHANNELS
LAD SUPPORT FITTINGS
FLANGES, SEALS & "V" BANDS
MISC. FASTENERS
SUBTOTAL
MASS
(KG)
50.0
53.2
2.1
2.1
0.2
1.8
0.5
109.9
11.3
12.7
1.7
1.4
1.3
1.2
0.7
3.4
0.8
0.5
35.0
0.5
0.9
0.2
7.0
3.6
1.0
13.2
7.8
1.2
0.5
0.5
10.0
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Table A-1. Tank 1 Mass Breakdown (Cont.)
COMPONENT
TVS/MIXER
TVS/MIXER ASSEMBLY
SUPPORT TRUSS
SUPPORT FITTINGS
SUBTOTAL
VCS
VCS FORWARD BH'D
VCS AFT BH'D
FWD CAP
AFT CAP
TUBING
FWD & AFT CAPS
FWD CAP RING
AFT CAP RING
SUPPORT FITTINGS & MISC FASTENERS
SUBTOTAL
INSULATION
MLI GORE BLANKETS
MLI CAP BLANKETS
FASTENERS, TAPE, ETC.
ELECTRICAL BONDING (GROUNDING)
SUBTOTAL
PURGE ENCLOSURE
FWD RIGID SECTION
AFT SOFT SECTION
FWD STIFFENER RINGS
GIRTH FLANGES
FWD CAP STRUCTURE
AFT CAP STRUCTURE
AFT CAP SUPPORT STRUTS
FWD SECTIONS SUPPORT STRUTS
SUPPORT FITTINGS
GIRTH FLANGE FASTENERS
RIVETS, TAPE, CLIPS & STRUT BOOTS, SEALING COMPOUND
VENT VALVE SUPPORTS
VENT VALVE CLOSURES
TORSION SPRING ACTUATORS & PYRO PIN PULLERS
ELECTRICAL HARNESS
MASS
(KG)
9.1
0.9
0.1
.... ....
10.1
12.1
11.2
"1.6
1.4
11.3
1.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
41.1
49.8
4.1
0.9
0.5
.... ....
55.3
5.5
0.9
0.8
3.2
3.3
3.2
0.9
0.7
0.2
0.6
0.7
0.9
0.7
1.8
0.9
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Table A-1. Tank 1 Mass Breakdown (Cont.)
COMPONENT
PURGE ENCLOSURE (CONT.)
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
PURGE TUBING
PURGE DISCONNECTS
SUBTOTAL
OTHER
TANK PRESSURIZATION DIFFUSER
TANK WALL TVS TUBING
TANK WALL HEATERS
TANK SUPPORT STRUTS WITH END FITTINGS
ENVIRONMENTAL MEMBRANE
SUBTOTAL
GRAN D TOTAL
MASS
(KG)
0.9
0.9
1.4
27.5
0.9
4.5
2.3
"2.7
0.9
11.3
313.4
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Table A-2. Tank 2 Mass Breakdown
COMPONENT
BASIC SHELL
FWD BULKHEAD
AFT BULKHEAD
CYLINDRICAL SECTION
ACCESS OPENING RING
ACCESS OPENING DOOR
TANK SUPPORT FITTINGS
BULKHEAD PENETRATION FITTINGS
(FOR PLUMBING & ELECTRICAL)
SUBTOTAL
FAIRINGS
FWD FAIRING/CYLINDER
AFT FAIRING/CYLINDER
FWD & AFT CAPS
CAP RINGS
STIFFENERS
FAIRING MOUNTING RINGS
FAIRING SUPPORT FITTINGS
MISC. FASTENERS
SUBTOTAL
TANK WALL TVS & HEATERS
TANK WALL TVS/CYLINDRICAL
TANK WALL TVS/BULKHEADS
TANK WALL HEATERS
SUBTOTAL
INSTRUMENTATION
INSTRUMENTATION TREE ARMS
SENSORS
WIRING
ELECTRICAL PENETRATION RECEPTACLES
SUBTOTAL
FILL MANIFOLD
FILWSPRAY MANIFOLD
FWDSUPPORTFITTING
AFT FLEXJOINT
SUBTOTAL
MASS
(KG)
4.0
6.0
15.3
1.8
1.4
0.2
1.4
30.1
2.0
2.5
2.5
0.9
0.3
0.9
0.2
0.5
9.8
2.2
1.0
1.8
5.0
0.8
5.0
2.3
0.9
9.0
1.7
0.2
0.2
2.1
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Table A-2. Tank 2 Mass Breakdown (Cont.)
LAD
LAD CHANNELS
LAD VENTTUBES
LAD SUPPORT FITTINGS
FLANGES, SEALS & "V" BANDS
MISC FASTENERS
SUBTOTAL
INSULATION
MLI SIDE WALL BLANKETS
MLI CAP BLANKETS
FASTENERS. TAPE, & CLOSE OUT BOOTS
SUBTOTAL
OTHER
TANK SUPPORT STRUTS WITH END FITTINGS
GRAND TOTAL
MASS
(KG)
5.4
0.9
0.8
0.5
0.3
7.9
" 14.0
3.5
0.7
18.2
1.4
83.5
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Table A-3. Tank 3 Mass Breakdown
COMPONENT
BASIC SHELL
F'WD BULKHEAD
AFT BULKHEAD
ACCESS OPENING RING
ACCESS OPENING DOOR
TANK SUPPORT FITTINGS
BULKHEAD PENETRATION FITTINGS
(FOR PLUMBING & ELECTRICAL)
SUBTOTAL
FAIRINGS
SMALL AFT FAIRING
FAIRING SUPPORT FITFINGS
MISC. FASTENERS
SUBTOTAL
MASS
(KG)
6.3
5.5
2.2
1.5
0.2
0.4
1.3
0.1
0.1
1.5
TANK WALL TVS & HEATERS
TANK WALL TVS
TANK WALL HEATERS
SUBTOTAL
INSTRUMENTATION
INSTRUMENTATION SENSOR
INTERNAL WIRING
ELECTRICAL PENETRATION RECEPTACLES
SUBTOTAL
INTERNAL ACCESSORIES
INTERNAL SUPPORT TUBE
FILL BAFFLE
AFT SPRAY FITTING
INTERNAL CHECK VALVES
RADIAL SPRAY TUBES
TANGENTIAL SPRAY TUBES
PRESSURIZATION TUBE & DIFUSSER
TUBE CLIPS & SCREWS
SUBTOTAL
1.5
0.8
2.3
3.4
0.9
0.7
5.0
1.1
0.2
0.1
0.7
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.2
3.0
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Table A-3. Tank 3 Mass Breakdown (Cont.)
COMPONENT
FAIRING
INSULATION FAIRING
FAIRING SUPPORT FITTINGS
SUBTOTAL
MLI
FWD CAP BLANKETS
AFT CAP BLANKETS
GORE BLANKETS
SUBTOTAL
OTHER
TANK SUPPORT STRUTS INCLUDING END ATTACHMENTS
TOTAL TANK WEIGHT
LINES BETWEEN VALVE MODULE & TANK
TUBES RUNNING FROM TANK TO VALVE MODULE
TUBE SUPPORT FAIRLEADS
MU PREFORMED BOOT
MISC. FASTENERS
ELECTRICAL HARNESS
TOTAL
MASS
(KG)
1.3
0.1
1.4
0.9
0.5
3.3
4.7
2.3
36.3
1.4
0.5
0.2
0.2
1.4
3.7
A-IO
TableA-4. AluminumOuterStructureMassBreakdown
COMPONENT
AFT CONICAL SECTION
INTERFACE FITTINGS
INTERFACE BOLTS
AFT RING
HONEYCOMB
OUTER SKIN
INNER SKIN
ADHESIVE
ACCESS OPENING COVERS
UMBILICAL INTERFACE
KICK RING
OUTBOARD CLOSE OUT RINGS (OUTBOARD)
TANK SUPPORT FITTINGS
INTERMEDIATE RING
ACCESS OPENING INTERCOSTAL
SUBTOTAL
AFT CYLINDER SECTION
ADHESIVE/CYLINDRICAL SECTION
HONEYCOMB
OUTER SKIN
INNER SKIN
FWD KICK RING
TANK SUPPORT FITTINGS
SUBTOTAL
AFT CONICAL & CYLINDRICAL SECTION FASTENERS
FORWARD CONICAL SECTION
FWD CONICAL SECTION/AFT RING
OUTER SKIN
INNER SKIN
HON_C£_B
ADHESIVE
INTERMEDIATE RINGS
ACCESS OPENINGS INTERCOSTALS
ACCESS OPENING DOOR FRAMES
FOWARD RING
TANK SUPPORT FITTINGS
SUBTOTAL
WEIGHT
(KG)
4.3
1.0
4.2
5.9
5.6
43.6
3.3
4.5
2.3
8.5
5.9
0,2
3.0
0.7
93.0
2.4
4.3
4.1
31.3
10.0
0.1
52.2
3.8
5.0
10.9
47.4
12.4
6.4
7.1
1.5
1.9
4.4
0.1
97.1
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Table A-4. Aluminum OuterStructureMassBreakdown(Cont.)
COMPONENT "
FORWARD CYLINDRICAL SECTION
FWD CYLINDRICAL SECTION OUTER SKIN
INNER SKIN
_B
ADHESIVE
FWD RING
SUBTOTAL
WEIGHT
(KG)
1.9
8.6
2.0
1.2
2.8
16.5
FORWARD CAP
FORWARD CAP PERIMETER RING
OUTER SKIN
INNER SKIN
I-ICN_B
ADHESIVE
CORNER BUMPER
SUBTOTAL
4.1
1.3
5.9
2.7
0.8
0.4
15.2
FWD CONICAL & CAP SECTION FASTENERS 2.7
VENT
FOWARD VENT PENETRATION FITTING
OUTBOARD BAFFLE INCLUDING SUPPORTS
INBOARD BAFFLE INCLUDING SUPPORTS
SUBTOTAL
0.8
1.6
1.6
4.0
GRAND TOTAL 284.5
A-I2
TableA-5. Graphite/EpoxyOuterStructureMassBreakdown
COMPONENT
AFT CONICAL SECTION
INTERFACE FI'i"I'INGS
INTERFACE BOLTS
AFT RING
SPLICE STRAP
AFT CORE FILL
HONEYCCtvlB
OUTER SKIN
INNER SKIN
ADHESIVE
FWD CORE FILL
ACCESS OPENING CORE FILL
ACCESS OPENING COVERS
UMBIUCAL INTERFACE
KICK RING
OUTBOARD CLOSE OUT RINGS
TANK SUPPORT FITTINGS
SUBTOTAL
AFT CYLINDRICAL SECTION
CORE FILLS/FWD & AFT/AFT CYLINDER
HONEYCOMB
OUTER SKIN
INNER SKIN
ADHESIVE
FWD KICK RING
TANK SUPPORT FITTINGS
SUBTOTAL
AFT CONICAL & CYLINDRICAL SECTION FASTENERS
FWD CONE, CYLINDER AND CAP SECTION SAME AS
THAT SHOWN FOR THE ALL ALUMINUM DESIGN
GRAND TOTAL
WEIGHT
(KG)
4.3
1.0
4.2
1.2
4.4
5.9
8.1
20.3
3.3
"4.0
0.8
1.5
2.3
8.5
5.9
0.2
....... w
75.9
9.3
4.3
5.8
14.6
2.4
10.0
0.1
....... =
46.5
2.7
135.4
260.5
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connection to permit assembly. The manifold for the tangential sprays is a straight tube section with
a tee at the center. This tube is supported from the cross structure using tube clamps.
A.3.3 Tank 3 Vent Arrangement
The top of Tank 3 has one vent fitting which connects to three valves on the downstream end as
shown in Figure A-4. This vent fitting is equipped with a CRES tube stub-up section which
extends the end to a station location compatible for orbit arc welding when the valves and manifold
are in place. The valves are manifolded together using 304L CRES tubes and fittings and are
mounted on an aluminum alloy waffle plate using epoxy/fiberglass fairleads. The waffle plate has a
hole for clearing the vent fitting stub-up and is attached to the tank with four fittings which are
welded to the tank wall. The stub-up is connected to the valve manifold with a CRES flex hose
section. The entire assembly is boxed in with an epoxy/fiberglass fairing and covered with two
blanket layers of MLI. The edges of the MLI are trimmed to fit with the MLI blankets on the tank
and secured at the comers with tape strips.
A.4 DETAILS OF THE FLUID COMPONENT MODULES
A.4.1 Tank 1 Pump Module
The layout in Figure A-5 presents the pump module configuration, along with a system schematic
and a weight breakdown. This pump module is mounted off the aft bulkhead of Tank 1 and is
located under the MLI. Two pumps and ten valves are interplumbed using 304L corrosion resistant
steel (CRES) standard fittings andtubing connected by the orbit arc welding process. This welded
assembly is mounted on an aluminum waffle panel using epoxy/fiberglass fairleads, saddles and
CRES bands, similar to that described for the other modules, and the components are clamped in
place rather than hard-mounted. This clamp-type mounting permits slippage at the saddles and
fairleads during dimensional changes.
The envelope size indicated is not expected to increase when the instrumentation is added. For
example the elbow fittings at the pump inlets and outlets can be special machined fittings which
incorporate bosses for receiving pressure and temperature transducers. These bosses can be
configured so that the transducers are seal-welded. During the seal welding, the transducers are
chilled with a fixture.
A.4.2 Pressurization Control Module
The major components for the pressurization control module shown in Figure A-6 are two flow-
meters, two pressure regulators, two valves, and two filters. The components are interplumbed
using standard CRES fittings and tubing welded together with the orbit arc are welding process.
This welded assembly is clamped onto a waffle plate with epoxy/fiberglass fairleads, saddles and
CRES bands. The entire assembly is enveloped with a fiberglass fairing which is covered with MLI.
The module is located aft near the pressurization storage bottles and is attached to outboard side of
the bus central cylinder with bracketry bolted to the waffle panel. The MLI is locally cut out for
cleating the brackets.
A.4.3 Tank 1 Evaporator Module
The major components for the evaporator module shown in Figure A-7 are two flowmeters, one
accumulator, one evaporator, two pressure regulators, five valves, four relief valves and one pump.
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Thecomponentsareinter-plumbedwith standardfittings andall connectionsaremadewith theorbit
arcweldingprocess.Theplumbedassemblyis clampedontoawaffle panelusingepoxy/fiberglass
fairleads,saddlesand CRESbands. Shimming,asrequired,betweenpanel, fairleadsandsaddles
compensatesfor misalignmentsandavoidspre-stressconditions.
The assemblyis coveredwith apreformedMLI envelope(not shown)prior to attachingto thetank
bulkhead. For additional thermal isolation, anepoxy]fiberglasspanel canbe substitutedfor the
waffle panel shown.
A.4.4 JunctionModule
Referringto thevent andpressurizationcircuits on thesystemschematic,twelvevalves andthree
flowmetersareinterconnectedto thethreetanks,to theflight andgroundvents,andto thepressure
control module. Thesecomponentsarecollected into one package(as shown in Figure A-8),
interplumbed,andmountedon awafflepanelwith epoxy]fiberglassfairleadsandsaddles.Theentire
packageis boxedin with a fairing andcoveredwith MLI. All tubesandfittings are304L CRES
connectedwith theorbit arcweldingprocess.Thecompletemoduleis supportedwith a systemof
links andstrutsfrom theouterstructure. .
A.5 EXPERIMENT MODULE ALTERNATIVE LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURE DESIGN
USING GRAPHITE EPOXY
The general features shown in Figure A-9 are the same as that for the all-aluminum baseline design
except that graphite/epoxy skins are used in the aft section. The loads are shared by both the inner
and outer skins in the aft section only.
Referring to Figure A-10, the aft interface arrangement is basically the same as that for the all-
aluminum design. The inner and outer skins are graphite/epoxy and the honeycomb core and ring is
aluminum. Therefore, these two materials are separated by fiberglass scrim cloth to prevent
corrosion (Details "D" and "C"). Aluminum foil is bonded to the outer skin to prevent exposure of
the graphite epoxy to atomic oxygen (Detail "C"). Attachments between the "Z" ring, skins, strap
and fittings are made with close fitting titanium blind fasteners.
The structural arrangement (Figure A-11) between the forward and aft cone frustrums and the aft
short cylinder are the same as that for the all-aluminum design except for the foam-filled zones at
each of the kick rings (Details "E" and "F") and the fiberglass scrim cloth additions for preventing
corrosion.
A portion of the kick ring cross section shown in Figure A-11, Detail "F", forms a channel which
must fit the I.D. and O.D. of the honeycomb sandwich cylinder. The tolerances are set up on both
parts for a loose fit. Fastener pilot holes are drilled into the ring prior to assembly and after the two
parts are engaged, epoxy is injected through the pilot holes which acts as a liquid shim. After the
epoxy has hardened, the pilot holes are drilled out and the blind fasteners installed.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF EXPERIMENT MODULE
FLUID SYSTEM COMPONENTS

APPENDIXB
LIST OFEXPERIMENTMODULE FLUID SYSTEMCOMPONENTS
TableB-1 lists thecomponentsthatareindentifiedby numberin Figure5-1 of themainbodyof this
report.
B-I
Table B-1. Experiment Module Fluid System Components
ID* TYPE
1 deleted component
2 valve, relief
3 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
4 regulator, high-pressura
5 regulator, high-pressure
6 valve, shutoff, high-pressure
7 valve, shutoff, high-pressure
8 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
9 deleted component
10 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
11 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
12 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
13 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
14 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
15 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
16 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
17 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
18 valve, check
19 valve, check
20 deleted component
21 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
22 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
23 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
24 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
25 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
26 flowmeter, 2-phase
27 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
28 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
29 orifice
30 flowmeter, 2-phase
31 valve, relief
32 valve, relief
33 valve, relief
34 valve, relief
35 valve, relief
36 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
37 disconnect, self-sealing
38 valve, relief
39 valve, relief
40 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
41 deleted component
42 valve, relief
43 valve, relief
44 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
45 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
46 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
47 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
48 pump
49 flowmeter, 2-phase
50 fiowmeter, 2-phase
51 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
52 filter, cryogenic
53 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
54 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
55 flowmeter, 2-phase
56 valve_ shutoff r cryogenic
* From Figure 5-1.
LINE
SIZE
(mm)
12.7
12.7
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
6.4
9.5
9.5
9.5
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
9.5
6.4
19
19
9.5
6.4
19
6.4
6.4
6.4
19
19
12.7
9.5
12.7
9.5
19
19
9.5
9.5
6.4
12.7
9.5
6.4
12.7
12.7
12.7
6.4
19
12.7
6.4
6.4
12.7
9.5
12.7
12.7
FUNCTION
tank over-pressure relief - backup to #3
ground and flight tank vent control
reduce GH2 source pressure from 4000 to 50 psia
reduce helium source pressure from 4000 to 50 psia
bottle, hydrogen isolation
helium storage bottle isolation
tank vent control - backup to #10
tank vent control
rvs, compact supply control - backup to #27
tank pressurization control - backup to #13
tank pressurization control
tank pressurization control - backup to #13
tank pressurization (_ontrol - backup to #16
tank pressurization control
tank pressurization control - backup to #16
pressurization line backflow prevention
pressurization line backflow prevention
passive TVS flow control (cyclically operated)
main inflow line Isolation
radial nozzle isolation
transfer line vent control
_assive ]'MS flow control (cyclically operated)
transfer mass flowrate feedback
"I-VS, compact supply control
TVS, compact supply control - backup to #27
"FVS supply throttling
transfer mass fiowrate feedback
transfer line over-pressure relief
fill/drain line over-pressure relief
evaporator over-pressure relief - backup to #38
fill/drain line over-pressure relief - backup to #32
evaporator over-pressure relief - backup to #38
ground fill/drain isolation - closed before disconnect for launch
ground fill/drain interface - flight half of disconnect
evaporator over-pressure relief
evaporator over-pressure relief - backup to #38
aassive "rvs supply control - backup to #77
transfer line over-pressure relief
transfer line over-pressure relief
_assive TVS supply control - backup to #77
transfer flow control - orificed
transfer flow control - orificed
transfer flow control - orificed
evaporator supply for cold vapor pressurization
radial nozzle mass flowrate feedback - can be uni-diractional
radial nozzle/main line mass fiowrate feedback - hi-directional
tank pressurization control - backup to #60
TVS supply contaminant filter - prevents blockage of throtling orifice #101
tangential nozzle isolation
transfer line vent
transfer mass flowrate feedback - can be uni-directional
main transfer line isolation
TANK
#
B-2
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ID* TYPE
57 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
58 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
59 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
60 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
61 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
62 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
63 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
64 accumulator
65 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
66 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
67 valve, check
68 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
69 deleted component
70 deleted component
71 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
72 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
73 evaporator
74 diffuser
75 diffuser
76 diffuser
77 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
78 bottle, hydrogen
79 pump
80 pump
81 bottle, hydrogen
82 bottle, helium
83 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
84 subcooler
85 orifice
86 valve, manual
87 filter, high-pressure
88 valve, manual
89 filter, high-pressure
90 !valve, shutoff, cryogenic
91 valve, check
92 valve, check
93 valve, check
g4 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
95 orifice
96 orifice
97 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
g8 orifice
gg filter, cryogenic
100 TVS, compact
! 101 orifice
102 valve, check
i 103 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
104 valve, relief
105 fiowmeter, 2-phase
106 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
107 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
108 flowmeter, gas
109 flowmeter, gas
110 flowmeter, gas
111 fiowmeter, gas
112 flowmeter, gas
113 orifice
* From Figure 5-1.
FUNCTION
12.7 radial nozzle isolation
12.7 axial nozzle shutoff valve
6.4 3assive "I'VS flow control (cyclically operated)
6.4 tank pressurization control
12.7 transfer flow control - orificed
12.7 transfer flow control - orificed
9.5 isolation of cold vapor regulator, high-pressure #41
9.5 cold vapor pressurant flow capadtor
6.4 tank pressurization control - backup to #60
g.5 transfer line vent - backup to #54
6.4 aressurization line backfiow prevention
9.5 isolation of cold vapor regulator, high-pressure #20
9.5 tank vent control - backup to #115 .
g.5 tank vent control - backup to #115
9.5 cold vapor pressurant evaporator - contains redundant heater element
9.5 pressurization diffuser
6.4 pressurization diffuser
6.4 pressurization diffuser
6.4 passive "rvs supply control
high-pressure GH2 storage for pressurization supply
lg fluid transfer - centrifugal, variable speed
19 fluid transfer - centrifugal, variable speed
high-pressure GH2 storage for pressurization supply
high-pressure helium storage for pressurization supply
12.7 flight vent back-pressure control - -2 psla set point to prevent 1reezing
12.7 subcool fluid during transfer
6.4 TVS supply throttling o backup to #g6
9.5 high-pressure GH2 Iocalisolation
g.5 GH2 pressurization filter
9.5 high-pressure helium local isolation
9.5 helium pressurization filter
12.7 flight vent back-pressure control - backup to #83
12.7 axial nozzle backflow prevention
12.7 radial nozzle backflow prevention
12.7 tangential nozzle backflow prevention
g.5 transfer line vent control - backup to #24
9.5 subcooUng heat exchanger flow _rortling - vlscojet assumed
6.4 passive TVS supply throttling
6.4 flight vent back-pressure control - backup to #83
6.4 aassive TVS supply throttling
6.4 TVS supply contaminant filter - prevents blockage of throtling orifice #98
6.4 reduce tank pressure/temperature by venting gas
6.4 aassive "I'VS supply throttling
12.7 Centaur vent backflow prevention
19 axial nozzle isolation
9.5 valve, relief leakage isolation
12.7 flight vent flow feedback
12.7 ground and flight tank vent control - backup to #3
9.5 tank vent control - backup to #10
9.5 aressurization gas mass flowrate feedback
9.5 aressurization gas mass fiowrate feedback - backup to #108
9.5 cold vapor press gas mass flowrate feedback - backup to #112
6.4 Tank #1 VCS vent flow feedback
9.5 cold vapor pressurization gas mass flow feedback
6.4 TVS r compact supply throttting - backup to #29
TANK
#
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
1
3
3
1
2
3
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
1
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
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ID* TYPE
114 filter, cryogenic
115 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
116 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
117 disconnect, self-sealing
118 disconnect, non-sealing
119 orifice
120 deleted component
121 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
122 flowmeter, gas
123 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
124 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
125 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
126 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
127 deleted component
128 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
129 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
130 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
131 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
132 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
133 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
134 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
135 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
136 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
137 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
138 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
139 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
140 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
141 valve, shutoff, cryogenic
FUNCTION
6.4 TVS supply contaminant filter - prevents blockage of throtiing orifice #113
9.5 tank vent control
19 transfer pump diversion
12.7 Centaur vent interface - COLDSAT half of disconnect
12.7 Centaur vent interface - Centaur half of disconnect
12.7 Centaur vent flow restriction
19 tank 2 to 3 pump diversion
6.4 Tanks #2 & 3 VCS vent flow feedback
9.5 subcooler isolation
19 tank 2 to 3 pump diversion
9.5 subcooler isolation - backup to #123
19 transfer pump diversion
19
19
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
19
19
19
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7
transfer pump diversion
transfer pump failure isolation
cold vapor pressurization pump isolation - backup to #131
cold vapor pressurization pump isolation
>ressurlzation pump isolation valve
)ressurlzation pump isolation valve
transfer pump diversion
transfer pump diversion
transfer pump diversion
transfer flow control - oriflced
transfer flow control - orificed
transfer flow control - orificed
transfer flow control - orificed
transfer flow control - orificed
TANK
#
pump controller
pump controller
pump controller
pump controller
From Figure 5-1.
transfer pump controller
transfer pump controller
cold vapor pressurization pump controller
!cold vapor pressurization pump controller
B-4
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APPENDIX C
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL LISTS AND DIAGRAMS
This appendix contains additional instrumentation and control information. Figures C-1 through C-8
present instrumentation electrical diagrams. Table C-1 lists experiment measurement requirements,
and Table C-2 is a command list for the experiment module systems.
C-1
ANALOG
INPUTS
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT
MESA
X-AXIS OUTPUT
Y-AXIS OUTPUT
Z-AXIS OUTPUT
X-AXIS RANGE MON
Y-AXIS RANGE MON
Z-AXIS RANGE MON
Figure C-1. Accelerometer Measurements
OPEN VALVE -_
CLOSE VALVE -_
DISCRETE INPUT
VREF
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT
DRIVER
DRIVER _
EXPERIMENT
CONTROL
UNIT
VALVE
OPEN
CLOSE
STATUS
Figure C-2. Command Status Measurement
C-2
DIFFERENTIAL
ANALOG INPUT
"_ ,,,
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT
VOLTAGEBUSS
LOAD
Figure C-3. Current Measurement
SERIAL
DIGITAL
INPUT
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT
FLOW
METER
Figure C-4. Flow Measurements
BI LEVEL INPUT
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT
R
SIGNAL CONDITIONER
5V DC/DC 1CONVERTER
LIQUID/
VAPOR
SENSOR
Figure C-5. Liquid vapor Sensor Measurement
C-3
DIFFERENTIAL
ANALOG INPUT
C TOR
( 10 VDC )
E
7
STRAIN GAGE
PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER
Figure C-6. Pressure Measurement
RTD INPUT CIRCUIT
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT
o _,
Ram=
SIGNAL
CONDITIONER
Figure C-7. Temperature Measurement
SINGLE-ENDED
ANALOG INPUT
SIG
GND
DATA
CONCENTRATOR
UNIT
R1
- We,
SIG
GND
SIGNAL
CONDITIONER
I
SIG
GND
ANALOG
VOLTAGE
SOURCE
Figure C-8. Voltage Measurements
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Table C-2. COLD-SAT Experiment Commands
CMD
NO DESCRIPTION
1 VALVE 3 ON
2 VALVE 3 OFF
3 VALVE 6 ON
4 VALVE 6 OFF
5 VALVE 7 ON
6 VALVE 7 OFF
7 VALVE 8 ON
8 VALVE 8 OFF
9 VALVE 10 ON
1 0 VALVE 10 OFF
1 1 VALVE 11 ON
1 2 VALVE 11 OFF
1 3 VALVE 12 ON
1 4 VALVE 12 OFF
1 5 VALVE 13 ON
1 6 VALVE 13 OFF
1 7 VALVE 14 ON
1 8 VALVE 14 OFF
1 9 VALVE 15 ON
20 VALVE 15 OFF
21 VALVE 16 ON
2 2 VALVE 16 OFF
23 VALVE 17 ON
2 4 VALVE 17 OFF
2 5 VALVE 21 ON
2 6 VALVE 21 OFF
27
28
VALVE 22 ON
VALVE 22 OFF
2 9 VALVE 23 ON
3 0 VALVE 23 OFF
31 VALVE 24 ON
3 2 VALVE 24 OFF
3 3 VALVE 25 ON
3 4 VALVE 25 OFF
3 5 VALVE 27 ON
36
37
VALVE 27 OFF
VALVE 28 ON
3 8 VALVE 28 OFF
3 9 VALVE 36 ON
4 0 VALVE 36 OFF
41 VALVE 40 ON
4 2 VALVE 40 OFF
4 3 VALVE 44 ON
4 4 VALVE 44 OFF
45 !VALVE 45 ON
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TableC-2. COLD-SATExperimentCommands(Cont.)
CMD
NO DESCRIPTION _/_"
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
8O
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
9O
VALVE 45 OFF
VALVE 46 ON
VALVE 46 OFF -
'VALVE 47 ON
VALVE 47 OFF
VALVE 51 ON
VALVE 51 OFF
VALVE 53 ON
VALVE 53 OFF
VALVE 54 ON
VALVE 54 OFF
VALVE 56 ON
VALVE 56 OFF
VALVE 57 ON
VALVE 57 OFF
VALVE 58 ON
VALVE 58 OFF
VALVE 59 ON
VALVE 59 OFF
VALVE 60 ON
VALVE 60 OFF
VALVE 61 ON
!VALVE 61 OFF
VALVE 62 ON
VALVE 62 OFF
'VALVE 63 ON
VALVE 63 OFF
VALVE 65 ON
vVALVE 65 OFF
ALVE 66 ON
VALVE 66 OFF
VALVE 68 ON
VALVE 68 OFF
VALVE 71 ON
VALVE 71 OFF
VALVE 72 ON
VALVE 72 OFF
VALVE 77 ON
VALVE 77 OFF'
VALVE 90 ON
VALVE 90 OFF
VALVE 94 ON
VALVE 94 OFF
VALVE 103 ON
VALVE 103 OFF
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91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
VALVE 106
135
ON
DESCRIPTION
VALVE 106
VALVE 107
VALVE 107
VALVE 115
VALVE 115
VALVE 116
VALVE 116
VALVE 121
VALVE 121
VALVE 123
VALVE 123
VALVE 124
VALVE 124
VALVE 125
VALVE 125
VALVE 126
VALVE 126
VALVE 128
VALVE 128
VALVE 129
VALVE 129
VALVE 130
VALVE 130
VALVE 131
VALVE 131
VALVE 132
VALVE 132
VALVE 133
VALVE 133
VALVE 134
VALVE 134
VALVE 135
VALVE 135
VALVE 136
VALVE 136
12 7 VALVE 137 ON
128 VALVE 137 OFF
129 VALVE 138 ON
1 3 0 VALVE 138 OFF
1 31 VALVE 139 ON
132 VALVE 139 OFF
13 3 VALVE 140 ON
134 VALVE 140 OFF
VALVE 141
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
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TableC-2. COLD-SATExperimentCommands(Cont.)
NO
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
DESCRIPTION '_'-__
VALVE 141 OFF
DCU A POWER ON
DCU A POWER OFF
DCU B POWER ON
DCU B POWER OFF
28 V CONVERTER A POWER ON
28 V CONVERTER A POWER OFF
28 V CONVERTER B POWER ON
!28 V CONVERTER B POWER OFF
10 V CONVERTER A POWER ON
10 V CONVERTER A POWER O_FF
10 V CONVERTER B POWER ON
10 V CONVERTER B POWER OFF
5 V CONVERTER A POWER ON
5 V CONVERTER A POWER OFF
5 V CONVERTER B POWER ON
5 V CONVERTER B POWEI_ OFF
INVERTER A POWER ON
INVERTER A POWER OFF
INVERTER B POWER ON
INVERTER B POWER OFF
ACCUMULATOR HTR 1 POWER ON
ACCUMULATOR HTR 1 POWER OFF
ACCUMULATOR HTR 2 POWER ON
160 ACCUMULATOR HTR 2 POWER OFF
1 61 VENT UNE HTR POWER ON
1 62 VENT LINE HTR POWER OFF
163 HEATER POWER ON
164 HEATER POWER OFF
165 HEATER POWER ON
1 66 HEATER POWER OFF
167 HEATER POWER ON
168 HEATER POWER OFF
169 HEATER POWER ON
170 HEATER POWER OFF
1 71 TANK 1 HTR POWER ON
1 72 TANK 1 HTR POWER OFF
1 73 LAD I.-ITRPOWER ON
174 LAD 1.-I'rRPOWER OFF
1 75 TANK 2 HTR POWER ON
T
176 TANK2 I.-ITRPOWER OFF
177 TANK 3 HTR POWER ON
178 TANK 3 HTR POWER OFF
1 79 FLOW METER 26 POWER ON
1 80 FLOW METER 26 POWER OFF
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N0
181
DESCRIPTION
FLOW METER 30 POWER ON
1 8 2 FLOW METER 30 POWER OFF
1 8 3 FLOW METER ,50 POWER ON
1 8 4 FLOW METER 50 POWER OFF
1 85 FLOW METER 55 POWER ON
1 8 6 FLOW METER 55 POWER OFF
1 8 7 FLOW METER 105 POWER ON
1 8 8 FLOW METER 105 POWER OFF
1 8 9 FLOW METER 108 POWER ON
19 0 FLOW METER 108 POWER OFF
191 FLOW METER 109 POWER ON
19 2 FLOW METER 109 POWER OFF
193 FLOW METER 110 POWER ON
194 FLOW METER 110 POWER OFF
195 FLOW METER 111 POWER ON
196 FLOW METER 111 POWER OFF
197 FLOW METER 112 POWER ON
198 FLOW METER 112 POWER OFF
19 9 FLOW METER 122 POWER ON
2 0 0 FLOW METER 122 POWER OFF
2 01 PUMP 1 POWER ON
2 0 2 PUMP 1 POWER OFF
2 0 3 PUMP 2 POWER ON
2 0 4 PUMP 2 POWER OFF
205 PUMP 3 POWER ON
2 0 6 PUMP 3 POWER OFF
2 0 7 ACCELEROMETER A POWER ON
2 0 8 ACCELEROMETER A POWER OFF
2 0 9 ACCELEROMETER B POWER ON
21 0 ACCELEROMETER B POWER OFF
21 1 ACCELEROMETER C POWER ON
21 2 ACCELEROMETER C POWER OFF
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APPENDIX D
TANK FLUID MOTION AND HEAT TRANSFER CONSIDERATIONS
D.1 BACKGROUND ACCELERATION DISTRIBUTION
Buoyancy-driven fluid motion in the tank is dependent on the magnitude and direction of the
acceleration vector. The acceleration vector is composed primarily of two components, axial and
radial. Accelerations perpendicular to the orbit plane will be small.
The component of acceleration directed along the spacecraft axis is due primarily to atmospheric drag
and the centripetal acceleration caused by spacecraft pitching:
Axial Acceleration = ---o)2 x - drag (D-l)
where x is the axial distance from the center of gravity of the spacecraft. The axial acceleration and
the axial distance are assumed positive in the direction of spacecraft motion. The spacecraft is in a
circular orbit, 1300 km from the Earth. The orbit period is 111.5 minutes, which corresponds to a
pitch rate of co -- 9.4x10 "4 rad/s. The magnitude of the atmospheric drag is g/go -- 0.02x10"7, and
was estimated using a ballistic coefficient equal to 50 kg/m 2. The magnitude of the centripetal
acceleration is as much as two orders of magnitude greater than the atmospheric drag.
The axial acceleration is zero at the center-of-gravity of the spacecraft, and it varies linearly along the
spacecraft axis as shown in Figure D-1. The largest axial acceleration, g/go = 3.5x10"7, occurs at the
front of Tank 3. The smallest axial acceleration, g/go = -0.06x10 "7, occurs at the front of Tank 2.
The axial acceleration is most uniform in Tank 3, where the variation is 32 percent. The variation is
greatest in Tank 2, i.e., 188 percent.
The radial acceleration component is the difference between the centripetal acceleration of the orbiting
spacecraft and the Earth's gravitational attraction:
Radial Acceleration = 032 R - G MEart h -_ 3 r 032 (D-2)
R 2
where R is the radial distance from the center of the Earth, r is the radial distance from the spacecraft
axis, MEarth is the mass of the Earth, and G is the universal gravitational constant. The linear
approximation for the radial acceleration distribution on the spacecraft is valid when R is much
greater than r, as is the case here. As shown in Figure D-2, the centripetal acceleration and Earth's
gravitational attraction are in balance along the axis of the spacecraft, so the net radial acceleration is
zero. In the outer regions of the tank, where the former is greater than the latter, the net radial
acceleration is positive, i.e., directed away from Earth. In the inner regions of the tank, the Earth's
attraction is greater than the centripetal acceleration and the net radial acceleration is negative, i.e.,
directed toward the Earth. The largest radial acceleration, g/go = 3.26x10 "7, occurs at the inner and
outer edges of the supply tank. The diameters of the receiver tanks are nearly the same,
consequently the maximum radial acceleration is also nearly the same in these tanks, g/go - 1.4x10 "7.
The magnitude and direction of the acceleration vector varies spatially within the three tanks, as
shown in Figure D-3. The acceleration level varies the most in Tank 2, where the minimum is g/go "-
0.06xl0 -7 and the maximum is less than g/go = 2.19x10 -7. The acceleration level is most uniform in
Tank 3, where the minimum is g/go = 2.54x10 "7 and the maximum is less 3.78x10 -7. The
acceleration levels and directions will vary as the C.G. moves due to liquid transfers between tanks.
Spacecraft accelerations due to disturbances and ACS activity will also be superimposed on the
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Figure D-1. Background Axial Acceleration Distribution
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Figure D-2. Background Radial Acceleration Distribution
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accelerationlevelsdiscussedin this section. Theseaccelerationlevelsare too low to significantly
affectthe liquid orientationwithin thetank,which will bedominatedby surfacetension. However,
buoyancy-inducedfluid motion will beaffectedby themagnitude_tnddirectionof the acceleration
vector.
D.2 CHILLDOWN MODEL IMPROVEMENTS
TheGDNVF programcanbeusedto predictthetimenecessaryto chilldownatankprior to ano-vent
fill. The chilldown consistsof a seriesof charge,hold, andventcycles. The heattransferregime
changesduring the charge-hold-ventcycle, asshownin Figure D-4. Theactual magnitudeof the
heattransfercoefficient will dependon fluid properties,which c.hangeduring thecharge-hold-vent
cycle. Forcedconvectionoccursduringtheshortchargephase(typically about10seconds).About
90percentof thetotalchilldown timeis dueto theholdphase(typicallyabout1000seconds).A free
convectioncorrelationhasbeenusedto model theheattransferduring the hold phase. The actual
heattransfercoefficient is expectedto behigherbecauseof fluid motion persistenceandpossibly
becauseof the lower heattransferlimit dueto conduction.Models thatmoreaccuratelypredictthe
heat transferduring the hold phasehavebeenimplementedin the GDNVF programin order to
decreasethepredictedchilldowntime. •
D.2.1 ConductionHeatTransferLimit
Thefreeconvectioncorrelation(ReferenceD-1) usedin GDNVF predictsthattheNusseltnumber,
andthereforetheheattransfercoefficient,decreaseto zeroastheaccelerationleveldecreasesto zero:
Nu = cl (Gr Pr)c2 (D-3)
whereNu andGr arebasedon the tank diameter. For laminar free convection, the constants Cl and
c2 have values of 0.555 and 0.25, respectively. Figure D-5 shows the variation of Nu for a range of
acceleration levels. "Typical" conditions during the hold phase in Tank 3 have been used to evaluate
fluid properties and wall-to-bulk fluid temperature differences. These results are strongly dependent
on these conditions. For the given example, the predicted Nusselt number has a value of 2 for the
background acceleration level expected on COLD-SAT, g/go = 10"7. As discussed below, this
Nusselt number is unrealistically low.
The physical lower limit for heat transfer is pure conduction. The Nusselt number for pure
conduction heat transfer will be constant, i.e., it does not depend on the flow field or the acceleration
level. The heat transfer coefficient will depend only on the thermal conductivity and the relevant
conduction length scale:
Nu = hS/k = constant (D-4)
The conduction length scale is initially short when temperature gradients are confined near the wall.
It will increase with time, but is always expected to be less than the tank radius. For a single node
ullage model, as used in GDNVF, half the tank radius represents a good, upper limit for the
conduction length scale. For this case the lower conduction heat transfer limit results in a Nusselt
number (based on tank diameter) of 4. For micro-g acceleration levels, the free convection
correlation used in the GDNVF program often under-predicts the heat transfer coefficient, as shown
in Figure D-5. This causes the predicted chilldown times to be unrealistically long. The conduction
heat transfer model discussed here is expected to be a conservative lower limit for the actual heat
transfer in the tank.
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D.2.2 Large Turbulent Eddy Decay Model
Fluid motion persistence after the charge phase will also enhance the heat transfer coefficient during
the hold phase, relative to pure free convection. The nozzle configuration will determine the
characteristics of the fluid motion in the tank and the heat transfer, so the computer model should
reflect this. Three different nozzle configurations will be tested on COLD-SAT; tangential, axial, and
radial, as shown schematically in Figure D-6. Tangential nozzles will generate a tangential mean
flow pattern that is expected to be the most "organized" and persistent of the three. Tangential flow
analyses are discussed in Appendix D.3. Radial nozzles are expected to generate the least
"organized" flow field that will probably be the least persistent. A conservative fluid motion
persistence model was developed and implemented into the GDNVF program to account for the
enhanced heat transfer, relative to pure free convection, immediately following the charge phase.
D.2.2.1 Model Assgmptions. No "organized" fluid motion exists in the tank, i.e., the time-
averaged fluid velocity at all locations in the tank is assumed to be zero. However, fluctuating
velocities due to turbulence are non-zero. Turbulence decays with time. In the absence of a mean.
shear layer, turbulence production is small (Reference D-2). This is a conservative assumption,
since it would be very difficult to generate a flow field where the mean velocity at all locations is
zero. Mean shear layers in the tank will decrease the decay rate of turbulence and increase the
duration of fluid motion persistence.
"Large" eddies are assumed to convect all the energy from the tank wall. Convection by "small"
eddies will be neglected. This assumption is conservative. Large eddies are considered to be the
same order-of-magnitude as the tank size. Small eddies ride on top of the large eddies, but do not
transfer energy any appreciable distance due to their size.
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Nozzles
Figure D-6. Effect of Nozzle Configuration on Flow Pattern in Tank
Large eddies lose a negligible fraction of their kinetic energy by direct viscous dissipation. They
break-up and transfer their energy to smaller and smaller eddies, until the eddy size becomes so small
that their kinetic energy is dissipated by viscosity. The transfer of energy from "large" eddies to
"small" eddies proceeds at a rate dictated by the inviscid inertial behavior of the eddies. This rate is
independent of viscosity. The rate of decay of "small" eddies is dependent on viscosity. The
viscous dissipation rate is much lower than the inviscid dissipation rate assumed for the large eddies,
consequently this assumption is also conservative.
D.2.2.2 Fluctuating Velocity Decay. The kinetic energy per unit mass of the large eddies is u2/2,
where u is the magnitude of the fluctuating velocity. Assuming the large eddies lose all of their
kinetic energy within one "turn-over" time (n Deddy / u), the dissipation rate for the kinetic energy of
the large eddies can be expressed as:
= = 2 I= K . .....
,t ,t 6D.. 03-5)
where Deddy is the diameter of the large eddies and K is an empirical constant that whose order-of-
magnitude is unity. This expression can be rearranged and integrated:
f0_L du = - K ._1__ dtu 2 6 Deddy 03-6)
where Uo is the initial fluctuating velocity at time, t, equal to zero. To integrate this expression, the
eddy diameter will be assumed constant and equal to the tank size, Ltank. The eddy size will actually
decrease with time, however, most of the heat will be convected from the wall by "large" eddies
whose size is on the order of the tank size. The following equation expresses the decay of the
fluctuating velocity associated with large turbulent eddies with time:
__g.. = 1
[ K Uo /t 03-7)
Uo 1 + _/
D-8
D.2.2.3 Convection Coefficient Decay. The GDNVF program requires an expression for the heat
transfer coefficient. The decay of the heat transfer coefficient will be assumed to be related to the
decay of the fluctuating velocity. The forced convection heat transfei" coefficient used in the GDNVF
program during the charge phase is given below (Reference D-3):
h--9--L-L= 0.163 Pr 1/3 (D-8)
k
where ho is the wall convection coefficient while the nozzles are on, Uo is the entering fluid velocity,
and L is the length scale that equals the quotient of the tank volume and the jet nozzle area. This is an
empirical correlation obtained from tank fluid mixing data. When the nozzles are turned off, the
convection coefficient (h) will decrease as the fluid velocity (u) in the tank decreases:
_h_ f_.u___3/4
ho = _UoJ (D-9)
Inserting the expression for the fluid velocity decay results in the following expression for the decay
of the convection coefficient with time: -
[ K Uo / (1)-10)
ho 1 + _/t
The tank size has been used as a representative length scale for the large eddies. This is an upper
limit, the actual length scale of the large eddies will be smaller. However, the entering fluid velocity
is used to represent the velocity scale of the large eddies at the instant the nozzles are turned off.
This is also an upper limit, the actual fluctuating velocity will be less, even while the nozzles are on.
The above two effects may cancel, so the value of the ratio uo/Ltank used in the model may be
reasonable.
As previously discussed, many conservative assumptions were used in the development of this
model. As shown in Table D- 1, this model predicts a rapid decay of the heat transfer coefficient with
time. The actual duration of the fluid motion persistence may be longer.
Table D- 1.
t u o
Ltank 0.1
h (%) 99
Decay of the Heat Transfer Coefficient Associated with Large Turbulent Eddies
0.3 1 2 3 5 10 20 30 100 300 1000 3000
96 89 81 74 63 48 33 26 12 5.2 2. I 0.94
D.2.3 Tank Chilldown Results
The model improvements implemented into the GDNVF program are shown schematically in Figure
D-7. Previously the heat transfer coefficient was stepped down from pure forced convection during
the charge phase to pure free convection during the hold phase, as calculated using empirical
correlations. The current large eddy decay model accounts for fluid motion persistence following the
charge phase, and predicts a more gradual decay in the heat transfer coefficient. This model
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artificially predicts that the heat transfer coefficient decays to zero as the fluid velocity decays to zero.
During the hold phase, the program uses the largest of the following three estimates for the heat
transfer coefficient; large eddy decay model, free convection correl_ition, or conduction heat transfer
limit.
The large eddy decay model is dependent on an empirical constant, K, which is expected to have a
value near unity. The sensitivity of the chilldown time to the value of this constant is shown in
Figure D-8. If K is large, the heat transfer coefficient is stepped-down from the forced convection
value to the lower heat transfer limit, i.e., instantaneous decay. For the conditions shown in Figure
D-8, the predicted chilldown time is 9 hours. The chilldown time decreases by about 25 percent, to
6.8 hours, when the empirical constant K equals the recommended value of unity. The chilldown
time is most sensitive to K values less than unity. However, K values less than unity result in
shorter chilldown times and are therefore less conservative. A value of K equal to zero represents
the case of no decay, i.e., the heat transfer coefficient remains at the forced convection value.
The effect of the acceleration level on the chilldown time is shown in Figure D-9. The step-function
decay to "free convection" represents the former model in the GDNVF program. This model
predicts longer chilldown times than the current large eddy decay model to the lower heat transfer
limit. Also shown is a result for a step-function decay to the lower heat transfer limit, which lies
between the two other models. The hold phase accounts for about 90 percent of the chilldown time,
consequently, the conduction lower limit model results in substantial reductions in the predicted
chilldown times at low acceleration levels, where the "free convection" correlation under-predicts the
actual heat transfer coefficient. At high acceleration levels the conduction lower limit model will not
be implemented because the heat transfer coefficient calculated using the free convection correlation
will be greater. The effect of fluid motion persistence decreases as the acceleration level increases
because the difference between the forced convection coefficient and the free convection coefficient
decreases.
D.3 TANGENTIAL FLOW.
Fluid motion persistence during the hold phase following a charge phase is dependent on the nozzle
configuration. The large turbulent eddy decay model described in Section D.2 represents a worst
case analysis that is probably most applicable to injection from a number of radial nozzles. The flow
pattern from a set of tangential nozzles is expected to be more "organized", and therefore persist
longer. The following tangential flow analysis is applicable to a long cylindrical tank with a circular
cross-section. The following summary represents an up-date of on-going research.
D.3.1 Velocity Profile Following a Charge
Before the decay of a tangential flow can be analyzed, the initial velocity profile must be determined.
The velocity profile following injection from tangential flow nozzles located on the tank wall is
unknown, however, some characteristics are known. At the tank wall the fluid velocity must be
zero, i.e., "no-slip". At the tank centerline the angular velocity must be finite, therefore the
tangential velocity must be zero. This boundary condition is equivalent to no-shear at the centerline,
i.e., fluid near the centerline spins as a solid disk. Since the'charge phase is short, the angular
momentum and kinetic energy of the entering fluid will be conserved as the liquid droplets rapidly
evaporate and the resulting vapor fills the tank to equalize pressure. These four conditions are
written in mathematical form below:
u=0 at r=ro, no-slip at the wall. (D-11)
u = 0 at r = 0, no-shear at the centerline or finite angular velocity at centerline. (D- 12)
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Mfluid Uo ro = u r dm or = u r2 dr, conserve angular momentum. 03-13)
Mfluid Uo2 = u 2 dm or = u 2 r dr, conserve kinetic energy. 03-14)
where u is the tangential velocity, Uo is the entering fluid velocity, r is the radial distance from the
center of the tank, ro is the tank radius, and Mfluid is the total fluid mass injected into the initially
evacuated tank. The mathematical form of the velocity profile will be assumed to be a polynomial.
A considerable amount of algebra leads to the following tangential velocity profile:
Uuo = 6.53(_)- 7.58(_) 3 + 1.06(_) 5 03-15)
The angular velocity profile can be calculated from the tangential velocity profile, o,,x=u/r:
co = 6.53 - 7.58 {r]2 + 1.06 [_r__.]4
f.oo _o! _1o! 03-16)
These profiles are plotted in Figure D-10. The maximum angular velocity occurs at the tank axis
because the fluid spins faster as the radial position decreases. The low angular velocity gradient near
the tank axis implies the fluid in this region spins as a solid disk, i.e., no-shear. The tangential
velocity is zero at the wall and the centerline. The maximum tangential velocity occurs about half-
way between the wall and the centerline.
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Figure D-10. Initial Velocity Profiles
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D.3.2 Decayof LaminarTangentialFlow
Theangularmomentumequationgoverningadecayingtangentialflow canbederivedfrom a force
balanceona fluid ring. Fluid properUesareassumedto beconstant:
_t LSr 2 + r _rJJ
(D-17)
where v is the kinematic viscosity and t is the time. Using the following dimensionless groups,
W = _(9_., T = .L-V- R=#o U= u
{Do ro 2 ' , U o
(D-18)
the governing angular momentum equation and boundary conditions can be non-dimensionalized:
OW _2W
_T _R 2
i0w 
+ R _3R]
bW
DR (R=0) = 0, No-shear on the tank centerline.
(I3-19)
W(R=I) = 0, No-slip at the tank wall.
W(T=0) = 6.53 - 7.58 R 2 + 1.06 R 4, Initial velocity profile.
where COo= Uo / to. The dimensionless forms of the governing partial differential equation and
boundary conditions are solved using the method of lines with cubic Hermite polynomials. This
algorithm is a standard routine in the IMSL library.
The decay of the tangential and angular velocity profiles are shown in Figures D-11 and D-12
respectively. Fluid motion has nearly stopped by T=I. This corresponds to 5.5 hours for
superheated vapor at 172 kPa, 111 K in a 0.104 meter diameter tank. These are "typical" conditions
during the hold in Tank 2. Fluid property variations, which will occur during the hold phase, are not
taken into account in this analysis.
Currently only the momentum equation has been solved. To obtain heat transfer results, a solution
to the energy equation is required. Approximate heat transfer results can be obtained using the
Reynolds analogy (Reference D-4):
St = Nu = Cf or Nu Dxw_uPr _[_)o3]
Re Pr "_" _ Upeak l-t = 2 Upeak _ Jr/wal_ (D-20)
The tank diameter, D = 2ro, is used for the length scale in the Nusselt number and Reynolds number.
The peak tangential velocity at a given time is used as the velocity scale in the Reynolds number. In
cylindrical coordinates, the wall shear stress is related to the angular velocity gradient, '_wall
=laro(3O}/Or). The Reynolds analogy assumes a similarity exists between the near wall gradients in
temperature and velocity. The diffusivities for heat and momentum must be nearly equal. For
laminar flows, the Reynolds analogy is valid for fluids having a Prandtl number near unity. For
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turbulent flows, where the "eddy" diffusivities are much greater than molecular diffusivities, the
Reynolds analogy is valid for flows with a "turbulent" Prandtl number near unity. For most
turbulent and laminar gas flows the Reynolds analogy is a good approximation.
Using the Reynolds analogy, the decay of the Nusselt number was determined from the decaying
velocity profile. As shown in Figure D-13, the variation in Nu is small for a laminar, decaying,
tangential flow. It is initially slightly greater than 6, and decreases to a constant value of 4. This
value is approximately the same as for fully-developed laminar flow through a circular pipe
(Reference D-5). For a pipe with constant wall temperature the Nusselt number has a value of 3.66.
For a pipe with uniform heat flux the Nusselt number is 4.36. A constant value for Nu, i.e.,
independent of the flow field, implies molecular conduction is the dominant heat transfer mechanism.
Heat must conduct through the fluid which is moving tangentially. Tangential velocities do not
convect heat away from the wall. Radial velocities, i.e., flow towards or away from the wall, are
required to enhance the heat transfer coefficient relative to pure conduction.
10
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6',
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0.0
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Figure D-13. Laminar Flow, Convection Coefficient Decay
D.3.3 Decay of Turbulent Tangential Flow
A turbulent tangential flow will have a non-zero, fluctuating, radial velocity component, even when
the mean radial velocity component is small. As a result, the diffusivities for both momentum and
energy are enhanced relative to molecular diffusivities. The "turbulent" heat flux is typically much
larger than the conducted heat flux. Turbulent flows are also much more dissipative than laminar
flows.
The magnitude of the Reynolds number, immediately following the charge phase, will indicate
whether the flow is laminar or turbulent at the start of the hold phase:
Re = uopD/I.t = 2.3x105 (13-21)
where Uo is the the entering fluid velocity. A conservatively low value of 3.05 m/s has been
assumed. D is the tank diameter, which has a value of 0.104 meters for Tank 2. Superheated vapor
D-17
propertieshavebeenevaluatedata"typical" conditionduring theholdphase: 172kPa, 111K. This
Reynoldsnumberis definedin a mannersimilar to apipeReynoldsnumber whereturbulentflow is
expectedfor Re> 2300. ThisReynoldsnumberis basedon thethicknessof theflow, not the length
of theflow. For a flat plateboundarylayer, turbulentflow is expectedwhentheReynoldsnumber,
basedon themomentumthickness,is greaterthan200(ReferenceD-5). Themomentumthicknessis
typically one-tenththe boundarylayer thickness. Consequently,a flat plate boundarylayer will
transition to turbulent whenthe Reynoldsnumber,basedon the thicknessof the boundarylayer,
becomesgreaterthan2000. TheReynoldsnumberfor flow immediatelyfollowing thechargephase
is roughly two-ordersof magnitudegreaterthanthetransitionReynoldsnumber,thereforeturbulent
flow is expectedduringthehold phase.
The governingangularmomentumequationdescribedaboveis valid only for laminar flows, i.e.,
flows with no fluctuatingvelocity components.To takeinto accountthe"turbulent" diffusivity, the
widely used"eddy" diffusivity conceptwill beused(ReferenceD-5). The kinematicviscositywill
be replaced with an "effective" viscosity which is the sum of the molecular viscosity and a
"turbulent"viscosity:
Veff = v + Vturb (D-22)
v is apropertyof thefluid, while Vturbis a propertyof theflow. For turbulentflows theturbulent
viscosity is typically 10 to 100 times greaterthan the molecular viscosity due to the enhanced
diffusivity causedby turbulenteddies. Usingtheeddydiffusivity concept,thedimensionlessform
of thegoverningangularmomentumequationbecomes:
aw 1)ra2w aw)l (D-23)
The dimensionless groups are the same as those defined earlier in this section. A simple mixing
length model will be used to calculate the turbulent viscosity (Reference D-5):
v _- (D-24)
For turbulent flows an additional dimensionless parameter (0_oro 2 /v), i.e., the initial Reynolds
number, is required to describe the flow field. L is the mixing length, normalized by the tank radius.
The mixing length equals the smaller of the two expressions given in Equation D-25 (Reference D-
5).
 /y/Ia or L = _ (D-25)
ro
The first expression is a mixing length model for the inner region of the turbulent boundary layer that
includes a damping function to better model the viscous sublayer near the wall. The second
expression is a simple mixing length model for the outer region. For a turbulent boundary layer,
velocity and temperature gradients are confined near the wall, consequently the inner region model is
more important than the outer region model. The quantity y is the distance from the wall and "Cwallis
the wall shear stress. The parameters _¢, A +, and _. are dimensionless model constants that for a
"standard" turbulent boundary layer have values of 0.41, 26, and 0.085, respectively.
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The decay of the tangentialand angularvelocity profiles areshownin FiguresD-14 andD-15,
respectively. Theseresultsarevalid for aninitial Reynoldsnumberequalto C0oro2 / v = 100,000.
The turbulent tangential flow decays more rapidly than the laminar tangential flow discussed earlier.
Fluid motion has nearly stopped by T=0.1. This corresponds to 0.55 hours for superheated vapor
at 172 kPa, 111 K in a 0.104 meter diameter tank. These are "typical" conditions during the hold
phase in Tank 2. Fluid property variations, which will occur during the hold phase, are not taken
into account in this analysis. Figure D-16 shows a comparison of the angular velocity profiles in the
region near the wall. In the turbulent case, velocity gradients are much steeper near the wall.
The decay of the turbulent heat transfer coefficient was approximated using the Reynolds analogy. A
comparison of the laminar and turbulent results are shown in Figure D-17. Both start with the same
initial velocity profile, consequently, the Nusselt number has an initial value of -6 for both cases.
For the turbulent case the Nusselt number rapidly increases to a maximum of 30, then gradually
decreases and approaches the laminar flow results, i.e., Nu - 4. It is physically unlikely that the
actual Nusselt number increases after the charge is terminated. This anomalous behavior is a result
of using an inappropriate initial velocity profile. For the turbulent case, the initial profile should be
"turbulent", i.e., steep gradients should be confined near the wall and shallow velocity gradients
should exist near the center of the tank. Additional work is required in this area. Since time is
plotted on a log-scale, the initial Nu variation appears "stretched-out". The profile changes quickly
to a more "turbulent" configuration. The maximum Nusselt number is reached at T - 10 -4. This
corresponds to only 2 seconds for "typical" conditions during a hold (172 kPa, 111 K). The Nusselt
number for the turbulent case takes more than 6 minutes to converge to the laminar flow values.
The heat transfer results for decaying laminar and turbulent tangential flows are compared to results
for decaying large turbulent eddies in Figure D-18. The large turbulent eddy.model was modified to
include a smooth transition to the conduction limit. To obtain a valid comparison, the large turbulent
eddy results were also normalized by the maximum value of the convection coefficient predicted
using the turbulent tangential flow model. For most of the time, the heat transfer coefficients for the
two turbulent cases are greater than for the laminar flow case. All three cases converge to the same
value, which represents the pure conduction limit. The turbulent tangential flow persists almost ten
times longer than the turbulent eddy flow field, which contains no mean flow component.
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Figure D- 16. Comparison of Laminar and Turbulent Near-Wall Velocity Profiles
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APPENDIX E
DETAILED EXPERIMENT SEQUEN .CES
This appendix contains two lists of the sequenced tests that are performed in order to carry out the
Class I and Class II experiments. Table E-1 lists the experiments as if they were performed one after
the other, such as might be done if the Spacecraft Operations and Control Center (SOCC) was
continually fully staffed. Table E-2 lists the experiments as if they were performed according to the
staffing plan provided by NASA.
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APPENDIX F
ADDITIONAL SCHEDULE INFORMATION
F.1 TEST SCHEDULE
Figure F-1 presents the Phase C/D test schedule. Some long lead components (valves, flowmeters,
etc.) will require development before the start of Phase C/D in order to permit component selection
without jeopardizing the COLD-SAT schedule. The test program schedule relates major tests to
overall program activities. Design development starts at the contract award date. After tanks are
individually qualified, additional development testing will be done to ensure the thermodynamic vent
systems (TVSs), vapor-cooled shield (VCS), and liquid acquisition devices (LADs) are operating as
expected. These systems are expected to be confirmed in ground test to support the completion of
the design development phase. The spacecraft bu"s and experiment module will be tested in parallel
to support integrated spacecraft acceptance tests. The integrated, tested spacecraft will be shipped to
the launch site for payload processing, vehicle stacking, integrated launch vehicle testing, and final
checkout before launch.
F.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE
Figure F-2 presents the launch vehicle schedule. The Atlas I is well defined and provides a mature,
reliable system to place the COLD-SAT spacecraft into the desired orbit. The vehicle configuration
identified for deployment of COLD-SAT will be flown and proven on several missions before launch
vehicle contract award according to this conservative schedule. The schedule for integration,
production of the Atlas I system and launch of COLD-SAT in July 1997 is realistic. It provides 36
months of integration effort prior to shipment, and another six months for shipment and launch
preparations at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. It is important to plan and implement COLD-SAT
deployment with a comfortable, low-risk schedule to assure a smooth deployment for timely flight
data return.
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